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COMMISSION
(UNDER THE GREAT SEAL)

FOR INQUIRING INTO THE EMPLOYMENT AND CONDITION OF
CHILDREN IN MINES AND MANUFACTORIES.
____________________________

VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
Queen, Defender of the Faith: To Our trusty and well beloved Thomas Tooke, Esquire, Thomas
Southwood Smith, Esquire, Doctor in Medicine, together with Leonard Horner and Robert John
Saunders, Esquires, two of Our Inspectors of Factories, Greeting:- WHEREAS, an humble
Address was presented unto to Us by Knights, Citizens and Burgesses and Commissioners of
Shires and Burghs in Parliament assembled, humbly beseeching Us that We should be graciously
pleased to direct an Inquiry to be made into the Employment of the Children of the Poorer Classes
in Mines and Collieries and the various branches of Trade and Manufactures in which numbers of
Children work together, not being included in the provisions of the Acts for regulating
Employment of Children and Young Persons in Mills and Factories and to collect information as
to the time allowed each day for meals and as to the actual state, condition and treatment of such
Children and as to the effects of such Employment, both with regard to their morals and their
bodily health; NOW KNOW YE, THAT WE, reposing great trust and confidence in your ability
and discretion, have nominated, constituted and appointed and do by these presentiments
nominate, constitute and appoint you the said, Thomas Tooke, Thomas Southwood Smith, together
with, Leonard Horner and Robert John Saunders, to be Our Commissioners for the purposes
aforesaid and We do hereby enjoin you to obey all directions touching the premises which shall
from time to time be given you, and any two or more of you, by one of our principle Secretaries of
State and for the better discovery of the truth in the premises, we do, by these presentiments, give
and grant to you, or any two or more of you, full power and authority to call before you such
persons as you will judge necessary, by whom you may be the better informed of the truth in the
premises, and to inquire of the premises and every part thereof, by all other lawful way and means
whatsoever and We do hereby also give and grant unto you, or any two or more of you, full power
and authority when the same shall appear to be requisite, to administer an oath or oaths to any
person or persons whatsoever, to be examined before you, or two or more of you, touching or
concerning the premises and Our further will and pleasure is, that you Our said Commissioners, or
any three of you, do, with as little delay as may be consistent with a due discharge of the duties
hereby imposed upon you, Certify to Us, under your hands and seals, or under the hands and seals
of any three of you, your several proceedings in the premises; And We further will and command,
and by these presents ordained, that this Our Commission shall continue in full force and virtue,
and that you, Our said Commissioners, or any two or more of you, shall and may from time to time
proceed in the execution thereof, and of every matter and thing therein contained, although the
same be not continued, from time to time by adjournment: AND WE HEREBY COMMAND all
and singular Our Justices of the Peace, Sheriffs, Mayors, Bailiffs, Constables, Officers, Ministers,
and all other of Our loving Subjects whatsoever, as will within Liberties as without, that they may
be assistant to you and each of you in the execution of these presentimens. And for your assistance
in the due execution of this Commission, We have made choice of Our trusty and well beloved
Joseph Fletcher, Esquire, to be the Secretary of this Our Commission, whose services we require
you to use from time to time, as occasion may require. In witness thereof, We have caused these
Letters to be made Patent. Witness Ourself at Westminster, the Twentieth day of October, in the
Fourth Year of Our Reign.
By Writ of Privy Seal,
EDMUNDS.

LETTER OF INSTRUCTIONS EXTENDING THE TERMS OF THE COMMISSION TO
“YOUNG PERSONS”
Whitehall, February 11th, 1841.
GENTLEMEN,
THE QUEEN having been pleased to comply with the prayer of an humble Address presented
to Her Majesty, in pursuance of a Resolution of the House of Commons, dated 4th. of February,
1841, ‘That Her Majesty will be graciously pleased to direct that the Commission appointees in
answer to an Address of this House, on August 4, 1840, for the investigation of certain branches of
Infant Labour, do include within its inquiry the Labour also of Young Persons designated as such
by the provisions of the Factory Act’ I am delighted by the Marquis of Normanby to desire that
you will include within your inquiry the Labour of Young Persons designated as such by the
provisions of the Factory Act accordingly.
I am, Gentlemen,
Your Obedient Servant,
(Signed) F. MAULE.
The Commissioners for inquiring into the Condition
of Children employed in Mines, &c.
_____________________________
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Children’s Employment Commission.
REPORT by ROBERT HUGH FRANKS, ESQ., on the
Employment of Children and Young Persons in the Collieries and
iron works of the East of Scotland, and the State, Condition, and
Treatment of such Children and Young Persons.
TO HER MAJESTY’S COMMISSIONERS.
GENTLEMEN,
I HAVE briefly to submit to you the results of my investigations into the employment and
condition of children and young persons in the collieries and iron works of the East of Scotland, in
obedience to your request that I would present to you in a separate form.

I.- AGES AND NUMBER.
Of the ages and number of children and young persons engaged in the different and factories I
visited, I consider the returns in general are as accurate as can be well expected. In some instances
I have endeavoured to correct them by examination on the spot. In the main they may be
considered as fairly made, except in one or two particulars, which I shall have occasion hereafter to
notice and indeed it is to be regretted that your Sub-Commissioners have not a power of examining
on oath on doubtful evidence, or, at least, some efficient mode of evidence.
The following tables will show the age and numbers of children and young employed in the coal
fields of the Lothians and Forth:-
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Before proceeding further, perhaps it will be as well to give a general and short description of
the pits in the districts of Scotland which I visited, so that I may enable you to form a more distinct
conception of those parts of a pit in which the witnesses, whose evidence has been laid before you,
pursue their several occupations.

II.-PLACES OF WORK.
Few of the mines in the East of Scotland exceed the depth of 100 fathoms. They are descended
by shafts, by trap and turnpike stairs, and, in some instances, by inclines and in several, where the
levels admit, as at Newbattle, Branstain Muir, Crofthead, and other places, ‘boutgates are run in the
hill side, and the workpeople themselves of tile entrance but so usual is the practice of ascending
by that few like the circuitous journey of the ‘boutgate, which is often very distant the place of
work. In descending the shaft a basket tub or cage is used, the cage being the most modern, and
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altogether the safest plan, as it does not expose the passenger to be brought in contact with any
other ascending or descend body. When you arrive at the pit bottom, which is generally so formed
as to be the dip of the coal, where no level exists to carry off the water, you have to pursue your
course through the main roads to the commencement of those leading to the wall face. The height
of which roads in a great measure depends on the thickness of the seams of coal but when narrow
seams are wrought the roads are heightened by cutting away both the roof and the floor (top and
bottom) of the Seam. Where the roof is hard, of freestone, for instance, the height is generally 4 1 /2
to 6 feet, when soft, a continual cutting or clearing takes place by a set of men and girls, who rede
(clear) the roads and ways every night. Otherwise the soft material would soon sink and close up
the roads and it has occurred that the whole of the roof round the pit shaft has closed up the shaft.
A miraculous escape of 13 persons from a similar accident occurred in the year 1839 at
Edmonstone colliery, the Mid-Lothian, where the roofs are low and soft, and the longwall system
of taking away the coal is in operation.
Many of the mines in the East of Scotland are conducted, as to the above and underground
arrangements, in the most primitive manner. The one horse gin to draw up the basket, no
separation in the shaft, the ventilation carried on in many places by means of old shafts left open,
&c., the negligence of the underground workings corresponds with that above, the roads being
carelessly attended to, and the workings very irregularly carried on, so that the oppression of the
labour is as much increased by the want of good superintendence as by the irregularity of the
workpeople themselves.
The roads are most commonly wet, but in some places so much so as to come up to the ankles
and where the roofs are soft, the drippy and slushy state of the entire chamber, is such that none
can be said to work in it in a dry condition, and the coarse apparel the labour requires absorbs so
much of the drainage of water as to keep workmen as thoroughly saturated as if they were working
continually in water.
The workings in the narrow seams are sometimes 100 to 200 yards from the main roads, so that
the females have to crawl backwards and forwards with their small carts in seams in many cases
not exceeding 22 to 28 inches in height. This will be found illustrated in the statement of Margaret
Hipps, coal putter, numbered 231 in the Evidence.

Margaret Hipps.

The danger and difficulties of dragging on roads dipping foot in 3 to 1 foot in 6 may be more easily
conceived than explained and the state which females are in after pulling like horses through these
holes, their perspiration, their exhaustion, and very frequently even their tears, it is painful in the
extreme to witness. Yet, when the work is done, they return to it with a vigour which is surprising,
considering how they inwardly hate it. The business of these females to remove the coals from the
hewer, who has picked them from the wall face and placing them either on their backs, which they
invariably do when working in edge seams, or in little carts when on levels, &c. to carry them to
the main road, whence they are conveyed to the pit bottom, where, being emptied into the
ascending basket of the shaft, they are wound up by machinery to the pit’s mouth, where they lie
heaped for further distribution.
A little reflection would have prevented a vast deal of unnecessary and labour in the working of
edge seams in Scotland. For instance, in South Wales (where the stratification is almost vertical),
on the sea coast at Britonferry, and in the Anthracite field in Pembrokeshire, coal bearing as
practised in Scotland is entirely unknown. The coal is transported from the different workings by
successive windlasses, or balances, working on inclined planes, which plan entirely obviates the
necessity of having recourse to the slavish and degrading employment of female labour at present
in practice in the collieries in the East of Scotland. By reference to a Report by me on the collieries
of Glamorganshire, Pembrokeshire, and Monmouthshire, you will see fully illustrated the
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improved system of working coal in edge seams to which reference is made in the preceding
passage.

III. - NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT.
It will now become a more painful duty to give a particular description of the employment of
children and young persons in those departments in which their labour is used, and in which
females are equally with males employed at very tender years.
The coal bearers, as described in the Table of Occupations which precedes the Evidence, are
women and children employed to carry coal on their backs unrailed roads with burdens varying
from 3/4 cwt. to 3 cwt.

Rough section of the workings of an Edge Seam in Loanhead
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It is revolting to humanity to reflect upon the barbarous and cruel slavery which this degrading
labour constitutes, a labour which happily has long since been abolished in England, and in the
greater part of Scotland, and I believe is only to be found in the Lothians, the remnant of the
slavery of a degraded age.
To this subject Lord Dundonald is said to have called public indignation early as the year 1798;
and in 1808, Robert Bald, Esq., of Edinburgh, again, in a manly appeal on the same subject,
endeavoured, as he himself expresses it, “to bring into view the state and condition of a class of
women in society whose peculiar situation was but little known to the world” and after describing
the system as ‘severe, slavish, and oppressive in the highest degree,’ characterised that condition as
one ‘which renders their existence the most weary of all the pilgrims of this journey through life.’
Until the year 1799 colliers were attached to the soil, and passed with land on any change of
proprietors, the adscripti glebæ of the old system. The pittance they obtained was accompanied by
unmitigated and compulsory labour, under pain of corporal punishment at their master’s hands. By
several Acts of the Scottish Parliament these degraded marks of servitude received the sanction of
that legislature and so completely were they considered out of the pale of the law that even the
Habeas Corpus Act of Scotland, in 1701, which declared that ‘the imprisonment of persons without
expressing the reasons thereof, and delaying to them to trial is contrary to law’ and that no person
shall hereafter be imprisoned for custody in order to take his trial for any crime or offence without
a warrant or writ expressing the particular cause for which he is imprisoned’ with other valuable
clauses providing for the liberty of the subject, it was expressly declared, ‘that this present Act is in
no way to be extended to colliers and salters.’
It was not until 1775 that an Act of the British Parliament of the 15th. Geo.III.c.28, contained
this preamble:- “Whereas by the statute law of Scotland. as explained by the judges of the courts of
law there, many colliers and coalbearers and salters are in a state of slavery and bondage, bound
to the collieries or saltworks where they work for life, transferable with the collieries and salt
works, &c.; and whereas the emancipating and setting free the said colliers, &c., who are now in a
state of servitude, gradually and upon reasonable condition, and the preventing others from coming
into such a state of servitude, would be the means of increasing the number of colliers, &c., to the
great benefit of the public, without it doing injury to their present masters, and would remove the
reproach of allowing such a state of servitude to exist in a free country,” it was enacted, “that those
who were colliers at the passing of the Act should become free on certain conditions, and under
certain regulations, at periods varying from three to ten years, depending to their ages, and that no
person who after the passing of the Act should begin to work as a collier should be bound in any
way different from what was permitted by law with regard to other servants or labourers.’
This Act of 1775, however, it appears was not effectual in giving complete if, and the Act of 39
Geo.III.c.56, was passed, declaring that many colliers coal-bearers still continue in a state of
bondage from not having complied the provisions, or from having become subject to the penalties,
of the said Act, it was therefore ‘enacted, that from and after the passing of the said Act, all the
colliers in that part of Great Britain called Scotland, who were bound colliers and coal-bearers
and salters at the time of passing this Act, shall be, and are hereby declared to be free from
servitude.’ Thus up to the passing of this Act the colliers were literally slaves of the soil, and
unable to seek work elsewhere without the permission of the Master. To illustrate this it may not
be uninteresting to lay before you the petition of Robert Pride, in 1746, to the Lord of
Prestongrange (for which I am indebted to George Sir Suttie, Bart.), requesting such permission to
seek work elsewhere the temporary suspension of the works in his Lordship’s colliery.
W. Pryde, a coal hewer, the grandson of the petitioner, still lives, and is of the witnesses whose
evidence, taken at New Craighall colliery, parish of Inveresk, I have submitted to you (No.75 in the
Evidence).

COPY of PRIDE’S PETITION to LORD PRESTONORANGE, dated 1746.

Unto ye Honourable ye Lord Grange, at Prestongrange, ye petition of Robert Pride, his son, James Pride,
Robert Thomson, and William Ines, all colliers belonging to his Lordship:
Humbly sheweth, that we are all your Lordship’s servants, and is willing to serve your Lordship’s qn yt
you have work for us; but since yt your Lordship’s work is not going at Prestongrange, we are at ye tyme
is at Pinky, under Mr. Robertson, and not far from your Lordship’s, if yt qn yt you are pleased to fit your
work in Prestongrange we are near to be gatton qn yt your Lordship pleases. And at ye tyme John Binel,
oversman to ye Duke of Hamilton, is hard upon us in stopping us of bread, where we now are by lifting us
out of ys work to place us in yt sd Duke’s work at Bawerestness. And now ye workman yt is there sweres
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yt of yt we go to yt work yt they shall be our dead. And now we humbly beg yt you out of your clemency
and goodness will keep us from going to yt place where our life will be in so much danger, and we your
Lordship’s humble petitioners shall ever pray.
ROBERT PRIED.
his
JAMES I. P. PRYD,
mark.

his
WILLIAM W. I. INES,
mark.

his
JAMES I.P. PRIDE,
mark.
his
ROB. Rt. THOMSON,
mark.

The following extract from a mineral report to his Grace the Duke of Buccleugh and
Queensberry, on his coal property in the parish of Dalkeith, in Edinburghshire, for which I am
indebted to the kindness of Mr. James Wright, manager of his Grace’s colliery, will show still more
clearly the peremptory power the lord of the soil.
JAMES WHITE’S TACK.
“For some time previous to the year 1764 it would seem that collierying was either discontinued in the lands
of Cowden, or was conducted on a diminished scale because it is stated in the papers of that year (now in Mr.
Maclaren’s possession) that several of the colliers and their bearers, who belonged to these lands of his
Grace’s (that is as Mr. Mclaren explained) by having been born thereon and regularly arled* or registered
had gone away without leave to work at the collieries of Hawthorndean, Melville, Moon, Moorhouse,
Gilverton, and Pendrick, and such Cowden colliers were summoned to return immediately. “I suppose on the
commencement of the new lease of this colliery to Mr. White, or of a more efficient intendent working under
it.”

I would here call your attention to the nature of employment in the coal mines, an employment
which, from the manner it is still conducted, may be regarded a relic of the base feudalism just
described, and which in the nineteenth century continues to excite our disgust and compassion. I
know of no mode by which nature of that labour can be better presented your notice than by the
following simple extracts from evidence of the witnesses themselves.
Janet Cumming (No.1), 11 years bears coals.

Janet Cumming.

I gang with the women at five and come up at five at night. I work
all night on Fridays, and come away at twelve in the day. I carry the
large bits of coal from the wall face to the pit bottom, and the small
pieces called chows in a creel. The weight is usually a
hundredweight. I do not know how many pounds there are in a
hundredweight but it is some weight to carry. It takes three journeys
to fill a tub of 4 cwt. The distance varies as the work is not always
on the same wall, sometimes 150 fathoms, whiles 250 fathoms. The
roof is very low and I have to bend my back and legs and the water
comes frequently up to the calves of my legs. I have no liking for the
work, father makes me like it. I never got hurt, but often am obliged
to scramble out of the pit when bad air was in.

*The former arleing of infant colliers and bearers, in consequence of a payment made to their parents is very different
to the binding of colliers and bearers now practised and a bounty for each paid to their parents at the time of their
christening, agreeably to the custom and feudal kind of laws on the subject then still remaining in force.

Isabella Read (No.14), 12 years old.
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I am wrought with sister and brother. It is very sore work. I
cannot say how many rakes or journeys I make from pit bottom
to wall face and back. She thinks about 30 or 25 on the
average. The distance varies from 100 to 250 fathoms. I carry
a hundredweight an a quarter on my back, and am frequently in
water up to the calves of my legs. When first down I fell
frequently asleep while waiting for coal from heat and fatigue.
I do not like the work, nor do the lassies, but they are made to
like it. When the weather is warm there is difficulty in
breathing, and frequently the lights go out.

Girl carrying coals.

Agnes Moffat (No.28), 17 years of age.

She began working at 10 years of age. She works 12 and 14
hours daily. She can earn l2s. in a fortnight if work be not
stopped by bad air or otherwise. Father took sister and I down.
He gets our wages. I fill five baskets. The weight is more than
22 cwt. and it takes me five journeys. The work is o’er sair for
females. I had my shoulder knocked out a time ago, and laid
idle some time. It is no uncommon thing for women to lose their
burthen (load), and drop off the ladder down the dyke below.
Margaret M’Neil did a few weeks since, and injured both legs.
When the tugs which pass over the forehead break which they
frequently do it is very dangerous to be under the load. The
lassies hate the work altogether but canna run away from it.

Load dropping on ladder while ascending.

See Evidence of Helen Reid (No.26), and of Ellison Jack (No.55).
The evidence of Jane Peacock Watson, aged 40, coal bearer (No.117), shows yet more painfully
the suffering of women following this laborious employment:I have wrought in the bowels of the earth 33 years and have been married 23 years, and had nine children.
Six are alive, three died of typhus a few years since and I have had two dead born. They were so from the
oppressive work. A vast of women have dead children and false births which are worse, as they are no
able to work after the latter.
I have always been obliged to work below till forced to go home to bear the bairn, and so other women.
We return as soon as we are able, never longer than 10 or 12 days, many less if they are needed. It is only
horse work, and ruins the women. It crushes their haunches, bends their ankles, and makes them old
women at 40.
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The evidence also of Isabel Hogg (No.131), aged 53, discloses an equally painful testimony to
the same horrible system and Elizabeth M’Neil (No.136), aged 38 states:She knew a woman who came up, and the child was born in a field next the coal hill. Women frequently
miscarry below, and suffer much after. Vast of women are confined before ye time to change themsel.

In fact, says a very intelligent witness, Mr. Wm. Hunter, the mining foreman of Ormiston
Colliery, where Mr. Maxton has issued an order to exclude women and children from the colliery:In fact, women always did the lifting, or heavy part of the work, and neither they nor the children were
treated like human beings, nor are they where they are employed. Females to work in places where no
man, or even lad, could be got to labour in. They work in bad roads, up to their knees in water, in a
posture nearly double. They are below till the last pregnancy. They have swelled haunches and ankles,
and are prematurely brought to the, grave or, what is worse, a lingering existence.*

Now, when the nature of this horrible labour is taken into consideration, its extreme severity, its
regular duration of from 12 to 14 hours daily, which, and once a week at least, as in the instance of
J. Cumming, is extended through the of the night, the damp, heated, and unwholesome atmosphere
in which the work is carried on, the tender age and sex of the workers, when it is considered that
such labour is performed not in isolated instances selected to excite compassion, but that it may be
truly regarded as the type of the everyday existence of hundreds fellow creatures, a picture is
presented of deadly physical oppression and systematic slavery, of which I conscientiously believe
no one unacquainted with facts would credit the existence in the British dominions.
The evidence of boys, who are comparatively few, engaged in the same labour, will be found, in
most particulars, to be of similar character.
28. It is here worthy of remark, that to this labour, which is at once so repulsive and severe, the
girls are invariably set at an earlier age than boys are to their peculiar labour, from a notion very
generally entertained amongst the pare
themselves, that girls are more acute and capable of making themselves useful an earlier age than
boys.

*“In surveying the workings of an extensive colliery under ground,” says Robert Bald, Esq., the eminent underviewer,
“a married woman came forward, groaning under an excessive weight of coals, trembling in every nerve and almost
unable to keep her knees from sinking under her. On coming up she said, in a melancholy voice, “Oh Sir, this is sore,
sore, sore work. I wish to God that the first woman who tried to bear coals had broke her back, and none would have
tried it again!”
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The labour in which children and young persons are employed, next in severity to the sore
slavery of coal bearing, is coal putting, in which we find sexes more equally distributed.
PUTTERS drag or push the carts containing e from the coal wall to the pit bottom, weight varying
from 3 to 10 cwt.

The boxes or carriages which are here employed are of two sorts, the hutchie and the slype. The
hutchie being an oblong square sided box with wheels which usually run on a rail and the slype, as
described at the conclusion of the evidence of the witness numbered 87, is a wood framed box
curved and shod with iron at the bottom, holding from
21 /4 to 5 cwt of coal, adapted to the seams through
which it is dragged. The lad or lass is harnessed over
the shoulders and back with a strong leathern girth,
which behind is furnished with an iron hook, attaching
itself to a chain fastened to the coal cart or slype,
which is thus dragged along. The dresses of these
girls are made of coarse hempen stuff (sacking) fitted
close to the figure. The covering to their heads are of
the same material. Little or no flannel is used, and
their clothing, being of an absorbent nature frequently
gets completely saturated shortly after descending the
pit, especially where the roofs are soft. The girls after
their return from labour hang their dresses up to dry,
and know instances of their pit clothes ever being
washed, save at Lord Elgin’s colliery in Fife, and
some few others in the same county. The stockings
worn by the collier girls cover only the ankles and
calves of their legs. The feet of many are naked.
Those who work in railed roads below ground wear
heavy iron shod shoes.
Where the seams are narrow and the roofs low, the
lads and lasses drag on all fours, as one boy (witness)
says in the evidence, ‘like horses.’ These slypes are
used in those parts of mines where rails are not laid
(the dip and rise preventing), or where the floors are
soft from wall faces to main roads.
As to this form of labour see the evidence of Andrew Young (No.87), coal putter.
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Katherine Logan, 16 years. old, coal putter.
She began to work at coal carrying more than five years since. She works in harness now and draws
backwards, with face to tubs; the ropes and chains go under pit clothes. It is o’ersair work, especially
when we crawl.

Katherine Logan.

It is extremely difficult to give a sufficiently clear illustration of this miserable occupation,
which is only adopted in inconvenient and narrow seams, where the floor moreover is usually wet
and slushy, and not infrequently dripping water, as will be seen by reference to the general body of
evidence.
The next description of labour in which young male children, from 10 years upwards, and young
men are employed, is that of coal hewers, who hew the coal at what is technically called the wall
face. For the nature of this occupation Evidence Nos.3 and 6.
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Again, Alexander Reid (No.7), aged 12.
I have worked two years at Sheriff Hall, and go below at two or three in the morning and till six at night.
After that I fill and put the carts on the rails to pit bottom.
The pit I work in is very wet. We often work in slush over our shoe tops. When first below I used to fall
asleep. I am kept awake now. It is most terrible work. I am wrought a 30 inch seam, and am obliged to
twist myself up to work on my side. This is my every day work except Friday, when I go down at 12 at
night, and come up at 12 at noon, &c.

The third and last class of labour in which children are employed is of pumpers, trappers, and
horse drivers. See Evidence, Nos. 68,71,38,69.
If to these are added the boys and girls who assist the waggons inclines, and rolly drivers, as
they are termed, whose business it is to crane the waggons off the small trams on to the main road,
we shall have comprehended our inquiry all the classes of children and young persons employed in
the collieries.

IV.- HIRING AND WAGES.
It will be perhaps convenient in this place to lay before you the plan hiring adopted, and the
average rate of wages obtained for the labour, which I have endeavoured to explain, and which, as
has been seen, is of the lowest most monotonous application of animal force. The practice (to
which my is directed in your instructions) of masters lending money to parents, to be repaid out of
the labour of the children, was declared illegal by the Act of the British Parliament of 1799, before
referred to, and, I have every reason to believe become entirely obsolete. The only custom which
recalls the ancient system is what, in the familiar dialect of the country, is called ‘Arling’, a term
sufficiently explained in the extract in page 9 of this Report, to which I beg you to refer, a custom
which I believe has now ceased to have any well defined object, though, conjunction with the
practice of giving bounty money to colliers at the maturity of an agreement, it may reasonably be
supposed to have increased the authority if the parent over his wife and children. But even this
custom of bounty money is now discontinued in most places.
The copy of an agreement between two workmen and their employers the date of 1827, will
show at once the nature of such contracts:“We, John Davidson and John Davidson son of the said John Davidson, colliers in Tranent, hereby engage
to work in the coal works of Messrs. William and H. F. Cadell for one years from this date and during that
period to work the different seams of coal in the fields Easter Windygoal, at the following prices:- The
main-coal at 4d. per corf, containing 4 cwt. of great coals, and 2d. per corf, containing 11/2 bolls, barley
measure, of panwood the splent coal at 51/2d. per corf, containing 4 cwt. of great coals, and 3d. per corf,
containing 11/2 boils, barley measure, of panwood, all delivered at the pit bottom free of redding and
every other expense except the above mentioned prices. During the currency of this agreement, if we
attend our work regularly and put out a sufficient quantity of coals every lawful day, and behave ourselves
in a quiet and peaceable manner, we are, at the termination agreement, to receive £2 17s. 3d. sterling of
bounty money but in case we do not conduct ourselves as above mentioned, we agree to forfeit all claims
to said bounty. We also engage to work in any of the pits we may be desired and if we, without
permission previously obtained from Messrs. Cadells or their managers, absent ourselves from our work,
we agree work two days for every day we are absent without leave. we are to be allowed three corfs every
three weeks for the use of ourselves and bearers, and if any of us take more that quantity, we agree to
forfeit 5s. for each offence.
We also engage to observe the same regulations of the work as formerly, in particular that old established
rule, whereby we are bound to forfeit 5s. for every time that we work coals or panwoood of the sides of
the stoops that is left to support the roof of the coal. In witness whereby these presents are written by
George Alexander, and signed by us, at Tranent Colliery, this 24th. November, 1827, before George
Alexander and John Thomson, oversman to Messrs. Cadell

(Signed)

JOHN DAVIDSON.
JOHN DAVIDSON.

George Alexander, Witness.
John Thomson, Witness.
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But the general regulations of the collieries will show the course at present adopted, colliers are
not generally restrained by any agreement beyond two weeks.
_______
________ 18
GENERAL REGULATIONS OF___________COLLIERY.
First, - When expenses have been incurred in flitting a collier to _________ colliery, and he away before
having served six months, such expenses shall be refunded by him.
Second, - Three tubs of fire coal shall be allowed to every married collier evqery three weeks, and three
tubs to an unmarried collier every four weeks, provided he has put out five days work each week but if he
does not work five full days work each week, he shall forfeit his fire coal, unless he produces the colliery
surgeon’s certificate of his inability to work, in that event he shall be entitled to his fire coal as usual.
Third, - Two weeks notice shall be given by every collier of his intention to leave the colliery, and such
notice to be given to the coal grieve, on the Saturday only, at the pay table, when the collier will receive
from the coal grieve a certificate that he has given the notice required. Like notice to be given by the
manager of the colliery, when he wishes to part with a collier.
Fourth, - Each collier must strictly conform to the regulations of the pit he is working in, and obey the
orders of the oversman, under a penalty of 5s. for each offence.
Fifth, - When a collier occupies a house belonging to the colliery, he shall flit and remove from said house
immediately on his leaving the colliery.
The following document is signed by the workmen at the time of the engagement, and upon leaving the
subjoined notice is required :I, _________________ having this day engaged as a collier at ________ Colliery, hereby agree to abide
by the annexed general regulations of said colliery, a printed copy of which, No. ____ I acknowledge to
have now received.
_______________________ Witness.
_______________________
has this day given notice of his intention to leave at the expiration of two weeks from this date.
____________________________________ Coal-grieve.

From a careful collation of the evidence which I have collected, and from other sources which I
had an opportunity of consulting, the following table is derived which will present a pretty accurate
statement of the late wages in the Lothians, the men averaging nine days labour per fortnight.
These go back to the year 1812, and I have accompanied them with tables showing the prices of
wheat and oatmeal during eight of the corresponding years in four of the districts in which I was
able to gather an accurate account of the graduated rate of wages.
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V.- ACCIDENTS.
The subject which next in order claims your most earnest attention is the accidents which
happen to people employed in collieries and it becomes the more important to regard this branch of
the inquiry with a careful eye, by reason of the unaccountable and almost total neglect which it has
hitherto received. In the absence of all satisfactory returns on this head, we have the authority of a
medical gentlemen well acquainted with the colliery districts, that a week seldom passes without
some serious accident occurring in one or more of the collieries, and several is are killed or die in
consequence of accidents every year. These accidents arise from the falling in of the roof, the
sudden and unexpected fall of coal before the collier has time to draw back, the rending of ropes,
&c. and this is fearfully confirmed by the witnesses whose evidence I have collected, and who bear
testimony to a vast number of individual cases of this sort, but which, of course, are not sufficient
to enable us to form any general estimate on the subject.
In Scotland there are no coroners to inquire into sudden and violent deaths and serious
accidents of an appalling nature frequently occur, and notice whatever appears to be taken of them.
Thus Jane Moffatt (No.70) says:Father was killed in the pit five years since. A woman was killed by a pit waggon.

Robert Robinson (No. 144):My two sisters were sair horrible crushed by stones falling from the roof. Their bowels were forced out and legs
broken. It is two years since.

Mr. Thomas Bishop (No.202,) overseer to Sir William Baillie’s mines at Polkemmet:Few accidents have occurred lately; two boys were injured by a stone falling from the roof. One had his leg shattered,
and suffered its loss, the other the leg broken, from which it recovering.

And the same witness adds:I have no record of accidents, nor is it customary to keep such, not even of accidental and sudden deaths.

Mary Sneddon (No.219):Brother Robert was killed on the 21st. January last. A piece of the roof fell upon his head he died instantly. He was
brought home, coffined, and buried in Bo’ness kirkyard. No one came to inquire how he was killed. They never do in
this place.

Thomas Walker (No.228):Many accidents here. My father has just had his collar bone broken, and the son of William Guy, who was killed nine
months gone, got his leg broken by roof falling.

The evidence of Mr. Marshall, oversman to the Hirse or Netherwood Colliery (No.278), states:Six weeks back a boy (Robert Russell), 13 years of age, met his death by a hutchie passing over his body and crushing
him. He never spoke after and another William Blair, 12 years of age, was crushed to death by a falling stone from the
roof. Two men were killed within the last two years by the roofs falling. It is not the custom to notice those accidents.
We neither give notice, nor do the friends of the parties. The practice is to bury them a day after their decease.

Again, Robert Jameson, oversman to the Stronne Colliery (No.281):We have much fire in the pit at times. Two men were killed (Stirling and King) a short time since by explosion Stirling
had a Davy in his pocket, but descended with his oil lamp lighted, when explosion momentary took place. A short time
since four men were drowned by accidentally pricking into an old working. No notice of accidental deaths. They (the
deceased) are sent home to their friends and afterwards buried.
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And Mr. James Hunter, mining oversman to the Alloa Colliery, Clackmannanshire, states:That four accidents of a fatal nature have taken place at this colliery, and that when such the sheriff sometimes comes
down. He did in the last case, after the death of John Patterson, which was occasioned by being overwound at the pit
head. After looking at the ropes and examining their strength, he walked away, and no further notice was taken. This
common practice.

A still stronger case occurs in tile evidence of Jane Patterson (No.319), employed in the
Woodlands and Devonside Colliery:We have (says the witness, a girl of 17) no father or mother alive. Mother died of consumption, and father was brought
home dead a few years since. He was supposed to have been MURDERED, but no one sought after those who killed
him.

And Dr. Alison remarks in reference to this subject:I am pretty sure about 50 people under my care and connected with collieries have lost their lives in consequence of
accidents occurring in the works around Tranent, and I do not remember of an investigation having been made by the
sheriff in more than one instance.

With reference to minor accidents, the record of such is scattered over the evidence of nearly all
the witnesses, and from the nature of the labour which the working people are employed, it is not
to be wondered at that frequently take place. In truth, it would seem to be almost inseparable from
the severe character of the occupation itself. Nor is it surprising that no record kept of this very
numerous class but where life is lost, where a human being has been suddenly or violently taken
off from amongst his fellow creatures, I certainly was not prepared for the general apathy and
indifference which prevails in I districts, still less could I comprehend the absence of all inquiry
into the cause the death of the father of a family suspected to have been murdered.
I cannot leave, while I regret the unsatisfactory nature of this part of subject, without earnestly
recommending that the office of coroner should be established in Scotland as in England. I believe
the institution of such an office would conduce to the most beneficial results, would produce a
greater carefulness human life, and would make the working people feel, as was well expressed by
the witness on another subject, that they were not altogether the neglected creatures they
undoubtedly are.
I had compiled, from the various papers which have been filled up returned to me in the usual
way, a Table of Deaths and Accidents, but the portion of accidents has been so considerably greater
according to the evidence those whom I have personally examined to that to which I am led to by a
perusal of the returns, that I have been induced to expunge it altogether. I should unwilling,
however, to infer that any motive has induced a concealment or perversion of the real facts in
answer to the queries proposed, yet it is by no means improbable that in a large mine, where many
hands are employed, but known individually of the workman, short of his doing his work and
receiving wages, unless a special examination had taken place and while, therefore, were in employ
at the works, it was to be presumed, unless some glaring deformity existed, or some accidental hurt
too notorious not to be acquainted with attracted attention that the workpeople were neither
unsound, maimed, nor distorted.
In order, however, to illustrate the nature of accidents to which work in coal mines are exposed,
rather than in the hope of having collected a due return of the number of those accidents, I have
made out the following list of such as been submitted to me, in addition to those which I myself
have collected:DALKEITH.
ROSEWELL.
POLKEMMET.
BO’NESS.
TRANENT.
BIRSLEY.
PRESTON GRANGE.
SOMERSIDE.
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J. Macintosh, broken arm; one killed by roof falling.
W. Cossar, sprained ankle.
A. M’Neil, fall in pit, and three injured by scaffold upsetting.
Two maimed by stones failing.
Two boys fall, one, leg amputated, other, leg broken.
Two, fallen down pit, killed.
Three boys killed, dropped through the stairs.
W. Neil, so crushed never wrought since.
W. Eldershaw, crushed, died three days after.
J. Hunter, killed by roof falling.
T. Greenhill, fell from platform in shaft, killed.
D. Douglas, fell from platform to pit bottom. killed.
A man, both arms broken by a coal falling off a corve ascending.
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SHERIFF HALL.
NEW CRAIGRALL.
BANTASKINE.
REDDING.
ALLOA.
CLACKMANNAN.
DEVON COAL WORKS.
WOODLANDS.
MIDDLETOWN.
PERTHSHIRE.
BLAIRENGONE.
BLAIR (Fifeshire).
ELGIN.
WELDOOD.
FORDELL.
TOWNILL.
CROSSGATES.
DONYBRISTLE.
LAMPHILINNES.
DONIKIER.
LARGO.
DRUMCARRA.
BALGONIE.
DYSART.
TORRYBURN.
CARRON IRON WORKS.

C. Reid, left arm torn off and one thumb.
G. Peacock, crushed by stone from roof.
Two killed by coming in contact with a descending waggon on incline.
J. Threepenny, killed by stone falling.
W. Gray, killed by stone falling.
Sneddon, injured in back.
One bottomer killed by falling coal.
One killed by adjusting a new rope on winding engine.
One man killed falling down pit.
One boy lost two fingers, crushed by stone.
One man fell into pit, killed.
Engine keeper fell into pit, killed.
One man, April 24, both legs broken, died 26th.
One man, leg broken from coal falling.
Man injured from roof falling.
A broken thigh from stone falling from roof.
Broken leg from coal falling.
J. Watson, killed by fall of stone from roof.
Boy, crushed arm.
Girl, head cut open.
W. Philp, killed by coal falling, on coming up shaft.
One man killed, stone from roof.
Two fatal, both in the pit shaft, one stepping into cage, other going into cage
without giving notice to banksman.
Young woman, head cut open.
Bruise from stone falling, one man lingered for four months and died.
Two fatal accidents, young woman dragged up shaft, and dropped from
within six fathoms of pit mouth.
One man killed by stone falling.
One man killed by stone falling from roof.
A boy, 16, killed by roof falling.
A man, 21, fell out of basket while ascending shaft.
One boy killed by chokedamp.
One fell down shaft, and killed.
Jacob Skinner, crushed by roof.
Man and boy severely injured. boy’s legs broken by splitting of coal.
D. Archibald, killed by chain coming off pillar wheel.
A. Adamson, ribs broken, crush.
Girl laid by 12 months, drag broke, crushed.
A short lime since six men and a boy killed at the blast furnace.

See also the evidence numbered severally 22, 23, 73, 106, 107, 124, 129, 136, 146, 152, 283,
and the evidence generally.

VI. - TREATMENT AND CARE.
The treatment and care of children and young persons after finishing their daily labour, and the
means which are employed to encourage or enforce their exertions have hitherto been little noticed
and the general indifference to these may be accounted for by a consideration of the class of
persons by whom the younger workers are immediately employed.
Every coal hewer is attended by bearers or putters, who are paid for their him. If the father of a
family, the young persons of either sex assume the employment and the father receives the pay at
the count table on pay day, out of which he either pays his bearers or retains the money for the
general support of the family.
If the young persons work for a stranger, which is not of rare occurrence, he or she is paid for
labour by that stranger, so that in no case are the hands, except those engaged in independent
occupations, immediately employed by the master. By independent occupation I mean an
occupation not attached to another, as pumper, trapper, &c. The members of a family generally
work together, and rank as one, by working on the parent’s account.
To form an idea of the care, or rather want of care it may be called, which in the majority of
instances is taken of the children, it will be necessary to lay more particular description of the
domestic habits of their parents.
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I find that in no instance which has come under my notice are any holidays set apart for the
healthful recreation of the children and that they have frequently a mile and two miles to travel to
and from the pit’s mouth. That their hours of labour average l2 hours daily, during which time
they never leave the pit but carry their slight food, which never includes a morsel of meat, with
them. That from the exhaustion of their labour they are in most instances too fatigued even to
attend their evening school, should one be found in their neighbourhood and that after taking a
meagre supper of kail and porridge, they are but too glad to seek the ill-provided rest which is to
prepare them for the toil of the following day. Such and so wearisome is the unrelieved monotony
of youthful labour in the collieries!
The domestic condition of the collier population presents a deplorable picture of filth and
poverty. I took the opportunity of examining many of the witnesses at their own dwellings, in
order that I might become well acquainted with this branch of the inquiry, and it would indeed be
difficult to witness a more disheartening spectacle.
The hut itself is a wretched hovel, perhaps 10 to l2 feet square, in which a family of from six to
ten individuals are huddled together, two bedsteads, and sometimes only one, nearly destitute of
covering, generally a few stools, sometimes the hanging of a chair, and some damaged crockery,
fowls, occasionally a pig or a jackass, dogs, and whatever animals it may chance that they possess,
share the room with the family and the only objects of comfort which present themselves are the
pot, and the fire over which it invariably hangs. The almost general absence of all furniture is to be
attributed, as the women and men told me, to its giving no inconvenience in ‘flitting,’ a term used
when colliers leave their places of work and seek employment elsewhere. There is generally an
absence of all drainage and the filth, &c., of each cottage is accumulated before the door, not even,
in many cases, placed on one side. indeed, there is rarely any other deposit for filth except the
entrance to the dwelling and even this filth itself is not neglected as a source of profit. One of the
witnesses informs us that his father said that dung and filth paid for the whiskey, and I believe the
purchase of whiskey is usual destination of the profit of the abominable and unhealthy nuisance.
There exists a general want of cleanliness in the habits of the colliers, with exceptions of course,
though I believe it is usual for them to wash their faces on in the day after labour, and sometimes
the children follow the same example but the younger children, not at work in the pits, present a
miserable appearance. The ragged and dirty clothing of the whole family, the flesh of the children,
which seems perfectly innocent of water, and blackened by the general employment, added, to the
squalid aspect and unwholesome stench of the place, bespeak at one glance a population neglected
and abandoned to a course of life which has blunted commonest perceptions of human comfort.
As might be expected, these hovels are infested with vermin, as are the persons of the children.
From the irregular hours at which the collier population, both infant adult, is employed,
sometimes at three or four in the morning to four and five night. At another time working (at night
shifts) all night, and from the custom rarely ever leaving the pit during the day, but contenting
themselves with a slight provision at the work, the collier knows little of the comforts of the
mechanic’s or the agricultural labourer’s home. The employment of the women in the pits takes
them away from the sphere of action where their influence is felt in so marked a manner. The
return of the collier from the pit witnesses only the disorder which he left in the morning. His wife
and young family are too eager to satisfy hunger and the fatigue of nature to regard the proprieties
and decencies of which constitute the chief happiness of the hind and the mechanic and thus these,
more than by any other causes, are produced the neglect, and the consequent discomfort of these
wretched abodes.
This horrible absence of attention to the common domestic duties is perpetuated from family to
family, from mother to daughter and not until the legislature has interfered in this matter can any
improvement be expected. It is at this point that the habits of the collier population must be
attacked in order to be improved! Give the collier the comforts of a clean and cheerful home, a the
companionship of a sober and decently educated female, not degraded to brute labour by working
in the pits. Let her attend to a mother’s and a housewife’s duties and you will soon change the in
the moral condition of the collier.
In a state of society such as has been described, the condition of the may be easily imagined,
and its baneful influence on the health cannot well exaggerated and I am informed by very
competent authorities that six months labour in the mines is sufficient to effect a very visible
change in the physical condition of the children and indeed it is scarcely possible to Conceive of
circumstances more calculated to sow the seeds of future disease, and, to borrow the language the
Instructions, to prevent the organs from being fully developed, to enfeeble and disorder their
functions, and to subject the whole system to injury which cannot repaired at any subsequent stage
of life.
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That these unhappy results do frequently follow from mining labour, as present carried on,
appears to me to be indubitably established by the following considerations:1st. Because the food taken is too poor in quality and insufficient in quantity to sustain such
severe labour, consisting for the most part of oaten cake, oaten bread, or porridge, no
butchers’ meat, even the hewers do not enjoy the luxury of common table beer, and the
children invariably drink the water in the pit.
2nd. Because the food, bad in quality and scanty in quantity as it is, is always taken most
irregularly, there being no fixed time set apart for meals.
3rd. Because the air of the mines in which the work is carried on, and which the workpeople
respire, as well as the air of the houses in which they are crowded, instead of being pure,
which is indispensable to convert aliment into nutriment, is loaded with noxious matters.
4th. Because the hours of work are much too long for children of eight years old and under.
The tender and feeble powers of girls and boys of this age must be taxed beyond their
strength by an uninterrupted labour of twelve hours average daily labour called for at
irregular periods, sometimes by day and sometimes extending through the whole night.
5th. Because the medical evidence shows that this labour is injurious to the bodily frame.
Evidence showing that there are peculiar diseases which tend to shorten the duration of life
among colliers, resulting from the nature of their employment, has been obtained from Dr.
William Thomson, Dr. S. S. Alison, Dr. Makelllar, Dr. John Reid of Markintch, Dr. Morison,
and Mr. Symington. To the documents bearing on this point, which will be found under
Article (A) in the Appendix, I beg to direct your particular attention.

VII. - MORAL CONDITION.
I have laid before you in the commencement of this Report the number of each day during
which young children are employed in the collieries, and you will have seen that but little time
indeed is left for healthful recreation, or for educational purposes and it is not so surprising that
alter they have once commenced working in the pit their education is almost totally neglected, of
which evidence is abundant from all quarters, as that any should be found who snatch at intervals
some small portions of additional instruction. The following abstract of returns which I have
received, in answer to your printed queries, will show he means of education afforded to the
working classes are in nowise scanty in the district through which I have passed, namely, the
counties of Haddington, Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Stirling, Clackmannan, Perth, and Fife.
Considerable inattentention has been shown in sending in the returns on this subject by those with
papers have been left. Upwards of 100 sets of papers on the educational branch of our inquiry have
been given by me to gentlemen most capable of furnishing the necessary information, out of which
I have received about 40 communications. To those gentlemen whose names are placed in the
Appendix B, the name of each particular parish to which the following abstract refers, I am
exceedingly obliged for their attention. I have myself supplied the deficiency occasioned by the
want of returns, by information gathered from other quarters, for which I beg to refer you to that
part of the Appendix.
The usual elementary branches of education are taught at, these day and evening schools viz.
reading, writing, and arithmetic. The instruction at the Sunday schools is purely of a religious
character, and is totally insufficient to make up for the loss of other instruction by reason of the too
early removal from week day schools. The principles of Christianity alone are taught, not even the
commonest branches of a secular education. Children are there instructed in the Bible, not taught
to read and altogether Sunday schools afford but an inadequate substitute for day teaching. On this
subject there appears to be but one sentiment prevailing amongst those whose opinions I have
gathered on it, among whom many under whose inspection the parochial schools are carried on,
and who a very active interest in the question of education. With reference to the Sunday and
evening school instruction being insufficient to make up for the loss instruction by early removal
from day schools, the Rev. Colin M’Culloch, of parish of Denny, states:I have carefully observed this, and the result of my observation is that they have no pleasure in the broken
education they are receiving. They are always at the foot of the class, though taller by the head and
shoulders than those above. They are awkward and out of countenance when they get up, and not at ease
till they sit down again, but most of them actually refuse to read at all, lest their ignorance should be seen.
The state of mind which produces is contentment with the lowest standard, a complete and almost
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unconquerable distrust of self, a blind surrender to the judgement of another, and a thorough dislike of
reading. This applies to the mind only. I have not yet had time to watch this effect on their moral
character, but I fully expect that they will be found to be, when a little older, amongst least reputable of
my parishioners.

And to this effect is the testimony of almost all who have given evidence on this point.
As to the teachers themselves, their knowledge, salaries, &c., I found from the returns that their
knowledge is quite adequate to the station they are selected to fill, though in some instances
acquirements of a superior character are to be found in those whom a college education or especial
training prepared for the duties they have to discharge. At the same time many will found who,
venturing on their own hazard, have but meagre qualifications for the task. On the whole, the
evidence obtained on this head is tolerably satisfactory.
The salaries of teachers are in general regulated by the number of scholars, who are admitted at
very low fees paid weekly, the ordinary fees being for teaching 3s. per quarter, occasionally only
2s., writing, 3s. 6d., arithmetic 4s. No fixed salaries are to be met with. The salary derived from
schools which are partially attached to, and others which are entirely dependent on, particular
collieries, cannot of course be distinctly ascertained, inasmuch as it is derived from the charity of
private individuals but the general business of instruction throughout the district under my notice
affords but a wretched living to the teacher. That some means should be devised for the increase of
the salaries of this class of men I find pretty generally recommended and amongst others that small
sum should be stopped out of the weekly wages of the colliers themselves by the managers of the
mines, by which means a sufficient sum would be raised each district for the maintenance of a
respectable resident teacher, and an inducement would be offered to colliers to avail themselves of
the education of their children, to which they had thus, without inconvenience, contributed the
trifling amount which, for this purpose, it would be necessary to levy on each being so
inconsiderable as not to be felt by any. This plan is, in fact, adopted by many collieries.
From the abstract of returns above referred to, I deduce the following important facts. The age
at which children are usually sent to school is about five and they are generally removed about
nine, after a period insufficient for any useful object. In the parish of Inveresk and in the parish of
Newton the opportunities of education have been carefully laid open, and many of the children are
schoolfreed. The evidence of the Rev. J. Beveridge shows that, although great improvement is
perceptible in the condition of collier children, they are generally removed school at seven to eight
years of age. At Dunnipace children leave as early as six, seven, eight, seldom so late as nine years
of age. At Lochgelly boys leave at 10, girls below that age and without repeating the evidence we
have gone through, the average may be stated at nine, of those who attend school at all.
Unfortunately the more numerous class is that which does not receive this amount of education, for
we find in the returns of those who particularly notice the fact (although the statistical information
is not given so as to enable us to form a correct judgement on the proportion of those who do, and
those who do not receive the advantages of education), that the children of colliers and miners but
rarely avail themselves of the means presented to them and indeed so remarkable is this, that even
where schools are in abundance, we find it noticed that such schools are not attended by collier
children and, in reference to the attendance at a female school, where sewing, &c., is taught, a
school particularly necessary to the neglected girls of the colliers, we find it is observed that no
children of colliers and miners attend these schools but, it is added, it is quite common for children
and young persons employed in various branches of trade and manufacture through the day to
attend week evening schools and at Bo’ness, Linlithgowshire, where the collier population
amounts to about 500, though the parochial school is stated to be the best in the county, the colliers
seldom send their children to it. Needlework is taught in some of the schools in the evening, but,
says the return, I am not aware that any of the children or young sons employed in the colliery
attend them. The day and evening school in New Town is especially for the population employed
at the colliery and what is the result? At present the teacher receives about 7s. per week. And such
with very rare exceptions, is the case in most collier districts. It is further made evident that little,
if anything, is done in the way of acquiring instruction after the children have once commenced
working in the pits. The book of education seems thenceforward closed, save in very few instances
indeed, and the Sabbath school and the week evening school form no compensation for the loss of
daily instruction which has been thus suddenly stopped by the stupidity of parents. At this early
age, then, supplied but scantily with the bare elements of reading and writing, is the miserable child
sent to his daily toil with pain and suffering, unseen and insidious disease, his mind and body alike
exposed to the corruption of a viscous atmosphere.
That I might be better enabled to form an accurate judgement on the reading and writing of the
children engaged in the collieries, I carefully examined the children on the spot, as well as the
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signatures to the returns which I had received and I find that out of 3836 children and young
persons included in such returns only 866 pretend to write their names, out of which number I
might venture to affirm that it would require a well practised eye to decipher even 150, and of
those whose names are tolerably legible, I believe that not a couple of dozen be found to write a
dozen consecutive lines on any given subject capable of being read and understood.
The general amount of acquired knowledge they possess may be gathered the general body of
evidence, and the questions and answers made at the of examination and given therein, which, with
few exceptions, present, as was expected, but a miserable deficiency. Had it been otherwise,
indeed, it would have afforded an extraordinary instance of the power of the human mind to
overcome difficulties which appear insurmountable.
In the case of the female children the effect of their ignorance and want of a in needlework,
knitting, &c., strikes one as the more remarkable, since, happily these useful arts are almost
universally to be found possessed by the female population throughout the land but when we
reflect upon the low state of domestic life into which the collier family is, as it were, driven by the
nature and duration their employment, and of the indifference which this unmitigated slavery
begets in the mind, even of the young, to all those wholesome incitements to cleanliness and decent
proprieties of person and home, which are invaluable as the means of keeping the tone of a
labouring population from sinking into grossness, it excites but little wonder. Nor is it surprising
that tradesmen scarcely ever marry colliers’ daughters where the females work below ground, as
they know nothing of house-wifery. How in the name of reason should they? Are they to learn it
in the pit?
It will be well here to take a general survey of those, collieries where the experiment of
excluding women from the pit is in operation, for it will be seen that by no means only of an entire
change in the whole social system of the class under consideration, must the education of the
children and the growth of an improved education be secured.
The first in the general body of evidence are the Dalkeith collieries of the Duke of Buccleugh,
where for some time women and girls have been excluded from the mines by express order of his
Grace. Let us examine the effect of this regulation, anticipated by Mr. James Wright, the
manager:I feel confident that the exclusion of females will advantage the colliers in a physical point of view, and
that it will force the alteration of the economy of the mines. Owners will be compelled to alter their
system. They will ventilate better, make better, make roads better, and so change the system as to enable
men who now work only three or four days a week to discover their own interest in regularly employing
themselves. Since young children and females been excluded from his Grace’s mines, we have never had
occasion to increase the price of coal.

Here we have very favourable evidence indeed by a gentleman of considerable experience, from
which we find that, besides the exclusion of females, the mines, that measure has produced, and
will produce, better ventilation, better roads, and, in short, a total alteration in the economy of
mines, that will be induced to work more regularly their six days a week, which is an immense
advantage proposed, being so much time saved from the demoralising influences of the alehouse or
whisky shop and further we are informed that all this has been effected without any increase in the
price of coals.
Let us take now the evidence of Mr. John Wright manager of the Rosewell Barleydean Coal
mines, the property of J.B.W. Ramsay, Esq., from which the for last four years women and very
young children have been excluded. This gentleman says:Men labour here on the average from 11 to 12 days in the fortnight, whereas when they depended on their
wives and children they rarely wrought nine days in the same period. Colliers are now stationary, with
very exceptions, and the women themselves are opposed to moving since they have the benefit of homes.

Nothing can be more satisfactory than this experience as far as it goes, and the evidence of the
workmen themselves on the subject speaks in favour of Mr. Ramsay’s regulations.
At the Arniston colliery, the property of Robert Dundas Esq., in the parish of Cockpen, MidLothian, I beg to refer you to the evidence of Mr. Alexander Maxton, the manager and of William
Hunter, mining oversman in the same colliery, (No.89), who deposes that in consequence of the
new ventilation and an improved mode of railing roads, a man and two boys take nearly as much
money as when the whole family were below and that many of the daughters of miners are now at
respectable service. Contrast this with the mines of Mr. Thomas Moore, manager of the Preston
Colliery at Gladmuir, (No.121 in the evidence):FINAL
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“The system of working in families or groups,” says this gentleman, “induces fathers and mothers to take
their offspring down much too early, and the long hours children work are caused by the irregular habits
of their married women working below causes great neglect of children, and there is a vast difference in
the comforts of the homes and children when mothers stop above ground. It is a practice here, as in other
collieries, for mothers to leave young children under the charge of strangers, and the want of parental care
has I found very injurious. The want of education of children is chiefly to be ascribed to the unsteady and
roving habits of the parents.”

Thus we see, and I believe to be indisputably true, as above stated, that the irregular habits of
the parents produce the early labour of the child. Neglect of children, doubtless in part is owing to
the women working in the pits, and the migratory habits of the colliers stop education. All which
evils we have evidence to show may be in a great measure obviated by one regulation, viz. the
exclusion of females and under 13 years of age from the pits; and on the propriety of these points
we both the willing and unwilling testimony of almost every man of practical experience in the
district open to our inquiries, as will be seen by a reference to general body of evidence, and more
particularly to the evidence collected on point in the Appendix (D). That a twelvemonth, or even
two years, should allowed for such a change is prudently recommended by many, in order that
colliers’ daughters, who would thus be compelled to leave the pits, might be pared for some other
work, it being obvious that, as they are, they are totally for all other occupations.
Yet although, as we have seen, the evidence mainly points to the exclusion of females altogether
from the pits, and to the limitation of the age of boys to 13 or 14 years before they be suffered to
work therein, together with some check to the intemperate habits of the colliers, as the means of
effecting a great change both the physical and moral condition of the collier population, yet such is
the character of that population, that the proprietor would in many instances be totally unable to
carry into effect these important labour regulations without the assistance of Legislature and on this
point we may refer to the evidence of Sir George Grant Suttie, Bart., of Preston Grange and Birsley
Collieries, and further the evidence of John and William Wilson, Esqrs., the proprietors of
Banknock Colliery, in the parish of Denny, and of Bantaskine, in the parish of Falkirk,
Stirlingshire, who evince a laudable desire to improve the condition of their workmen:Since this colliery [says Mr. William Wilson] has been at work, no females have wrought, nor is it my
wish that very young boys should be taken to work. I think from 12 to 14 years far more suitable to any
kind labour. The parents alone in this point are to blame. There is not at present any power existing in the
masters to prevent children being carried down. The men are ignorant and strongly prejudiced.
I feel convinced that such early forcing into mines is no less injurious to the health and vigour of body
than to the moral training.
Those who attempt the improvement of miners need much patience. Long-rooted neglect has rendered
them excessively clannish, and they unite in secret to discomfit any proposed or new arrangement. They
hold secret conclaves in mines, and make rules and regulations which are injurious and absurd.

To which may be added the testimony of John Wilson, Esq., of Bantaskine and Callendon
Collieries, who says:I much approve of the present inquiry, and think it has long been wanted in this part of Scotland, as the
masters have found it impossible to restrain their colliers from taking young children and females below
ground. I consider some legislative enactment necessary, as I and others have attempted many times to
exclude children under a certain age, and also females, without success. In fact, if we now to attempt to
do so, we should lose our best workmen.

The preceding considerations compel me to acknowledge the absolute necessity of that
legislative interference so strongly invoked by the proprietors, to cure the evils of which such
abundant evidence is here adduced.
In addition to the evils incidental to the laborious occupation of the collier, it is impossible to
overlook a subject to which, indeed, from my time being fully engaged, I was not enabled to
devote that personal observation which could with facility have been given in a residence of longer
duration amongst the people, I mean the crying sin of intoxication. I consider, however, that the
opinions of those who are well acquainted with the prevalence of this degrading habit amongst the
collier population, together with such other information as I have collected thereon, should be laid
before you. The subject, indeed, did not fail to command my attention at the commencement of
my labours, for, on my arrival at Dalkeith, a deputation of colliers having appointed to wait on me
on the Saturday, the purpose of giving evidence, &c. under the Commission, two out of the
appointed were in such a state of intoxication that I found it totally impossible to proceed.
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William Stevenson, Esq., in his Report on the Sanitary Condition of the of Inveresk, in the MidLothian district, has the following passages:Those [colliers] with whom I came into connection I found a dissipated, drunken, improvident and dirty
set of people, with little or no notion of anything but drunkenness and rioting, by no provision for the
future, though in receipt of good wages, which might be considerably larger if they would abandon their
dissipated habits, and work the whole six instead of four day only in the week. Many of the colliers abuse
their wives and children in a shameful manner, kicking and striking them for no cause whatever but we
shall find this is the case with most men who give themselves up to drunkenness and dissipation in the
way that many do. Their wives also are very drunken and I have seen the young children, many of them
from not more than eight to ten years of age, take a glass of whisky readily as their parents. When any
accidents happen, or when through own intemperate habits they are laid on a bed of sickness, instead of
being a warning to them it is always made an excuse for drinking, for the neighbours usually congregate
in numbers in the house of the sick man, when the whisky bottle* is produced and although it may not
follow that they get intoxicated in that house, still it being a beginning leads them on to adjourn to the
public house, and there keep up a constant drinking for two or three days or else they go to the other
houses, and getting a dram at each finish the day in a state of beastly inebriety. The same is often the case
even where their comrade is lying a corpse.

And in another part of the same Report this gentleman continues:Intemperance is the chief cause of reducing the labouring poor to a state of destitution, and the most
deplorable evils are inflicted upon many miserable and helpless families by the intemperance of their
parents. Temptations to drunkenness are far too frequent, through the culpable remissness of landlords in
letting their houses to persons who convert them into places for the sale of spirituous liquors, and not a
little also to the unaccountable inattention of justices of the peace in granting spirit licences. The extent
to which these evils are inflicted on the inhabitants of this parish may be inferred from the fact that in a
population of 8961 there are no fewer than 85 houses licensed for the sale of ardent spirits, thus giving
one house to 105 persons, including children.
Drunkenness is the prevailing vice. It reduces persons in the receipt of high wages to the abject and
squalid condition of the most destitute paupers. It is generally supposed that many unmarried females are
particularly loose. I was once asked by a man for medicine to produce abortion, and I suspect it was
intended for a woman who was shortly afterwards tried for concealment of pregnancy, and was found
guilty. Her child was found dead. It was suspected that she had been intimate with her sister’s husband.

It is interesting to remark the progress of temperance principles, and the alterations effected by
those principles in particular mining districts. Thus, in Alloa, containing a population of 6377, we
find the number of licensed houses amount, in the year 1838, to 87, in Clackmannan, with a
population of 4066, to 56, in Tillicoultry, population 1472, to 13 and in Dollar, population 1447, to
12. In 1841 we find the return of licensed houses for Alloa 74, for Clackmannan 50, for
Tillicoultry 15, and in Dollar 10, which shows a satisfactory reduction in number of houses,
without noticing the continual increase in their respective populations, which are taken from the
census of 1831. On this subject I have compiled a list of the ale houses and whisky shops in those
towns throughout the mining districts of the East of Scotland which contain a large proportion of
mining population, by a perusal of which list, with the observations attached thereto, you will be
enabled to form a pretty accurate estimate of the surplus quantity of licensed houses, as well of the
opinions generally entertained by gentlemen who are practically acquainted with their mischievous
tendency‡ and to which I beg to refer you as article (C) in the Appendix.
We will now take the opportunity of inquiring into the means by which the collier population is
supported in cases of destitution, arising either from sickness want of employment, or old age and
in so doing we may distinguish between:1st, - the assistance which is derived from the parish†
2nd, - that to which are entitled from the self-constituted benefit and other societies which are
frequent in that community and
3rd, - the customary charity of coal proprietors wealthy families in their particular district. And,
first, of the means of support derived from the parish. I find it extremely rare, except in cases of
*The price of strong whiskey is from 8s. to 10s. per gallon.
‡Sir Walter Scott proposed to limit by Act of Parliament the public houses to one fourth of their present number. “If a
man,” said he, “has three or four miles to walk to the place of suction and back again it infers deliberate malice
prepense, of which few are capable and the money will remain with as the means of self support and independence.”
See ‘Memoirs’ vol. iv. p.55.
†These include, 1. Collections at the church door, 2. other voluntary contributions. 3. Sessional funds. 4. Assessments.
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widows love children, and even then the small sum allowed is generally refused while there is any
one for the pauper to hang upon to prevent entire destitution and, added this, that the parish
withholds relief in almost all cases where the applicants have even one child at work in the pit.
Few colliers are any burthen on the parish, for whilst they have any children at work they are
supported by them, nor indeed are they generally a burthen to any one for very long, for death
amongst colliers is not generally the close lingering existence, but a break up of physical strength
and constitution, and we have shown that nearly one third of the population is afflicted with
disease. That a greater portion of the support of enfeebled and aged parents is derived from labour
of the children will be found continually evidenced by the witnesses whose examination has been
collected, some cases of peculiar hardship are found to under very distressing circumstances.
Of the amount of relief distributed by the several parishes I have not sufficient returns from
many districts. Of the parish of Tranent, which includes Elphingstone, Birsley and St. Germain’s,
the population is about 800 families of which 170 families are employed in the collieries, being
about one fifth whole. The returns of this parish show the number of paupers on the poor roll is 12
and the number of miners is 18, being nearly one seventh.
As to the amount of relief afforded to 35 families in the same parish, which we referred to in
another place for the purpose of ascertaining the average colliers, Dr. S. S. Alison does not hesitate
to lay before the Poor Law Commissioners the following statement:I do not think more than 5s. a week of parish money is spent on all these 35 families, (185 individuals).
There is in fact, in Scotland no legal provision for that destitution which results from mere of
employment, and the allowances to aged, infirm, and disabled persons, to widows and orphans, is very
small in deed. For the means of support, then in case of want of employment, sickness, &c., we must
take into consideration the second branch of this subject, the Benefit and Friendly Societies, which are
general in the collier communities, and to a very great extent relieve the distress of the provident and
careful collier, and partially supply the defect in the legal provisions for the poor in Scotland, a subject
receiving the attention and study of so many eminent men, as to lead, it is hoped, to its being based on
more efficient principles, and becoming more extended in its operation.

I do not feel, however, that the present inquiry invites me to enter the wide field of discussion
which the Scotch system of poor laws presents, yet it may be worthy of observation, that its
obvious tendency, as at present administered is to force youthful labour into the pits at an early age,
in order to raise support for ignorant parents who receive either inefficient relief or no relief at all,
from the parish, and therefore to render permanent a custom which we have shown to injurious to
the physical as to the moral condition of the infant population.
The schemes which are adopted by the societies for mutual assistance ordinarily:1st. - A Sickness Fund, for affording weekly payments in money during sickness or disability from
ordinary labour.
2nd. - A Superannuated Fund, for affording weekly payments in money to members after being
permanently disabled, either by accident or old age and also to widows of members after the deaths
of their husbands and
3rd. - A Life Assurance Fund, for affording a sum as funeral money, payable at the deaths of
members, members wives, widows of members, male children of members dying under 13 years of
age, and female children of members dying unmarried.
Upon the regular contribution of small payments, and compliance with the rules of these
societies, the members ordinarily derive the following benefits, viz. sick aliment, for the first 13
weeks, 5s. per week, for the second 13 weeks, 3s. per week, for the third 13 weeks, 2s. 6d. per
week, superannuated members, 1s. 6d. per week. These, of course, vary according to the funds and
payments of the different societies.
Several of the benefit societies have no provision for the burial of their members and certain
other societies, under the title of friendly burying societies, are to be found in several districts, by
which, under certain regulations, from £1 to £4 sterling is secured on the death of individuals,
members of a family, of various ages, from under 12, under 18, and upwards and for a stillborn
child £1. I do not know that, in their general character, they differ in any respects from benefit and
burying societies elsewhere but they acquire an additional value from the circumstance before
referred to, viz. the defects in the Poor Law of Scotland.
The habit of intemperance of the class from which the members of such societies are derived is
curiously noticed in the regulations of most of these societies, which provide for withholding the
usual assistance in cases of accidents accompanied by intoxication, of intemperance at any time of
receiving assistance, &c., and in other instances.
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These benefit societies, we perceive, contribute in a great measure to the support of the needy as
well as unfortunate collier, and we find frequent reference to them in the evidence collected. Some
of them, indeed, have a very extensive operation and influence, as may be inferred from the fact
that, in the Redding Provident Society, parish of Polmont, there are (in the Duke of Hamilton’s
collieries) no less than 480 members, funding a sum of £1500 sterling, and distributing to the
amount of £90 annually in that place and its vicinity and the Friendly Society of and Workmen of
the Alloa Colliery, which society has funded upwards of £1700 sterling, which I am informed by
Mr. Craitch, the managing partner of that colliery, may be more accurately be estimated at £2000
sterling. I can myself bear testimony to the general appearance of thrift and industry in the
population of this latter neighbourhood, to be remarked in the comfort of the dwellings, and
frequent possession of cows, &c., by colliers.
It has happened, indeed, that the accumulated funds of friendly societies have been perverted to
the mischievous purposes of the unions in some places and Mr James Wright, manager of the Duke
of Buccleugh’s colliery at Dalkeith, informed me that, in the year 1837, the colliers in the Lothians
were contributing no less than 1s. 6d. per week to a society of this kind, and the funds thereby
collected were afterwards applied to the purposes of the Dalkeith Union, of which almost all the
colliers in the Lothians were members and so considerable was the sum thus accumulated that it
enabled the colliers at Newbattle and other places, to the number of several hundreds at each
colliery, to remain off work for a period or four months. This was the strike of 1837, which, in
connection with that part of the subject, I shall presently notice.
The last means to which we shall advert of alleviating the distresses of sickness and the
destitution of improvident age, is the private charity of the proprietors of the collieries, and of other
wealthy families in the district, which it is impossible to estimate. This means of support, though
in all districts very considerable is so entirely dependent on the merest accidents that it cannot be
safely touched upon with any degree of certainty, except in some particular instances. Thus a
collier who is prevented by sickness from attending to his work is still allowed to receive his usual
supply of coal, upon handing in to the manager of his of work the certificate of a medical man.
This is a general rule in the regulations of each colliery and the widow of a collier is never turned
out of her house while one of her family is left to work in the pit. I believe, in many cases, even
this qualification is not ever required. But on the subject of private charity generally, the very
nature of the subject prevents the possibility of our attaining any accurate estimate.
Savings Banks.
It is not inappropriate here, however, to notice the savings banks as a means of providing
against occasional or permanent distress but I do find that these institutions are much used by the
colliers. In the Dalkeith Savings Banks there are at this time deposits by only ten colliers in the
Duke of Buccleugh’s colliery, amounting altogether to the sum of £173 5s. 10d., all by men
earning no more wages than others who are similarly employed and I informed by unquestionable
authority that there is nothing connected with their circumstances to place them in a more
favourable position for depositing than their neighbours, so that it can only be from want of
disposition that more deposits have not been made. But there is every reason to believe that where
money is saved by the colliers, which instances are as remarkable as they are rare, it is done by
deposit in public banks, or investments in the purchase of houses, &c.
Crime.
In the enumeration of the leading characteristics of the collier community it would be wrong to
pass over the state of crime as it exists amongst them, being generally considered as a tolerably
good test of the condition and character of a people and in the pursuit of my inquiry it has often
struck me as singular that this branch of the subject had not attracted the particular attention of the
numerous class to whom I have had occasion to address myself but, in truth, as far as I have been
enabled to judge of the character of the class under consideration, they are more distinguished by
an absence of energy than by that activity of mind which excites to crime and the Prison Returns of
the year ending 1889, which I inserted below, sustain my preconceived opinion. This
consideration is, I confess, very gratifying to me for it is a task beyond the power of any
government to eradicate, and a painful labour even to control, the natural vices of a people, which
become inbred and rampant by the unchecked habitude of centuries, while the mind lends itself
with facility to the hope of raising the dormant virtues of a people of undeveloped character.
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PRISON RETURN for the Year ending Michaelmas 1839.
ALLOA, Clackmannanshire.
CLACKMANNANSHIRE.
STIRLING, Stirlingshire.
EDINBURGHSHIRE.
HADDINGTONSHIRE.
LINLITHGOWSHIRE.
KIRKALDY, Fifeshire.
DUNFERMLINE.

Only one prisoner, one above the average number.
No murder or highway robbery during the year, and no heinous offence of
any kind but there had been a good deal of petty crime.
Many offences of a petty kind, none serious. Bothkennar is particularly
noticed as free from crime.
One murder and two highway robberies during 1838, average of five years,
6792.
Greatest number of prisoners, 22, lowest, 5.
Forty four prisoners during the year.
Greatest number at any one time, 17, lowest ditto, 2, average about 6.
Criminals during the year 127, greatest number at one time, 17, lowest
ditto, no murder or highway robbery during the year.

Of the occupations of prisoners we find no record returned from ALLOA for the year to which
the above list refers.
For Stirling, the burgh gaol at Falkirk returns 57 as the number of prisoners, out of which we
find two are colliers. For Stirling county, no colliers. In Edinburgh no record kept. In
Haddingtonshire, 84, out of which four are colliers. In Linlithgowshire, 44, no further record kept.
In Kirkaldy, 27, no record of occupations. In Dunfermline, 25, out of which nine are colliers.
Now, when it is considered that this return extends over at least 5000 heads of families, who are
engaged as hewers, out of a collier population of nearly 30,000, the state of crime must be looked
upon as very favourable and this view of the subject is in perfect accordance with the general
opinion of those gentlemen who, being thoroughly acquainted with the character and bent of the
colliers, both individually and as a class, have favoured me with the results of their observations.
The brawls and disturbances, which in some localities have brought disgrace colliers, owe their
origin, as we have seen, to the habit of intoxication which unhappily is too prevalent amongst them
and I find that the average amount of illegitimate children born in the course of a year is about 1 in
40, an average which, when the want of education in the people, and the unrestricted intercourse of
the sexes, the consequence of their labouring together in the same pits, are taken into account, is by
no means high.
Strikes.
The strikes in the Lothian and River Forth districts, with one exception, viz. that of 1837, have
never caused a long delay in the operations of labour but the secret manner in which they have
been carried on, and the frequent interruptions which they created, have alike been injurious to the
master as the workman. For instance, in 1837 upwards of £1000 was expended by the operatives
in the neighbourhood of Newbattle to support those who struck, and out of the amount £800
belonged to the Colliers’ Friendly Society, which has never been reinstated. So the Mid-Lothian
colliers have only to depend upon the almost useless clubs, called Yearly Friendly Societies. At
the dissolution of these the balance of the sums subscribed are divided amongst those who are not
upon the sick list, and the healthy re-unite for another year.
Although frequent interruptions have taken place by minor disputes, yet for four years no strike
of importance has taken place. The work has been regulated by men themselves, and where the
output of coal has not been limited, and the mines in fair working order, the average of labour has
been of four days in the week or perhaps nine in the fortnight.
The unions have never extended their operations to any great extent in the Lothians nor the east
of Fife, and that may probably be owing in the latter case mode of engaging, viz., for six weeks,
during which period the thinking part of the colliers may have weighed the probable injury they
were likely to suffer by a long outbreak.
Throughout this report some expressions which have been used, with reference to the intensity
and duration of labour, however just in themselves, may appear uncalled for under the peculiar
character of the present Commission. In this instance no masters have stepped forward to crave the
interference of the Legislature, no operatives have complained of their own or their children’s
treatment, but, on the contrary, the district and the objects over which the inquiry has been
extended by me presented the aspect of a laborious, uneducated, and uncomplaining population, a
population of few vices. Mr. Ross, of the Loanhead Colliery, says:In knowledge, both religious and intellectual, greatly inferior to all other classes, in moral courage and
enterprise inferior. in taste for comforts, even of a domestic nature, inferior and yet, abject as their
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condition is, it presents some favourable features of comparison with others, whose condition, as moral
and intellectual beings, is undoubtedly superior. They are always respectful, and sometimes warmly
attached to their employers, and exhibit none of the pert and discourteous behaviour of the manufacturer.
They listen with cheerfulness and much seriousness to the ministers of the gospel who come among them.
They show, and probably feel, less jealousy of their superiors in rank and fortune than is generally shown
by other artisans, and they intermeddle less with politics.

A population, including 7000 to 8000 heads of families, leading a mere animal existence,
without religious character, without political representation, in short, without any political status
whatever, such and so simple is the character of the people amongst whom my labours have been
pursued and to many, therefore, it was but too obvious that the visit of the Commissioners bore the
appearance of an intrusive and inquisitorial visit rather than the anxiety of a philanthropy which
needed no solicitation,
It is not undeserving of remark, that this is the same people who, wedded to ancient customs and
unaccustomed to the exercise of thought beyond the necessities of the morrow, were so totally
ignorant of the boon conferred upon them by the legislature in 1775, that they contentedly lived on
in their bondage, and retained their old custom of ‘arleing’ and the then tacksmen of the mines,
together with their ignorant dependants, continued their voluntary slavery, till the of the Legislature
in 1799 again commanded them to be free.
In prosecuting an inquiry, which was thus instituted unsolicited and unasked, it is peculiarly
gratifying to find the intentions of the Legislature so well appreciated by the proprietors, as well as
the leading parochial gentlemen to whose cart the management of the mines is confided and a
reference to their particular evidence will show that the moment is opportune for the Legislature to
exert its authority , should it he deemed expedient. One of the most important alterations, and one
which must inevitably decide the amount of advancement of the collier community in the social
scale, namely, the exclusion of females from the pits, is a measure as to the propriety of which
there exists but one feeling among the proprietors of the mines and at the same time it is
confessedly incapable of being carried into execution without the aid of Government. The same
evidence will show us that so strongly rooted are the customs and prejudices of the collier people,
that, with regard to the measure next in importance to the exclusion of the females, viz. the
limitation of the age at which children shall be allowed to work in the pits, the masters themselves
are absolutely powerless to carry it into effect notwithstanding on this point too there is a perfect
unanimity of feeling.
Respecting the efforts that have, up to the present time, been made to ameliorate the condition
of the collier population in the different divisions of the Lothians, it may be safely affirmed that the
eastern division is characterised by a strong desire for amelioration. The Mid-Lothian districts, by
many attempts, at amelioration, which indeed have been successful as far as they have gone and
the west, for an almost total neglect of the subject.
The great obstacle to improvement is, however, the peculiar character of working people
themselves, obstinately attached to old habits and customs, they persist in making their wives and
children contribute to their support, as they themselves formerly contributed to the support of their
parents and some influential men are even found who do not hesitate to say that the parents are the
best judges in these matters but since the Legislature has clearly proved this to be an in similar
cases, such an assertion requires no further notice.
I am aware that in concluding my inquiry I am not called upon to suggest any plan for
remedying the evils, the existence of which the evidence collected gives such abundant proof.
From a number of queries, circulated by David Milne, Esq., to which were attached the replies
of several eminent coal proprietors and agents for collieries, I selected the following, as the replies
will evidence not only the want of instruction, but also the accordance on the part of the masters,
&c., that great neglect and deficiency exist.
QUERY No.15, as it stands on Mr. MILNE’S PAPER, not published in his late work.

Can you suggest any plan by which the moral and domestic condition of the be improved?
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REPLIES.
H.T. CADELL, Esq., Tranent Colliery.
As so few colliers and their families attend church, the best plan of improving their moral and religious conduct
is to have an active missionary continually visiting them and the establishment of week day and Sunday schools.
A.G. CUTBERTSON, Esq., Pencaitland Colliery.
Pastoral superintendence and compulsory education.
Mr. GEORGE HENDERSON, Huntlaw Colliery.
National education, and non-admission of children in mines till 12 years of age.
Mr. JOHN LOWE, Dalkeith Colliery.
Prohibition of women working in mines may tend to promote the moral and domestic improvement of the
colliers, and allow no boys to descend till they are enabled to read the Bible, the appointment of a missionary to
enforce the necessity of attending public worship, and of sending their children to school.
Mr. ALEXANDER MAXTON, Arniston Colliery.
Giving comfortable dwelling houses, teaching them to be cleanly in their habits, excluding women from
working under ground, compelling parents to send all their children to school and by inculcation of sound moral
and religious principles by a minister of the gospel.
Messrs. STENHOUSE, Edmonstone Colliery.
Sobriety, a regular attendance on the public religious ordinances, and sending the children of the public or
private places of education.
Mr. JOHN Ross, Loanhead Colliery.
Were they [the colliers] to work every day for a shorter time, the same opportunities for misspending both time
and money would not be afforded. They are once a week, on Saturday, and after they are paid many of them
continue a day or days idle, spending their time and money in not the most regular manner. Were they paid on
the Wednesday, monthly, like those employed at the paper works in this neighbourhood, who are at least as
poor as themselves, and induced or obliged to attend their to their work on the following day, their habits in
time, 1 conceive, would be greatly improved, half their earnings might be paid weekly, and the balance as
before named. They would by this means be at least kept correct or three weeks in every month. Were they,
however, frequently and regularly visited and inspected by a superior, the coal proprietor when practicable or
clergyman or other influential person, their domestic comforts would be more attended to and improved.
It appears to me that however improvident colliers are in general, they cannot be strictly called vicious and a
great part of their moral and domestic inferiority, in my opinion, proceeds directly from the want of education
and training. Almost all of them have been taught to read a little, but only so little that they feel even the art of
reading a burthen, and consequently it is as seldom engaged in as possible, and when engaged in little or no
advantage is derived therefrom.
They cannot appreciate the value of instruction themselves, and for that reason their children are kept at
school just so long as to enable them with difficulty to spell out a chapter of the Bible.
The want of mental training causes their vacant time to hang heavily on their hands and, prevented from
enjoyments of a higher kind, they seek them from sources not only far more expensive, but degrading to
themselves and injurious to their families.
They are willing to oblige their masters, and I have no doubt were masters to use their legitimate influence
the children would be sent and kept regularly at school at the expense of the men themselves, and in a few years
a great improvement would be made in their moral condition.

In order to exemplify more fully the interest with which this subject is regarded by those whose
intimate acquaintance with the social habits of the colliers importance is to be attached, I subjoin
the following extract from a letter received from Mr. James Wright, a gentleman of great practical
knowledge of the subject, and the manager of his Grace the Duke of Buccleugh’s collieries:I cannot conclude this letter [says the writer] without expressing my most anxious wish that this Report of
the Commissioners may have the effect of directing the attention of the Legislature to this most important
subject. I would be against the interference of the Legislature in any case except where it is absolutely
necessary, but here I conceive it is their imperative duty. If a measure were passed enacting that no
females were to be employed in our pits at all, no boys allowed to go down under 12 years of age, and
only then if they can both read and write in all cases the work limited each day to 10 hours, if such a
measure were to pass I do not know a greater boon that could be conferred, not only upon the mining
population, but upon the proprietors of Scotland. The latter have a deep interest in the matter, and are
willing to do everything in their power to ameliorate the condition of the collier population on their
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properties but others are indifferent, and however much individuals may do, as individuals, no measure
can be effectual that does not extend over the whole.

There are but three additional points which I think it necessary to place you, viz., 1st,
ventilation, 2nd, privileges and 3rd, the substitution of machinery for the employment of air door
children. Of these ventilation is the most important. This subject, I may say, from personal
inspection, has not received that attention in the district in my inquiry which it so eminently
deserves. On the contrary, the ventilation throughout the Lothians is on the most primitive and
least efficient system. The second point is the system of ‘privileges,’ as they are termed amongst
colliers The general amount of a man’s work in a pit, where the output is limited, is four baskets,
containing in the whole one ton, reckoning 22 cwt to the ton but he is privileged to one fourth of a
in man’s right, that is, one basket more in respect of any boy he may take down with him above 10
and up to 12 years of age, when he is entitled to receive one half of a man’s right, at 14 he receives
three fourths and at 17 years of age he receives a man’s full right or one ton, of 22 cwt. This, at
present, may be said to be the regulation, with very little variation, throughout the whole of the
East of Scotland. I know of but one exception where a relaxation of the regulation exists, viz. East
Lothian and there claims are made for ‘privileges’ for male children as early as the colliers to take
them down, which they frequently do at six and seven years of they say, ‘to prevent them going
o’er wild about the town.’ The regulation is a sensible one if work were always limited, but as it is
it works badly, it perpetuates old customs, forces children into mines, and causes parents to indulge
three days out of twelve, and afterwards injure themselves by over-close application to labour to
make up for the time they have kept above for dissipation. Light hours, constant work below,
without limitation to what they might send up, but free liberty to send up what they could, would
be of advantage to themselves and their families. Their wives would be above ground attending to
their duties, and children at school.
The third and last point unnoticed is the improvement which has already taken place in mines
generally. That in many the necessity of the employment of bearers has been greatly diminished
by the introduction of self-acting inclines and rails laid down and the observation of Mr. Goodhall,
of Capel Drae Colliery, in Fifeshire, as to the substitution of some simple machinery for the
opening and shutting the air doors by young boys in mines has, I believe, been put in practice in the
collieries. The more extended application of machinery would form a powerful auxiliary in any
contemplated change.

CONCLUSION
From a general examination of the preceding evidence, and from a careful investigation of all
sources of information which could assist me in the object of my inquiry, I arrive at the following
conclusions:1st. - That the labour in the coal mines in the Lothian and River Forth districts of Scotland is most
severe, and that its severity is in many cases increased by the want of proper attention to the
economy mining operations, whence those operations, as at present carried are extremely
unwholesome and productive of diseases which have a manifest tendency to shorten life.
2nd. - That the employment of females in mines is degrading, painful, unnecessary, and immoral.
It is generally considered to be so degrading that other classes of operatives refuse intermarriage
with the daughters of colliers who are wrought in the pits, painful, because a labour totally
disproportioned to the female strength and sex, altogether unnecessary, inasmuch as we have it in
evidence that strong lads the work much better and, it must be admitted, inconsistent with the
proper discharge of the maternal duties and with the decent proprieties of domestic life.
3rd. - That the age at which young children commence working in pits, together with their hours of
labour, &c., is prejudicial to health and growing strength, entirely checks their education, corrupts
their morals, and forbids us to hope for any physical, social, or moral improvement in a succeeding
generation, without a discreet limitation
4th. - That education amongst the collier class is in a miserable condition and that the chief means
of improving it are, - 1st. The exclusion of females and young children altogether from the mines.
2nd. - The widest possible extension of the benefits of wholesome sound instruction, and moral and
religious training.
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It is reasonably to be expected that these measures, carefully followed up and strictly watched,
would tend to the development of new moral principles in colliers, and produce in very few years a
sober, thrifty, cleanly, and population, in place of the present intemperate and neglected race.
A reference to the evidence collected will show how necessary to the protection of human life is
the establishment of the office of coroner in Scotland.
In company with such measures it appears imperative, in those districts in which a mining
population is found, to promote the decent and cleanly observances which should distinguish the
members of a civilised community, in person and home, in the general promotion of health, and in
their dwellings and habits, it appears to be the conviction of those best acquainted with the habits
and feelings of the miners themselves, in their localities, that the benefits of the measures can be
secured to the mining population by legislative interference alone.
I have the honour to remain, Gentlemen,
With the greatest respect,
Your most obedient servant,
ROBERT H. FRANKS
____________________
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APPENDIX.
___________________

APPENDIX A.
No.1 - On the DISEASES common to MINERS, by Dr. WILLIAM THOMSON,
EDINBURGH.
SIR.

80, George Street, Edinburgh, August 21, 1841.

I regret that a matter in which I was engaged at the time of my receiving your last letter has
prevented me from sooner attempting to comply with your wish to be furnished with a general
statement of the results of an inquiry that was instituted some years ago by my father and myself
into certain morbid affections to which the workers in coal mines seem to be especially liable. For
the data on which the observations I shall now submit to you are founded, I must refer to two
papers of mine inserted into the 20th. and 21st. vols. of the Transactions of the Medico-Chirurgical
Society of London.
The circumstance which first called our attention to this subject, and which in a great measure
our inquiries regarding it, was the ascertainment of the fact that the workmen in coal mines
occasionally die of an affection of the lungs accompanied with the expectoration of quantity of
matter of a deep black colour, this kind of expectoration continuing long after they have, from
illness or from choice, abandoned their subterranean employment, and that the lungs of such
persons are found on examination after death to be most deeply impregnated with black matter.
In the course of the inquiry it was ascertained that this black deposition may occur to a very
considerable extent in the lungs of workers in coal mines, without being accompanied with any
black expectoration, or with any phenomena of active disease, and may come to light only after
death has been occasioned by causes of a different nature, as by external injuries.
A third pathological fact, also established in the course of the inquiry, is, that workers in coal
mines are exceedingly liable to suffer from irregular action, and ultimately organic disease of the
heart. It is obviously by attempting to throw some light on the causes of these pathological
phenomena, that any expectations of preventing their occurrence can alone be founded.
Various explanations have been proposed as to the mode of production of that black deposits in
the lungs, which, it appears, in some instances, lies dormant in these organs, and in other instances
manifests itself by tingeing a morbidly increased expectoration. By some the black matter has
been regarded as consisting of coal dust inhaled into the lungs in greater quantity than can be
thrown off again during the periods of absence from subterranean employment, by others it has
been supposed to consist of carbonaceous matters proceeding from the lamps or candles burnt in
the mines, by others it has been considered as the product of the deflagration of gunpowder, which
is employed in some mines for the purposes of blasting. Some have imagined that any one of these
causes separately may suffice, and others that the concurrent operation of all of them is requisite
for the production of the black pulmonary deposition.
These modes of explanation all obviously turn on the supposition of this matter being of
extraneous origin. But to some observers it has appeared, and after the most careful consideration
that I have been able to give to the subject, I am disposed to believe that this supposition is
erroneous, and that the black matter is actually generated within the body, and deposited in the
lungs in consequence of the air which the workmen breathe being too impure to carry off the
carbonaceous matters from which it is the purpose of the function of respiration to relieve the
economy. I think it unnecessary, however, to enter at present on any detail of the arguments in
favour of these several modes of explanation, because whichever of them may be the correct one,
the practical hygienic conclusion is that the black deposit depends on work being carried on in
situations where the ventilation is exceedingly imperfect, not infrequently several yards in advance
of where the workman’s candle will burn.
With regard to the nature and the causes of the pulmonary malady in the course of which black
expectoration is liable to manifest itself, and particularly the question how far it is dependent on the
nature of the employment of those whom it occurs, there seems to me to be little room for doubt
that this disease is, in fact, an inflammatory affection of the mucous membrane lining the air
passages (bronchitis in medical language) communicated, in greater or less degree, to the substance
of the lungs themselves and that it is in the breaking down of the lungs thereby occasioned that the
black matter comes to be incorporated with the pulmonary secretions. It seems to me also to be
fully established that this inflammatory bronchitic affection has its origin in the irritation
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occasioned by the particles of stone inhaled into the lungs in the course of that stonework, in which
a considerable proportion of the employed in coal mines are either constantly or occasionally
engaged. Those who take no share in this species of employment, seem to be nearly if not wholly
exempt from this form of malady. It is well known that the same bronchitic affection occurs, to a
most melancholy extent, among stone hewers above ground, but in them, the lungs not being
loaded with black deposition, the expectoration presents a very different appearance.
Lastly, with regard to the exciting causes of those affections of the heart to which coal miners
are very subject, equally little doubt can be entertained that a large proportion, of the whole of
them, have their origin in the impediment to the proper exercise of the respiratory function that is
occasioned by the noxious character of the air which they breathe.
As to the actual amount of disease and mortality arising from the causes above pointed out it
would require a much more extensive, and perhaps a more authoritative, inquiry than we have been
able to carry on, to arrive at any accurate conclusions. It well established in respect of the disease
which is accompanied with black expectoration, that its prevalence is very different in different
coal districts, and even in different coal mines of the same, or at least adjacent districts. In many
situations it would seem that it very rarely, if ever, occurs. The general belief among the workmen
who are acquainted with this form of malady is, that its production depends on the character of the
stone in which they have to work, their supposition being, that one kind of stone emits a more
noxious air than another. It is deserving of notice, that a belief prevails among stone hewers above
ground, that the freestone from one quarry is more injurious to their lungs than that from another.
Even among these similarly exposed to these noxious agencies, the amount of injury which
arises will be varied greatly, as in the case of other morbific powers, by individual constitution of
one person resisting their operation much better than another. An intelligent correspondent
mentions, that out of a gang often of ten or twelve employed in the working of a particular mine in
Fifeshire, four have died. And another correspondent states, that in carrying a mine across the coal
strata in an estate in Mid-Lothian, the finishing of which required a number years, six or eight of
the miners employed in it died, several were obliged to leave it and only one of those who
commenced it was able to work in it throughout, and lived to see it completed and the same
gentleman mentions, that in running a stone mine in a particular coal field, also in Mid-Lothian, a
great many men died, the average length of time each of the miners employed in it lived being
about two years.
How far the evils I have now pointed out admit of prevention, is a point on which I feel myself
incompetent to offer an opinion, but I cannot resist the conviction that the subject is well deserving
the investigation of a beneficent legislature.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
WM. THOMSON,
_______________________
No.2. - ON the DISEASES, CONDITION, and HABITS of the COLLIER POPULATION of
EAST LOTHIAN. By S. SCOTT ALISON, M.D., Hon. Sec. Medical Society of London.
THE physical condition of the collier population of East Lothian, in North Britain, including
men, women, and children, is bad, and much inferior to that of most other classes of the population
which have come under my observation.
At birth, the infants of colliers, as might be expected, are not much inferior in physical condition
to those of other classes, but before they have lived many weeks, or months, a inferiority is
observable, especially to the children of farm labourers, and of other individuals in comfortable
and respectable circumstances.
Many of the infants in a collier community are thin, skinny, and wasted, and indicate by their
contracted features and sickly dirty white, or faint yellowish aspect, their early participation in a
deteriorated physical condition.
This inferiority of constitution is the result of many causes, varying in their nature but
assimilating in the production of a common effect. Among the causes of this deterioration of
health may be enumerated, unwholesome milk, the product of a mother the victim of disease or of
intemperate habits, the irregular and insufficient supply of milk, in consequence of the absence of
the mother, who is engaged in the colliery, the indiscriminate and premature use of coarse and
irritating food, which frequently induces relaxation of the bowels, and the manifold ailments which
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collier people group under the title of ‘bowel hive’, the too long continued exclusive use of the
mother’s milk, which not infrequently forms the chief sustenance infant for the first eighteen
months or two years of its existence. a course too frequently pursued in order to save the pockets
and the exertions of the parents, a filthy condition of the person, the presence of the alvine and
urinary discharges upon the skin and clothes, which not only irritate the integuments and interfere
with its functions, but which very frequently produce such an impure atmosphere around the little
victim as must he very unfavourable to its health and vigour.
Many of the infants in a collier community are the subjects of morbid habit of body, which they
have derived from their parents, and of deformity. but I am not prepared to say that deformity at
birth is more common among the offspring of colliers than among that of other classes of the
community.
From the age of infancy up to the seventh or eighth year, much sickliness and general
imperfections of physical development is observable, and this is owing to the comparative
inattention of the mother to the maintenance of cleanliness of her children’s persons, to irregularity
as to time in their meals, to the use of improper articles of food, to insufficiency of culinary
processes, to excessive quantity of food at one time, and to too little at another, to the practice of
giving whisky either raw or diluted with warm water, to the insufficiency of clothes, which are in
many cases both filthy and ragged, and almost always quite inadequate to protect against the
inclemency of the weather, to Bt inhalation when within doors of an atmosphere rendered noxious
by damp, by human respiration, and by the various impurities which are almost constantly found in
the abodes of this class of persons, proceeding from the inmates, which not infrequently include
horses, pigs, fowls, dogs, and cats.
The physical condition of children belonging to colliers is much deteriorated by the practice,
which is very much in use, of tender children being put under the care of young girls of perhaps
from eight or ten years, when the parents are engaged in the colliery, which is often for 10 or 12
hours at a time.
At the age of seven or eight years the children of most colliers, who are in tolerable health,
begin to work in the collieries, either with their parents, which is the most common course, or with
strangers, who hire them, which is the common practice with those who are orphans.
The children thus early employed, who come under my observation, were supposed to perform
work of a fatiguing or laborious character, were employed for many hours together, perhaps from 8
to 10 or 12, without coming to the surface, were in the habit of working not only during the day,
but during the night also. I have seldom walked or ridden through the villages at any hour during
the night, summer and winter, without seeing little boys and going to and from the collieries, with
their oil lamps in their hands or stuck in their caps, lighting them on their weary way.
The children generally take some food with them to the colliery, such as bread and cheese, but I
am not aware that the food is taken is more than is necessary to banish hunger. On their return
home the children take food, which is generally substantial and well prepared, the mother or older
sister happens to be a good manager. After eating, the children sometimes wash, but I have very
often found them lying sound asleep upon the hearth, completely overcome with their severe
exertions, and still covered with their working clothes.
The physical condition of the boys and girls engaged in the collieries is much inferior to that of
children of the same years engaged in farming operations, in most trades, or who remain at home
unemployed.
The children are, upon the whole, prejudicially affected to a material extent in their and
development. Many of them are short for their years, a considerable number fall into disease, both
of an acute and of a chronic character, and several become crooked, and are the subjects of spinal
curvature.
The muscular system almost monopolises the comparatively feeble energies of the young frame
and exhausts those stamina which should go, and are intended by nature to be expended in the
development of the intellect and of the moral feelings, and of the manifold and various faculties of
the human body. The nervous system, including the various parts of the brain, are comparatively
little exercised, while that of the muscles is inordinately overworked and thus the collier becomes
more a mining or working animal than a thinking being, more a machine than a rational creature.
Ere these children have been many years in the collieries death has thinned their ranks. Many
lose their lives, both immediately and remotely, in consequence of violence. Some are instantly
killed by machinery or waggons, by the rending of ropes, by the falling of stairs, and coal. Some,
after surviving weeks, or months, or perhaps years, die at last of their injuries, while others
escaping with life remain, during its whole course, maimed or crippled, or perhaps totally disabled
for exertion. Wounds are very commonly suffered by these children as may readily be supposed
from the numerous scars and seams which their frames present. Where these wounds occur in the
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limbs, are deep, and penetrate the sinews, much impediment to labour is induced. I have attended
young boys and girls on innumerable occasions for contusions and lacerations of their limbs.
Fingers and toes have been severed by violence, or so severely lacerated and injured as to require
immediate amputation. The eye sight is frequently injured at this age, by the accidental intrusion
of coal dust or other materials. Inflammation is induced, and the loss of one eye has been a not
unfrequent result. Cough and difficulty of breathing is not uncommon among the boys and girls
and hypertrophy, or enlargement of the heart, has been frequently observed by me among the
former, ere they arrive at manhood.
About the age of 20 few colliers are in perfect health, almost all being more or less affected with
difficulty of breathing, cough, and expectoration, either occurring occasionally or in a permanent
form. The body of the adult collier at this age is generally spare, the muscles and sinews being
well developed, and well marked in their outlines. There is little superimposed fat, and the strength
of the muscular system is altogether very considerable. When suffering from disease, the collier
generally eats well, and in short, with the exception of respiratory organs, all his parts perform their
functions aright.
The women at this age are in general healthy, muscular, and not deficient in fat. The strength of
these women is great, and I am not aware that their employment in the collieries is generally
productive of deformity of such a nature as to render parturition difficult. Several of them are
distorted in the spine and pelvis, and suffer considerable difficulty in consequence at the period of
parturition but I am inclined to think, where this has not arisen from direct violence, that it has
been induced by general debility and bad habit of body, induced in infancy or childhood. Many
women at this age are found to suffer from the effects of violence. The violence has generally
proceeded from contusions from collision with waggons, from the fall of stones and coals and the
effects of this violence are lameness, imperfection in motions of the limbs, hands, and feet,
abortion and premature parturition.
Between the twentieth and the thirtieth year many colliers decline in bodily vigour and be come
more and more spare. The difficulty of breathing progresses, and they find themselves very
desirous of some remission of their labour. This period is fruitful in acute diseases, such as fever,
inflammation of lungs and pleura, rheumatic fever, and many other ailments, the product of over
exertion, exposure to cold and wet, violence, insufficient clothing, intemperance and foul air.
After the thirtieth year it is rare to find a perfectly healthy collier and so much so in this the
case, that perhaps not 1 in 50 could pass the necessary examination to enter as a soldier into Her
Majesty’s service. The difficulty of breathing becomes aggravated, the shoulders drawn up, the
respiratory muscles of the neck and breast become very prominent, and the cough seldom ceases
for more than an hour or two day or night. The muscular strength generally declines fast, and so
very weak are some before they reach the fortieth year, that they are unable to work more than two
or three days in the week, and even when their symptoms do not indicate any other disorder than
that of the breathing apparatus.
The period included between the fortieth and the fiftieth year is marked by a rapid decline in the
health of the collier. The symptoms of decay now succeed fast, and death is busy in the selection
of his victims.
After the fiftieth year comparatively few survive, and those who, by dint of greater strength of
constitution, of temperate habits, and attention to the preservation of health, are still for the most
part are broken down and decrepit.
Few are seen above 60 years of age, and a collier at 70 has seldom come under my notice.
The physical condition of women suffers less than that of the men, and the health of the former
declines less rapidly than that of the latter. Many women engaged, or who have engaged in coal
work are seen at middle age, in the enjoyment of good health and I have frequently met with collier
women at 60 or 70 years of age nursing their grand-children, promising well to survive a few more
years. This greater amount of health, vigour, longevity among the females is owing to their less
constant presence in the colliery, to their being employed in the hewing out of the coal, or in the
cutting of the stone dykes, and to their early retirement from the under-ground labour, which very
generally takes place as soon as the children are far enough advanced to assist the father, or (if he
is dead, as is commonly the case) the older brother.
The most common diseases of infancy are not different from those which affect the children of
other classes in this country. Some, though not peculiar to collier infants, yet are commonly
remarked than among the infants of those classes of the community who are in more comfortable
circumstances and who take better care of their offspring and others, although not more commonly
remarked in this class of infants, are yet much more who are in more severe and much more
mortal.
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Amongst the first may be ranked inflammation of the bowels, and of their internal covering
mucous membrane, diarrhoea, prolapsus of the rectum or lower bowel, worms, vomiting, atrophy
or wasting from strumous enlargement and degeneration of mesenteric glands, inflammation of the
lungs and their covering pleurae, inflammation of the windpipe where situated in the neck
consisting of laryngitis and croup and in its lower part, when distributed to the lungs bronchitis, a
very common disease among those children who are neglected and exposed to cold. Inflammation
of the brain and of its coverings, both acute and chronic, ending in the formation of water, purulent
matter, softening and degenerating of the structures, irritation of the brain attended by convulsions
and not unfrequently terminating in loss of voluntary motion in a part, or one or more, of the
external or internal senses. Itch, the various rashes, the various forms of porrigo, excoriations about
the private parts from the continued presence of excretions, burns, scalds, contusions from falls and
violence, scrofula in various forms and general debility and emaciation of body. Smallpox,
proceeding from contactual contagion and the venereal disease, contracted before or at birth.
The diseases which, though not more commonly remarked amongst collier infants than others
but which are generally more severe are the specific diseases of children, viz., measles, scarlet
fever and hooping cough. These diseases are not more severe but are also very much more mortal
among the children of colliers than among those of farm labourers or hinds, farmers or persons in
comfortable circumstances. The mortality of measles and hooping cough is much increased by the
common supervention of inflammatory action in the bronchial tubes and the lungs. The mortality
of scarlet fever is also increased by the accession of over action of brain and its coverings of the
lining membrane of the bronchial passages and of the air cells of the lungs during the active stage
of the disease and convalescents not unfrequently die general dropsy, the product of disease of the
kidney, which has been induced by exposure the cold, soon after recovery from this very important
exanthema. Many convalescents from scarlet fever have died under my care in consequence of the
supervention of dropsy.
Inflammation of the bowels among collier infants has frequently come under my care and many
deaths have occurred therefrom. It attacks at any period from the first few hours of life and is more
mortal the younger the infant is and runs its course in a few hours marked with much agony. The
causes are exposure to cold and the introduction into the stomach of acrid agents, such as whiskey
toddy and coarse food. Then the disease is confined to the mucus membrane there exists less
danger and the little patient is troubled with frequent dejections of slimy and bloody stools.
Diarrhoea is a very common disease of collier infants and although by no means a mortal
disease yet carries off many children, both immediately and remotely, by the supervention of other
maladies. Many infants suffer great relaxation of the bowels for weeks and months together and
have no attention paid to their ailments but are treated in the usual indifferent manner. The persons
and clothes of many are seldom washed and the little sufferers seek relief when and where the call
is made and in consequence of this their persons and apartments pollute the surrounding
atmosphere to such a degree as to render it highly disgusting. I have known the bowel to be
forcibly extended to a considerable extent in consequence of the irritation of long continued
looseness and I believe the injury would be of a permanent nature. This disease weakens the whole
system, drains the fluids, interferes with the digestive processes and induces ulcerations of the
bowels, enlargements of the mesenteric glands, and that general atrophy which again leads to the
formation of many serious diseases and more particularly those which are characterised by the
strumous character.
The causes are unhealthy milk from the mother, coarse and irritating articles of food, raw
wholesome vegetables or fruits, inattention to provide that diet which is suitable for delicate
children and the abuse of strong purgative medicines, insufficient clothing, suppression of the
transpiration of the skin from cold, or the constant presence of filth upon that important organ.
Worms are very common among collier children, particularly the lumbrici and the asarides. The
presence of these, as well as all parasites, for the most part depends upon a want of vigour either in
the whole system or in that part only in which the parasites reside. These worms where there exists
general debility go to increase it and where the general health is good frequently break it down by
interfering with the digestive processes, by inducing looseness of the bowels, by propagating
irritation to the spinal marrow and brain, by inducing convulsions, palsies, and hydrocephalus and
by preventing the growth and development of the various organs of the body.
Tabes mesenterica, or mesenteric consumption of children is a common affection among collier
children and is far more frequently found amongst them than among the children of persons in
comfortable circumstances. I think it may be in some measure dependant upon a general strumous
habit of body but I have generally found it existing under circumstances which have lead me to
regard it as chiefly the result of neglected diarrhoea, intestinal irritation and errors in diet. The
affected glands become enlarged and often reach the size of field beans or even of a hazelnut and
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when divided they present a yellowish cheesy aspect and are often of a soft consistence. Death is a
common result of this disease but many children have assuredly undergone great disease in these
parts upon being put upon a course of a more salubrious character, have been restored to perfect
health. This disease is distinguished by the great emaciation of the body, not necessarily
accompanied by errors in respiration, by hardness and enlargement of the belly, and generally by
frequent dejections of a mucous or white colour.
Inflammation of the windpipe at its course in the neck and in its ramifications in the lungs, of
the lungs and of their coverings, are very frequently remarked among collier children, but not more
frequently than among the offspring of other classes in the same moral and domestic condition.
Laryngitis and croup hurry off their victims within a few hours and in general so rapid is the
progress of these diseases and so severe their character that the infant is very frequently moribund
when the medical attendant pays his first visit. I have attended many infants under and have reason
to think that many have been saved by the immediate adoption of the most powerful remedial
agents, who would doubtless have expired had these measures been delayed one hour longer.
Many have died who might have been saved under tolerable activity on the part of parents in
procuring medical assistance and the melancholy fact is well known to me that some children who
had been extricated from the jaws of death by dint of great exertion, have forfeited their lives to the
after carelessness and supineness of their who, instead of cherishing and protecting them, have
allowed them to wander to the door and to be exposed to the inclemency of the weather.
Inflammation of the windpipes at their distribution in the lungs is a very common disease collier
infants and I am pretty certain that few arrive at the eighth year without experienced at least one
attack. When the infant is very young death is a very common termination of the disease and when
the child is fortunate enough to recover from this complaint he very commonly suffers for months
and even years, an occasional difficulty of breathing, cough and wheezing, which are very liable to
be aggravated upon the slightest exposure to damp or cold.
Inflammation of the lungs and their covering, the pleurae, is also frequently observed in collier
children and is well known to be a very mortal disease. When it proves mortal in its acute stage
death usually takes place within eight days but where the patient survives this dangerous period he
frequently suffers from serious morbid alteration of structure such as condensation, obliteration of
air cells, infiltration of purulent matter, the formation of abscess, the effusion of serum, or seropurulent fluid into the cavity of the pleurae and abnormal adhesions of the serous covering of the
lungs, with the serous covering of the ribs. These morbid alterations give rise to difficulty of
breathing and various errors in respiration corresponding with the character of the lesion which bas
been produced. The general health suffers, and the patient may die within a few weeks or may
survive for years according to the progress and urgency of his symptoms.
These inflammatory affections generally proceed from cold, with which the patient has ample
opportunities of meeting from exposed bosoms, uncovered feet, windows without glass, ill-fitting
doors, houses anything but weather-tight and neglected respiratory ailments.
Inflammatory affections of the brain and its coverings come next to the preceding diseases in
respect to frequency. Collier infants are very subject to these complaints, and many died annually
in the district in which I resided, both immediately, and also at some distance time, in consequence
of various lesions induced in the structures which had been the seat of the inflammatory action. It
is much more common for infants who suffer inflammation of these parts to die within a few days
than to survive any considerable length of time; and those who survive the acute stage, for the most
part, die of hydrocephalus, convulsions, and general atrophy, or suffer for the remainder of life
imperfection of some or all of the intellectual or moral faculties, of the external senses and
voluntary motion, in consequence of structural alteration. Some few recover their health entirely,
and this occurs more frequently among the older and the more vigorous patients than among the
younger. Many cases of general atrophy among collier infants have come under my care, and their
history afforded good reason to make me believe that the weakness of the circulation, the imperfect
nutrition. the imperfection or almost deprivation of voluntary motion, and the inertness of the
moral faculties, depended entirely upon inaction of the nervous centre, which had been induced by
inflammatory action, and which in all probability was co-existent with a preternaturally or
otherwise unhealthy condition of the structure of the brain and spinal marrow.
The causes of these affections are numerous, and include blows, falls, dentition acting upon a
patient of preternaturally excitable brain, worms, morbid and acrid secretions in the stomach,
bowels, liver, and gall-bladder; the use of whisky, or other spirituous liquors; poisonous articles,
including narcotics, &c.; and irritable condition of the mucous membrane of bowels, often
connected with neglected diarrhoea.
Scrofula is very commonly remarked among collier children, and manifests itself at all periods
from the first few days after birth. It assumes various forms, but the most frequent are, in early
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infancy, small circumscribed purulent tumours, about the size of field-beans occurring on all parts
of the body, commonly increasing slowly in size, and little disposed to ulcerate and evacuate their
contents. This form almost invariably proves fatal in a few weeks. I remember attending one poor
infant, and I believe I incised not less than 20 such purulent tumours. As soon as one set was
disposed to heal another came out and the patient ultimately died. Scrofula not unfrequently
manifests itself in the form of severe and lasting irritation, frequently accompanied with ulceration
at the various orifices of the body, where the mucous membrane unites with the common
integuments, such as the edges of the eyelids, the nostrils, the arms, and the vagina in females.
Subcutaneous suppuration is also a common form of the disease. The skin is observed to be
slightly elevated, and it feels baggy, affording to the fingers the sensation of fluctuation. If the
humour, which is generally thin, greenish, and unhealthy-looking pus, be not evacuated it acts as a
foreign body, separating the integuments from the subjacent adipose tissue in the direction of its
gravity, and this is effected without any very obvious elevation of the separated integument. The
most common seats of this form of scrofulous action are the integuments of the forehead, head,
face, and neck. I have seen the eyelid the seat of this affection, and in one case loss of vision in the
corresponding eye was the consequence, owing to the eyelid being so contracted by the cicatrix as
to be no longer capable of covering the eye.
Enlargement, and a soft cheesy condition of the glands situated in the mesentery, is another
form of infantile scrofula, and frequently occurred among the collier infants who came under my
care. This scrofulous condition of these glands gives rise to emaciation, hectic fever, fullness and
hardness of the belly, which together constitute the disease which has been already noticed as tabes
mesenterica, or mesenteric consumption.
Scrofula is frequently developed in the lymphatic glands of the neck, axilla, and groin and is
characterised by slow suppurative action. The purulent matter is generally thin sometimes
greenish, and mixed with white curdy flakes, but is also sometimes of a brownish colour, like toastand-water, and very thin in consistence. The fluid sometimes forms a circumscribed tumour, but
very frequently burrows under the integuments, vessels and muscles to a very considerable extent,
unless the bistoury is effectually applied, and even in spite of this the burrowing occasionally goes
on. The muscles, veins, and arteries are frequently as completely separated as if they had been
dissected by the anatomist. A poor emaciated girl, suffering with a scrofulous abscess of this
nature, at the angle of the jaw had her last frail link with life wrenched asunder by a copious
bleeding which took place from a vessel which had become ulcerated. After death I examined the
abscess, and found the cavity filled with clotted blood, and the parts as nicely dissected as I had
ever seen them in the dissecting room.
The spongy parts of the osseous system, including the heads and articulating surfaces of the
long bones, the short bones, the bodies and processes of the vertebrae, and the ethinoital bone are
the common seats of scrofulous action in collier children, giving rise to white-swellings when the
joints are implicated, to the formation of purulent matter, abscess, and cloacae. When the vertebrae
are the seat of the disease, which is very commonly the case, the spinous processes swell, project,
and are painful to the touch. When in this condition they are said to be carious, and may become
the seat of suppuration giving rise to lumbar abscess. The anterior part of the vertebrae, viz. the
body, is likewise subject to this scrofulous caries, perhaps more so than the spinous processes; and
when suppuration takes place, and the purulent matter, after coursing along the psoas muscles, is
evacuated at the groin, the disease is called psoas abscess. I have met with many collier children
labouring under lumbar and psoas abscess. The fluid was usually poured out in great abundance,
bearing out occasionally a particle of bone, was thin and mixed with white curdy flakes, the flesh
wasted fast, the healthy rapidly sank and death invariably terminated the protracted sufferings of
the patients.
The causes of the various forms of scrofula to which collier children are subject, are hereditary
disposition, in many cases dependent, in a great measure, on the practice of marrying relatives,
which is very common among colliers, as is at once suggested by the frequency of the same name
in a collier community; the irregular and unequal diet; dissipated habits; the inhalation of a polluted
atmosphere at home; and, in short, the many sources of deterioration of health which are at once
discovered by an inspection of the domestic condition of colliers.
The venereal disease, I have reason to think, is occasionally present in collier infants, having
met with several children who had extensive disease partium generationis, which I doubt not was
contracted before or at birth.
Fever is comparatively little observed among collier children for the first few years of life,
although many cases of continued fever in infants under three years of age have come under care. I
have frequently found all the members of a family, including five or six children and the parents, ill
of typhus fever at one and the same time, the infant, or youngest, only being free of an attack of
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this distemper, or only suffering under symptoms which could not strictly be called fever. Dr.
Clutterbuck of London considers that acute hydrocephalus is to infants what fever is to adults, and
although I cannot admit this proposition altogether, still I think that cerebral excitement tending to
the formation of water may occasionally supervene during the fever of infants, and effectually
disguise or supersede the original disease.
Fever proved mortal to collier children occasionally, but less frequently than to adults, in
proportion to the numbers affected.
Accidents are very commonly experienced by collier infants as falls, scalds, and burns. Falls
occasionally produced serious disease of the joints and spine. Scalds and burns occasionally
proved mortal, and when the patient recovered serious contractions of the neck and limbs were the
occasional results.
Boys and girls at the time of their commencing labour under ground are not, as far as I am
aware, remarkable for bad health, but they now become exposed to many sources of disease and
their frames are now the subject of much more tear and wear than falls to the lot of other children
in the neighbourhood, who remain at school, or are employed at agricultural operations, or in the
various trades.
It is unnecessary at present to enter into the particulars of each disease, and of the various
injuries to which youths are subject, as these will be given when the diseases of the colliers come
under observation; but I may here mention that these young people suffer much from inflammatory
affections of the chest, from irritation in the bronchial passages, arising from exposure to cold, and
from the inhalation of an impure atmosphere; that their growth in vigour and health and due
proportion is very much deteriorated by excessive labour, irregular hours and by night
employment; and that many of them become maimed, or are deprived of life by the various injuries
to which they are subject in their employment, viz., contusions, fractures, wounds, and lacerations.
The diseases of the pectoral organs are so very common among colliers that scarcely an
individual above the age of 20 years, who has been employed for a considerable time at coal work
in whom these organs will be found in a healthy condition. Chronic bronchitis, or inflammation of
the air-tubes of the lungs, is one of the most common diseases of colliers, and generally found
superadded to every other disease, either of the lungs or of other parts, from which the collier may
chance to suffer.
For the first few years chronic bronchitis is usually found alone and unaccompanied by disease
of the body of the lungs. The patient suffers more or less difficulty of breathing, which is much
affected by changes of the weather and by variations in the weight of the atmosphere; he coughs
frequently, and the expectoration is composed, for the most part, of white frothy and yellowish
mucous fluid, occasionally containing blackish particles of carbon, the result of the combustion of
the lamp, and also of minute coal-dust. At first, and indeed for several years, the patient, for the
most part, does not suffer much in his general health, eating heartily, and retaining his muscular
strength little impaired in consequence. The disease is rarely, if ever, entirely cured; and if the
collier be not carried off by some other lesion in the mean time, this disease ultimately deprives
him of life by a slow and lingering process. The difficulty of breathing increases and becomes
more or less permanent, the expectoration becomes very abundant, effusion of water takes place in
the chest, the feet swell, and the urine is secreted in small quantity, the general health gradually
breaks up, and the patient, after reaching premature old age, slips into the grave at a comparatively
early period with perfect willingness on his part, and with no surprise on that of his family and
friends.
So seldom is this disease entirely cured, that many individuals who have in youth worked a few
years only at coal-work, and have then left it for some other employment, have continued during
the remainder of life subject to cough, and to expectoration, which has occasionally been black. I
have met with many individuals who have returned to East Lothian after an absence of many years,
during which they had been employed in different capacities, as soldiers and trades people, who
have continued to cough and to expectorate blackish or bluish mucous.
Spurious melanosis, or ‘the black spit’ of colliers, is a disease of pretty frequent occurring the
older colliers, and among those men who have been employed in cutting and blasting stone dykes
in the collieries. The symptoms are emaciation of the whole body, constant shortness and
quickness of breath occasional stitches in the sides, quick pulse, usually upwards of one hundred in
the minute, hacking cough day and night, attended by a copious expectoration for the most part
perfectly black, and very much the same as thick blacking in colour and consistence, but
occasionally yellowish and mucous, or white and frothy; respiration is cavernous in some parts and
dull in others; a wheezing noise is heard in the bronchial passages, from the presence of an
inordinate quantity of fluid; the muscles of respiration become very prominent, the neck is
shortened, the chest being drawn up, the nostrils are dilated and the countenance is of an anxious
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aspect. The strength gradually wasting, the collier who has hitherto continued at his employment
finds that he is unable to work six days in the week and goes under ground perhaps only two or
three days in that time; in the course of time he finds an occasional half day’s employment as much
as he can manage, and when only a few weeks’ or months’ journey from the grave ultimately takes
a final leave of his labour.
This disease is never cured, and if the unhappy victim of an unwholesome occupation is not
hurried off by some more acute disease, or by violence, it invariably ends in the death of the
sufferer. Several colliers have died of this disease under my care, but the number is inconsiderable
compared with those who have fallen under the less alarming and less rapid strides of bronchitis,
with its numerous complications. William Swan, aged 44 years, died of this disease under my
charge in 1835. According to a note of the case which I preserved, I find that he expectorated fluid
having ‘much the appearance of thick (black) ink, and having not the least particle of white mucous
or of pus apparent; pulse 120, body much emaciated, and urine high-coloured and scanty. This
man had been engaged from boyhood as a collier and had for 18 years been occasionally employed
in blasting stone dykes with gunpowder. At the time of my attendance on this poor man I was told
that he was the last surviving man of a ‘company’ of several men, amounting, if I recollect aright,
to 10 or 12, who had been employed only a few years back in blasting stone dykes in a colliery, all
or most of them having died of the ‘black spit,’ or spurious melanosis, at an early age, the identical
disease of which poor Swan was dying.
When the lungs of persons who have died of this disease are examined after death, they are
found to be of a black colour, as if dyed, and to be the seat of much morbid alteration. Cavities or
caverns are discovered in these organs, chiefly at the superior parts, containing more or less black
fluid of some consistence, and communicating for the most part together. When lungs thus
blackened and diseased are pressed, black-coloured serum or fluid is obtained, from which, and
likewise from the fluid contained in the caverns, an extract may be obtained which burns with a
flame the same as coal, and which when subjected to heat evolves gas similar to coal-gas, and
which is combustible. The parts of the lungs adjacent to the caverns are generally condensed and
edematous.
The causes of this singular disease are coal-dust, the carbon evolved by the combustion lamps,
and by the firing of gunpowder, and also the stone-dust disengaged during the disentegration of
‘the dykes’ in collieries. The blackened colour of the lungs, and the fluid contained within them,
obviously depend on the presence of minute coal-dust, and the disengaged carbon of the lamps, and
of the gunpowder used in blasting. It appears to me that the changes brought about by these black
bodies are chiefly the dying of the lungs where there already exist caverns, and where these
caverns do not exist a certain amount of irritation in the bronchial passages and air-cells of the
lungs, for the most part giving rise to violent bronchitis only, attended by thickening of the mucous
membrane, and a copious secretion of mucous or muco-purtilent fluid, to which they impart the
black dye. But I am inclined think that though these black agents seldom induce the ‘black spit,’
characterised by degeneration of the lungs and by caverns, that they may sometimes bring about
this disease where they are present in large quantity, and are continued for a considerable length of
time and when moreover the pulmonary tissue on which they are operating proves to be more than
usually delicate and prone to ulcerative action.
My reasons for holding this opinion are the following:- First, persons out of number inhale
minute coal-dust and the disengaged carbon of lamps and gunpowder for many years, and continue
to spit during that time blackish expectoration without having any indication of more serious lesion
than that of bronchitis, with its usual complications, and certainly without the usual symptoms of
cavernous lung. Secondly, minute coal-dust, and disengaged carbon the product of combustion,
are neither of an acrid nature, nor of that mechanical irregularity which would necessarily irritate
the pulmonary tissue to such an extent as to produce inflammatory action, and caverns in an organ
defended by a nervous coat, lubricated by fluid and possessed of means to throw off foreign agents.
That coal-dust is neither acrid in its chemical nature nor irritating in its physical character is
sufficiently proved by the fact, of the truth of which any one may satisfy himself, that coal-dust
remains for years under the integuments of colliers without producing the slightest inconvenience,
excepting the disfigurement attendant upon the presence of black spots. Many colliers may be seen
with black discoloration of the white membrane of the eye, from the presence of coal-dust, without
suffering the slightest pain, morbid action, or inconvenience of any kind in consequence.
The chief cause of the degeneration and of the caverns of the lungs in colliers suffering under
‘black spit’ appears to me to be the stone dust disengaged during the disintegration of the dykes.
Stone-dust is much more calculated than coal-dust to produce irritation, inflammation, and
ulcerative action, from its greater irregularity and hardness. Sand rubbed in upon the skin produces
irritation, and when introduced under the eyelids induces severe inflammatory action. StoneFINAL
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masons suffer much from ulcerative action in the lungs, and from the formation of caverns in these
organs, in consequence of inhaling the stone-dust which is diffused through the atmosphere by
their chiselling operations.
I have frequently been informed by intelligent colliers likewise that the black-spit is rarely if
ever produced in mere coal- hewers, and that it is chiefly or entirely confined to those individuals
who have been engaged in stone-work.
The gaseous fluids evolved during the firing of gunpowder may likewise act an important part in
the production of the morbid alteration of the lungs, which are remarked in those who die of blackspit. If this view of the case be taken it will appear that the spurious melanosis of colliers is simply
the same disease to which stone-masons, needle-pointers, and others who inhale sharp, gritty, and
irritating particles are subject, to which an additional feature, namely, the black colour of the lungs
and expectoration, has been superadded, and which has been derived from the black colour of the
coal-dust and disengaged carbon, the product of combustion.
Inflammatory affections of the lungs, their coverings the pleurae, and of the muscles of the
chest, are very common complaints among colliers, and sometimes prove mortal. The chief causes
are, sudden changes from heat to cold, suppressed perspiration, wet clothes, and exposure in going
to and from the colliery.
I found the diseases of the heart very common among colliers at all ages from boyhood up to old
age. The most common of them were, inflammation of that organ, and of its covering the
pericardium, simple enlargement or hypertrophy, contraction of the auriculo ventricular
communications and of the commencement of the aorta. The symptoms were well marked,
attended for the most part with increase of the heart’s action, the force of its contractions being
sensibly augmented, and in many cases, especially those of hypertrophy, much and preterturally
extended over the chest. The breathing was usually much affected, the pulse unnatural, sometimes
irregular, intermittent, small, forcible, and jerking; at other times slow, large and feeble, according
to the nature of the affection. A considerable number of those effected with the acute
inflammatory affections recovered perfectly, but many only recovered partially and for the
remainder of life suffered much annoyance and bad health from the consequences of these
affections. Some suffered simple enlargement and experienced strong palpitations and difficulty of
breathing. When the orifices became contracted, as frequently happened, dropsical symptoms
intervened and carried off the patient.
The causes of the affections of the heart among colliers I regard to be the application of and wet
to the body during and after work, violent straining and protracted exertions requiring deep
inspirations, interruption to the flow of the blood from the heart, in consequence of extensive
disease of the lungs and bronchial tubes and cells, and also of great deformity; and the excessive
dissipation in which colliers too-frequently indulge. These causes operated occasionally singly,
but for the most they acted conjointly in the production of the diseases of heart.
Aneurisms and ossific deposits of the great arteries within the chest I found to be common
among colliers and even among the women. I attribute these morbid alterations to the violent
efforts which colliers are constantly in the habit of making, and to intoxication and tippling, which
are well known to be productive of deranged nutrition of the heart and great vessels. When
aneurisms proved mortal death usually took place instantaneously.
Inflammatory affections of the stomach and liver are also common diseases among colliers and
in consequence of the induction of morbid alterations of structure, lead to destruction of health, and
finally to premature death through the various steps of dyspepsia, intractable vomiting
(occasionally of blood), diarrhoea (sometimes bloody), jaundice, and dropsy of the and belly. The
chief cause of these affections, both in their acute and chronic forms, is excessive use of whiskey.
Hernia, or rupture, does not appear to have been more common among colliers than among
labouring people.
The kidney is very frequently the seat of disease among colliers; inflammation of that organ
comes occasionally under my care. Morbid alterations of urine were particularly common and
gravel was frequently deposited. Several colliers died under my care with partial suppression of
the secretion of that organ, and their cases were characterised by general dropsy, their urine
becoming thick, and presenting white flakes like the boiled white of an egg upon the application of
a boiling heat and by a lethargic condition of the brain, indicated by torpor of the mind in all its
divisions. The causes of the more serious diseases of the kidney were, exposure to cold while the
body was perspiring freely, working for hours together amid water with wet clothes, contusions on
back and loins, and excess in whiskey.
The two first-mentioned causes were found to be in operation in the greatest number of the
cases of organic alteration; contusions and falls were the occasional exciting causes, and were
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generally attended by bloody urine, while a large majority of the merely functional derangement’s
was referable to dissipation.
Diseases of the spinal column are very common at all ages among individuals employed in
collieries. I have attended many persons labouring under the most serious of the diseases which
are incident to the spine. Few middle-aged or old colliers are to be seen without curvature of the
spine more or less extensive, the result of the unnatural position in which their bodies are retained
for hours together when at work. This affection is indicated by general crookedness of the trunk,
by stooping, and in general by one shoulder being higher than the other. The health of the collier
does not necessarily suffer from mere curvature of the spine, although it is frequently found that
curvature is most complete in those of delicate health.
Caries of the vertebrae of the back and loins very frequently come under my charge in the
persons of young and middle-aged colliers, and has almost invariably terminated in the formation
of lumbar and psoas abscess. Of the many colliers who suffered under these abscesses not one
individual recovered. The size to which the external tumour sometimes attained was enormous,
and the quantity of fluid which was wont to pour out daily, for weeks in succession, was very great.
I have known some of these colliers to go about and work after the tumour had obtained
considerable size, in order to maintain themselves.
The causes of caries of the spine, and of lumbar and psoas abscess, are, for the most part
strumous habit of body, great external violence, inducing inflammatory and subsequent suppurative
action, and moderate violence or exertion concurring with a strumous disposition.
The diseases of the nervous system are, on the whole or taken collectively, not very common
among colliers, certainly much less frequent than among the pampered and luxurious; but some
individual forms of nervous disease are frequently observed.
Palsy of the lower extremities, both complete and partial, are more common, among colliers
than among persons engaged in agricultural operations, or in the various handicrafts. I have known
many colliers at an early age to be martyrs to this affection, in its various shades, from debility and
a tottering condition of the limbs to downright insensibility and complete loss of voluntary motion.
Some colliers who suffered the milder forms of this disease merely were enabled to continue at
work, while of those who were affected to a more senous extent the greater part remained helpless;
a few recovered so far as to permit of their working a little in the collieries, or to follow some more
easy occupation, such as driving a horse and cart, a very common resource among the crippled, and
a considerable number died in consequence of coexistent injury to other parts. The most common,
nay the almost invariable cause of this disease among colliers, was the application of violence to
the spine, received in their occupation as colliers. A few cases of partial loss of power and
sensibility arose from blows and injuries inflicted on the head. In 1837 a poor lad, about 20 years
of age, named Rutherford was affected with this disease. He received a most severe injury on the
back and upon the lower extremities. His limbs were cold, senseless, and motionless; the bladder
was paralysed. After suffering dreadful agony for several days he died. On examination after
death lumbar portion of the spine was found to be dislocated, the body of one vertebra being driven
considerable space before the one above it.
In 1836 a young collier, about 30 years old, named Duncan, suffered a somewhat similar injury
of the spine, and was considered for some time in a dying condition. The bladder was paralysed,
and likewise the lower limbs. In addition to this there were serious injuries other parts. This man
recovered sufficiently to go about, and although unfit for laborious occupation, went below ground
again, but finding it impossible to continue at that employment, sought a livelihood by hawking
articles about the country with a pony and cart.
Convulsions take place occasionally among colliers, and are produced chiefly by the extensive
use of whiskey.
General paralysis, or palsy of one side, occurs not unfrequently, but certainly much less seldom
than among men of studious and literary habits. The chief cause is the long-continued practice of
drinking whisky to excess. I do not remember having met a case of this or any other cerebral
disease produced by mental exertion or by moral causes.
Hypochondriasis I never met with in a collier, and insanity has seldom come under my notice in
a collier community, and those who were thus affected were, almost without exception, puerperal
women, or young persons labouring under organic disease of the brain.
Common hysterical convulsion fits were not uncommon, but the singular and anomalous forms
of hysteria, in its modern wide acceptation, were rarely remarked among collier females. I found
whiskey to be the common exciting cause of these convulsion fits, and the subjects were generally
strong and florid young women.
The various forms of continued fever were very prevalent among the colliers who came under
my observation. It was a common thing for many families in the same village to be ill of fever at
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the same time, and for the members of all these families to be affected. I have seen many occasions
the two beds in a collier house filled with persons labouring under typhus fever each containing
four and five at the same time. So common is fever among the collier population, that
comparatively few are to be found at the thirtieth year who have not suffered this disease. Death is
a common termination of this disease at all periods of life. The very frequently fell under this
malady; the middle-aged died less often; and the young recovered in the greatest numbers.
Many heads of families died of this disease, under my care, and the privation and destitution
consequent on this event was frequently of a very aggravated character. I do not think fever was
much more prevalent among colliers than among other labourers.
The exciting causes of this disease are chiefly referable to the habits of the colliers, to the
condition of their domiciles, and to that of the atmosphere around their dwellings. The habits
which are productive of fever are dissipation, irregular dieting, and general recklessness. The
conditions of the domiciles favourable to the invasion of fever are those of non-ventilation,
darkness, accessibility to the wind and rain, general filth, the presence of impurities, and the
general absence of necessary furniture and utensils. The condition of the atmosphere around the
dwellings which favours the invasion of fever, proceeds from the presence of heaps of corrupting
animal and vegetable materials, known as dunghills, and commonly present before the houses of
the collier population.
Injuries from external violence were very common among the persons engaged in the collieries
with which I was connected, constantly incapacitating persons for employment, leading to
premature death and to permanent maiming. During the seven years of my residence in Tranent,
injuries from external violence came under my care almost daily, and comprehended all shades of
cases from the comparatively trivial to the most serious and dangerous accidents, ending in
immediate death. So frequent were accidents of a serious nature that I was never a few miles from
home without feeling impatient to return to my post, fearing that emergencies would be occurring.
I possess materials for the construction of tables of the various accidents which come under my
care but the few days which have been allowed for the collecting of this evidence, scarcely suffice
for the purpose. In 1838 five individuals died of injuries received in coal-works in Tranent, and
come under my observation.
In order that some idea may be readily given of the mortality which occurred amongst the
population under my care, and also of the nature of the diseases and injuries which proved fatal I
will here give a table of the deaths which occurred, in 18, under my care. The total number of
deaths was 59.
1. A young girl, aged 14 years, the daughter of a collier, was burned to death.
2. A girl, aged 4 years, the daughter of a collier, died of croup.
3. A woman, aged 44 years, wife of a hind, died of typhus fever.
4. A child, aged 20 months (collier), died of convulsions.
5. A young man, aged 23, collier, died of dropsy.
6. A woman, aged 70, wife of a collier, died of disease of the stomach.
7. A man, aged 48, shoemaker, died of disease of the stomach.
8. A man, aged 65, wright, died of erysipelas of the head, from a wound.
9. A man, aged 58, hind, died of typhus fever.
10. A girl, aged 10 years, farmer, died of inflammation of the bowels.
11. A potter, aged 74, died of typhus fever.
12. A man, about 40 years of age, collier, died of vomiting of blood.
13. A man, aged 48, a collier, died of disease of the lungs, induced by occupation.
14. A man, aged 22, employed at a colliery, died of injuries received at work.
15. A woman, aged 24, died of injuries received in a colliery.
16. A girl, aged 4 years (collier), died of hooping-cough.
17. A girl, aged 20 years, died of typhus.
18. Mrs. -, aged 70, died of palsy.
19. A girl, aged 4 years, died of water in the head.
20. A girl, aged 4 years, died of typhus fever.
21. Mrs. , died of disease of the heart.
22. Mrs. -, died of pulmonary consumption.
23. A child, aged 2 years, died of disease of the brain.
24. A man, aged 24, collier, died of dropsy.
25. A child, about 3 years of age, died of fever.
26. A girl, aged 4 years, died of tabes mesenterica.
27. An infant, aged 2 weeks (collier), died by overlaying, through drunkenness.
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28. An infant, aged 6 months (collier), died of neglected inflammation of the bowels.
29. An infant, aged 4 months, died of small-pox (not vaccinated).
30. A young man, aged 17, died of scrofulous sores.
31 An infant (collier) died of inflammation of the bowels.
32. A boy, aged 12 years, died immediately, of injuries received in a colliery.
33. An infant, aged 7 months, died of diarrhoea.
34. A man, aged about 44 years, suddenly dropped down dead at his employment, probably
owning to the bursting of an aneurism.
35. A man, aged 34, died of dropsy.
36. An infant, aged 1 year, died of suffocation, from overlaying, through drunkenness.
37. An infant, died (cause not mentioned).
38. Mr. Farmer, aged 90, died of natural decay,
39. Mr.-, aged 72, grocer, died of cancer of the lower jaw.
40. An infant died in process of delivery.
41. A woman, aged a bout 50, died of procedentia uteri.
42. A girl. aged 5 years, died of croup.
43. A boy, aged 12 years, died of inflammation of the brain.
44. A young man, aged 20 years, died in consequence of contusion of the knee-joint, received in
a colliery.
45. A woman aged 50 years, wife of a hind, died of bronchitis.
46. An infant aged 6 months, died of inflammation of the bowels.
47. A man, aged 35 years, was killed in a colliery.
48. A boy, aged 11 years, collier, died of dropsy.
49. An infant, aged 3 months, collier, died of a very severe catarrh from cold (the wind blowing
through the house).
50. A girl, aged 8 years (collier), died of small-pox (not vaccinated).
51. A boy, -, pauper, died of small-pox (not vaccinated).
52. A girl, aged 4 years (collier), died of small-pox (not vaccinated. Sister of 2nd last).
53. A woman, aged 35 years, died suddenly from rupture of wound during delivery (a midwife
attending).
54. An infant, aged 5 months, died of acute disease of the brain.
55. A child, aged 8 years, died of typhus.
56. An infant, aged 18 months, died of hooping-cough and tuberculous lungs.
57. An infant, aged 4 weeks, collier, died of small-pox (not vaccinated).
58. An infant, aged 3 weeks (collier), died of inflammation of the bowels.
59. A man, aged about 30, hind, died of confluent small-pox (vaccinated).
The rate of mortality among collier people is very high, but I have not made any calculation on
the subject. The parish records do not afford all the necessary information for the purpose, neither
do my own tables, as the deaths of those only are recorded in the parish books who are buried in
the parish, and as I did not attend all the collier people who died in my neighbourhood.
By a statistical inquiry, however, which I made into the duration of life among the colliers of
Pencaitland Colliery, I found that the aggregate age of 35 male heads of families was not more than
1192 years, giving an average for each of 34 years only.
This result appears very remarkable when contrasted with a similar inquiry, which I made with
the duration of life among the male heads of farmer families. The aggregate age of male heads of
farmer families was found to be not less than 1715 years, giving an average for each individual of
51 years and 10 months.
The direct influence of the occupation of the collier in inducing disease, in maiming and
disabling, and further in diminishing the duration of life, is very great, and I believe far beyond
what is suspected by the public in general: nor is the indirect influence of the employment of these
people, upon their health and lives, less startling; for I consider that the privation of education
experienced by young people, the formation of irregular and dissipated and reckless habits by their
early introduction into the collieries, and the insensibility to the comforts of life which marks those
people, as fruitful in the highest degree in physical deterioration. The diseases, the general bad
health, the maiming, the imperfect development, and the premature deaths which are daily
observed among these people, are numerous beyond all ordinary belief and afford matter for the
most serious, solemn, and melancholy contemplation. But when I regard the combined operation of
the direct and the indirect influence of the occupation of the collier upon the goodly human fabric,
in the deterioration of its physical condition, in the depravity and heinousness of its moral nature,
in the induction of disease and suffering misery, and in the wholesale destruction of human life, I
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feel appalled with the contemplation, and question much whether the working of coal produces
more happiness than misery.
Is such misery, suffering, depravity, and destruction of human life, necessarily connected with
the working of this useful mineral? the philanthropist may well and urgently demand or can it be a
part of the great scheme of the Almighty that what should be a blessing has become a curse and
that the coal districts, gifted with riches beyond conception, should become the habitation of the
most worthless, the most imperfect, the most unhealthy, and the shortest-lived of the population?
he may inquire who has the wisdom to trace every gift to the Author of all good.
No, can be the only reply; for human experience teaches that no such necessary connection
subsists, and because God cannot make good the source of evil.
The means which have been adopted to secure the health of colliers, and generally to improve
their condition, are the following:
The prohibition of the sale of whiskey, in the immediate vicinity of the dwellings of colliers, has
been adopted. Mr. Andrew Cuthbertson, the intelligent lessee of Pencaitland Colliery, I understand
has for some years prevented the sale of whiskey in Newtown, the village inhabited by his colliers.
The families belonging to this colliery are in a comparatively comfortable condition; are orderly,
regular, sober, and on the whole religious and moral far beyond any other set of colliers with whom
I came in contact. I do not think any such wholesome restriction has been in operation in any other
colliery.
Schools for the education of children are to be found in almost all the collier villages and
communities, and, to a certain extent, prove useful, but they offer no sufficient counterbalance to
the evil operation of bad example afforded by grown-up men and women, with whom children
come in contact in collieries, and for the privation of that training in domestic habits so essential to
the formation of good housewives, but which is denied to collier girls by the practice of mothers
working below ground.
Mr. F. Cadell, the manager of Tranent Colliery, laudably originated a school for the instruction
of collier children. He, I believe, built the school-house, and defrayed part of the expenses of the
establishment; but, for reasons with which I am imperfectly acquainted with scheme did not
answer, and, after a few months’ duration, was finally discontinued.
Both clergymen in the village of Tranent are very earnest in the condemnation drunkenness, and
in the enforcement of sobriety. The Secession clergyman has been instrumental by means of a
temperance society, in reclaiming many drunkards. A missionary likewise who was employed
about two years ago, did much good, not only in a religious form, but also in the recommendation
of habits of temperance and cleanliness.
The employers of the colliers are, for the most part, at all times, ready to assist in times of
suffering and distress, sometimes with money, sometimes with food, and, on all occasions, with
good advice.
A soup kitchen has, during several winters, been opened for the benefit of the poor and the sick,
and its advantages have been largely partaken of by the colliers. Mr. Richard Forbert, the lessee of
Elphinston Colliery, has, I believe, the credit of originating this laudable form of charity in
Tranent; and I consider it due to him to say that no accident ever occurred in his work without the
utmost solicitude being evinced, on his part, in favour of the sufferer, and that material and
valuable assistance was at all times readily granted.
Many colliers belong to benefit societies, from which, during sickness, they derive small weekly
allowances.
The temperance society of Tranent enrols among its members many individuals engaged in the
collieries and some of them are very zealous in the propagation of their principles.
For the purpose of showing how much, I believe the habits of the working people to be the cause of
many of their diseases, I will even at the risk of contaminating an egotism, mention, that so
impressed was I with the opinion that the dissipation, the filth, the laborious and unequal toil, the
bad condition of their houses, and the polluted atmosphere, common more or less to colliers and
others, formed the root of much of their physical sufferings, that published a small address on these
and other subjects to the working people; and as the circumstances will prove the interest which
Mr. Cadell takes in any effort made to improve the condition of the colliers, I may add that he, on
that occasion, addressed a letter to me, in which he said:“I have read your able address to the working classes with much interest and satisfaction. By
publishing it you have conferred a valuable boon on the inhabitants of Tranent where dissipation
exists to such an appalling extent. On Saturday last I collected a few of the Tenant collieries and
impressed upon them the advantages themselves and families would derive from reading, thinking,
and following out the friendly advice given in the address, and told then that to encourage every
one of them to possess it I would pay the one half of the price on their paying the other Most
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sincerely thanking you for the good you have done, and will do, by the trouble you have taken in
this matter I remain, &c.”
I am of opinion that many measures might be adopted with great advantage, for improving the
condition of colliers and collier children but as the few days I have been allowed for collecting
these facts are already expended it is out of my power to enter into details but this consequence, as
the perusal of the foregoing evidence( incomplete as it is, cannot fail to show what steps are
necessary. as I have already made some suggestions on the subject in my Report on the Sanitary
Condition of the Working Classes in East Lothian, furnished to the Poor Commissioners, and
already widely circulated by them; and as my work on the “Propagation of Contagious Poisons,"
published at Edinburgh, in 1839, contains observations at some length on the means of promoting
the public health.
I may be allowed, in conclusion, to say that no field offers a better promise of a noble harvest to
the philanthropist than the condition of colliers, and that these people, if they but receive their due
share of English justice and liberality, cannot fail to find their lives more secure, their moral
condition elevated, and their sufferings much mitigated.
London, 20th August, 1841..
_____________________
No.3. - MEDICAL REPORT on the DISEASES incident to COLLIERS in the EAST of
SCOTLAND, favoured by Dr. A. MAKELLAR, PENCAITLAND.
The diseases which are most prevalent amongst the colliers of Pencaitland and other collier
populations, where I am daily called to render my professional assistance, are, first, amongst
adults, fever, rheumatism, bronchitis alone or accompanied by carbonaceous infiltration into the
substance of the lungs, and occasionally phthisis. Secondly, amongst infants and children as they
advance I generally find smallpox, scarlet fever, measles, and particularly bronchitis. it is evident
to me, from many years’ experience, that the occupation of coal-mines, particularly to this
neighbourhood, tend very considerably to induce the diseases to which they are subject. It is my
decided impression that fever, both in the male and female collier, had its origin most commonly in
the early and unnatural hour at which they are called in this climate to engage in mining operations,
and also from the peculiarly uncomfortable manner it, which they are clothed for such occupation,
with garments saturated with the dust and moisture of a coal-pit, which exerts a most pernicious
influence on the system through the medium of the skin.
I am daily in the habit of seeing colliers return from their work, and I have been deeply
impressed with the worn-out and exhausted state of many of them after the labour of the morning
and where there is a weakly constitution or a tendency to pulmonary disease I very febrile
excitement or bronchial affection accompanied by severe cough, and I have observed this result
most commonly to occur amongst females, who are unable for such fatiguing labour and while I
allude to the labours of females, I cannot but refer to the barbarous practice which still continues
here of making the women the bearers of heavy burdens of coals, for domestic purposes, from the
coal-pit to the colliers’ abodes. I daily behold with pain a weakly female staggering under such
burdens, and this I have known when the woman was in a state of pregnancy.
Rheumatism arises commonly from the same cause as fever, and is very general. While I am
treating of this disease amongst colliers, I cannot but mention most strongly the insufficient state of
collier houses, which I consider to have a most baneful effect upon the infant and adult occupants.
I usually trace the bronchitis in tender children to such exposure, and to the draughts caused by the
large fires which colliers have in such uncomfortable abodes. There is generally nothing but the
tiles, and many of them often broken, between the family and the firmament and cannot charge my
memory with ever seeing lath and plaster in a regular collier house. In a word, I would say that
what with the untimely and exhausting labour of the mine, and the miserably constructed
dwellings, which are a disgrace to coal proprietors, the collier suffers considerably in health. How
often is it found that landed gentlemen lath and plaster stables and kennels for horses and dogs,
while they subject their poor colliers to an abode miserably damp from the improper character of
the situation and the building materials.
The most serious and fatal disease which I have been called to treat, connected with colliers, is
carbonaceous infiltration into the substance of the lungs. It is a disease which has long been
overlooked, on account of the unwillingness which formerly existed amongst that class of people to
allow examination of the body after death; but of late such a prejudice has in a great measure been
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removed. From the nature of Pencaitland Coal-works, the seams of coal being thin when compared
with other coal-pits, mining operations are carried on with difficulty, and in such a situation there
is a deficiency in the supply of atmospheric air, thereby causing difficulty of breathing, and
consequently the inhalation of the carbon which the lungs in expiration throw off, and also any
carbonaceous substances floating this impure atmosphere. I consider the pulmonary diseases of
coal-miners to be excited chiefly by two causes, viz. first, by running stone-mines with the use of
gunpowder; and secondly, coal-mining in an atmosphere charged with lamp smoke and the carbon
exhaled from the lungs. All who are engaged at coal-pits here are either employed as coal or stone
miners, and the peculiar disease to which both parties are liable varies considerably according to
the employment.
When it takes place with the stone-miner the disease of the lungs is more severe and rapid in its
progress, while the disease with the coal-miner is generally tardy, though ultimate fatal. Of late
years the coal-miners in the neighbourhood have been in the habit of using linseed oil for their
lamps, and, considering the quantity of carbon in that kind of oil, it is my conviction that the smoke
from such oil adds much to the mischief. From the disease soon manifesting itself in those colliers
engaged as stone-miners, I am inclined to believe that the rapidity of progress in the disease arises
from the carbon in the gunpowder smoke being of purer quality, and thereby operates more
powerfully in the destruction of the lungs. For example, you see a young robust man of 25 years of
age undertake stone-mining (or blasting as it is called), and after being so employed for a few
months he becomes subject to cough, inky expectoration, and nocturnal sweats, and in the course
of two years or less he dies exhausted; and, on examining the chest, the lungs are found excavated,
and the cavities filled with a fluid or solid substance apparently pure carbon. The disease with the
coal miner shows the same appearances after death, but according to my observation, destruction
of the lungs is not so rapid.
The only effectual remedy for this disease is a free admission of pure air, and to be applied so as
to remove the confined smoke both as to stone-mining and coal-mining, and also the introduction
of some other mode of lighting such pits than by oil. I know many coal-pits where there is no
black-spit, nor was it ever known, and on examination I find that there is and ever has been in them
a free circulation of air. For example, the Penston Coal-works which joins Pencaitland, has ever
been free of this disease, but many of the Penston Coal-works on coming to work at Pencaitland pit
have been seized with, and died of, the disease Penston has always good air, while it is quite the
contrary at Pencaitland.
Phthisis is not very prevalent; only occasional cases, and usually with females ere they engage
in mining operations. I have never known an instance of black-spit in a female collier and this
maybe accounted for by the following reason. The women are only occupied as carriers, and from
their movements in transporting the coals have opportunities for inhaling a much purer atmosphere.
It is my impression that a phthisical person engaging in the mining operations of a coal-pit
similar to Pencaitland, will induce the carbonaceous disease instead of phthisis; for in all my postmortem examinations I have never found tubereles, while other members of the a same family,
having a predisposition to phthisis, and who never enter a coal-pit, have died of phthisis. With
regard to infants and growing children, I have no hesitation in saying the present system has a most
injurious effect on their moral and physical condition.
In the first place, I give it as my decided opinion that the effects of the exhausting of females in
coal-pits has a marked influence over the physical development of the infant birth, for I cannot shut
my eyes to the fact, that where there is a weakly mother there is a tender and ailing offspring; and
for this reason especially I disapprove highly of female labourers in coal-pits, which, even where
there is no infant, tends considerably to the discomfort of the family. It is the custom in collier
families where the mother works out to leave the infant with any one who will take charge of it,
and this is often a very young girl who cannot take care of herself, far less a child; and I have been
repeatedly called to give in the case of illness of a child, when, after much examination, I discover
that the poor child was allowed to fall from the carelessness of the child or young person who had
charge of it and I am sorry to say that such accidents are very often fatal. Again, the other children
of a family, if there be such, are often ill-fed and clothed, from their mother’s absence; and in
particular the foundation for moral conduct is generally neglected and never laid, and the benefit of
proper maternal instruction is found wanting when it is too late to apply the remedy. I am sorry to
say that collier children have not the advantage which the children of the possess. A collier boy or
girl is set to work at an early age, and I have known them sent at six and seven years old,
consequently impeding the physical development so necessary to robust health, while the child of
the common hind knows nothing of labour till he attains the age of 14 or 15 years, and when we
contrast the ruddy cheek of the latter with the countenance of the former, no one who knows the
condition of each can be at a loss in ascertaining the cause. It would be an unspeakable advantage
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to collier populations and the community in general in this neighbourhood, was it the case that the
mothers remained at home with their families and never engaged in out-door labour, but directed
their attention to the training of their children.
With regard to the diseases of infants and growing children, I have to say that bronchitis is one
of the most common which I have been called to treat. It is my belief that this disease arises from
the uncomfortable houses, the neglect of proper cleanliness, and the careless way in which infants
are generally brought up. It is often said by coal-proprietors that collier houses cannot be cold
from the advantage which they possess in their access to fuel. In reply to this statement I beg to
say that such fires as are seen in collier houses of an insufficient character are injurious to the
general health of young and old from inequality of temperature. Eruptive diseases are very
common; small-pox, measles, and scarlet fever. I remember not many years ago that small-pox
made its appearance at Pencaitland Coal-works and every child died who had not the disease
previously was seized. The cases were 30 in number, of which three died. I never treated so many
cases of small-pox in any community as I have done amongst colliers and I am convinced that the
children of that class of people are more subject this disease and the other eruptives than any other
and when eruptive disease does take place (from want of cleanliness and the continued
communication which is kept up amongst collier families) the disease never fails to spread to all
around who have not had the disease. Very many infants and advanced children are carried off by
such diseases. From birth 10 years is the age most liable to the eruptives. While on this subject, I
beg to say that I have been long impressed with the benefit that might accrue to this class of people
by having warm baths, even upon a very economical scale, placed at their command. I have no
doubt it would induce habits of cleanliness, and would tend much to prolong life by checking the
first symptoms of disease both with young and old.
With regard to the length of life amongst colliers, so far as my experience has led me to observe
I should say it is from 40 to 45 years an average of those who are engaged entirely at coal working
but men who have been employed at stone-blasting in the same pit live much shorter about 30 to
40 years generally terminates their existence.
A very striking instance of this was exemplified at the Messrs. Cadell’s colliery at Tranent some
years ago. A very extensive coal-level was carried through their coal field, where a great many
men were employed, every one of whom died before reaching the age of 35 years. They had used
gunpowder and all died of black-spit.
Farm servants are healthy in general and particularly their children, who are much in the open
air and regularly fed and not obliged to labour till their constitutions have attained a degree of
vigour which is necessary with all young people ere they are set to work. A very great
improvement has of late taken place in the general habits and mode of life of colliers. Formerly
dissipation of all kinds and particularly the profuse use of ardent spirits was a crying evil amongst
this people but since the introduction of the Total Abstinence Society some of the very worst
characters have been considerably reformed and each individual change has had a corresponding
effect on the comforts of their families. While there is an evident improvement in general I am
sorry to say that much dissipation still exists and where such habits are continued the effect is
manifest on the health and domestic comforts of the family. It is my impression that the character
of food used by collier families has an injurious effect on the children for example, in the house of
a peasant the children are always fed on vegetable product and usually have a full supply of milk
and I have long observed that where there is a sufficient supply of such food there is seldom
disease of long standing amongst children. I am convinced that children do not require much
animal food; a little once a-week is sufficient and peasants’ children are in the habit of getting it so.
On the other hand, collier children are exceedingly extravagant in the articles of diet, both with
themselves and children. They are in the habit of living high by using considerable quantities of
butcher meat; the children are also allowed to indulge in such stimulating diet as butcher meat,
eggs, cheese, &c. for many of them are seldom fed on porridge and milk as hinds’ children. I
universally find that where such is the food the systems of the children are more predisposed to all
kinds of disease and also that the treatment becomes more difficult. This conclusion I have been
led to after much experience amongst collier and agricultural labourers. A regular and full supply
of milk is an article much wanted in collier districts where I am acquainted, and I am sensible
could they have this advantage supplied, it would prove an unspeakable benefit to the children of
working colliers.
_________________
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No.4. - MEDICAL REPORT of the PREVALENT DISEASES amongst the COLLIERS in
the parish MARKINCH and its neighbouring districts in the county of FIFE, by Dr. JOHN
REID.
The most prevalent diseases amongst the colliers of this district are asthma, pain’s, or
rheumatism, irregular action of the bowels accompanied with indigestion, sanguineous congestion
the chest, and abscesses.
Chronic bronchitis, or asthma, of colliers is brought on by constrained positions, breathing of
confined deteriorated and heated air; inhalation of carbonaceous particles; damp and exposure to
cold at the pit-mouth; and during walking home in damp clothes, the body being generally
bedewed in cold-checked perspiration. From such causes the asthma or ‘stifle’* of colliers
generally arises, which is in the most of cases accompanied with black expectoration, arising from
the fine carbonaceous particles being inhaled into the or air-tubes of the lungs during labour. It is
worthy of remark, however, that this black expectoration is always most common and abundant in
the cases of old miners, or those who have been employed chiefly in sinking the pits and it is a
singular fact that there is often a continuance of this secretion for many years after the individual
has given up mining work altogether.
The pains or rheumatism of colliers are brought on by long- continued constrained positions
when working in small seams with portions of the body more or less immersed in water, or in
constant contact for hours with the damp floor of the rooms and the rheumatic fevers to which they
are very subject, are to be ascribed chiefly to sudden exposure at the pit-mouth and the general
effects of cold in walking home, as above mentioned.
The derangement of the bowels and indigestion arise from irregularities in diet (colliers
generally have no well-prepared diet during their hours of labour) living a good deal on hard
indigestible pork-ham, the constant practice of smoking and from occasional excesses in drinking,
and irregular conduct. Colliers are liable to attacks of severe colic. Sanguineous congestions of the
chest and of other parts, frequently giving rise to violent local inflammation arising chiefly from
undue exposure after work, as already mentioned. Abscesses arise from inordinate pressure on
particular parts, as on the knees, haunches &c.
Colliers are not peculiarly liable either to consumption or to skin diseases. The young adult
working men are generally thin and sallow-looking. Neither their osseous nor muscular systems
are well developed, their gait is shuffling and loose, their appetite is generally small, they
commence smoking early, and altogether they present rather a cachectic appearance. Morbus
coxarius, or disease of the hip joint and white swelling on the knee joint are more common
amongst this class of young men amongst the generality of other classes and they are generally
very much troubled by dyspepsia. Although colliers are generally old-looking men at the ages of
45 or 50, their longevity is perhaps not less than that of other classes in this district for after leaving
the employ they usually betake themselves to labouring out-door work which recruits them
wonderfully and they generally live as long as the most of tradesmen, always troubled, however,
with the "stifle," or asthma.
The infant population of colliers is generally robust and healthy but catarrhal fever or bronchitis,
as also vesicular eruptions of the skin, predominate more than amongst the generality of other
children. They seem to inherit a predisposition from their fathers to affectations of the bronchi.
The children of colliers are particularly liable to worms and other affections of the bowels, from
coarse living. Hydrocephalas, or water in the head, seems not uncommon amongst them. Their
proportional mortality appears great from the prevalence of these diseases.
It is questionable whether or not the limiting of the employment of young men in the pit say to
the age of 18 years, or of mature manhood, would be attended with any advantages in respect to
the. general health and longevity of working colliers. It appears that they to commence working at
an early age, in order to acquire a corporeal and functional adaption suitable to the employ: any
young man going from agricultural labour, weaving, or any such occupation, could not easily
become a collier. However, perhaps the age of 15 or 16 years is about the earliest periods of life
which young men should commence as miners for not till then does the system begin to acquire
that strength and development absolutely necessary for such labour and as the system at that age
cannot have acquired any particular muscular bias of a permanent standing, there would be no
difficulty in its becoming readily accommodated even to the most constrained workings. But for
driving the horses, and other light employment in the pits, boys may be employed even at the age
*As the complaint is always much aggravated by smoke of any kind, the colliers generally attribute its origin to such causes.
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of 13 or 14 years without any disadvantage to their general health or longevity, as colliers; because
such early employment their systems become gradually adapted to all the particular influences of
the employ. The colliers of this district are, upon the whole, rather intemperate which renders their
system more susceptible of the exciting causes of all inflammatory it also aggravates their asthma.
__________________
EXTRACT from a COMMUNICATION received from Dr. MORISON, of DALKEITH, on
the DISEASES of the COLLIERS under his charge at SHERIFF HALL and DALKEITH
COLLIERIES.
My experience being exclusively confined to the Sheriff Hall Collieries, the colliery
establishment of his Grace the Duke of Buccleugh being in its infancy, must necessarily be limited.
The majority of the colliers employed in Sheriff Hall Works are sober and industrious. Those of
irregular habits are erratic, seldom remaining long in one place, thus preventing any satisfactory
statement being given of the effects of their intemperance, and others produced by their avocations,
in any single locality. The individuals, adult and infant who have been under my care have no
diseases of a distinct character. The infants and children of various ages are subject to attacks of
complaints peculiar to their different periods of life such as are denominated infantile measles,
scarlatina, hooping-cough, &c which appear occasionally in an epidemic form. There is only one
complaint peculiar to the adult population confined exclusively to men, characterised by cough,
difficulty of breathing, sense of constriction of the chest. But the remarkable peculiarity is an
expectoration of black sputum. This is very prevalent among colliers, and is attributed to the
inhalation of lamp-smoke, coal dust, and vitiated air. It seems to have a decided tendency to
shorten life, and few colliers escape an attack of it.
_____________________
MEDICAL RETURN from JOHN SYMINGTON, Esq., Surgeon, GOREBRIDGE, district of
NEWBATTLE, ARNISTON, MID-LOTHIAN.
In reference to the diseases of the adult population in our collieries there is no peculiarity
existing amongst them more than in the surrounding population, except in the male, and that
consists in the affection of the lungs peculiar to colliers, commonly known by the name of ‘colliers
consumption,’ attended with black expectoration, which disease generally prevents the collier from
continuing his underground operations, almost as soon as other workmen may be reckoned in their
prime. Such is the only peculiarity of disease in the collier. It is not found in the female; at least
during my practice amongst them not one case has come under my notice, although she all along
has been doomed to underground work as soon as the male. The reason is obvious: the male has the
arduous duty of excavating the coal, in consequence of which he is kept in a constrained position
for many hours, where no pure current of atmosphere flows, so that the air he is constantly inhaling
soon becomes very much contaminated both from his own respiration and from the smoke of his
lamp, whereas the female is constantly taking the coal from the said locality to a current of purer
air at the bottom of the shaft.
The duration of life is longer in the female than the male. The females in these works generally
suffer more in parturition than disease of the other labouring classes. The abovemetioned diseases
in the male often make their appearance shortly after manhood, and generally few years puts a
period to his labours.
As to infantile diseases there is no difference to be observed amongst the labouring classes. In
one district where the women are not below ground the children are healthier than where the
mothers are employed below, and when assailed they more readily throw it off. When they do
work under ground the younger are generally intrusted to the elder, and those not able or barely, to
keep themselves.
I do think, if the age were more advanced before commencing to work, longer life in the male
might be expected; as they are sent below from 12 years of age.
As to the condition of the neighbourhood, I do not consider it better than where the females are
not employed below but where they are it is decidedly better.
__________________
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APPENDIX B.
__________

Educational Returns.
GLADSMUIR - Rev. J. Ramsay. Population 1650. - Four Sunday-schools. Attendants 160:
children attend from five to six years of age; leave from 10 to 12. No week-day school.
Children of miners or colliers very imperfectly educated, in consequence of being sent early to
work, or from there being no school close by, where they might attend at their leisure hours, from
their shifting their stations, and having no settled residence. The agricultural labourers again are a
regular, church-going class of men. The desire of the labouring classes to have their children
educated is as usual.
PENCAITLAND. - Rev. Doctor M’Kellar. Pop. 1166- Three Sunday-schools. Attendants, Two
day-schools; one parochial, other private school of a colliery. Hours 9 to 12, and 1 to 4 in winter; 1
to 5 in summer. Evening classes in the winter. One female school, where needlework is taught; 20
to 30 girls: 60 or 70 colliers’ children at the week-day schools. School of the colliers not
adequately endowed. ‘The master of the school receives only a small allowance from the
proprietor, and some of the parents neglect sending their children, from an unwillingness to pay for
them. It would be a great improvement if the income of the master were not so dependent on the
caprice of those parents who are not sensible of the value of education.’
ORMISTON. - Rev.___ Bannerman Pop. 838. Sabbath-schools, attended by nearly all juvenile
population. Three day-schools; 9 o’clock till 3. One needlework for females; day and evening. I
believe that the colliers’ children in this parish very seldom attend any school after being sent to
work. I believe that the condition of the lower classes gradually is becoming worse, in regard to
education, and it is telling every day upon the moral and economic condition of the adult
population.
TRANENT. - Rev. J. Henderson. Pop. 3560. Six Sunday-schools; five of the established church,
one dissenter. Two evening-schools in Tranent and Elphingstone: open 7 in the evening. One
female school, needlework, &c. Few who are fit for labour attend. Most of the schools in the
parish have some children of colliers and miners attending when young, but very irregularly.
Collier population 107 families.
TRANENT. - Rev. Mr. Parlane. With some rare exceptions, I apprehend, few of the children that
work in the collieries are taught sewing or other domestic work here. Those who go to mines
acquire habits of tippling: it is not uncommon to see children of 12 drunk. Lying, swearing,
cruelty, and all sorts of moral evil abound in the future lives of uneducated miners.
PRESTON-PAN. - Rev. Bruce Cunningham. Pop. 2322. One Sunday-school. Established church,
two others secular. Two evening-schools in the winter. One female school for sewing, &c., on a
very limited scale. None attended by colliery children, except a very few. The country will be
inevitably ruined, unless some steps are taken by the legislature for securing a full education to the
children of the working classes.
INVERESK, Musselburgh. Rev. J. Beveridge: Collieries of Sir J. Hope. Pop 8961: males 4257,
females 4704; families 1892. Two Sunday-schools connected with the Established Church.
Several day and evening schools in the parish, at which the children of the working classes attend.
One at Craighall, attended almost exclusively by the children of colliers inhabiting that village;
scholars upwards of 100. Another at New Craighall. An evening-school at Musselburgh, for the
girls of the hair-factory. Day-schools; to 1, 2 to 5: evening-schools 6 to 8.
The attendance of collier children is irregular, in consequence of their parents taking them down to
work in the pits, allowing them to return to school at intervals. The evening class is attended by
the more advanced, who are regularly in labour. Collier children generally removed from seven to
eight. A great improvement is perceptible of late years in the condition of the children at collieries;
but they will never be properly educated unless means be adopted to ensure their remaining longer
at school.
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NEWTON, Mid Lothian. - Rev. J. Adamson - Collieries of Edmonstone and Sheriff Hall. Pop.
2274. Four Sunday-schools of the Established Church; four day-schools; two of them for females
exclusively: 10 to 4. A female school connected with the Edmonstone colliery at Millerhill and
another at Edmonstone both supported by the proprietor. At the female, girls taught needlework,
&c. Two evening-schools; one at Claybarns and at Redrow. Twenty colliers’ children at
Claybarns, and eight at Redrow, on a weekly average. Removed from 8 to 10 years of age: 160
employed at Sheriff Hall, and 300 at Edmonstone, men, women, and children.
DALKEITH. - Rev. Robertson. Collieries of the Duke of Buccleugh Pop. 5586.- l. Several
Sabbath-schools. 2. The Buccleugh Schools for boys and girls, hours 9 to 4 with the interval of an
hour. 3. Six other schools in the town and neighbourhood attended by children of the working
classes. Needlework is taught to the girls. One school is open in the evening from half past 7 to 9.
There is but one school which collier children attend, and that very partially.
LIBERTON. - Pop. 4063 One parochial school attended by about 80. One endowed by Mrs.
Trotter, for girls: five at various places for very young children. Three private. One parish school
cannot instruct one-sixth of the children. The status and character of all teachers would be
improved by liberal provision; at present it is not equal to that of a mason or a collier.
NEWBATTLE. - Rev. J. Veitch. Collieries of the Marquis of Lothian Pop 1882: males 923,
females 959. Three Sabbath-schools of the Established Church, and one or two private classes not
attached to any place of worship. Seven schools in all, parish school, the school and infant-school
at Easthouses; the school and infant-school at Stobhill, and the female school in the village of
Newbattle. In the village of Newbattle and the infant-school in Easthouses needlework is taught:
hours 10 to 4. The schools at Easthouses and Stobhill attended by 306 children, and of these about
016 are the children of colliers belonging to this parish. Collier children generally leave at 10,
those of agricultural labourers 13 or 14: schools generally abandoned when labour commences. A
marked inferiority in the collier children to those of the town manufacturing population. Upwards
of 100 heads of collier families, most of who leave their children to themselves to ignorance and
irreligion.
TEMPLE - Pop. 1255. Three schools: one at Gorebridge, and two unendowed.
COCKPEN, Mid Lothian. - Mr. Neil Stewart. Arniston Colliery. Pop. 2025 Two day-schools:
one Established Church, one United Secession. Three day schools, two in Gorebridge and one at
Stobhill. Stobill school is the only one attended by colliers; about 60. Now upwards of 100 at
Sunday-school.
The prevention of women from going down into the pit has been adopted here, and has greatly
improved the condition of the colliers.
CRANSTON. - Rev. Alexander Welch. Collieries of Edgehead, Preston Halls, and Haugh Lynn.
Pop. 1030. Two Sunday-schools of the Established Church. Two day-schools; the parish school
and the collier school. The collier school is at Edgehead and is also taught in the evening. There is
a sewing school under the same roof with the parish school, taught by the schoolmaster’s daughter,
but few of the colliers’ daughters attend.
About 50 in all attend the colliers’ school, half of which are from 13 to 18 years of age, and attend
in the evening. Removed generally at 8 or 9 years of age, or their parents please.
LASSWADE. - Mr. Ebenezer Blake. Collieries of Rosewell, Barley-dean, and Paper Mill. Pop.
1300. Two Sunday-schools: one Established Church, one meeting-house of the Reformed
Presbytery. Three day-schools, one of which is also an evening-school; one is a female school;
needlework, &c., taught. Scholar’s day class 120, evening 30 t0 150.
PENICUICK. - Rev. William Scott Moncrieff. Paper Mill Colliery of Branstain Muir. Pop. 2255.
Four Sunday-schools; one of Established Church. Two infant-schools at Kirkhill and Valleyfield
and six other schools in the parish: two in the village of Pennicuick, two at Howgate, one at Nine
Mile Burn, one at Nine Mile Burn. Of these three are held in the evening, to suit the children of
the factory. There are three female schools at Pennicuick: one at Kirkhill, one at Valleyfield, one
during the day, and the two others the evening from 7 till 9. The children of the colliery do not
attend any of these schools.
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WEST LINTON, border of Peeblesshire. - Rev. M. Alexander Forrester. Collieries of Coaly-Burn
and Harley-Muir. - Pop. 1577. - No Sunday-school. Parochial school. Two schools at Carlops an
evening-school at Carlops during the winter months. One female school at Linton, and one at
Carlops, where needlework, &c. is taught. Since the commencement of the Harley-Muir coal-wall,
about 10 years ago, the colliers have not been so attentive. The colliers at Coaly-Burn I consider
more so in matters of education. The children there attend the school of La Mancha, in the parish
of Newlands. The works at Harley-Muir, Coaly-Burn, and Carlops are upon too small a scale to
have a school-master resident. There is a great desire among the labouring people generally for the
education of their children.
BO’NESS, Linlithgowshire. - Rev. Kenneth M’Kenzie. Bo’ness Colliery. Pop. 2809. - There are
several Sunday-schools in this parish, but two especially, of the Established Church, are for the
population working at the colliery. Several day and evening-schools. The parochial school is one
of the best in the county; but the colliers seldom send their children to it. Some of them are open
after 6 in the evening. Needlework is taught in some but I am not aware that any of the children or
young persons employed at the attend them, although they are open in the evening. Girls learn
frequently to tambour but not in any school. The day and evening-school in the New Town is
especially for the population employed in the colliery. It is supported by them, but is not attended
so well as it might or ought to be. At present the attendance is such that the teacher receives only
about 7s. per week. Education in the colliery is in a very unsatisfactory state at present. A good
plan is adopted in some: every man employed is expected to pay a small sum weekly for education.
WHITBURN. - Rev. Mitchell. Coal and Ironstone Mines. Pop. 2075. One Sunday school for
boys and girls. - For some months an evening class for the benefit of the working population in the
mining district of Talla, in this parish, was taught by Mr. Williamson The number was about 30.
No school for teaching females needlework, &c.
FALKIRK. - Rev. William Begg. Coal-Mines, Iron Foundries, and Nail-making. Pop. 12,743. A Sabbath-school, Established Church; about 150 attend. Another by dissenters. One at the coalworks at Bantaskine, under the superintendence of the master of the works. There are about 20
day-schools in the parish of Falkirk, which are indeed for the working classes. The school at
Bantaskine is provided expressly for the children of colliers, and is well attended. No female
school for teaching needlework, &c. There is a school at Camelon, which has been opened about
four months, after having been vacant a considerable time. I believe at present about 130 attend;
but I learn few or none of the children employed in the nail trade are of the number. Children
generally go at four and a half years of age, and leave at ten.
St NINIANS. (includes Bannockburn and many collieries, nail-makers, and weavers). - Rev.
Christopher Greig Pop. 9552. - Eight Sunday schools, Established Church, and a congregational
class connected with the relief; taught after the afternoon service. Eleven day and five eveningschools. Of these, five are in the village of St. Ninians: one at Canabusbarron, one at Chatreshall,
one at Auchtenbrowie, one at Falliera, and one at the Muirlands; sometimes at one place, and
sometimes at another.
Two female schools at St. Ninians, where needlework, &c is taught; no children of collier
miners attend these female schools, but it is quite common for children and young persons
employed in various branches of trade and manufacture through the day to attend week eveningschools.
DUNNIPACE. - Printfields and Paper-mills. - Mr. Robert Watson. Pop. 4300 of Larbirt and
Dunnipace, 5526. - One Sabbath evening-school, Established Church. One parochial school, day
and evening. No female schools where needlework, &c is taught in this parish, but one, if not
more, in the neighbouring parish of Denny. Children leave school so early as six, seven, and eight,
seldom so late as nine years of age.
DENNY, Stirlingshire. - Rev. James Harrower. Printfields, Paper-mills, &c. Pop. 4300. No
Sunday-schools. In this village and the adjoining one, separated only by the river Carron, six
schools for day and evening; fees 2.5d. per week. One female school, at which needlework is
taught. It averages about 30.
HAGGS, quoad sacra, parish of Denny. - Rev. Colin M’Culloch. Colliery of Banknock. - Two
Sunday evening-schools. Three day-schools in the village of Haggs, and one at Longcroft. Two in
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the evening for young persons; one at Longcroft, the other in Haggs. No female schools where
needlework, &c is taught. Numbers: 70 at church school, 30 at each of the other two in Haggs, and
70 at Longcroft. Most of these are the children of colliers. The number of children attending
school in the whole district, 170 to 200. At Sabbath evening-school, 174.
BANTON, quoad sacra, parish of Kilsyth. Collieries and Iron-stone Mines. Rev. John Lyon. Three Sunday-schools. Two schools in the parish for children, in one of which sewing is taught, in
addition to the usual branches, &c. One is open in the evening from 6 to 8. Both these schools are
attended by the children of colliers and miners; one has the younger children, in number about 30
to 40; the other, the more advanced, average about 40. Their education is but scanty when they are
taken from school. Their health too is made to suffer. They are generally loaded with asthma in
the prime of life.
KILSYTH. - Rev. W Burns. Handloom Weaving, Collieries, Townhead Iron Brae, &c Pop. 4297.
- Sunday-schools of the Scotch Church, Relief, and Wesleyans. Six day and four evening-schools:
three in Kilsyth town, one at Chapel Green, and two in Banton (inserted above).
DOLLAR, Clackmannanshire. - Rev. D. Mylne. Mines and Bleachflelds. Pop. 1447. Sundayschool, Established Church, and is usually attended by children not employed in labour. Besides
the parochial school there is an endowed school, where the children of those belonging to the
parish are educated gratis. Besides the above day-schools there is an evening-school during the
winter months for young persons learning trades during the day: open from seven to nine.
Connected with the endowed schools are two female teachers, by whom female children are taught
during the day needlework, knitting, &c None attend after going to service or other work. The
only manufactories in this place in which young persons work together, are the bleachfields and a
small woollen manufactory. At the first there are nine girls and six boys, between 13 and 16; at the
other three boys and one girl, from 14 to 16.
DUNFERMLINE, Fifeshire. - Rev. Peter Chalmers. Pop. 19,778. - A great number of Sabbathschools, some of them connected with particular congregations, others not, for the benefit of the
young, and especially of the labouring classes; many of these are well attended, but still there are
great numbers who most need such instruction who do no avail themselves of it. In addition to the
parochial church there are two quoad spiritualia churches; one recently opened, chiefly for the class
alluded to, but from the minister not being endowed seat-rents are necessarily exacted, which must
be a hindrance to many attending these churches. A Government endowment would be an obvious
means of making the means of religious instruction to the adult poor more accessible. There are
about 30 day-schools of all kinds in the parish, attended by about 2000 children. The secular
instruction is upon the whole good.
Many of the children are not sufficiently educated, and others not at all, partly ii consequence of
the inability of all parents to pay the fees, the ordinary rate of which is 3s. per quarter for reading,
and a little more for writing, arithmetic, &c. This is especially the case where there are many
children in a family. There is at present only one school in which the fees are only 2s. per quarter,
and it is very numerously attended. With the help of the late Government grant there will be two
others soon opened, where cheap and good education on Scripture principles will be afforded.
AUCHTERDERRAN, Fifeshire. - Rev. Dr. Murray. Collieries of Lochgelly. Pop. 1590. One
Sunday-school in Lochgelly, in connection with the United Secession Congregation there. The
parochial school and a private school at Lochgelly for the ordinary branches of education. No
industrial school in the parish. One school in which females children are taught to sew, &c.; not
attended by persons employed in labour. None of the above schools are attended by the children of
colliers. At Lochgelly boys generally leave at 10, girls below that age. At the parochial school
boys at 12, girls about 10. The young persons employed in agriculture are in a better condition
than those employed in the coal-mines, the former being more cared for by their parents and the
farmers in whose service they are.
BALLINGRAY. - Pop. 372. - One school.
DALGETTY. - Pop. 1300. Collier pop. about 1000. - Two schools: one parochial, one private, on
payment of small fees. Since this return another large day-school has been established by Sir
Philip Durham, supported by fees of scholars.
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BEATH. - Pop. 921: 459 males; females 462. - The parochial school the only one in the parish.
Fees per quarter: reading 3s., 3s. 6d., 4s.; Latin and Greek 5s. Average attendance 100 scholars. In
general the children read; there are some exceptions among the colliers.
KIRKALDY.-Rev. J. Alexander. Pop. 5034. - Here are several Sabbath-schools connected with
the Established, the United Secession, and the Independent churches. There are also the following
schools, Burgh School, Coal-Hill School, Philp’s School, Park. A School supported by Miss
Fergus for girls and Miss Smart’s School. Forrester’s School, Park. Blackwood’s School. Bain’s
School. Miss Kinghorn’s School. All in the town of Kirkaldy.
Needlework is taught in many; but very few, if any, of the children are engaged in labour. At the
Coal Hill School 10 children of colliers may, for a part of the year, attend an evening class at one
of the above.
CLUNY COLLIERY, parish of Auchterderran. - Mr. Peter Head, teacher, Cluny School. Young
persons working in the coal-mines attend in the evening. No female school for needlework, &c.
Those who wish to learn needlework, or other domestic work, go about three or four miles to
Kirkaldy; a number go there annually, and some of them are at proficients. Boys working in mines
are fatigued in body, spirits dull; and whatever is done is looked upon as a task imposed on them
rather than a benefit.
DYSART. - Pop. Dr. Murray.- (answer expected)
WEMYSS. Pop 5001. - Parochial schools at East Wemyss, and six other schools in the parish all
unendowed: 800 scholars in the process of instruction.
LARGO. - Pop. 2565. - One parochial school; three others unendowed.
KENNNOWAY. - Pop. 1721. - One parochial school; 120 scholars; two others unendowed.
SCOONIE. - Pop. 2566. - One parochial school; three unendowed; one female school: average
attendance 320.
CAMERON. - Pop. 1207. - One parochial school and two private schools.
KILCONQUHAR. - Pop. 2732. - One parochial school, one partly supported by heritors, and
three private; aggregate attendance 450.
CERES. Pop. 2762. - Four schools: one parochial, one secession, three private. Average
attendance of the parochial school 150.
BOTHKENNAR. - Pop. 905. - One parochial school only; average scholars 60.
POLMENT. - Pop. (1835), by the Rev. J. Kerr, 3107 out of which 1000 are colliers. One parochial
school, which has one teacher and assistant; average attendance 140. There are five other schools,
with an average attendance of 250. Three Sabbath-schools, instructed by the Rev. J. Kerr, an
assistant minister, and the Redding Colliery School teacher.
CAMELON. - Pop 809, included in the population of the parish of Falkirk, chiefly nailers. - Vide
return under the head "Falkirk."
STRONE, Cumbernauld, Dumbartonshire. - Pop. 3080; 700 families, four and threeeights to a
family. Four schools: one parochial, average attendance 80 to 90; three private. Very few of the
working people of provident habits.

_________________
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APPENDIX C.
_____________
EAST LOTHIAN.
PENCAITLAND. - Population, 1166. Nearly half are colliers. There are in this district three
public-houses, and one store, where spirits and beer are sold.
GLADSMUIR. - Pop. 1658.
ORMISTON. - Pop. 838. Ten public-houses, or houses licensed to sell ardent spirits and beer.
The Rev. Mr. Bannerman says - "So many houses, where they are not needed, have a very
pernicious influence on the morals of the people."
TRANENT. - Pop. 3620. Forty houses licensed to sell spirits out of which only two are inns.
Many of the small whiskey-shops have private rooms for drinking.
The Rev. Mr. Henderson who made the return, says - "It would be a great boon were the whiskey
shops greatly reduced."
The population of Tranent may be considered essentially collier.
PRESTONPANS. - Pop. 2467. Twenty-four inns and ale-houses in which spirits are sold; seven
come under the denomination of public-houses.
The Rev. W. B. Cunningham, minister of Prestonpans, says - "It may be inferred as the main cause
of the vast pauperism by which both the property and industry of the parish are severely
oppressed."
INVERESK. - Pop. 8961. Eighty-five licensed houses for sale of spirits. A number," says the Rev.
Mr. Beveridge, "altogether disproportionate to the population; and the mischief arising from the
unlimited extent spirit licences are granted is incalculatable."
DALKEITH. - Pop. 5586. Thirty spirit-dealers in the town of Dalkeith alone so I find in the
Directory; and there is little doubt but one-third more may be added for the out-part of the parish;
and from the same source may be gathered that there are only ten bakers resident. The lower orders
are much given to tippling - colliers and others.
NEWBATTLE. - Pop. 1882. Five dram-shops; "which have," says the minister, "a most
demorilizing effect."
LIBERTON. - Pop. 4063. "The prevalence of whiskey-shops are destructive, as the colliers and
carters about here are very improvident, ignorant, and careless; some so excessively ignorant," says
the Rev. James Begg, "who are even grown up, yet cannot read."
TEMPLE. Pop. 1255. "Six whiskey-shops attended by the usual bad consequences on the morals
of the people." - Rev. James Goldie.
PENNICUIK. - Pop. 2255. "I believe the consumption of spirits in this parish is estimated at 888
gallons per quarter." - Rev. William Monteith.
CRANSTON.-Pop.
SCOTLAND. - Pop. 1030. “There are eight whiskey-shops and ale-houses, which have no good
effect upon the people." - Rev. Alex. Welch.
STIRLINGSHIRE
POLMONT. - Pop. 3107. "The number of colliers in the parish of Polmont amount to 1000. There
are four inns and the number of taverns or public-houses is large and much money expended in
them." - Rev. John Ker.
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FALKIRK. - Pop. 13,037. "There are six inns and 110 other houses of public entertainment which
are most unfavourable to morals." - Rev. Wm. Begg.
BOTHKENNAR. - Pop. 905. "There are six public-houses and five in the village of Shore. The
manners and habits of the colliers are bad their wages are high but the greater part of the money is
expended on the Saturday and Sunday in public-house a very few enter the house of God." - Rev.
John Caw.
DENNY. - Pop. 4300. "Twenty-one houses licensed to sell spirits and the annual expended is
supposed to be £7000." - Rev. John Dempster.
DUMBARTONSHIRE.
CUMBERNAULD. - Pop. 3080. The town of Cumbernauld contains a considerable number
colliers as also the parish. The return of the number of sprit-shops has not made but "very few of
the working people," says the Rev. John Watson, minister, “are of provident habits."
CLACKMANNANSHIRE.
ALLOA
CLACKMANNAN
TILLICOULTRY
LOGIE
DOLLAR
Total Pop.

.

Pop. 6,337 74 licensed to retail spirits.
,,
4,066 50
,,
1,472 15
951 15
,,
1,447 10
14,273 164

"The number of licensed houses in 1839 was 186; but since the introduction of total abstinence
principles, twenty-two houses have ceased to retail spirits." - Rober. Carmichael.
FIFESHIRE.
DALGETTY. - Pop. 1300. In the parish of Dalgetty and Crossgates there are fifteen dealers in
spirits; the inhabitants are chiefly colliers. The Rev. Alex. Watts colliers have "a great want of
prudence and foresight. However great may be wages, they are sure to make their weekly
expenditure keep pace with them."
BEATH. - Pop. 921. "One inn and four public-houses and their effects are notoriously injurious to
the morals of the people." - Rev. James Ferguson.
AUCTERDERRAN. - Pop. 1590. "We have twelve ale-house and whiskey-shops in
Aucterderren" parish and drunkenness which was formerly very rare is lamentably frequent now;
Rev. Dr. Murray.
BALLINGRAY. - Pop. 372. "We have two houses for the sale of spirits and beer." - Rev. J.
Greig.
WEMYSS. - Pop. 5001. "There is no want of inns or ale-houses here. Men cannot be compelled to
be religious but such a tax ought to be put on strong liquor as would necessarily oblige them to be
sober and temperate." - Rev. J. M’Lachlan.
KENNOWAY. - Pop. 1721. "We have no less than thirteen licensed houses. If so many make
profit by such traffic there is great reason to fear that far too much money in them and an increase
of intemperance is the result." - Rev. David Bell.
SCOONE. - Pop. 2566. "There are twenty-eight licensed houses for retailing spirits a number far
beyond the wants of the place and which has no doubt tended to demoralise the people." - Rev.
Geo. Brewster.
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LARGO. - Pop. 2567. "We have four inns and sixteen licensed ale-houses which are very
pernicious." - Rev. B. Brown.
CERES. - Pop. 2762. " In the four villages there are twenty-five inns and whisky-shops. - Rev. J.
Crichton.
CAMERON. Pop. 1207. "There are in the parish of Cameron eight houses licensed whisky, and
two for beer which is more than are necessary." - Rev. Thos. Anderson.

APPENDIX D.
___________
EXTRACTS of EVIDENCE and ANSWERS to QUERIES circulated by the CENTRAL
BOARD, as to the precise Age at which it is desirable to limit the Employment of Children in
Mines.
HADDINGTONSHIRE.
Andrew Gray Cuthbertson, Esq., Pencaitland Colliery:
Children should not be employed until they are 12 years of age; and they are of little use before they are 14.

John Deans, Esq., Penston Colliery:
Boys past the age of 12 years are stronger and consequently are abler for the duties they have to perform than when
taken down younger.

Mr George Henderson, overseer of the Huntlaw Colliery:
No children under 13 years of age ought to be allowed to go into the mines. Lads who begin work between 13 and 15
years of age handle the pick better and make better colliers than when they begin at an earlier age: they are better fitted
and steadier; they work more regularly and not so long.

Francis Cadell, Esq., Tranent Collieries:
Children under 10 years might be altogether dispensed with below ground; but the age of 11 or 12 years is sufficiently
early for young people to commence work.

William Shiels, clerk to the Elphinstone Collieries:
Children are of no great use till they are about 13 or 14 years of age.

John Grieve, Esq., of Preston-links:
It is my opinion that it would be advantageous to exclude children under 10 years of age, and their mothers so that the
children might be better educated and looked after.

EDINBURGHSHIRE.
David Forster, Haughlynn, agent:
Children taken into the mines at an early age have never the same stout and healthy frame that those have who are
taken in at a more advanced age.

William Lyndsay, Preston Hall:
There exists no necessity for the employment of children in mines under 12 or 14 years of age.

George Cowan, Edgehead Colliery:
I am decidedly of opinion that the children of colliers are put to work much too early: to this circumstance you may
justly attribute their often premature old age; they sooner become a burden on their children, or the parish: they have
great want of intellectual acquirement and thus, in many cases, prove unruly members of society.

John Thompson, agent to the Vogrie Colliery:
No children are required in our mines under 11 or 12 years of age, as they can render but little assistance.
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Alexander Maxton, Arniston Collieries:
No boys ought to be permitted to go below under 12 years of age and then be able to read and write to the satisfaction
of the managers; this has been the rule in these collieries for some time past. and already the good effects are being felt.

James Wright, Dalkeith Collieries:
Nothing in my opinion is more desirable than a limitation of the age at which children are employed in mines: 12 years
of age is early enough; before that they can be of little service in pits. I have seen several melancholy instances of the
health and strength of children being impaired, and their growth stunted, by being taken too early below.

James Russell, Newbattle Colliery:
A limitation of the age at which children are employed in mines is desirable, say from 13 to 14.

David Adams, Edmonstone Colliery:
There is no necessity for the employment of very young children; a limitation of the age is desirable. The age I would
recommend is from 12 to 14.

John Wright, Whitehill and Barleydean Collieries:
The labour in mines is too heavy for young children. There is a law in this colliery that no man shall receive benefit for
a child under 12 years of age. Boys from 12 to 15 years of age can learn their profession and postures as well as those
who are younger. I think a limitation very desirable. The children of careless and ignorant parents will never be
educated until such a law is introduced, for as soon as the parents can make anything of their children’s labour they
take them to work; this, coupled with female labour in the mines, accomplishes all the degradation and misery which
colliers usually suffer and gives rise to those improvident, migratory, and unsteady habits, those rude and peculiar
manners which are so characteristic of the great majority of the collier population.

Mr. George Grieve, agent to Sir John Hope’s Collieries:
A limitation of the age at which children should he employed in mines is desirable. They may be probably employed
at 13 years of age, but not under.

Mr. George Foster, agent to the Earl of Hopetown:
No children under 13 years of age ought to be employed.

Mr. John Ross, Loanhead:
No children under 10 years are employed here but a limitation of the hours or labour would tend to promote their
health and give them the opportunity of obtaining education.

LINLITHGOWSHIRE.
Alexander Wark, Esq., Hardhill Colliery, Linlithgow:
I think children ought not to be employed in mines under 12 years of age but I think they ought not to be employed at
all until they are educated at least taught to read.

Mr. Henry Duncan, occupier, Collinshiel Colliery:
A limitation of the age at which children are employed in mines is desirable; I should say 12 years of age.

William Baillie, Esq., for Sir William Baillie, Bart., Polkeminet Colliery;
A limitation as to age is very desirable. No children ought to work before 13 have some years for education and at
that age they would be of more assistance to their parents in the work.

Mr. Aaron Bramwell. agent to the Honstown Colliery:
If it was possible, I would have none under 13 years of age to enter the mines.

Mr. John Reed, contractor, Crofthead Ironstone Mines:
I am of opinion that no children ought to be employed in the mines under 14 years of age.

Mr. Thomas Stevenson, overseer to the Shotts Company:
It would be of great advantage to the people themselves and no injury to the masters, to keep boys out of the mines till
they have good strength for the work.

Mr. Magnus Aitkin, manager of Kipp’s Colliery:
Coal-work can be better done by men and stout lads than by the forced assistance wives and infants.
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STIRLINGSHIRE.
John Wilson, Esq., Bantaskine and Callender Collieries:
I think a limitation of the age at which children should be put to work desirable, such early work injures their growing
strength of body and corrupts their minds; a besides, I seldom find them desirous themselves, nor urged by their
parents, to receive further education, and consequently many have not the knowledge they require. I would
recommend at least 12 or 13 years of age.

Joseph Dawson, Esq., Carron Company’s Collieries:
None of our processes require the labour of very young persons. Few are employed in our collieries under 12 years of
age.

Mr. John Johnson, overseer to the Duke of Hamilton’s Colliery:
I am of opinion that unless children began work at 11 or 12 years of age it would be a disadvantage to them afterwards.

Henry Geddes, Esq., Bannockburn Collieries:
If proper means were devised for their education, I think a limitation or the which children are employed in collieries
very desirable. I do not think it productive of any great inconvenience to the working of the mines if the age of 12
years were fixed on.

Mr. Matthew Hay. Still Colliery:
Lads are of no use here until they are 12 or 14 years of age. It requires strength, as the dip and rise is sharp.

Mr. Walter Jarvie, Banton Ironstone Mines:
Boys under 13 or 14 years of age are of no use, nor are they taken to work until that age.

William Wilson, Esq., Banknock Colliery:
A limitation of the age at which children should be employed in mines is desirable say 13 years.

Mr. James Marshall, Townhead and Ironbrae Collieries:
Children are of no use till they are 12 or 14 years of age; few are taken down earlier unless the parents are destitute.

Mr. John Roberts, manager of the Plean and Auchinbowie Collieries:
I do not allow children to go below ground under 12 years of age, even although may be very forward.

CLACKMANNANSHIRE.
John Craich, Esq., managing partner of the Alba Coal Company:
Very young children are unnecessary; I would recommend that they should not be employed before 12 years of age.

Leslie Meldrum Esq., managing partner of the Devon Iron and Coal Company:
A limitation of the age at which children should be employed in mines is desirable, as they are of little use before 12 to
14 years. In the iron-works children are of little use before they are 14 or 16 years of age.

Mr. Robert Maxton Esq., Woodland and Devonside Collieries:
I think 110 children should go to the mines under 12 years of age.

Mr. Joseph Lyell manager of the Sheardale Colliery:
I should recommend that children be kept out of the mines until 12 years of age.

PERTHSHIRE.
Henry Cadell, Esq., Middleton Colliery:
I do not think that children should go to the mines under 12 years of age.

James Nasmyth occupier Blaireogone Colliery:
I should say 14 years of age is soon enough for children to work in the mines.
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FIFESHIRE.
Cadell, Esq., Inzievar Colliery:
Up to the age of 13 or 14 years I think a limitation would be desirable.

George Mill, Esq., Blair Colliery:
Fifteen years of age is soon enough for children to go below ground to work.

James Grier, Esq.. manager of the collieries of the Earl of Elgin:
I consider 12 years of age early enough for children to be employed.

James Spowart Esq., Wellwood Colliery:
Where a night-school is kept I think the children might be allowed to work in the pits at 12 years of age.

Mr. A.F. Hopper, manager of the Townhill and Appin Collieries:
It would answer a good end if boys were not allowed to work until at least 13 years of age.

Robert Wilson, Esq., Hill of Beath Colliery:
It would be a prudent step not to allow either male or female children to enter the pits under 12 years of age.

John Cousin, agent to Crossgates Colliery:
Children would be better able to bear the labour allotted to them were they not allowed to go down before 12 years of
age.

Peter White, overseer to the Kelty Colliery:
It is desirable that children should not be employed before they are 13 years of age.

David Nasmyth, agent to the Donnybristle Colliery:
If the shifts are short no children should enter the mines until 10 years of age; but if longer than six-hour shifts, I
should say 12 years of age.

Andrew Adamson, manager of the Dundonald Colliery:
Boys are of no use until they are 12 years old: none ought to be employed in the mines under that age.

Alexander Goodall, Clunie Colliery
Children are of no use in a mine below 12 years of age.

Adam Begg, occupier, Lumpllinninnes Colliery:
I think it would be proper to restrict children from going into the pit till the age of 14 years.

Henry Chisholme, manager of the Lochgelly Collieries:
I think the age of children should not be under 12 when employed in mines.

John Goodall, manager of Tough Colliery:
I think the life of collier men would be much lengthened provided they were in the first instance to be kept above
ground until 14 years of age.

Thomas Bywater, Esq., agent to the Wemyss Collieries:
I should say that no child should be allowed to go below in any capacity under the age of 12 years.

David Graham, lessee of Teases Colliery:
I think children begin to work too young: they are of little use until they are 12 or 13 years of age.

Thomas Goodall, manager of Capel-drae Colliery:
I think 12 years of age the very youngest at which a child should be employed below ground.

William Ballingal, agent to the Balbirnie and Balgonie Collieries:
No children ought to be admitted to the mines until 13 or 14 years of age.

Mr. David Butt, overseer to the Dysart Colliery:
Boys are of no use till they are 14 years of age.
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Mr. Alexander Telfer, overseer of the Drumcarra Colliery:
I would recommend 13 years of age as the most suitable time for children being first employed in the mines.

_______________________
The above extracts of evidence will be assisted by a reference to the following replies by the
clergymen of the particular districts to the 8th and 9th queries of the educational paper
circulated by the direction of the Central Board.
Rev. Dr. Makellar, Pencaitland Manse:
Children should not be removed from school until 13 or 14 years of age.

The Rev. J. Bannerman, Ormiston Manse:
Children ought to be allowed to remain at school till the age of 15.

The Rev. John Henderson, Tranent Manse:
Children should not leave school until 13 or 14 years of age.

The Rev. W. Parlane, M.A., Tranent:
Children ought not to be allowed to leave school before 12 or 14 years of age.

The Rev. W. Bruce Cunningham, Prestonpans Manse:
Fourteen is the very lowest age at which they (the children) should be removed from school.

The Rev. J. G. Beveridge, Inveresk Manse:
Children ought to remain at school till they are 12 or 14 years of age.

The Rev. John Adamson, Newton Manse:
Children ought not to be removed (i.e. from school) until 12 or 14, according to their proficiency.

The Rev. J. Robertson, minister of Dalkeith; and Mr. Peter Steel, rector of the Dalkeith
Grammar School:
We think the age (of removal from school) ought to depend on the state of education, at all events not sooner than 12
years.

The Rev. James Veitch, Newbattle Manse:
It were much to be desired that they (the children) should not be admitted to work in the collieries till 14, or at least
that till then they should remain at school.

The Rev. Alexander Welsh, Cranston Manse:
Children ought not to be removed from school until 12 or 13 years of age.

The Rev. William Moucrieff, Pennicuick Manse:
I would say 14 years of age would be soon enough to remove colliers’ children from school.

The Rev. Alexander Forester, Linton Manse:
Children ought to be kept at school until 14 years of age.

The Rev. Kenneth M’Kenzie, Borrowstownness:
As children become really efficient in the colliery when about 11 years of age, think they ought to remain at school till
that age.

The Rev. Graham Mitchell, Whitburn Manse:
Children ought not to be removed (from school) until they are 12 or 14 years age.

The Rev. Wm. Begg, Falkirk Manse:
Children should remain at school till 13 years of age.

The Rev. C. Greig, St. Ninian’s Manse:
If evening-schools are provided;I think the age (of children going to work) might be limited to 12 years.

The Rev. Col in M’Culloch, Haggs, quoad sacra parish of Denny:
Children ought to remain at school until 15 years of age at least.
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The Rev. John Lyon, Banton, quoad sacra parish of Kilsyth:
Boys till 15 years (i.e. kept at school), girls till 14 years of age.

The Rev. William. Burns, Kilsyth Manse:
Children should remain at school till they reach the age of 13 or 14 years.

The Rev. Dr. Mylne, Dollar Manse:
Children ought not to be removed from school before 14 or 15 years old, because they are sometimes nine years old
before they enter.

The Rev. Dr. Andrew Murray, Auchterderran Manse:
As labour deprives the young colliers from improving themselves after leaving school, I think they ought to remain
until 13 or 14 years of age.

The Rev. John Alexander, Kirkaldy Manse:
Children ought not to be removed from school before 13 years of age.

The opinion of 22 gentlemen connected with the local schools in the districts under inquiry
supports the above evidence.

APPENDIX E.
_____________
TABLE Of OCCUPATIONS of PERSONS employed in COLLIERIES in the EAST of
SCOTLAND.
OFFICERS.
MANAGER. - The person appointed to fill this office is generally a mining engineer or coalviewer. In extensive collieries he has the charge and superintendence of the whole economy of the
operations above and below ground.
OVERSEER. - The duty of the above-ground overman is to watch over the transactions and
business done at the pit’s mouth.. In most cases acts as coal-grieve, or clerk.
OVERSMAN. - Marks out the coal wall; arranges and disposes the work below ground; looks
after the miners; attends to the ventilation; and inspects the whole underground operations.
WORKMEN.
BANKMEN. - Who unhook the tubs, corves, or baskets which contain coal, on their rising from
the pit’s bottom.
BASKET WOMEN. - Who hook on the tubs, &c.; are generally selected from widows of colliers,
or those who may have met with an accident.
HEWERS. - Miners who hew the coal at the coal face.
PUTTERS. - Males and females who drag or push the carts containing coal from the coal wall to
the pit bottom; the weight varies from 3 cwt. to 10 cwt.
TRAPPERS. - Young children employed to open and close air-doors for ventilation.
COAL BEARERS. - Women and children who are employed to carry coals On their belts on
unrailed roads up and down steep braes, with burthens varying from 0.75cwt. to 3cwt.
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PUMPERS. - Girls and boys whose business it is to descend into the deepest part of the mines to
pump rising water to the level of the engine pump, in order to keep the men’s rooms of work dry;
they not infrequently work up to their waists in water, or in such cramped situations as to be nearly
covered; it is a severe and continuous process; they are relieved every six hours and rest twelve.
The under occupations are not very common in the collieries of the Lothians or Forth, but as some
of the new coal-masters are following the North of England system, the terms occasionally are
used.
PLATE LAYERS. - Men employed to lay the plates on tram-roads.
HELPERS-UP. - Boys and women who assist to push waggons up inclines.
SWITCH-KEEPERS. - Appointed to watch that waggons keep their proper roads below, where
they are double-railed.
ONSETTERS AND CRANEMEN. - Those who arrange and put the baskets into the waggons
below. Males and females are employed.
BREAKING INCLINE AND CHAINING WAGGONS. - Strong lads employed to wind the
waggons up steep braes (inclined planes) and chain on to horse-road.
WOOD AND WATER LEADERS. - Those who take water out of the men’s rooms in small tubs
to the pumps; wood leaders are boys or girls who remove the pan wood (coal waste).
ROLLY DRIVERS. - Boys who crane the little waggons off the small trams to the main roads.
STRAPPERS. - Girls who wear harness, and pull instead of pushing.
PIT HEAPMEN, INSPECTORS, AND SMALL LEADERS. - Men who look after the quality
of coals, synonymous with the English term heap-keeper.
TIMBER AND STONE SETTERS. - Carpenters and masons.
There are many other occupations, but chiefly the terms apply to men above, such as engineers,
staithmen, wailers, trimmers, screeners, waggon fillers, carters, &c &c.
________________
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EVIDENCE COLLECTED BY ROBERT HUGH FRANKS, ESQ.
__________________

COLLIERIES AND IRON-WORKS IN THE EAST OF SCOTLAND.
__________________
MID-LOTHIAN COLLIERIES.
SHERIFF-HALL and SOMERSIDE, parishes of Newton, Dalkeith, and Liberton. - (Sir
JOHN HOPE, of Pinkie, Bart.)
No.1 - Janet Cumming, 11 year old, bears coals:Works with father; has done so for two years. Father gangs at two in the morning; I gang with
the women at five, and come up at five at night; work all night on Fridays and come away at twelve
in the day. I carry the large bits of coal from the wail-face to the pit bottom and the small pieces
called chows in a creel; the weight is usually a hundred weight; does not know how many pounds
there are in hundred weight but it is some work to carry; it takes three journies to fill a tub of 4cwt.
The distance varies as the work is not always on the same wall; sometimes 150 fathom whiles 250.
The roof is very low; I have to bend my back and legs, and the water comes frequently up to the
calves of my legs; has no likening for the work; father makes me like it; mother did carry coal, she
is not needed now, as sisters and brothers work on father’s and uncle’s account. Never got hurt,
but often obliged to scramble out when bad air was in the pit. Father lately got crushed by a big
coal falling and was by for seven weeks; was supported by William Bennet’s and John Craig’s
societies, to which he subscribed; believes he got 8s. weekly from the two. I am learning to read at
the night-school; am in the two-penny book; sometimes to Sabbath-school. Jesus was God; David
wrote the Bible; has a slight knowledge of the first six questions in the shorter catechism.
No.2 - Agnes Reid, age 14, coal-bearer:I have wrought below two months; I go down at six o’clock, the time the women gang and
lowse at six; whiles later and earlier. I bear coal on my back. I do not know the exact weight, but
it is something more than 1cwt.; it is very sore work and makes us often cry; few lassies like it; I
would much prefer to work out bye or in service but suppose father needs me. Was at Mr.
M’Donald’s school at Lugton, just near, till at work. Was taught reading, writing and counting. I
read the Bible and ‘Collection’ attend the Sabbath-school to learn the Questions. Genesis is the
first book in the Bible; David, who wrote the Psalms, was a king; thinks he was king of the
Christians. Samuel a king also. Lugton and Edinburgh are in Mid-Lothian; so is Aberdeen; thinks
Glasgow is in England. Queen Victoria is married to Prince Albert; knows so from a newspaper
which father gets lent to him, it is the ‘Weekly Dispatch.’ See other papers sometimes; thinks they
are called ‘Chambers Journal.’
No.3 - George Reid, 16 years old, coal-hewer:I pick the coal at the wall-face and seldom do other work; have done so for six years; the seam
is 26 inches high and when I pick I am obliged to twist myself up; the men who work in this seam
lie on their broadsides. Father took me down early to prevent me from going o’erwild about the
town; it is horrible sore work; none ever come up to meals. Pieces of bread are taken down; boys
and sometimes drink the water below, when there is no metal in it; men take a bottle of small beer.
We get meat on Saturday nights and Sunday; the men say we could not work well if had meat on
other days. I should not care about the work if we had not so much of it; have often been hurt; was
off idle a short bit ago, the pick having torn my flesh while ascending the shaft. There is a good
deal of quarrelling below, especially among the women people. Six of the family work with father
below; he seldom does any on Monday, sometimes Tuesday; when work is good he takes away £2.
to 50s. for the fortnight. A fortnight is two weeks. There is 4 weeks in a month, 12 months in the
year; 7 times 9 makes 63; and 12 times 11, 132. Reads, writes indifferently, cannot spell well;
knows the questions in the Catechism; was never in the maps but acquainted fairly with Scripture;
goes to night-school for one hour, when open; the hard work prevents me from doing muckle.
No.4 - John King, age 12 years, coal-hewer:FINAL
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I have been four years in the Sheriff-hall and Somerside pits; work with father and brothers; one
is 10 years of age, and been down 12 months; the other 14, and been below 6 years. Mother carries
coals below; she was at work last week. When she is wrought a neighbour looks after the young
ones to prevent them harming or burning; get my pieces as other boys do; there is plenty of water
in the pit. I work all the time that I am below and get kale or porridge afterwards. The work takes
away the desire for food, as it is o’ersair. I go down at three in the morning, but leave home at
two, and come up about four and six in the day. Was crushed by a piece of coal some two or three
years and laid idle two months. Dr Steel attended; he was paid out of the medical money which the
men have stopped from them at the counting table. I have been sometimes belted, as most boys are
when they are indisposed to work; was taught to read before ganging to the work, and could do a
little at the writing; have nearly forgot the latter; never taught the counting; repeats verses of
Psalms and Scripture. Eve was Adam’s wife and was Solomon’s mother; thinks Adam slew Abel.
No.5 - John Jamieson, age 12, picks coal:I have picked coal for two years with my father; have got used to the work; don’t mind it now
only too long at it; work never less than from four in the morning till six at night, sometimes all
night. Never sleep in the pit; have plenty of work to keep me awake. Mother comes to work at six
in the morning and brings porridge for our breakfast and pieces for our dinner; she leaves the three
bairns at home under charge of sister, who is 10 years of age; next-door neighbour looks in to see
after them. I go to Mr. Robertson’s night-school, at Clayburns, to learn the reading and doing a
little at the write; no muckle; cannot count yet. There are 12 bawbees in sixpence; can’t say how
many pennies in 2s. 6d. I am a Scotchman, because I was born in Scotland; I do not know what I
should be if I had been born in England am learning the Catechism and Scripture texts at Sabbathschool. We have one room in our house and two beds; two sisters and the three laddies sleep in
one bed, mother and father in the other; has heard father say that the dust and dung-heap pays for
the whisky.
No.6 - David Naysmith, 12 years old, coal-hewer:I have worked in coal-pits five years; been obliged to do so, as father is off work with bad
breath, that is, short of breath, occasioned by his working in bad air at the Oxford Colliery, near
Chird, some five years since; he has never wrought since. Mother was a coal-bearer; she bides at
home to take care of house and three young children; they depend entirely upon the labour of
myself, brother, and sister; our united labour seldom yields more than 24s. in the fortnight; we live
frugally. We work from three in the morning till five, when the roads and the air are free; they are
frequently bad and make us stop away. I go to night-school; can read and write, and multiply a
little; 12 times 9=108; 1l2lbs. in the hundred weight; 60 pence in 5 shillings; 240 pence in a pound.
Scotland is a country so is France. Queen Victoria succeeded King William. The work is very
sore, and frequently too much fatigued to recollect the school lessons.
[Very steady, intelligent boy; writes quick and well considering his age and occupation; belongs to one of the oldest
collier’s families on record.]

No.7 - Alexander Reid, 12 years old:I worked two years at Sheriff-hall coal and go below at two or three in the morning and hew till
six at night; after that I fill and put the carts on the rails to pit bottom. The pit I work in is very
wet; we often work in slush over our shoe-tops. When first below I used to fall asleep; am kept
awake now. ‘It is most terrible work.’ I am wrought in a 30 inch seam and am obliged to twist
myself up or work on my side. This is my every-day work except Friday when I go down at 12 at
night and come up at 12 at noon. After work I go to the night-school when it is open. Was at
school for some years before at work; can read well, was taught also the writing, counting, and
grammar; there are three parts of speech; forget the grammar now but not the counting and Bible
history; 5 times 9 are 45, 6 times 24 are 144.
[Recollects nearly all the questions in the shorter catechism.]

Solomon wrote the Proverbs; Jesus died for our sins, who is called the Redeemer. London is in
England. Edinburgh is in Scotland. The four quarters or divisions on the map I think are Egypt,
Africa, Asia, and Europe.
[He read well and writes but little; is very intelligent, evidently delicate from over work.]

No.8 - William Woods, 14 years of age, coal-hewer:I have been three years below; I hew the coal and draw it to the pit bottom. Was obliged to go
as father could work no longer; he is upwards of 60. I gang at three in the morning and return
about six; it is no very good work, and the sore labour makes me feel very ill and fatigued; it
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injures my breath. We have no regular meal-times; food is not safe in the pit. The lads and lassies
take oat-pieces and bread below; we drink the water sometimes; get other food at home, sometimes
broth, potatoes, and herrings. Often been hurt and laid idle for a few days but never get the licks as
many laddies do when men are hard upon them. I live a mile away; I cannot say how many
brothers and sisters are at home, think three besides myself. Was never at school till last summer,
but left when the dark nights came on. Knows the letters; cannot read a short sentence; thinks are 6
days in the week and 9 or 10 in the fortnight, as the men reckon 9 or 10 days’ work. Would go to
church if had clothes, but canna gang the now. Father takes for my work; sometimes I get a
bawbee on the pay-days; do not always shift myself as the time will not allow.
[I examined this boy on the Saturday, at a cottage near the pit, and the state of exhaustion he was in can scarcely be
imagined; his appearance bespoke great neglect and poverty.]

No.9 - Mr. William Bennett, Sheriff-hall.
I have been overseer to Sir John Hope’s mines at Sheriff-hall and Somerside upwards of 13
years, prior top which I wrought 24 years as a collier and am well acquainted with their conduct
and characters generally, which I consider as good as other tradesmen. We employ in the two
mines 150 to 160 people, out of which only 80 are reckoned at the count table, as colliers employ
their wives and children at their own pleasure, and where the father is dead the children work on
their mother’s account. Parents take children down early to claim privileges; boys rank at 10 years
of age; girls have no claims, so they may be worked as early as need may require: by privileges I
mean wages.* I think collier are as, healthy as other classes of workmen for I am sure less sick
money is drawn from their funds than other labourers. We take no account of accidents; the
proprietor pays for all that occur below ground but the men discharge their own domestic bills.
When bad air rises out of the waste of the metal we suspend working. I have no recollection,
therefore, of any accident in the last three years. The seams of coal are 28 inches to 36 in thickness
and some of the roads are railed.
_______________________
EDMONSTONE COLLIERY, parish of Newton. - (ALEXANDER and MOWBRAY
STENHOUSE, of Whitehill, Esq.)
No.10. - Rev. John Adamson, Minister of Newton:Since my residence in this neighbourhood, which is the most extensive colliery district in MidLothian, I have devoted much time and attention to colliers, from an interest I take in their physical
as well as moral and religious condition. I believe that it has had a beneficial effect, from a feeling
that they are not that neglected people their forefathers were and I am believe that a wholesome
change is taking place. I have always understood that colliers earn large wages when they work
regularly; but it will take some time to root out the bad practices of those who have all their lives
been neglected. Education is as much needed here for adults as children; it being absolutely
necessary for the lower orders to be raised above the influence of mere animal propensities. I am
of opinion that it is essential to their well-being, as that of society at large, the children should not
be set to labour till education has been secured, being satisfied from observation that it is never
attained afterwards.
No.11 - Phillis Flockhart, 12 years old, road-clearer:I work with the redsmen (road-cleaners), who go down at night to clean the roads and make the
walls; I bear the bits of stone for the wall building to keep up the roof. I have wrought at the work
12 months; have been at coal work whiles; was bringing a bit of coal along the pit some months
since, when I got the flesh torn off my leg and was idle seven weeks. I work in No.14 pit on aunt’s
account. I am a natural child; mother left me when three years of age and aunt has kept me ever
since. I was at school and learned to read and do a little writing; can sign my own name, do not go
to night-school as I only get 8d. a-day when work is regular; and aunt cannot now afford to pay out
*Privileges are not wages. It is a practice in the Lothians for colliers to regulate and limit the out-put of their own work. Full men send
up 4 tubs of 5.25 cwt. per day; they then claim work according to the ages of their male children. In East Lothian men claim for very
young boys; in Mid Lothian all boys above 10 years of age rank is 1 basket; above 12 years, 2 baskets; 15 years, 3 baskets; at 17 years
lads rank as full men and claim is made for 4 baskets. This. practice is bad; it causes men to take their children down very young; they
remain with them to get the privilege of more work and all hope of return ceased, Eventually, the children are sent down to do the
father’s’ work while they drink and idle at home.

of the little, she being now too old to labour. I change my clothes when home and look at the
Bible. I go to work at night and come up in the morning; the hours are not long, 8 to 10, never
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longer, unless I work in the day-shift. Mr. Stenhouse paid for my medical attendance; he always
does so when accidents occur below ground.
[Knows Scripture well, and many short hymns.]

No.12. - Alison Adam, 12 years old, coal-bearer:I know my age from mother’s Bible. Father is dead; I never wrought while he was in life but
went to a school kept by Miss Hunter, who taught me reading and writing and sewing. I go now
when able. My hours of work are from 2 in the morning till 10 and 12 at day; after work get
porridge which neighbour has ready for me, who take a look in at house while mother is away and
locks up the bairns, who are four and seven years of age. I generally get four hours’ schooling, for
mother pays 4d. a-week. I wash and change before going to school. Work in No.28 pit; the water
covers my ankles and there are frequent accidents from stones falling from roof which is soft. Bad
air frequently stops my breath, when I run to mother who hangs the baskets on at the pit bottom.
[Knows scripture history very well, reads and writes fairly; seemed to have a great dislike to the work; very
intelligent.]

No.13 - Jesse Wright, 11 years old, coal-bearer:I have wrought below nine months, don’t like the work at all; daylight is better. Brother three
years below; is 12 years past; the work is ‘horrible sair.’ When mother and father first took me
down I was frightened at the place; have got a little used to the work but it crushes me much. I
leave work when bad air is in the pit, which frequently has occurred since I first went down.
Brother and I go down whether father and mother go down or not. Mother has had five bairns, two
died a little ago. She gave them the wrong bottle. I cannot say whether mother read, I think she
knows the print. Granny takes charge of the house when we are away. Work from three in the
morning till five, whiles later; no certain time of coming up; go to night-school, where I am
learning to shape the letters. I know some of the questions in the Catechism; cannot count any.
Moses gave us the Commandments and God made the world; Jesus died for our sins; sin means
doing wrong; wrong is lying and cursing; can sew but not shape anything; can not knit any.
No.14 - Isabella Read, 12 years old, coal-bearer:Works on mother’s account, as father has been dead two years. Mother bides at home, she is
troubled with bad breath, and is sair weak in her body from early labour. I am wrought with sister
and brother, it is very sore work; cannot say how many rakes or journies I make from pit’s-bottom
to wall face and back, thinks about 30 or 25 on the average; the distance varies from 100 to 250
fathom. I carry about 1cwt. and a quarter on my back; have to stoop much and creep through water
which is frequently up to the calves of my legs. When first down fell frequently asleep waiting for
coal from heat and fatigue. I do not like the work, nor do the lassies but they are made to like it.
When the weather is warm there is difficulty in breathing and frequently the lights go out. I can
read in the Testament and am learning to shape the letters at Miss Hunter’s. I go to kirk on
Sabbath to Mr. Adamson’s church; I never was taught the counting; there are 12 pennies in a
shilling; can’t say what 12 times 3 makes.
[Repeats many Scripture verses and psalms; very little knowledge of their meaning.]

No.15 - Emma Bennet, 12 years old, coal-bearer:Worked below 3 years. Works 12 to 14 hours daily; sometimes all night; does so on Fridays.
Mother and father work below, so do brother and sister; only take pieces of oatcake and bread
underground; never got hurt. Father stays away on Mondays, sometimes Tuesdays but the children
always gang. Can’t say what he takes away on pay-day; would prefer working above. Work in
No.13 pit, which is very dry but the work is very sore fatiguing. I could read before I went below,
can do little now. I go to Sabbath-morning school where Miss Seaton examines us on Scripture
and gives us Bible verses and Psalms to learn. I do not go to the night-school; I have not been at
the length of counting; there are six days in week, 12 months in the year; not say how many days.
Jesus was our Saviour, and Christ our Redeemer. Jesus was Christ; Mary was his mother and God
his father. Edinburgh is in Scotland; can’t say where England is.
No.16 - William Adam, 12 years old, coal-hewer:Works on father’s account, has done so for three years. Father took me below to assist him; did
not like the work when first below; can’t say I like it muckle now, as am o’ersore wrought. I gang
at three and do not see daylight at all in winter, only on Saturday and as I never come up till five or
six. I go to Mr. Robertson’s night-school and am reading and writing, can do a little at both; as
also I go to the Sabbath-school. Knows Scripture pretty well, cannot count but knows that if he
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earned a shilling a-day, and worked 20, he should have a pound. Mother was a coal-cleaner, left
off working two years; has five children in life. I live about half a mile from pit where I work.
No.17 - James Archibald, 12 years old. coal-hewer:Wrought below six months. I work with my father, two brothers, and a sister; we go out at two
in the morning and return at two and three in the day. The work is very hard and I had no choice or
would have preferred other; could read and write before at the coal wall. Mother was a collier, she
stays at home now as we do no need her labour; we can make 40s. a-week together when work is
regular. I never did much at the counting; 4 times 9 are 36, 4 times 36=20. I know most of
questions in the catechism.
No.18 - James Jaques, 15 years old, coal-hewer:I have been four years at coal mining; before they took me down I went to Mr. Robertson’s
school at Clayburns, was taught reading, writing, and counting; they had the maps in the school.
The constant work has prevented my attention to books; I never see any just now. We go down at
three in the morning and come away at three and four or five in the day. Thinks Edinburgh is north
of this place and Glasgow also. Don’t know where London is, nor what city is capital of England.
[Reads well, and is perfect in the table and can reckon well; knows very imperfectly Scripture history.]

No.19 - Isabella Read, 11 years old, coal-bearer:I have been below at the coal work 12 months and more. I gang at four and five in the morning
and come up at three and four at night and later. I can fill a tub of 4.25cwt. in four journeys; a
journey is nearly half a mile back and forward. I can fill four and sometimes five tubs in a day
now. I have not been at school since down; was at Miss Hunter’s school, she taught me to read and
sew; has been to Sabbath-school; thinks that there are six Commandments; can’t recollect the
questions. I am away from work, as I injured my knee.
Reads very badly.]

No.20 - Agnes Phinn, 17 years old, coal-bearer:Was nine years of age when first taken down. Sister and I are framed to James Ross; we work
to support our mother. Father has been dead some years. We go as often as pit is free from bad
air. We can earn 10s. to 12s. each in the 12 days. The work is most exhausting; were it not for the
sake of cleanliness, I should not change my clothes. I fill two tubs in five burthens, each tub holds
near 5 cwt. I make 25 and 30 burthens if I can get them in a day; the distance is 300 to 400 yards.
I seldom gang out as the work is gai sair slavery; can read and cannot recollect much of the
teaching; sometimes I go to kirk, no very often.
No.21 - David Brown, 16 years old, coal-hewer:Began work at seven years of age; used to carry coal; can hew 22cwt. to 24cwt a day. Sister
bears my coal to pit bottom. We work to support mother, as father died with colliers’ trouble, bad
breath; sister got her ankle injured below and was off work some weeks; she suffers from it now,
but we require her work. I can read and write, was taught at the night-school. I was born a
Glasgow, which is Scotland. Pharaoh followed Moses and got drowned in the Red Sea; Jesus was
Son of God. 8 times 7=64; 9 times 8=91; 365 days in the year; can’t say how many pounds in the
hundred-weight. When I have done work I play the fiddle; I play from the book.
No.22 - Edward Bennet, 17 years old, coal-hewer:I have wrought seven years below and have not been at the school since down. Mother and I
work together; she carries my coal and has carried coal upwards of 30 years. She is 38 years of
age. ‘Coal-carrying knocks the lassies all out of joints.’ Nearly lost the sight of one eye by a deep
cut from a pick while at work. Reads; can answer the commonplace questions in catechism; very
load at simple accounts.
No.23 - Agnes Moffatt, 17 years of age, coal-bearer:Began working at 10 years of age; works 12 and 14 hours daily; can earn 12s. in the fortnight, if
work be not stopped by bad air or otherwise. Father took sister and I down; he gets our wages. I
fill five baskets; the weight is more than 22cwt.; it takes me 20 journeys. The work is o’er sair for
females; had my shoulder knocked out a short time ago, idle some time. It is no uncommon for
women to lose their burthen and drop off the ladder down below; Margaret M’Neil did a few
weeks since, and inured both legs. When the tugs which pass over the forehead break, which they
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frequently do, it is very dangerous to be under a load. The lassies hate the work altogether but they
canna run away from it.
[Reads well.]

No.24 - William Neilson, 17 years old, coal-hewer:Wrought below 10 years; was taken down early by mother, as father injured the joint of his arm
and has been off work ever since. Mother now keeps up to attend on father. They depend chiefly
on my labour. I can earn 5s. a-week when in full work. We get a free house and fire-coal. Mother
has had ten children; seven alive. I can read and do a little at the writing; never went the length of
the tables; very indifferent knowledge of Scripture.
No.25 - Margaret Jaques, 17 years of age, coal-bearer:I have been seven years at coal-bearing; it is horrible soe work; it was not my choice but we do
our parents’ will. I make 30 rakes a-day, with 2cwt. of coal on my creel. It is a guid distance I
journey and very dangerous on parts of the road. The distance fast increases as the coals are cut
down. 1 cwt. is 112 lb.., and 20cwt. make a ton. We give 22cwt. to the ton.
[Has an excellent knowledge of Scripture history, and is fairly acquainted with geography; a very good knowledge of
multiplication.]

No.26 - Helen Reid, 16 years old, coal-bearer:I have wrought five years in the mines in this part. My employment is carrying coal. Am
frequently worked from four in the morning until six at night. I work night-work week about
[alternate weeks]. I then go down at two in the day, and come up at four and six in the morning. I
can carry near 2cwt. on my back. A hundred weight is 112lbs.; a quarter is 28lbs. I do not like the
work but think I am fit for none other. Many accidents happen below (ground; have met with two
serious ones myself. Two years since the pit closed upon 13 of us and we were two days without
food or light nearly one day we were up to our chins in water. At last we got to an old shaft, which
we picked our way and were heard by people watching above. All were saved. Two months ago I
was filling the tubs at the pit bottom when the gig clicked too early and hook caught me by my pit
clothes - the people did not hear my shrieks - my hand had fast grappled the chain and the great
height of the shaft caused me to loose my courage and I swooned, - the banksman could scarcely
remove my hand, the deadly grasp saved my life.
[Very intelligent girl; reads well and writes; very well acquainted with Scripture history.]

No.27 - Mr. David Adams, Overseer to the Edmonstone Colliery, in the occupation of Messrs.
Alexander and Mowbray Stenhouse, of Whitehill, near Edmontone.
I have five pits at present in operation and the numbers employed underground do not exceed
300, comprising men, women, and children. The thickness of the seams are from 32 inches to five
feet and the main roads are 42 inches to five feet high Female children carry coal on their backs
through the main-ways and I think much coal could not be got out without carrying, as the dip and
rise is one foot in six and eight besides those who bear coal are more regular than those who do the
putting [drawing]. It is owing to the nature of the roofs that carrying coal is allowed, they being
soft and dangerous; and I am free to admit that the work is unsuited to females but it would be a
hardship to discontinue those who have grown up to the labour. I think limitation of age at which
children should be employed in mines desirable and I should recommend 13 to 14 years. There is,
in connection with this colliery, a school in which reading, writing and arithmetic are taught and a
sewing school for the lassies: very small fees are taken. There is no library. The colliers have a
yearly sick society, and one for defraying funeral expenses and medical attendance.
DALKEITH COLLIERIES (DUKE of BUCCLEUGH).
No.28 - Mr. James Wright, Manager of the Collieries belonging to his Grace the Duke of
Dalkeith.
Prior to my appointment to the management of the Duke of Buceleugh’s mines in this quarter I
superintended those of Rosewell and Barleydean, belonging to R. B. Woodlaw Ramsey, Esq. and
was there at the period [four years ago] that females and young children were excluded from the
mines and evidenced a vast change in the comfort and condition of the colliers who availed
themselves of the new regulations. Some families left at the period, being desirous to avail
themselves of the labour of their female children, many of whom have returned and the colliers are
much more regular in their labour than heretofore. For some time females have been excluded
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from his Grace’s mines, at his own express order and I have no doubt it will be followed by a most
beneficial result both to the coalowners as it must be to the colliers’ moral and physical condition
and that of their of their families. The mines at Dalkeith are not yet in full operation. New pits
have been sunk at Cawden and great outlay has been made on improved machinery, railroads,
bridges, &c New cottages are in fast progress of erection, with large apartments, well ventilated
and drained, for collier families, as also a school-house in the coal town for the children. Gardens
and amusement grounds will be laid out for the adults. I feel confident that the exclusion of
females will advantage the colliers in a physical point of view, inasmuch as the males will not
work in bad roads and that will force the alteration of economy of the mines. Owners will be
compelled to alter their system; they will ventilate better, make better roads and so change the
system as to enable men who now work only three or four days a-week to discover their own
interest in regularly employing themselves. The employment of women induces early marriages.
Where women carry coal on their backs they are more frequently chosen for their strength than for
any aptitude for domestic duties; they in fact are chosen as good bearers, and are often bad wives.
The very nature of the employment is degrading, as females are wrought only where no men can be
induced to draw or work - in one word, they are mere beasts of burden. I am of opinion that some
time should be given even to females, before they be entirely excluded from the mines, as the
nature of the employment has unfitted them for other work; and I think for grown women a notice
of two years would be ample. I do not agree with those who consider that the exclusion or females
will increase the price working coal and I am brought to that conclusion from a knowledge that
where mines are well railed and the arrangements conducted upon improved principles, that strong
lads will be enabled to accomplish singly much more work with less real fatigue than the masses of
female children can now do. Women have never been wrought at the coal-wall and prices vary
more from the difficulty of working the coal than from the transport of it from wall face to pit
bottom. Coal in Scotland is wrought with more difficulty than English coal; it is much harder, and
frequently requires blasting: the average price now for hewing is 2s. 6d. per ton. Elevate coal is
more expensive than flat. Since young children and females have been excluded from his Grace’s
mines, we have never had occasion to increase the price of coal.
No.29 - Joseph Fraser, aged 37, coal-hewer:I have wrought below ground since 10 years of age. Have been married now 18 years. Have
had eight children; six are alive. I have not allowed my wife to work below since she was first in
the family way. That is not the usual practice with men, who too frequently marry women for their
labour than any liking they may have. When women are encouraged to work below they get
husbands very early, and have large families, and the children are as much neglected as they have
been themselves. There are a vast of women work in the pits and the employment very much
unfits them for the performance of mother’s duties and they frequently cause men to leave their
homes, if homes they may be called and drink hard; the poor bairns are neglected; for in time the
women follow the men and drink hard also. Women work till the ninth month of pregnancy and
frequently go home and bear the child. The work cause swelled joints and hips and few women are
fit for work after 35: even men drop off on the average before 40, especially where they live in
damp houses. The asthma kills men quickly. Stone-working miners are very short-lived.
Respectable workmen would be glad to keep females and young boys out of the pits. The latter are
of little use till 13 or 14 years old and frequently causes the thoughtless parent to upon his
children’s work, instead of steadily attending to his own, and keeping his young ones at school.
No.30 - William Gillon, 13 years old, putter of coals:I put or push the coals from wall face to pit bottom; have done so 18 months I work the Duke of
Buceleugh’s pit, No.1, at Cowden. I work for support of mother, as father was killed 13 months
since while he was reding the roads below. I work from six morning till six night and get my
porridge before I go down and take a piece of bread with me. The work is gai sore; the roads are
all railed. I was in the Testament when I left school and have not been since at work, as mother is
able to pay, having four children besides myself, and depends chiefly on my labour for support.
Forgotten all Scripture history, and does nothing at counting.
No.31 - Alexander Fraser, 12 years, coal-putter:I can read and write some. I did so 18 months since before going down. I put my father’s coal
and sometimes picks with my brother. I work ten hours and sometimes eight daily. Mother sends
our porridge down in the morning and other meals get at home. Sometimes works all night when
needed; did so last month; went down at four afternoon and came up at six in the morning. The
work is very sair. I go to Sabbath-school; can answer the questions in shorter catechism.
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No.32 - William Smith, 11 years old, coal-putter:I have worked in coal-pits two years. Was first down in Vagrie, where I learned to put and can
do the pushing of the carts well. I used to fall asleep when first down while waiting my turn; do so
now, but no so often. It is very sore work for boys and men. I work eight and ten hours daily.
Work no regular, as father suffers from pains in his body; has been troubled the last two weeks. He
is on a yearly society, and gets 5s. a-week when ill. Can read and write; knows some few of the
Questions in the shorter Catechism.
No.33 - Joseph Fraser, 14 years old, coal-putter:Worked below ground nearly four years. First wrought at Newbattle, where father worked some
years. My usual hours are eight, ten, and twelve, for work depends on the season of the year and
demand. I am not over-wrought. The work it no guid, but there is no better to be got about this
country. No women work in the Duke’s colliery; women are wrought only where lads will not
work. I have two sisters both biding at home; they are too young yet for service. I can read and
write; could do so four years ago better than now. Knows Scripture and the Questions; heavy at
figures.
No.34 - Walter Cossar, 15 years old, coal-putter:My employment is to push or shoot the hurlies along the rails to pit bottom. The roads are
slushy at times. The work is sore fatiguing. I have met with accidents; was off work short time
since for some weeks; was injured by one of the carts. I can read and was taught writing and
counting, but forgotten the latter. I know most of Scripture texts, such as are taught at Sabbathschools and go sometimes to kirk. I work 12 hours a-day average and could go to night-school but
am aye that wearied that am never fit to gang.
No.35 - George M’Neil, 16 years old, coal-hewer:Has been at coal-work seven years and more. Used to carry bits of coal on my back in the
Oldgate pit at Tranent; it was no easy work; often had my back sore. Only been here three weeks;
like the work fine. Mother used to bear coal in East Lothian; she now bides at home, as there are
eight children in life. I can read and sign my name; can’t do much at counting. Never troubled the
kirk much; don’t know the questions; did once learn some. We look about us on Sabbath, and
whiles on Monday and Tuesday.
No.36 - Robert Hogg, 17 years old, coal-hewer:I have worked on coal six years. I do so now on brother’s account: we live together. The Duke
does not allow females to be wrought in his pits. I have worked some years where the women
were wrought and have six sisters who are all on coal-work at Penston in the East Lothian. I am
convinced that where roads are kept good and well-railed that stout laddies will do twice the work
that women do. Colliers in the East are troubled with the bad breath from the want of proper
ventilation. Father died of the colliers’ asthma after suffering great pain for three years. He was 40
years of age. Many do not reach the length of 35. Mother was a ploughman’s daughter and she
kept the lassies out while she was in life; she said it was no woman’s work. I went five years to
Mr. Tumbull’s school at Gladsmuir and could write well; but want of practice has spoiled my
writing.
No.37 - James Hogg, carpenter in the Duke of Buceleugh’s Works:I have lived some years in this part of the country and seen much of the collier people and have
observed very little change till within the last seven years. Formerly they more closely allied
themselves in marriage than I think they do at present. In the village of East Houses, where I lived
some years, the population was some 800 or abouts and I believe there were only three or four
families who were not relations in blood. At the great strike in 1831 many families left the place
and it is much changed since the colliers have in a few cases married other women but very rarely
is it known that tradesmen marry colliers’ daughters, as they know that other tradesmen marry
collier’s daughters as they know nothing of housewifery, and the labour causes them to neglect
their children.
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EAST and WEST BRYANTS COLLIERIES, parish of Newbattle. - (The Most Noble the
MARQUIS of LOTHIAN, heritor.)
No.38 - John Duncan, 10 years of age, trapper:I go down to open and shut the air-doors at six in the morning with brother, who does the same
kind of work. We get porridge before we gang and take our pieces of bread with us and come up
when the engine stops about six o’clock. We never change our clothes nor go to school but we go
to kirk sometimes when we have clothes. I get 3s. a-week, and give the money to mother, who
licks me sometimes. Where I sit is very wet but I dry myself when home. Never got hurt below.
Know the letters and did read in the twopenny book; forgotten most. Sometimes goes to Sabbathschool to hear the boys and girls read.
No.39 - Andrew Brown, 10 years old, putter:Worked below 18 months; 18 months are equal to one year and a half. Was taken below after
father’s death. Mother needed me; she goes down at five morning; I follow at six and return at six
at night. We rest in middle of day, as engine stops about one hour. Is learning to write at nightschool; could read before down.
[Very indifferent knowledge of Scripture.]

No.40 - Janet Meek, 12 years old, putter:I work on father’s account at putting the coal below ground, he being off work with bad, or
short, breath. I get 13d. per day, and sister, who is 13 past, and been three years below, earns l5d.
but we find our own oil and wicks. Brother 18 years old and we support the family. We have no
holidays but what the men make when they do not work. I can read a little; never was at the
writing. I was in the Testament; don’t recollect much about it. Believes Jesus is God. Can’t say
who was his father. Knows some of the questions in the ‘Child’s Catechism’ the first is, ‘Who
made you?’ Thinks God did. Do not dislike the work. Can’t say whether should prefer other;
never tried.
No.41 - Jane Brown, 13 years old, putter:Has been wrought 12 months in the East Bryants. My employment is pushing the carts on the
iron rails; the weight of coal in the cart is 7 to 8 cwt.; a hundred-weight is 100lb; it can’t he more. I
work 12 hours and rest a bit when engine stops. I change myself sometimes; when I go to the
night-school, not otherwise. I go three times a-week; am trying the writing; can’t shape many
letters at present. Father is dead; mother and four of us work below. The two young ones, six
years and four years of age, are under care of neighbour, who receives 1s. per week. We have one
room which we all sleep at the East Houses.
[Very destitute of every kind of information.]

No.42 - Thomas Duncan, 11 years of age, trapper:I open the air-doors for the putters; do so from six in the morning till six at night. Mother calls
me up at five in the morning and gives me a piece of cake, which is all I get till I return sometimes
I eat it as I gang. There is plenty of water in the pit; the part I am in it comes up to my knees. I did
go to school before I was taken down and could read then. Mother has always worked below but
father has run away these five years. Knows that twice 6 makes 12 and that 4 times 7 makes 20.
Did read the Testament which Matthew says Christ was crucified; does not know what crucified
means. Knows that he shall die, because many people do so in the East Houses. I get 3s. a-week
and home to mother; sometimes she licks me and sometimes gives me a bawbee, which I scones or
sweeties.
No.43 - George Smith, collier at East Bryants:I have been some time at the Marquis’s work. There are many young children male and female
and many wives who work below till their confinement. The steady colliers would like females to
he kept out of the pits; it is very injurious to the children and equally so to the men and few other
trades associate with us on that account.
No.44 - Thomas Summers, 10 years old, coal-putter:Wrought at the Marquis’s five months. The work is very heavy and some can present 3s. 9d. aweek. Was at Stobhill school two years and a half; not been to school since father left the Arniston
work, which is near two years. Was taught to say that Jesus Christ was God and does not know
that Moses first brought the Tables of the Law from Mount Sinai. Five times 6=24, and three times
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5=35. Cousin and I shoot or push 7cwt. of coal in the waggons. There are 10 quarters in the
hundred-weight. This is Scotland. Edinburgh, I am thinking, is in England.
No.45 - James Dennison, 16 years old, coal-hewer:I work on father’s account. My earnings are 24s. to 30s. in the fortnight. Am off work at
present, as my arm was broken by two full carts coming in contact while I was below. I have not
been to school for five years; not since I commenced working. I did read in Bible but I forget the
names of the books in it. I was no very great length in the I when I first was taken down and have
had no time since. Never was in the counting. sixes make 24; cannot say how many sixes in 36.
Six feet is a fathom.
No.46 - Margaret Galloway, 13 years old, coal-putter and bearer:I have wrought below three years with brother, sister and brother. My sister is about nine years
of age and has not been long down; my brother is 16 and been below five years all read the printed
books a little. Employed at putting and sometimes carries the coal; does so in the engine mine
work fatigues me much and often crushes me. The roads are very wet; at parts the passing the
ankles, and frequently higher, so that our lower clothes are quite wet. I get 7s. 6d. on pay-days,
which are once a fortnight. The women dry their pit clothes but never wash them.
[Reads very well, and has a good knowledge of Scripture history. sew but not shape a dress; never taught to knit.]

No.47 - Peter Moffatt, underground overseer, East Bryants colliery:I think there is no real necessity for employing boys or females under 13 or 14 years of age but
the preventing parents from so doing would take from them the means of clothing and educating as
well as they now do. Females who are employed in mines are rarely fit for other service and would
be more injured than the masters by their exclusion. The laying of tram-roads in new mines will
reduce the demand for women and children, and much cheapen as well as facilitate the raising of
coal.
No.48 - John Syme, 16 years old, coal-hewer:Began to work at 10 years of age; first wrought at putting; used to wear the harness and slype.
Females only wear the harness here. Have three sisters below, ages 25 years, 14 years, 11 years.
The eldest works to her man; she has a bairn a few weeks old; she works below now; a neighbour
minds the child and she suckles it when she returns; she is seldom away more than nine or ten
hours. We live at East Houses, a mile away. We all read and write; were taught at Arniston while
father was on the colliery at Stobhill. Father left, as the proprietor would not let the lasses gang
down to pits with us. Youngest sister is 11 years old but never wrought till we came to the
Marquis’s. I get two tons of coals down in a day, of the rough coal, which I’ve 2s. 2d. a ton. I
generally work nine and ten days in the fortnight; rarely less than nine. Go to work when it suits
me.
[Can read and write. Reads well, and understands the tables.]

No.49 - Margaret Drysdale, 15 years old, coal-putter:Began working below three months ago. I don’t like the work but mother is dead and father
brought me down; I had no choice. The lasses will tell you they all like the work fine as they think
you are going to take them out of the pits. My employment is to draw the carts. I have harness, or
draw ropes, on like the horses, and pull the carts. Large carts hold 7.5 cwt., the smaller 5.5 cwt.
The roads are wet and I have to draw the work about 100 fathoms. Mother died six years ago and
have not been to school since; I was learning to read and know some little of the Bible and
Testament history and a few of the questions. I go to kirk, as have father and the children to look
and attend on Sabbath.
[Very delicate, intelligent girl, reads very well, said she sometimes got a little instruction at Noble’s night-school in
East Houses.]

No.50 - Ann Smith, 17 years old, coal-putter
Wrought below six years. Draws in harness; it is guid sair work, but the lassies do no mind it
muckle. Work 12 hours a-day. Have often got hurt; got my ankle cut open a short time since and
was idle six weeks. Marquis paid Dr. Symington. Father died a few years since of cramp in the
limbs from sitting in wet work; he was 38 years of age. Many married women work below; when
they have bairns they do not stop so long. I can read but have not been to school since down.
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No.51 - John Wilson, late overseer to the Newbattle colliery:I am 66 years of age and have been 40 years on the Marquis’s work; have had 20 children, only
11 in life; have only one son at the coal wall and he would not have gone but he married a coalbearer when scarcely l9 years of age. Colliers are more careless and have more liberty than other
tradesmen; they take their children down too early, more from habit than for their use. When both
parents are below they think they prevent them running o’erwild about. Few women here stay at
home; they work below until the last hour of pregnancy and often bear the child before they have
time to wash themselves. Women go below 10 and 12 days after confinement in many cases. Few
coal-wives have still-born children. Accidents are very frequent, more from carelessness than
otherwise; no notice is ever taken, for when people are killed they are merely carried out and
buried and there is very little talk about it. Children rarely ever go to school after once down, if
they do the fatigue prevents them from acquiring much education. I do not think colliers are better
off than they were 46 years ago. I could earn 15s. a-week at that time and it went much farther in
the markets. Butcher meat was 2.5d. and 3d. per heavy pound and meal 23s. the load. Colliers
have always drank hard; not so much now, as whiskey, their only drink, is much dearer.
No.52 - Mr. Gibson, Manager of the East and West Bryant’s Mines, belonging to the Most
Noble the Marquis of Lothian.
We employ near 400 persons in the Bryant’s mines; 123 are females; about 40 of the males are
under 18 years of age, say from 8 to 18; they are chiefly employed at drawing coals on the
railroads below. We have no bearing in our mines; the work is much lighter since improved
machinery has been used and ventilation has made the work more regular. I see that no particular
advantage would arise from excluding women from the pits, as they are used to the work and fit for
nothing else and it might increase the price of coal 2d. to 2.5d. per ton. Lads of 14 years of age, if
strong, acquire the knowledge of hewing with facility, and are more fit than younger hands. The
price we now pay for hewing is 1s. 4d. to 3s. per ton and the hewers can take away 3s. 6d. to 4s. aday; they work on the average 9 days in the 14. There has been no variation in prices since 1838,
prior to that there were few Scotch colliers who did not earn 7s. a-day; but the high prices lessened
the demand for coal to that degree that men found steady wages better. Colliers are not restrained
by any agreement here beyond two weeks; on their leaving we give them free lines to any other
colliery that they may flit to, on being paid any money may have advanced. Children are certainly
taken down too early; it is a bad picture, but it is the fault of rents themselves.
No.53 - Mr. Robert Noble, Teacher, Newbattle Parish Colliery School, East Houses.
I am teacher at the village of East Houses, in Newbattle parish and have resided in the parish
from infancy. The majority of the population are colliers and their character a habits by no means
good. Have had many opportunities since I entered upon my duties ten years ago of forming
comparison between the partially instructed and the uninstructed portions of the resident colliers.
Those who are fairly instructed are much more regular in their daily employment, their domestic
duties and skill as workmen. There is little hope of improvement, unless some law be passed, to
prevent children going below ground so early. We have two schools, in which the principal
branches taught is religious knowledge and also a Sabbath-school for imparting the same; but still a
great degree of indifference is manifested towards such means. An evening-school exists here for
the purpose of teaching those who work during the day; yet their energies being so much exhausted
with their daily labour, they all, as soon as they enter the school, fall into a state of lethargy. A
great number of the mothers as well as children work below ground. Colliers, those who work on
stones, are subject to asthma and, from the great
widows here, I am led to think that also those who work on coal are subject to the same malady. It
is a common practice for colliers to keep dung-heaps and dust near the cottage doors and several
keep pigs, ducks and poultry in their houses. I know of but one friendly society, which is of yearly
duration. I think the proportion of illegitimate to legitimate children to be one to every 40.
_________________
LOANHEAD COLLIERY. - (Sir GEORGE CLERK, Bart., M.P., &c., of Pennicuik.)
No.54 - Mary Macqueen, 12 years old, coal-bearer:I have been wrought three years at coal carrying, and go below generally at three in the morning
and return at five or six and sometimes three in the afternoon. I take a piece of bread or bannock,
which does till I return home, when I get my broth or flesh. I carry my father’s coal; my usual
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quantity is four to five tubs daily; each tub holds 4.25 cwt.; it takes me five journeys to fill one tub:
the distance to my father’s room is 80 fathoms and I have one ladder to descend before I get to the
road which leads to the bottom. Mother is a bearer and can fill a tub in two journeys. I once got
hurt by the roof falling and confined for some days. I wash and change when home: the pit is just
by the houses. I have not been to school for two years. Father is in bad health. Brother who is 14
past, works at the coal wall. I read a little but never was at the writing. The Testament was the
book I read in but I do not know who wrote the Gospels. Jesus is God and we are to pray to Him
know much about God; has heard he is a spirit; don’t know what is meant by the word spirit.
No.55 - Ellison Jack, 11 years old, coal-bearer:I have been working below three years on my father’s account; he takes me down at two in the
morning and I come up at one and two next afternoon. I go to bed at six at night to be ready for
work next morning: the part of the pit I bear in the seams are much on edge. I have to bear my
burthen up four traps, or ladders, before I get to the main road which leads to the pit bottom. My
task is four to five tubs; each tub holds 4.25cwt. I fill five tubs in 20 journeys. I have had the strap
when I did not do my bidding. Am very glad when my task is wrought, as it sore fatigues. I can
read, and was learning the writing; can do a little; not been at school for two years; go to kirk
occasionally, over to Lasswade: don’t know much about the Bible, so long read: knows many of
the Questions.
[A brief description of this child’s place of work will better illustrate her evidence. She has descend a nine-ladder pit to
the first rest, even to which a shaft is sunk, to draw up the baskets or tubs of coals filled by the bearers; she then takes
her creel (a basket formed to the back, not unlike a cockle-shell, flattened towards the neck, so as to allow lumps of
coal to rest on the back of the neck and shoulders) and pursues her journey to the wall-face, or as it is called here, the
room of work. She then lays down her basket, into which the coal is rolled and it is frequently more than one man can
do to lift the burden on her back. The tugs or straps are placed over the forehead and the body bent in a semicircular
form, in order to stiffen the arch. Large lumps of coal are then placed on the neck and she then commences her journey
with her burden to the pit bottom, first hanging her lamp to the cloth crossing her head. In this girl’s case she has first
to travel about 14 fathoms (84 feet) from wall-face to the first ladder, which is 18 feet high: leaving the first ladder she
proceeds along the main road, probably 3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet 6 inches high, to the second ladder, 18 feet high, so on
to the third and fourth ladders, till she reaches the pit-bottom, where she casts her load, varying from 1 cwt. to l.5 cwt.,
into the tub. This one journey is designated a rake; the height ascended and the distance along the roads added
together, exceed the height of St. Paul’s Cathedral; and it not unfrequently happens that the tugs break and the load
falls upon those females who are following. However incredible it may appear, yet I have taken the evidence of fathers
who have ruptured themselves from straining to lift coal on their children’s backs.]

No.56 - David Burnside, l2 years old, coal-hewer:I work at Loanhead coal-mine; have done so upwards of two years: work on mother’s account,
with two brothers and sister. Father bas been dead 10 year. Little brother is 10 years old; bears the
coal with sister. We go to work at four in the morning and return at the day; sometimes five. When
I work all night I gang at five or six in evening and return five or six in morning. I pick at the coal
wall; it is gai sair work; more so some days than others. We have no holidays but what we make
ourselves. Bad air frequently prevents one working below: when the weather is warm the damp
stops the breath. I never got any hurt and have my meals at home, except the piece I take away. I
can read [reads well], and do the writing a little; have not been to school since dawn. I seldom go
to kirk: used to know all the questions; forget them now. All four can take away 2l. on pay-day.
We can generally reckon 10 days in fortnight; there are 12 days in a fortnight, and two Sabbaths.
Two pounds are forty shillings - twice 40=80; 4 quarters in the hundred-weight, 22 cwt. in the ton.
No.57 - William Burnside, 10 years old, coal-bearer:I gang with brother and sister; have done so two months. I can fill one tub in the day: it takes
me 17 journeys, as my back gets sore. A tub holds near 5 cwt. I follow sister with bits of coal
strapped over my head and back. The work fatigues me muckle. Mother sent me as the teacher
had left and no school open no school since. Reads a little.
No.58 - Agnes Fuller, 17 years old, coal-bearer:Works at Sir George Clarke’s coal pit; has done six years. I left once for service in Edinburgh;
remained six months; have tried outbye work, that is, field labour, and prefer the work below. If
could get a situation which suited, in a family, would like it better than coal work. Mistress in
Edinburgh kept me too close to the house, so I left. I was at school five years; have forgotten the
learning, except the reading and shaping a few letters. Sometimes go to kirk and Sabbath-school. I
think David wrote the Psalms and Moses the commandments: don’t know how many there are.
Moses brought the Children of Israel from Egypt through the Jordan. Saul wrote the Proverbs.
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Edinburgh is in Scotland. London is in Ireland. Never was taught the counting; can’t say how
many days in the year - knows there are 12 months.
No.59 - Mary Smith, 17 years old, coal-bearer:I have been a coal bearer six years and like the work well enough. Tired service: was at Dr.
Brunton’s six months and would have remained but father said he needed me below. I did not wish
to leave, as the place suited. Coal work is o’ersair for women. Was at school six years. I can read
[reads well] and write a little.
[Knows most of the questions in the shorter catechism and Scripture history well but very counting and knowledge of
general facts.]

No.60 - Elizabeth Pentland, 13 years old, coal-bearer:Wrought three years in coal-mines; came from Gilmerton, where the coals are on the edge as
they are here: don’t dislike the work, as I am now used to it; never tried any other; my ankles swell
sometimes when I am overworked. Was at Gilmerton school; was taught the Ten Commands and
the reading; not been for four years to any other. Forgot all my learning since away. Moses and
God made the world: Christ is God; don’t know whether he was crucified. I know there are Ten
Commands but I cannot say what they are, or what they mean; for I cannot read just now. Has
heard of Edinburgh; don’t know where it is. To sin is not to do my bidding: thinks telling lies is
sin.
No.61 - George Hunter, 15 years old, coal-hewer:I hew the coal. and sometimes carry; the carrying is the most sore: when work is over am very
fatigued. Work with brother father’s account. Mother died in child-birth with laddie who now
works with me. Wrought below five years. Have not been to school for three years; was reading
then in the Testament. Matthew is the first book in the Testament. God made the world. Do not
know how Commandments there are nor who brought them to the Israelites.
Always been in Loanhead; believes it is in Scotland. Queen Victoria lives in London. London is in
Scotland. Five times six makes 25; can’t say how much four times eight make.
__________________
DRYDEN COLLIERY.- (Messrs. TAYLOR, KENNETH, and Co.)
No.62 - Mr. Kenneth, Managing Partner of the Dryden Glen Colliery Company:Am unable to enter into general details as the new works will be some months before they are
ready for carrying on extensive operations. At this time we have only some 17 colliers, 12 women
and five or six children. The ladder pits and part of the bearing system will, I expect, be abolished
when our new fitting, by inclined plane, is finished. The bearing system is the least expensive
mode and any intervention would seriously affect the parents. I think the exclusion of children
would not be attended by any disadvantage to the coal proprietors but, as I before said, be seriously
felt by the parents themselves.
No.63 - Jane Young, 11 years old, coal-bearer:have wrought 15 months below in the Ladder Pit on the same work with Jane Kerr and her
sister. We don’t go so early as Kerrs and mother sends us warm porridge for breakfast. We live a
little way, not half a mile. Sister and I fill six and eight tubs daily; they take us 18 journeys. We
go down six ladders to pit bottom and then descend three more on the plane of coal before we get
to the wall face; it is a good bit; I cannot say how many fathom. I get the strap sometimes. Mother
was in the pits till last two years. We do no need her now and she bides at home; she has seven
children in life; none of us read. Sometimes I go to kirk to see the people and the preacher; I canna
understand all he says. I am very sore fatigued when home and have little time to look about me.
No.64. - Jane Kerr, 19 years old, coal-bearer:I get up at three in the morning, and gang to the work at four, return at four and five at night. It
takes us muckle time to come the road and put on our clothes. I work every day for when father
does not work, the master pays me 6d. a-day for bearing wood for him. I never get porridge before
my return home but I bring a bit of oatcake and get water when thirsty. Sister and I can fill one tub
of 4.25 cwt. in two journeys. Sister is 14 years of age. My sister and brothers do not read but I did
once go to school to learn reading when at Sir John’s work; have forgotten all the letters. The
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Ladder Pit in which I work is gai drippie and the air is a kind of bad, as the do na burn sa bright as
in guid air. My father straps me when I do not do his bidding. The work is very sair and fatiguing.
I would like to go to school, but canna wone [go] owing to sair fatigue. Mother was a coal-bearer
but stays at home now, as there are seven bairns. We have one room to our house and two beds;
three laddies sleep with I and sister and the two wee ones with mother and father. I do not know
what father takes away on pay-day: he never works on Monday; sometimes not on Tuesday.
[No scriptural knowledge; very acute beautiful child; did not appear above 10 years of age.]

No.65 - Agnes Kerr, 15 years old, coal-bearer:Was nine years old when commenced carrying coals; carry father’s coal; make 18 to 20
journeys a-day; a journey to and fro is about 200 to 250 fathom: have to ascend and descend many
ladders; can carry 1.5 cwt. I do not know how many feet there are in a fathom but I think two or
three yards: know the distance from habit; it is sore crushing work; many lassies cry as they bring
up the burthens. Accidents frequently happen from the tugs breaking and the loads falling on those
behind and the lasses are much fashed with swelled ankles. I canna say that I like the work well;
for I am obliged to do it: it is horse work. Was at school five years since. I was in the Bible [can
read well]; forgotten all about it. Jesus Christ. led the Jews out of Egypt: believes Jesus was God;
does hot recollect what death he died, or the names of any books in the Bible or Testament. Often
goes to buy meal; gets a peck; can’t say whether it weighs 7lb. or 14lb.; can’t sew or knit. I would
go to kirk if I had clothes.
No.66 - Jane Kerr, 12 years old, coal-bearer:I work with my cousin Agnes on my father’s account and have done so three years. Have just
come from Sir John Hope’s work. I don’t dislike now; it is very sair. Was at New Craighall
School a little ago. Was in the Testament. Don’t know who was the Son of God. I canna gang to
school as there is none near. We have no clothes for kirk.
No.67 - Alexander Kenny, 10 years old, coal-bearer:Worked below eight months; likes it fine; am thinking nobody told me to say so. It is better
than going to school, as I do not get the licks that teacher gave me at Craighall, where we came
from. Was at school four years and could read the Testament; nearly forget it now. Master used to
teach us the questions. Knows God and that if we are wicked we shall be burnt up to char. There
are two bawbees in a penny and four in two pennies. Father gives me a bawbee on pay-day; I buy
sweeties with it. I don’t know what countryman my father, is but he is a collier.
____________________
NEW CRAIGHALL COLLIERY, parish of Inveresk.-(SIR JOHN HOPE, of Pinkie,
Baronet.)
No.68 - Alexander Gray, 10 years old, below-ground pump-boy:I pump out the water in the under bottom of the pit, to keep the men’s’ rooms dry. I am obliged
to pump fast or the water would cover me. I had to run away a few weeks ago, as the water came
up so fast that I could no pump at all and the men were obliged to gang. The water frequently
covers my legs and those of the men when they sit to pick. I have been two years at the pump. I
work every day, whether men work or not. Am paid 10d. a-day: no holidays but Sabbath. I go
down at three, sometimes five, in the morning; and come up at six and seven at night. I know that I
work 12 and 14 hours, as I can tell by the clock. I know the hours: the minute-hand is longer than
the one which points to the hour: and I can read and do a little at writing. I go to night-school
when there is no work: canna gang after work, am o’er fatigued. I get flesh and kail when I return
home and take my pieces of oaten bread wi’ me. Can go the length of some of the Questions: the
teacher taught me. I know who made the heaven and earth; it was God: our Saviour was his Son.
The Devil is sin: sin is any want of conformity to the law of God; so it says in my questions. I
don’t know what county is, nor the law of God.
No.69 - Robert Thomson, 11 years old, horse-driver:Drives a pony in the Tunnel Mine; works 12 and 14 hours: has done 18 months. Would like it fine
if the time would allow me to see the daylight. The pit is very wet and sair drappie. The women
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complain of the wet but they are obliged to like it. I work to father and go to Sabbath-school at
Fisherrow.
[Reads well, and writes very clear.]

No.70 - Janet Moffatt, 12 years old, coal-putter:Works from six morning till six night: alternate weeks works in the night-shift. Descends at night
and return five or six in morning, as the coals are drawn whiles later. I pull the waggons, of 4 to 5
cwt., from the men’s rooms to the horse-road. We are worse off than the horses, as they draw on
iron rails and we on flat floors. We have no meals below. Some of us get pieces of bread when we
can save it from the rats who are so ravenous that they eat the corks out of our oil-flasks. I draw
the carts through the narrow seams. The roads are 24 to 30 inches high: draw in harness, which
passes over my shoulders and back; the cart is fastened to my chain. The place of work is very wet
and covers my shoe-tops. I work on mother’s account with sister, as father was killed in the pit
five years since. There are often accidents below; a woman was killed 3 months since by one of the
pit waggons. Mother has eight children. Three of us work below; we are her only support.
[Can read and knows Scripture very well: can sign her name but very indifferently.]

No.71 - James M’Kinley, 9 years old, below-ground pumper:I gang below with two sisters at three in the morning. We take bits of bread: we get nothing else
until we return at three and four in the day. We work all night week about. Father gets 10d. a-day
for my work. I used to go to school and so did sisters, before we came down. Sisters are 12 and 14
years of age. I have down nine months, they many years. I could read in Testament, am too
fatigued to gang, after work, to the school. Mother worked till she broke her hands.
[Reads very badly.]

No.72 - Thomas King, mining overseer, New Craighall Colliery:We employ in the works below about 600 persons; 573 below ground: 155 are females and 102
boys and lads. The number of young persons are not always the same, as the parents take them
down as they need them and it must be admitted that children are taken below much too early. We
have no control over them. The men regulate the out-out of their work, as also the limit for their
children’s claims for work. Taking children very young down has an injurious effect. I have
known them carried underground at six and seven years of age, on purpose to claim the privileges.
Boys of 12 and 14 years of age can acquire the positions and practical part of coal-hewing better
than when younger. Maturity gives them rigour; they are more active and infinitely more useful.
Children are detained frequently longer below than parents, as they have to wait their turns in
drawing up their father’s or master’s coal. The labour below but more especially bearing coals,
severely injures the females and they suffer much in after-life. Men suffer muck who work below
on the stone-mining: few reach 40 years of age.
No.73 - Ellspee Thomson, 40 years old, coal-bearer:I wrought all my life, till a stone, 14 months ago, so crushed my leg and right foot, below ground,
that I could no’ gang. If women did not work below the children would not go down so soon and it
would better for them, as they would get more strength and a little learning. Can say to my own
cost that the bairns are much neglected when both parents work below for neighbours, if they keep
the children, they require as much as women sometimes earn and neglect them. The oppression of
the coal-bearing is such as to injure women in after-life and few exist whose legs are not injured, or
haunches, before they are 30 years of age. Has known many women leave for service but for want
of proper instruction have not be able to hold to the places: the liberty women have unfits them for
restraint. Thinks colliers’ daughters full as virtuous as other women, only their habits are so
different from being taken down so early, especially as collier men think the lassies need less
education. The hours children are wrought are much too long; many work 15 hours, none less than
12. I do not know any women that have much suffered from the bad air but most of the men begin
to complain at 30 to 35 years of age and drop off before they get the length of 40.
No.74 - Mr. David Wilson, overseer to the New Craighall Colliery:I have been in this part of Mid-Lothian many years: 20 years in capacity of overseer and connected
with coal working full 40 years. I have evidenced much dissipation and changeableness in
consequence of colliers being allowed to employ women in the oppressive part of the labour. Sir
John Hope endeavoured some years since to abolish the most degrading and hard part of the labour
of women and was opposed by the women and husbands, as interfering with their rights. After
great loss, much dispute and delay, many women yoked to the new mode of pulling or pushing and
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gave up bearing coal. Since horses have been employed many women have kept their homes and I
have witnessed a vast change in the habits and health of whole families. The want of domestic
training is most severely felt by the females themselves and much as they desire a change of life
they feel their own unfitness to that degree as to abandon all hope. Some few colliers have, on this
work, married respectable domestic servants and I have evidenced a vast change in the homes,
cleanliness and comforts of the people and children, especially when compared with those whose
wives work below ground.
No.75 - Walter Pryde, aged 81 years, coal-hewer:I have not wrought for six years. Was first yoked to the coal work at Preston Grange when I was
nine years of age: we were then all slaves to the Preston Grange laird. Even if we had no work on
the colliery in my father’s time we could seek none other without a written licence and agreement
to return. Even then the laird or the tacksman selected our place of work and if we did not do his
bidding we were placed by the necks in iron collars called juggs, and fastened to the wall, ‘or made
to go the rown.’ The latter I recollect well the men’s hands were tied in face of the horse at the gin
and made run round backwards all day. When bound the hewers were paid 4d. a tub of 4cwt. and
could send up six to eight but had to pay their own bearers out of the money, so that we never took
more than 8s. to 10s. a-week. The money went much further than double would do now. There are
few men live to my age who work below. My wife is 82 and she worked at bearing till she was 66
years of age. We are very poor, having had to bring up 11 children; five are alive. Sir John allows
us a free house and coal and the Kirk Session allows me one shilling per week each. Should die if
it were not for neighbours and son, who have a large family, and can ill afford to give.
No.76. - David Gordon, 17 years old, coal-hewer, Craighall Coal-Town:I hew coal: have done so four years on Sir John’s work. Before I went below could read and do the
writing: have nearly lost all learning. The irregular nature of the work prevents my seeking the
school. The pit we are wrought in there have been many accidents, as the roof is soft, and the
water rises sometimes nearly to the roof. I can earn 2s. 6d. a-day when on full work. Sometimes I
push the hurlies and my sister Janet assists, as the work has made me weak in the limbs. The
lassies draw with ropes and chains: the harness they purchase themselves, it costs 5s. and is made
very strong, as the hurlies contain 5 to 7cwt. of coal. Knows some few of the questions in shorter
Catechism; very little knowledge of Scripture or arithmetic; can sign own name and that very
badly. I know the colliers’ children are school freed but very few attend after work and some
parents do not send their young children, as they get too much of the strap.
[There was scarcely any furniture in the hut and the filthy appearance of the children was disgusting; the fowls were
roosting over the bed and appeared by their noise to know that a stranger was present. The mother had been a coalbearer: she had seven children in life, four worked below with father. While in the cottage the father returned, having
left two children in the pit: he said they had wrought 15 hours and were waiting their turn below.]

No.77 - Agnes Johnson, aged 17 years, road-redder;_
Assists in redding the road in the Tunnel Pit and work 12 hours. It is very sore work but I prefer
it, as I work on the master’s account and get 14d. a-day. When I work with father keeps me 15 and
16 hours at coal-carrying, which I hate, as it last year I twisted my ankles out of place, and I was
idle near 12 months.
No.78 - Robert Inglis, aged 82:I am the oldest collier on Sir John Hope’s work and have not been able to do much for many
year, but am employed about at light work, which gets me a maintenance; am very ill at present,
though I move out. I was born 9th Sept. 1759 and worked at Pinkie Pit long before the colliers got
their freedom; the first emancipation took place on the 3rd of July, l775 - we always kept the day
as a holiday. Lord Abercorn got us out of our slavery. Father and grandfather were slaves to the
Laird of Preston Grange and after the works had stopped and we got licence from Mr. Peter
Hunter, the then tacksman, we could not get work, as the neighbours kenned that the Laird of
Preston Grange would send the sheriff after us and bring us back. So binding was the bondage,
that the lairds had the power of taking colliers who had left them out of any of his Majesty’s ships,
or bringing back any who had enlisted in the army. Such ill-feelings existed against colliers and
salters years past that they were buried in unconsecrated ground; this was common in Fife. If
colliers had been better treated they would have been better men.
ROSEWELL and BARLEY DEAN COLLIERIES, parish of Lasswade. - (R. B WARDLAW
RAMSEY, Esq., Proprietor of Whitehill.)
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No.79 - Mr. John Wright, Manager of the Rosewell and Barley Dean Coal Mines:It is now four years since the practice of employing females and very young children ceased in
these mines and although I have not the manager’s office so long, yet I have evidenced the
advantage of the change religiously, morally and socially. In these works, since the discharge of
women, marriages have been formed with greater care and more appropriately; few now marry till
23 or 24 and we have not had a bastard since the disemployment of females. On the old system
men married more from the advantage their physical strength might procure them, than any degree
of affection. Men labour here regularly and average 11 to 12 days in the fortnight, whereas when
they on their wives and children, they rarely wrought nine days in the same period. Colliers are
now stationary, with very few exceptions; the women themselves are opposed to moving since they
have felt the benefit of homes. Boys from 12 to 15 can learn their profession and postures as well
as younger; it is a vulgar prejudice to think it requires very young boys to get the position. Girls
employed as bearers are subject to severe deformities in ankles, feet and haunches and have always
the marks of it when they arrive at womanhood. We have advantaged ourselves with every new
improvement in ventilation, which economises time and greatly promotes health.
No.80 - Robert Seton, 11 years old, coal-putter:Father took me down when I was six years old and I have wrought below ever since. Brother
and I draw one waggon which holds 6cwt. of coal. The work is as sair as ever laddie put his hand
to: the distance we run the waggon on the rail is 200 fathoms and back. The floor of the pit is very
dry and there are very few accidents. I got my leg crushed by a coal falling and was laid idle a
while. Mother worked below until the new regulations forced the women out of the pits. I canna
gang to school now, as there is no night teaching. Mr. Coiquehon, the teacher, says it did not pay.
[Reads well; can scarcely shape a letter; understands a few questions in the Catechism. No counting.]

No.81 - Andrew Salton, aged 39, coal-hewer:Wrought on coal and stone-mining upwards of 20 years. Have two sons below: was obliged to
take them down early, as the oppressive nature of the work made me short in the breath and my
wife, who had been a coal-bearer all her life, was obliged to work in the pit till Mr. Ramsay’s new
regulations to exclude the women people came into operation two years ago. I consider it a great
boon to keep the women away from the mines. Miners require comforts and good homes as well
as other men. I am well satisfied with the regulations to keep boys away till they are 12 or 14 years
age; for when the roads are well kept and the boys strong, men have more regular employ and the
work is quicker done. Many men left with their families at first new rules but were returning fast.
No.82 - William Naysmith, 12 years old, putter:Have wrought below three months at the putting: it is very hard, extraordinary hard work. I am
now learning to hew the coal. I work sometimes all night, which is only the case when coals are in
demand and then we have two sets. I am wrought about 12 to 13 hours; the night-shift is always
the largest, 14 hours. Mother sends my breakfast down at nine, the hours most of the people get
theirs. Have tried farm work and prefer it; but it is not so certain, or so profitable. I came to this as
it would be more benefit to my father, who is off work with bad breath. Father, mother and five
other children depend on the labour of brother and myself. Brother is 17 years of age and wrought
seven years in the mines.
[Reads and writes well and very well informed in history and arithmetic.]

No.83 - Henry Naysmith, 65 years of age, collier:Wrought upwards of 50 years: been off work near ten years. Much afflicted with shortness of
breath: it is the bane of the colliers and few men live to my age. We think the disease arises from
the reek of the lamps and the sulphur which is in the metal, together with the frequent bad air
which is found in pits not ventilated. The air above rules the air below and soft summer air
generally stops the work, as south wind causes bad air to rise. Vast many colliers have stiff Joints
and rheumatic pains, from sitting on wet floors many are careless when health is upon them but it
soon reaches them in after-life. Most of the colliers here are pleased at the masters keeping the
women out; sensible men prefer their wives at home instead of their carrying like brutes.
No.84. David Penman, 17 years old, coal-hewer:Wrought below seven years was taken down by mother, as father died of the colliers' asthma
and she needed me. I work from five in the morning till five and six at night: never got much hurt;
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there are accidents from stones falling; none serious lately. Mother and sisters are excluded from
going below: two sisters are at service. Three brothers and self work on mother's account: do not
know what she receives for our wages; could earn, if on own account, 15s. to 17s. a-week. I was at
the school six years but could not take the learning; it was, I am thinking, from being o'ersair
wrought at first going down.
[Scarcely can read; quite ignorant of writing and destitute of common instruction: evidently been much neglected: very
civil, and has a good character for industry.]

No.85 - William Muckle, 70 years old, coal-hewer:Left work three years: wrought 57 years below ground: has been married 52 years; was obliged
to get a woman early, as at that time all the profits of a collier's wages were taken to pay the
bearers. Marriage was absolutely necessary and it is so in all pits where females are employed.
Women calculate upon early marriages: colliers are proverbial for large families in fact, children
were and are property, for they are taken down as soon as they can carry coal. Although the
colliers get more money now, they do not get so much of the necessary food as they did 52 years
ago: the 20s. wife and I earned would get 'is more than 30s. could purchase now - we could get
butcher meat at one-third and meal at half: whisky was then too cheap and destroyed men and
women.
___________________
ARNISTON COLLIERY, in Stobhill, parish of Cockpen. - (Trustees of ROBERT DUNDAS,
Esq., of Arniston).
No.86 - Mr. Alexander Maxton:I have had the control of Arniston works eight years for the trustees of Robert Dundas, Esq., the
present laird and our usual operations must not be calculated from the present numbers we
employ, owing to a drowning of our principal mine, which will soon be in operation, as we have
new and increased power in our machinery. The number we at present employ is under 100 males,
adults and lads, the few boys who are wrought were allowed to their parents who stood in need of
their assistance at the time of our new regulations coming into operation. The new regulations
were made to exclude females entirely from our mines and boys until educated and strong enough
to be useful below. Two primary evils in many Scotch collieries are - 1st. The employment of
women of any age underground. 2nd. The taking to the mines young boys. The effects of the first
are want of comfortable homes, the females being absent all day and a certain demoralising effect
invariably produced by women subjected to labour in a manner quite unsuited to their sex. The
effects of the second are the total neglect of ordinary education and from the extreme youth of the
boys (many under 8 years of age) their bodies are quite unable to stand coal working without
injuring in some degree their constitutions. Women ought therefore be entirely disused
underground and no boys ought to be permitted to go below under 12 years of age be able to read
and write to the satisfaction of the managers &c.; these have been the rules in this colliery for some
time past and already the good effects are being felt; the houses of the workmen are clean and
comfortable, the children well looked after by their mothers, the young women are going out to
service, and whole workpeople have a better moral aspect. There is a large and comfortable school
with an efficient teacher for the young and all workmen are obliged to send those capable of going
for their education there; there is also an infant-school with an efficient female teacher; these
schools are partially endowed by the General Assembly and by subscription; the fees very
moderate and under the usual rate of the country. The abolishing of females working in mines and
regulating the age at which boys should begin working and sound moral and religious education,
must not be overlooked. It is quite practicable to exclude bad air from the majority of pits; the
expense is a little at first but the gain of time is more than compensatory. Colliers prior to our
regulations migrated in proportion one-fourth, now not one-tenth.
No.87 - Andrew Young, 11 years of age, coal-putter:Worked below two years: draws with the ropes and chains: slype first to the main-road and then
pull to the pit bottom on the rail-roads; sometimes I have to slype 100 to 300 fathoms, according to
the rooms the men work in: the wall is far away from level road. We draws as the horses do, only
we have no wheels to the slypes, therefore the work is very sore. Boys frequently fall under the
slypes and get much injured. When we descend a brae the practice is to hang on in front and other
laddie to pull behind; but the baskets holding 5cwt. we are frequently overpowered. We work from
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four in morning till five and six at night and when on night-work we yoke [commence] at four
afternoon and return six and seven next morning: we get nothing below piece of oatcake: it is not
customary to take flesh or beer. I go to night-school for one or two hours: can read and doing
something at writing.
[Reads well and has a good recollection of the Scripture passages that he has been taught, but very little knowledge of
what they mean.]
[SLYPES and SLYPING - Slypes are wood framed boxes curved and shod with iron at the bottoms, which hold from
2.25cwt. to 5.25cwt. of coal, depending in size upon the width of seams through which they are dragged. Slyping is
dragging with harness over the shoulders and back and where the seams are narrow and the roofs low, the lads and
lasses drag on all-fours, as the boy justly said, 'like horses.' Slypes are used in the parts of mines where rails are not
laid, the dip and rise preventing, or where the floors are soft from wall faces to main roads.]

No.88 - Thomas Hynd, 49 years of age, coal-hewer:We wrought on Arniston coal 10 years and been working below 40 years. Wife did work below
till Mr. Dundas excluded the women. When Mr. Maxton first issued the order, men and families
left but many have returned, for they find now the roads are improved and the output not limited:
they can earn as much money and get better homes. Many of the females have gone to service and
prefer it and now they know the advantage, fully approve the rules.
No.89 - William Hunter, mining oversman, Arniston Colliery:I have e been 20 years in the works of Robert Dundas, Esq. and had much experience in the
manner of drawing coal, as well as the habits and practices of the collier people. Until the last
eight months women and lassies were wrought below in these works, when Mr. Alexander Maxton,
our manager, issued an order to exclude them from going below, having some months prior given
intimation of the same. In addition to the exclusion of females, no boys will hereafter be permitted
to be wrought under 12 years of age and not then, unless they are qualified in the reading and
writing: they require examined prior to going below. Boys of 14 years of age perform their duties
with greater care and quickness. The improved mode of railing roads and ventilating economises
time, and men now find they have no one to depend on but themselves: go more regularly to work
and take nearly as much money with one or two boys as when the whole family were below. In
fact, women always did the lifting or heavy part of the work, and neither they nor the children were
treated like human beings, nor are they where they are employed. Females submit to work in
places when no man or even lad could be got to labour in: they work in bad roads, up to their knees
in water, in a posture nearly double: they are below till last hour of pregnancy: they have swelled
haunches and ankles and are prematurely brought to the grave or, what is worse, lingering
existence. Many of the daughters of the miners are now at respectable service. I have two who are
in families at Leith and who are much delighted with the change.
No.90 - Alexander Farmer, 16 years old, coal-hewer:I hew coal and put: the work is guid sair at times; not so much as formerly: works on
grandfather's account, as mother died some years ago of cholera and father was killed in the Engine
Pit five years since. I have one brother who works below, he is 12 years old and one sister nine
years of age whom grandfather keeps. We all read and write; have been constantly at the Sabbath
evening examinations. I work 12 and sometimes 13 hours; never less than 10: after work I change
and look about.
[Is well acquainted with Scripture and geography of own country; not very perfect in counting.]

No.91 - Andrew Young, 63 years of age, collier:I am about the eldest collier at the Arniston works, and have wrought below more than half a
century. When I first worked on my own account my wife and self could earn 25s. per week, out
of which had to pay our tools and creels, which would cost 3s. There is a wonderful change in
prices of the meal, the pease meal and the butcher meat the whole buck or sheep could have been
bought when I first wrought for 5s., and flesh was never corved [weighed]: a quarter of good
mutton 1s. 10d. and the seven-gill bottle of whisky for 9d.: colliers rarely drink beer. Women used
to suffer much when they worked in low seams of coal; my wife was laid( idle for two years from a
strain mm work, which brought on miscarriage.
___________________
VOGRIE COLLIERY, parish of Borthwick. - (Mr. JAMES LEES, Loquehariot Mains,
Leaseholder.)
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No.92 - John Thomson, mining oversman, Vogrie Colliery:I have superintended the Vogrie Mines for 11 years: we employ about 50 to 60 collies at
present, males and females. Colliers are very changeable about this quarter; one-half constantly on
the rove, consequently the children are rarely educated; they make keeping the bairns out of harm's
way an excuse for taken them down so early. Few colliers work more than three days a-week in
this neighbourhood and the more money they earn the less they work. The women and children are
forced to go down by the husbands and labour sorely. Now the roads are railed the labour is no so
severe. I have three daughters who work with their brother below; one of them is married and is at
present pregnant with the second child: it is a common practice here for women to till confined.
No.93 - James Logan, 11 or 12 years old, coal-putter:I gang down at four in the morning with father and mother, two sisters and brother; we take
some bread with us and I have porridge when I get back: we all work till four or five at night
sometimes I change myself: little sister minds the house: I can't read. Father signed the big paper:
his name is Thomas: he stays away on Monday and Tuesday when he has no will to work: I never
was more than a quarter at school: how should I know who made the world; I can't say my letters.
No.94 - Nancy Morrison, 17 years of age, coal-putter:Began to work before 11 years of age: pulls with draw ropes and chain: very difficult at parts, as
roads are not all railed and some water in the pit. Works with mother and brother: father is clean
gone in the breath; he is 43 years or and not been down for two years: when at fall work we cannot
earn more than 14s. a-week. I was taught the reading, but never was at the writing.
[Reads very well; knows very little Scripture history and only seven questions in Catechism, those very imperfectly.]

No.95 - Katherine Logan, 16 years old, coal-putter:Began to work at coal carrying more than five years since: works in harness now: draws
backwards with face to tubs: the ropes and chains go under my pit clothes: it is o'esair work,
especially where we crawl. Father works occasionally, not often, as he is bad in the breath.
[Reads very badly and very destitute of the knowledge of common facts: knows little of Scripture: appears to have
been much neglected: very weak and emaciated.]

No.96 - George M'Culloch, aged 37 years, coal-miner:Suffers much from bad breath, as do all men in this quarter; it soon reaches them, as the
children are taken down early. I do very little now: the seams are narrow and the roads not very
good: am dependant on my children.
______________________
EDGHEAD COLLIERY, parish of Cranston. - ( Messrs. WILLIAMSON and Company,
Leaseholders.)
No.97 - Archibald Muckle, 12 years old, coal-hewer:Began to work at seven years of age: don't like to work so long hours. I go down at four in the
morning, and don't come up till six and seven at night: it is very sair work and am obliged to lie on
my side, or stoop, all the time, as the seam is only 24 to 26 inches high. There is much bad air
below and when it rises in our room we shift and gang to some other part and leave when the pit is
full, as it stops our breath. I take bread below: never get porridge: we canna drink the pit water, as
it is na guid: get flesh three times a-week. The pit is very wet and am compelled to shift myself
when home on that account. Never been to day-school since down go to the night as often as the
labour will allow: am so sore fatigued
[Can read very well and repeats the verses of Psalms and Testament with great facility: has no knowledge of their
meaning.]

No.98 - Robert Dickson, 12 years old, coal-filler:I cast over the coals when they are slyped from the wall face into the tubs; sometimes I push the
tubs. I do not wear harness; sister does: she runs backwards and I push: there are many braes and
we put a pin in the wheel to prevent them running o'erfast on the rails. Father would not have sent
me below so soon had he not been bad in the breath. I have been to the night-school five years
and go now; am taught the reading, writing, and accounting in the tables. Mother always sends me
porridge: I never work less than 12 or 14 hours.
[Very sickly, but intelligent; reads well, and writes distinctly knows his questions in Catechism very well.]
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No.99 - Elizabeth Meek, 12 years old, coal-putter:I know that my age is 12 years, as Mr. Welch, the minister, wrote it in father's Bible. I work
from six in morning till five and six at night; frequently all night; never less than 12 hours unless
we are driven out by had air. I am too sair gone to be wrought at the night-school and father would
not pay for me even if I were not. I would not have gone into the pit but was made to do so by
father and step-mother. I cast over the coals and run with them to the pit bottom: have no holidays:
father does not work on Mondays and Tuesdays: had typhus and so had the family two years since,
when working on the Marquis's work at East Houses. I can read, never was taught the writing: am
trying to copy my brother's copy-book and can shape some of the letters.
[Reads well; can shape many letters in her first and second name: repeats the Scripture and Psalms: is very intelligent,
but very delicate in appearance.]

No.100. - David Hynde, 9 years old, coal-putter and hewer:Began to work in the bowels of the earth nine months since at this place and was three years at
Ormiston; was taken down by father and mother, who work below and so does sister, who is 10
years past. Never got hurt below: gets porridge when mother and sister come down: they come
two sometimes four hours after father and I. I can read and am learning the write, not counting yet:
there are two bawbees in one 1d.; don't know how many in a shilling. I know many of the
questions and who made me; it was God: I don't know where he is: heaven is the sky: knows some
of Commandments, can't say how many there are.
No.101 - Ann Crookston, 10 years old, coal-filler:I gang at three in the morning and come up with brother at five at night: mother brings porridge
when she comes herself to work: father is off work and has been three months, with bad breath. I
cast over the coal from my brother and mother takes away: sometimes my brother draws his work
with ropes and chains. I cannot read: have been occasionally to night-school and brother is trying
to do the letters: have three brothers and one sister; only one at the school.
[Very sickly and has no knowledge of the alphabet, save the first five or six letters.]

No.102 - Elizabeth Dickson, 12 years old, draws coals:I draw with the ropes and chain and often fall and get crushed as the hurly comes down the brae;
never off work long from the hurts. I am wrought with two brothers and two sisters below: we
takes pieces of bread, and get nothing more till work is done: am never wrought less than 12 and
14 hours: work about: we work all night. Many of the lassies get crushed and lose their fingers:
have often lost my finger nails. Always change my pit clothes when home, am obliged to do, for
they are so wet. I bend nearly double while at work, as all the roads are very low. I can read a
little; not learned much, as have been three years below and not at school since. Father does not
work now; he was caught in the bad air and we hurled him out in a tub, since which [six months]
we have worked for him.
[Reads very badly, and much neglected.]

No.103 - David Woddell, 11 years old, picks and draws:I work 14 and 15 hours, and work every day except Monday, when I stay up because father does;
sister and I work and we are very sore wrought just now, as we have night and day work. Have not
been to school for two months in consequence of the hard work. Father cannot labour much, as he
is nearly done in the breath; I don't know how old he is. Mother is clean done for; she can hardly
breathe and has not worked for some years. Do not often to kirk or sabbath-school.
[Can read well and write fairly his own name; very little knowledge of scripture or questions in catechism.]

No.104 - John Blyth, Mining Overseer, Edgehead Colliery:I have been underground overseer in these mines eight years and have witnessed with regret the
early age colliers take their children below ground. The masters have no control over the colliers;
or rather, they never interfere with the customs of the colliers themselves. Children of seven and
eight years of age are repeatedly taken below and then all hope of instruction ends. We have no
school belonging to the works; in the village of Chester Hall, some half mile away, there is a nightschool but the children do not regularly attend, owing to their parents' neglect, or probably from
being sometimes overworked. The tubs drawn by children do not hold more than 2.25cwt., for the
roads are very low and the braes steep. Must acknowledge that good stout lads could adapt
themselves to the work and do it better than very young children, who only cause confusion. Men
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marry very young where women work in pits and frequently are laid aside early from bad breath.
Colliers who are well instructed work regularly and are much more to be depended on.
____________________
PRESTON-HALL COLLIERY, parish of Cranston. - (Mr. WILLIAM LINDSEY,
Leaseholder.)
No.105 - Joseph Davison, 17 years old, coal-hewer:Began to work at 10 years of age; not been to any school since; worked always at the Haugh
Lyn and Preston-hall collieries. I could read a bit but have forgotten all but the letters. I get 20d.
a-day when on full work but the work is not regular here, as much bad air is in the pit and there is
much water below; the women work in it over their ankles. At all times the air is foul but not what
may be called the bad air; the lamps never burn bright. The seam is only 24 inches and the roads 3
feet high; some parts are walled.
[Very ignorant; scarcely knows a letter.]

No.106 - David Smith, 12 years old, draws coal:Draws in harness; it is very horrible sore work. I have been in the mines five years; don't like it;
would like day-light work better, drawing is so sair. I can read some and commenced to make
strokes on the paper at night-school last week. I draw on the road, where the women are at work; it
is very drappie and their clothes get gai wet. Often gets hurt; bad my face cut open by a stone from
roof; off idle a long time with it; last week was laid aside by injury received from a pick entering
my arm. Works for father, who has three sons below and daughter; some of them read, none write.
I'd go to kirk when I have clothes but know very little about it; suppose I shall die; don't know
where people go to; I know they are buried. Don't know whether father can read.
No.107 - Jane Johnson, age 29, draws coal:I was seven and a half years of age when my uncle first yoked me to the work, as father and
mother were dead; it was at Sheriff-hall and I carried coal on my back; I could carry 2cwt. when 15
years of age but I now feel the weakness upon me from the strains. I have been married near 10
years and had 4 children; have usually wrought till within one or two days of the children's birth.
Many women lose their strength early from overwork and get injured in their backs and legs; was
crushed by a stone some time since and forced to lose one of my fingers. I cannot read; never was
taught; my three children, girls of the age of 8, 5, and 2 years, I -leave at home; a wench comes to
see after them and take them to the school. None know how to read at present.
No.108 - William Walkinshaw, Mining Overseer, Preston-hall Colliery:The colliers in this part employ women and girls to cheapen the labour and also women work in
places where no man could be induced to labour. The works are frequently stopped here, from the
badness of the roofs, which frequently drop and fill the roads. The seams are 26 and 27 inches
thick, which makes the labour very sore and experienced colliers do not like the work, especially
where main roads are not well kept. We have no school; most of the people are very poor and
many touched in the breath.
No.109 - Janet Selkirk, 18 years of age, draws coal:Begun to work at 10 years of age; did so, as hard work below had made mother blind. I cannot
read, as family expenses are heavy. Two sisters are trying at the reading; four other bairns are
supported by mine and father's work. Am obliged to like the work, as all the lassies are. It would
no be possible for men to do the work we are forced to do. Men only marry us early because we
are of advantage to them. The roads are so low and narrow that small persons only can pass
[Very destitute; has no knowledge of the letters or scripture history.]

No.110 - Margaret Grant, 15 years of age, draws coal:I think that it is more than two years since mother brought me below; it was after father died of
the bad breath. I work on mother's account and get a shilling a-day when I draw the work by
myself, which I cannot always do, as the roads are more wet at whiles than others. Mother can't
assist me now, as she is laid by with rheumatism from working on bad roads. Was once at school
for six months; was 12 months ago; can't go now, as mother is not to pay. I go to kirk when I have
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any clothes. Cannot read. Lodges in Pathhead, half a mile from the colliery, in a small house. of
three rooms; one divided by the beds; 21 grown people are stopping: 10 sleep in one small room.
[Margaret Grant is a very intelligent lassie and has all the appearance of one worn down by hard work and want of
food.]

___________________
HAUGH LYNN COLLIERY, parish of Cranston. - (Messrs. FORSTER and Co.,
Leaseholders.)
No.111 - Elizabeth Selkirk, 11 years old, coal-drawer:Works from three in the morning till four and five in the afternoon and frequently all night. The
work is so sore that canna help going to sleep when waiting for the gig to draw. Father is very bad
in the breath, so I am wrought with brother. I do not always change myself, as so oe'r fatigued.
We have had much trouble (sickness). My work causes me to stoop double and when I draw I
crawl on all-fours, like the cuddies. Was at school five weeks and distinguish one letter from
another.
[Very sickly emaciated child, subject to severe pains in limbs and bowels, arising no doubt overwork and want of food.
Her parents, with seven children, live in a wretched hovel at Pathhead; the room not more than 10 feet by 14: the
furniture consisted of two old bedsteads, nearly destitute of covering, a few old stools and bits of broken crockery.]

No.112 - James Foster, age 13 years, coal-hewer:I hew coal with brother, and mother pushes the work to pit bottom. We can earn altogether 8s. to
10s. a-week, when the air is good and the pit works. Work is no regular about here. Father is no
able to do any work, as he is clean gone in the breath: he bides at home with seven children. Father
can't get any relief from the parish; has tried for two years. I canna change myself, as one overfatigued, as never work less than 12 hours and am no very strong just now.
[Can read but very badly; has no knowledge of scripture; very ill fed, and apparently in ill health.]

No.113 - George Oliver, Mining Overman, Haugh Lynn colliery:Have been some years about the colliery: the seams are very low, as we are near the crop. The
height of the coal varies from 14 to 19 inches. Children draw from the wall-face to the main roads,
which are three feet high. The depth of the pit is only six fathoms. At times bad air is in the pit
and so it is in all. Don't know that men are weaker and worse gone here than at other pits in
neighbourhood - certainly not worse than Preston Hall or Edgehead. Thinks colliers bring a great
deal of disease on themselves by hard drinking.
No.114 - John Selkirk, 14 years old, coal-hewer:When work is full on I work 14 hours a-day and have done so for four years and a bit. My
father takes my wages, as he is no able to work, as he is bad in breath. Most of the men here are
fashed with that trouble. Foster, Miller, Blyth, and Aitkin, are all clean gone in the breath
altogether; the last two are lying on the parish and get 4s. a-month; they have large families in this
part. Colliers drop down very soon and become very poor. Father has nine children and we all live
and sleep in one little room. I go to kirk when I have clothes.
[Knows a little reading; cannot write ally; very quick but illiterate.]

___________________
BEARING PITS, HARLAW MUIR, COALY BURN, parish of West Linton, Peebleshire. (Rev. J. J. BERESFORD, Leaseholder and Heritor.)
No.115 - Margaret Watson, 16 years of age, coal-bearer:I was first taken below to carry coals when I was six years old and have never been away from
the work, except a few evenings in the summer months, when some of us go to Carlops, two miles
over the moor, to learn the reading: reads a little. Most of us work from three in the morning till
four and five at night. I make 20 rakes a-day and 30 when mother bides at home. What I mean by
a rake is a journey from the day-light with my wooden backit to the coal-wall and back with my
coal to the daylight, when I throw the coals on father's hill and return.
[The pit is 8.5 fathoms deep, descended by a turnpike stair and wall-face 100 fathoms distant from pit bottom.]
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I carry 2cwt. on my back; never less than 1.5cwt. I know what the weight of 1cwt is, though I
cannot say how many pounds there are in it. I never was taught to sew, much more shape a dress,
yet I stitch up my pit clothes. We often have bad air below; had some a short time since and lost
brother by it: he sunk down and I tried to draw him out but the air stopped my breath and I was
forced to gang.
[Knows a few questions in the Child's Catechism but very destitute of any useful information.]

No.116 - Margaret Leveston, 6 years old, coal-bearer:Been down at coal-carrying six weeks; makes 10 to 14 rakes a-day; carries full 56lb. of coal in a
wooden backit. The work is na guid; it is so very sair. I work with sister Jesse and mother; dinna
ken the time we gang; it is gai dark. Get plenty of broth and porridge and run home and get
bannock, as we live just by the pit. Never been to school; it is so far away.
[A most interesting child and perfectly beautiful. I ascertained her age to be six 24th May, 1840; she was registered at
Inveresk.]

No.117 - Jane Peacock Watson, age 40, coal-bearer:I have wrought in the bowels of the earth 33 years. Have been married 23 years and had nine
children; six are alive, three died of typhus a few years since; have had two dead born; thinks they
were so from the oppressive work: a vast of women have dead children and false births, which are
worse, as they are no able to work after the latter. I have always been obliged to work below till
forced to go home to bear the bairn, and so have all the other women. We return as soon as able,
never longer than 10 or 12 days many less, if they are much needed. It is only horse-work, and
ruins the women; it crushes their haunches, bends their ankles and makes them old women at 40.
Women so soon get weak that they are forced to take the little ones down to relieve them; even
children of six years of age do much to relieve the burthen. Knows it is bad to keep bairns from
school but every little helps; and even if there is no school nearer than two miles and it is a fearful
road across the moor in summer much more winter. Coal-hewers are paid 41.5d. for each load of
2cwt., out of which they have to pay the bearers whom they hire. Each collier has his place on the
coal-hill and gets his money just as the sale comes in, which makes the pay uncertain.
No.118. Jesse Coutte, 13 years old, coal-bearer:I was born at Coaly Burn. Mother had me registered at West Linton. I have wrought below six
years. Mother took me first down she does not work not work now as she had a false birth
(miscarriage), from the oppression of sore work and she has never been herself since. Father has
been idle 12 weeks, from a hurt in the arm; it was done by the wedge cutting the sinews open: he
receives 5s. a-week from a friendly society but they mean to knock him down to 2s. 6d. after next
Saturday. Sister Helen is wrought; she is 11 years past and been four years below and Charlotte is
nine years old and been two years at the work. Mother has 10 children. Sisters and I can read in
the Testament: never did anything at the writing; cannot sew. Is very much fatigued with the work;
would like to run away from it. God made the world and me. Jesus is God. Don't know how
many days in the year; thinks there are 10 or 12 months; can't say what they call them. Sin is
cursing and swearing. Twelve pennies are in am shilling, can't say how many there are in two
shillings. Reads very little.
No.119 - Mary Neilson, 10 years old, coal-bearer:When sister Margaret, who is nine years old works, we make 10 to 15 rakes each; when she is
away I am forced to make 20. Sister was six years old when she first wrought and I went down at
that age. I carry half a load now; half a load is cwt. and it is no easy work; it often causes me to
fall asleep below when there is nothing to gang with. Mother does not work now; has been very
weak from two false births and obliged to stay away.
[Reads a little: knows scarcely any of the questions but very acute at weights. Would acquire knowledge quickly from
natural talent. Rather short-sighted. If well dressed would vie with any child in Scotland in point of beauty.]

No.120 - Rev. A. M. Forrester, Minister of West Linton, Peebleshire:There is a great desire among the labouring people generally as to the education of their
children. In visiting the colliers of Coaly Burn last week I had a very numerous attendance, and
was much pleased with the appearance the children made and they asked me to give them Bibles.
The colliers at Coaly Burn have been residents for a long period and I consider them attentive to
their duties in sending their children to school. Since the commencement of the Harlaw Muir Coal
Work, about 10 years since, there have been colliers who have been not so attentive. It must be
admitted that the schools are far away from the mines and houses of the colliers but the works of
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Harlaw Muir and Coaly Burn are on too small a scale to have a resident schoolmaster but I find the
old ones teach the young ones. I am aware that in the collieries children go to continuous
employments at very early age but they are sent to school now very young and again put to school
either in winter or summer, as may be most convenient. The removal is hurtful, in this respect that in the interval they have generally forgot what they have been previously taught.
___________________

EAST LOTHIAN COLLIERIES.
PENSTON COLLIERY, parish of Gladsmuir. - (JAMES DEANS, Esq., Leaseholder.)
No.121 - Mr. Thomas Moore, manager:I have been manager for James Deans, Esq., five years, during which period has observed very
little change in the conduct or condition of the collier people. The system of working in families or
groups induces fathers and mothers to take their offspring down much too early and the long hours
children work are caused by the irregular habits of their parents. Married women working below
causes great neglect of children and there is a vast difference in the comforts of the homes and
children where mothers stop above ground. It is a practice here, as in other collieries, for mothers
to leave young children under the charge of strangers and the want of parental care has been found
very injurious. Colliers marry here very young to get female assistance; they also decay very early
from the early absorption of bad air: those employed on stone below are soon subject to shortness
of breath from the dust swallowed whilst hewing. When colliers are very early affected with
asthma, great distress exists until children are able to take their places below. The want of
education of children is chiefly to be ascribed to the unsteady and roving habits parents. We have
no provident institution connected with the works. Medical assistance is found gratis in ease of
accidents: few have occurred within last three years.
No.122 - John Hogg, 10 years old, putter:I push the tubs with mother when she works and sometimes with sister, who is two years older
than me. Father used to work below but is laid idle now with the black spittel and bad breath.
Mother has been off work some weeks, having been confined with a bairn; am thinking she means
to gang next week. It is a long time since I was at the school: I could read in the bigspell, not in the
Testament. I have heard the boys read the Testament at sabbath-school but don't know anything
about it. Sometimes I work long and other times short; can't say how many hours; don't know what
is meant by hours: it is dark when I go and so when I come up, and sometimes light. I get my corn
(strapping) as other laddies do.
No.123 - Euphemet Davison, 13 years old, putter:Works with brother and sister to support mother, who has two bairns, no yet strong for work.
Father died of typhus some time since. I can earn 4s. a-week when the work is regular. Sometimes
on night-work, sometimes day, generally 10 or l2 hours. I could read in the Bible; have nearly
forgotten; as there is no night-school here now, cannot get the learning. I go to Gladsmuir kirk
and the sabbath-school; to say the catechism and scripture verses.
[Reads very badly but answers fairly the questions in the short catechism : otherwise very ignorant.]

No.124 - William Adams, 10 years old, putter:Began to work when eight years old; came down as mother got her neck knocked out of joint,
two years since and no been able to gang since. I get my licks when the work is o'er sair and no
able to draw. Knows the letters: canna get to school, it is far away. Never go kirk, as have no
clothes; would if I had. We were all laid idle with typhus short time since.
[Destitute and very ignorant.]

No.125 - James Fairgrieve, 12 years old, putter:Mother took me down four years ago, as father had died of typhus; I work with three brothers
and one sister, usually 10 and 12 hours, many times longer, as we wait our turns for the gig to draw
up the tubs; I am no very strong, as my thigh-bone was broken two years since by a cart. All the
family have had typhus within last three years and I have had it twice. Putting is very sore work;
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the coal weighs four cwt. and the tub and cart nearly as heavy. Mother has ceased to work for two
years; she is fashed with pains in the stomach, owing to hard labour.
[Reads very badly, and has no knowledge of Scripture; a few questions in catechism, which he repeats by rote.]

No.126 - Esther Peacock, 12 years old, putter:I think that I work 10 to 12 hours; have done so for eighteen months. I draw my brother's work;
mother used to assist me but she is nearly blind from sore work and canna gang. I never got hurt
by the waggons but I get my licks sometimes I went to school to learn the letters when father was
in life but he died three years gone with bad breath. Would like other work, has no choice; mother
has seven of us, and all alive and sleep in one kitchen; cannot go to kirk, as have no clothes.
[Cannot read; very destitute and ignorant; no religious knowledge whatever.]

No.127 - Robert Young, 63 years old, coal-hewer:Not been able to work since I lost my leg seven years since at the Dolphingstone coal-work
belonging to Mr. Aitcheson. When colliers live as long as I have and the work is out of them, they
are left to starve. Mr. Deans allows me a free house and I get some coal but the parish of
Gladsmuir allows me and my old wife 4s. a-month; 6d. a-week each. We sometimes get a shilling
for nursing the bairns of the wives who work below. Many of the collier-people go off early with
bad breath. Was never taught to read.
No.128 - Peter Fairdrie, age uncertain, coal-hewer:I must be near 20 years of age because I have worked below 12 years. Brother who is going to
be married to day is older than me by two years and mother kens he must be 22 or 24. Minister,
Mr. Ramsay, is coming over to marry him to Ann Smith, who I am thinking is a year or two older
than him; she had a bairn by him five weeks since; she was below on the Saturday morning and
bore the young one at evening; she is no needed to gang just now, as she will live with him and
mother.
[Reads very badly; the father has been dead some years, died of the colliers' asthma. No one would take the sons to be
more than 12 or 14 years of age from their decrepit state and unmanly appearance, evidently from overwork; all very
ignorant.]

No.129.- Mary Hogg, 15 years old, coal-putter:I have wrought below five years. During the summer I work out by [in the fields] as I prefer doing
so to hanging on the pit as many lassies do; coal-work being no certain in summer. I much like to
work above and could make as much money in the fields; I get 8d. and 10d. a-day - below is 1s.
but when I deduct what it costs me for oil and cotton and pit clothes, the field wages goes the same
length, nor is it sair work. The crushing work below is only fit for horses and most of the lassies
are getting hurts of one kind or other. I frequently get my fingers crushed and my nails torn out.
[Very quick, intelligent lassie. Reads very badly, has not been to any school since below; very desirous to learn. Says
she would go but there is no night-school nearer than two miles.]

No.130 - Janet Duncan, 17 years old, coal-putter:Works at putting and was a coal-bearer at Hen Muir Pit and New Pencaitland. I work
sometimes very long hours; was going to work when I met you last night and now just come home;
it must be 16 or 18 hours since; it is not usual for me to work so long 10 or 12 hours are the
common time. I do not like coal-work, it makes me stoop so much and being tall I am compelled
to bend my legs double. The carts I push contain three cwt. of coal, being a load and a half; it is
very severe work, especially when we have to stay before the tubs, on the brae, to prevent them
coming too fast; they frequently run too quick and knock us down; when they run over-fast we fly
off the roads and let them go, or we should be crushed. Mary Peacock was severely crushed a
fortnight since; is gradually recovering. I have wrought above in harvest-time; it is the only other
work that ever I tried my hand at, and having harvested for three seasons am able to say that the
hardest daylight work is infinitely superior to the best of coal-work.
[Reads and writes well; very well informed, tall elegant woman; the roads in which she works are three feet to four feet
high.]

No.131 - Isabel Hogg, 53 years of age, was a coal-bearer:Been married 37 years; it was the practice to marry early, when the coals were all carried on
women's backs, melt needed us; from the great sore labour false births are frequent and very
dangerous. I have four daughters married and all work below till they bear their bairns - one is
very badly now from working while pregnant, which brought on a miscarriage from which she is
not expected to recover. collier-people suffer much more than others - my guid man died nine
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years since with bad breath; he lingered some years and was entirely off work 11 years before he
died. You must just tell the Queen Victoria that we are guid loyal subjects; women-people here
don't mind work but they object to horse-work and that she would have the blessings of all the
Scotch coal-women if she would get them out of the pits and send them to other labour.
[Mrs. Hogg is one of the most respectable coal-wives in Penston, her rooms are all well furnished and the house the
cleanest I have seen in East Lothian.]

____________________
ELPHINGSTON COLLIERY, parish of Tranent. - (Messrs. DURIE and NESSBIT,
Leaseholders.)
No.l32 - Mr. William Shearer, manager of the Elphingstone Colliery, East Lothian:Has been 32 years connected with coal working and 15 years manager and mining engineer
Elphingstone. I consider the employment of women and young children in mines as most
demoralising; the want of agreement amongst coal proprietors is the sole cause of the continuance
of this debasing practice; the labour could be cheaper and better done by stout lads or horses. The
encouragement to females working below creates early marriages; causes daughters to leave their
parents to cohabit with young lads till they become with child; sometimes have more than one
before marriage; anti-nuptial marriages are common. Women work below till the hour of
confinement. Some time since Margaret Reid was delivered of a male child on the road side; she
had just time to get out of the pit-basket. She was carried home in a cart and the child is alive now.
There is no sound excuse can be made to justify children or females being employed, as steady
men can get constant work in those pits, which are well ventilated. Since our new machinery been
put up we have made no stoppage. The claims made by colliers for privileges, or quarter and half
turns for children should be abolished. Coal-masters ought to make their colliers comfortable in
their dwellings and give good education, which would soon change bad practices into good.
No.133 - William Wilson, 8 years old, coal-putter:Assists sister Margaret to push the carts on the railroad in the pit. Mother takes us down at six
in the morning and we come away with her at night. Gets broth or some such like; has been
obliged to gang when the lamp would no burn and scrambled to get up. Like daylight better than
dark; it is awful dark in the pit. Never been to school; a teacher came here last week and father is
going to send me; sister has been one week at the school, she likes it fine; we are to wash and
change ourselves when we gang to school.
No.184 - Isabel Wilson, 38 years old, coal putter:When women have children thick (fast) they are compelled to take them down early, I have
been married 19 years and have had 10 bairns; seven are in life. When on Sir John's work was a
carrier of coals, which caused me to miscarry five times from the strains, and was gai ill after each.
Putting is no so oppressive; last child was born on Saturday morning and I was at work the Friday
night. Once met with an accident; a coal brake my cheek-bone, which kept me idle some weeks. I
have wrought below 30 years and so has the guid man; he is getting touched in the breath now.
None of the children read, as the work is no regular. I did read once but no able to attend to it now;
I go below lassie 10 years of age keeps house and makes the broth or stir-about.
[Nine sleep in two bedsteads; there did not appear to be any beds and the whole of the furniture consisted of two chairs,
three stools, a table, a kail-pot and a few broken basins and cups. Upon asking if the furniture was all they had, the
guid wife said, furniture was of no use, as it was so troublesome to flit with.]

No.135 - Betsy Sharp, 11 years old, draws coal:Worked at carrying coal and putting more than three years; was first wrought on the Edge
Seams at Drum, near Gilmerton; works with brother and four sisters on mother's account. Father is
dead; it was the oppression of bad breath that killed him; I dinna ken how old he was: he was na
very old. I have just been one week at school and beginning with the letters; the teacher says I
shall learn if I pay attention. I work from six in the morning till six or seven at night; mother never
misses sending porridge down at eight or nine in the morning.
[Destitute of any kind of religious knowledge, knows scarcely the three first letters of the alphabet.]

No.136 - Elizabeth M'Neil, age 38 years, coal-putter:Was sent below before 10 years of age; has been married 20 years and had eight children seven
alive; three work below. Must confess children are sent down too early but it is better for them
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than running wild about, there being no teacher here till the last week to give them education; the
children, are now wrought at the school, they are to be taught the reading; cannot say whether they
are to go the length of writing after. Women think little about working below when with child;
have wrought below myself till last hour and returned 12 or 14 days after. I knew a woman who
came up and the child was born in the field next the coal hill. Women frequently miscarry below
and suffer much after; vast of women are confined before they have time to change themselves. I
read but am no able to write; husband can sign his name.
No.137 - John Scott, 12 years old, coal-hewer:Was nine years old when first taken down; father died of cholera six years ago; am learning to
hew the coal; I get porridge when mother comes down at six in the morning; we leave at three and
lowse at four and five. Was often fatigued when first at the work and used to fall asleep; have had
o'ermany licks with the shaft of the pick to do so now. I and mother work on father-in-law's
account; sometimes have a bawbee on pay-days given to me. Never been but once injured so as to
be off work any long time; it was occasioned by pit roof falling on me; have one sister infirm in
the feet from a stone crushing them; it from the roof while she was at work; she is no able to work
now. I cannot say who made me; not been to kirk since I was baptised; was never at school till last
week, when new teacher came.
No.138 - John Haddon, 9 years old, coal filler:I and brother fill the carts in the coal-room, which is wet and water covers our shoe-tops; have
done so for two years. We gang at three and four in the morning and return at four and five at
night; we get porridge and pieces of bread; frequently falls asleep; for the work is gai sair; was
very awful at first. I shift myself of a night now, as I gang to the school for an hour to learn the
letters; have been one mouth; father pays teacher 3d. a-week ; am not yet the length of the letters;
never been to kirk, yet means to go as soon as can read; has heard that God made us all out of
nothing and if we curse and swear we shall be burned in brimstone; does not curse and swear, as
should not like to be burned in brimstone.
No.139 - Martha M'Neil, 16 years old, draws coal:Been six years below; works for manager from seven ill the morning till five at night. I often
fall asleep, sometimes the pit is warm and the reek makes me drowsy; most children do. I am
learning to read. No holidays, as father makes no throwing off. We have been stopped from going
to school, as father wants teacher to learn us for 2d. per week each.
[Reads very badly.]

No.140 - Janet Dawson, 17 years old, draws coals:I work 12 hours below ground and have done so more than six years; the work is very severe;
when the cart is on the brae am obliged to get another putter to give me a lift. Often been injured;
am now laid aside, having lost the tops of my two middle fingers; been idle eight days. I do not
know whether work above would suit me, as I have been so long in the pit, never tried other
labour. I can read, never was taught writing; can make my own pit-clothes; can earn when full
employed 14d. a-day. Have some recollection of the catechism but never troubled myself about
the books since I left school, which is full six years.
No.141 - Margaret Crookston, 16 years old, draws coal:I work in the Old Gavenslee Pit, which is no so crowded as the new working and I lowse [leave
work] when my brother lowses; the carts I push hold five cwt.; five cwt. is a quarter of a ton; the
road I push or draw on is a great length and there is a steep brae which brother helps me up to the
level road; I used to bear coals on my back; drawing is no easy work but we get more money for it
than work above, therefore do not dislike it; can earn 7s. week. I work for mother, as father died
three years since with colliers' complaint.
[Can read and write very badly; cannot answer many of the questions in short catechism and has no knowledge of
sewing or making own dress.]

___________________
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PENNCAITLAND COLLIERY, parish of Pencaitland. - (A. G. CUTHBERTSON, Esq.,
Pencaitland House.)
No.142 - Mr. Robert Henderson, manager of Pencaitland Colliery:We employ children and young people in considerable numbers at times in this colliery and I
regret to say many are taken down much too early; consequently their schooling is neglected and
the positions in which they are obliged to work causes them to loose their forms. There exists no
necessity for taking very young persons below; for lads, if kept up till 14, would not be of the
stunted growth they are and be infinitely more useful. It would be, morally, a great blessing to
remove women from the mines but it would increase the price of coal. During the summer months
we limit the output of coal and many go into the fields to soon.
We have much affliction of the breath in these parts and many go off early in consequence, or
linger above useless.
No.143 - Mr. Adam Kent, teacher, New Pencaitland:I am teacher of the New Pencaitland school. The school-house and my residence were built by
Lady Ruthven and the former endowed with a yearly payment of 40s., free house and coals. Mr.
Cuthbertson, the colliery proprietor, pays for the schooling of five boys 1s.. 3d. per week. My
salary is made up by small fees received from parents of the children. Teachers are not held in
much estimation here, although colliers much desire that their children should be educated; yet the
irregularity of the night and day shifts prevents children coming to school. Only 40 colliers'
children, out of 150 now at an age for instruction, attend. Taking children down very young is very
inurious to them; they soon lose their good natural forms and become physically weaker. There is
an immense difference between the strength of few ploughman’s' boys I teach and those of the
colliers' but I have noticed that the collier children are much more acute and have a greater aptness
for knowledge. I think the early age parents are taken off; by disease common in those parts called
the black spital, in a great measure forces children to be employed so young.
No.144 - Robert Robinson, 14 years old, draws coal:Began to work below ground at Pencaitland four years gone and been there ever since; works
about 12 hours; is paid l.5d. per tub of four cwt. which have to bring from wall-face to the main
road and draw afterwards to the pit bottom; it is very hard work, as the roofs are low and the roads
bad. Would not have gone so early to work but father died of the black spittal; he was off work
months before death and spit his lungs up, all as black as ink; he was not 50 years old. After
father's death mother sent younger brother and two sisters below. My two sisters were sair horrible
crashed by stones falling from the roof; their bowels were forced out and legs broken and both died
soon after. It is two years since. Have three brothers and three sisters remaining; two work below
besides myself. Never was more than four or five months at school. I cannot read much; my
mother is paying younger brother at present, therefore cannot afford me schooling, though I should
like to gang.
[A very steady, intelligent boy; mother very poor but apparently takes every possible care of the children; she has no
allowance from parish.]

No.145 - Andrew Gray, 11 years old, draws coal:Was nine years old when first taken down to wheel the tubs; the drawing is difficult where there
is much slush and there is plenty of that in the pit. I go to work at three in the morning; get my
porridge at nine and come up at two and three, sometimes one, in the day. Been laid aside with
crushes from stone falling from roof more than a month. Have just commenced the reading at Mr.
Keat's school at New Pencaitland.
No.146 - John Duncan, age 11 years, coal-bearer:Began to work at drawing coal two years since. Has only been a coal-carrier three weeks; can't
do much at it yet: it takes me 30 journeys; bring up 8cwt. or half a ton. The shaft is 60 feet deep
and the panwood which I bring up 300 feet from the bottom. Father put me to this work, as the
other pits were full but I do not like it; it is so very sore. Does not read or write.
No.147 - Andrew Grey, aged 57 years, coal-hewer:Colliers in this part of the country are subject to many oppressions: first the black spittle, which
attacks the men as soon as they get the length of 30 years; next rheumatic pains, from working in
low seams, where water oozes out, or rises and severe ruptures occasioned by lifting coal. Many
are ruptured on both sides: I am, and suffer severely, and a vast of men here are also. I have had 12
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children, nine alive and my wife wrought below till within last eight years when she got crushed by
a stone and no been able to work since. Women working below cause men to marry early, as we
have need of their labour. I was 17 when I married, and my wife was about same age. The
rheumatism has so contracted my joints that I have scarcely left my bed for 14 months.
No.148 - David Wood, 15 years old, coal-hewer:Began to work at nine years of age. Did work on night-shift: went below at two afternoon,
returned six following morning. Pit has been very wet for some time, which had caused me to have
cold sweats and fever. Have been confined five weeks; cannot move at present. When I can use
my hands can write some and read very well.
No.149 - Jane Wood wife of James Wood, formerly a coal-drawer and bearer:Worked below more than 30 years; has not done so for six or seven years, as the family has not
needed me. Women in this part of the country dislike the work below ground and some lassies are
now trying to get to service. Females are more neglected in their education than males: the men
foolishly think they have no need of so much knowledge and they follow the old practice of taking
girls down earlier than boys. I have two daughters below, who really hate the employment and
often prayed to leave but we canna do well without them just now, for I have one son aside with
rheumatic cold caught below. The severe work causes women much trouble; they frequently have
premature births. Jenny M'Donald, a neighbour, was laid idle six months and William King's wife
lately died from miscarriage and a vast of women suffer from similar causes.
No.150 - John Duncan, aged 59, was a coal-hewer:My father was a collier and I left this part many years since and joined the Scotch Greys. Was
in full service many years. I left the army to come to coal-work, which I am sorry for, as the
mining has caused my breath to be affected and I am, like many more colliers obliged to hang upon
my children for existence. The want of proper ventilation in the pits is the chief cause and no part
requires more looking to than East Lothian; the men die off like rotten sheep.
No. 151- John Robinson, 10 years old, draws coal:Been below two years. Not been to school since the last harvest. I don't like the work below,
and have tried twice to run away but they brought me to it again. Cannot read.
[Very good tempered and appeared quite frightened at the idea of work below ground.]

No.152 - John Duncan, 57 years old, coal-hewer:I have wrought more than 47 years. Bad breath has nearly disabled me; it is the colliers’ bane; it
arises from scant of air in the pits. It must be admitted that children are sadly overwrought; have
been sorry always when two of my own wrought hard, still I had need of their help, although not
nine years of age I have a good knowledge of colliers and I feel confident that the average life of
men part of the country will not exceed 40. The colliers are subject to the black-spittle,
rheumatism, ruptures and piles, very much more than other tradesmen and they rarely pass 28
without getting a first attack; many earlier.
No.153 - George Hogg, 32 years of age, coal-hewer:Unable to labour much now, as am fashed with bad breath: the air below is very bad; until lately
no ventilation existed. My wife did work below till she met with a serious accident last year. The
cage which brings the coals up the shaft suddenly descended and crushed her almost to death. She
was then four months gone in the family-way; is now quite disabled from work and no hopes given
of her ever being able to return.
No.154 - Agnes Grey, 14 years old, draws coals:I work with three sisters below for support of parents: my father's affliction is bad breath The
work is very sore from bending, as the seams are so low. Not very strong; had typhus not long
since. Sister is just laid by; has been so six weeks, from a severe fall on the iron rail, which cut her
knee open. Have one sister deaf and dumb, learning the straw trade in Edinburgh. Mother, who
has been off work two years, is going to try again next week.
____________________
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BLINDWELLS, ST. GERMAINS, BEARING PIT.
No.155 - Mary Duncan, 16 years of age, coal-bearer:Began to carry coals when 12 years old. Went to school prior, and can read and write. Do not
like the work, nor do the other women, many of whom have wrought from eight years of age and
know no other. My employment is carrying coals from wall-face to the daylight up the stair-pit. I
make 40 to 50 journeys a-day and can carry 2cwt. as my burthen. Some females carry 2.5 to 3cwt.
but it is overstraining. Father is off work at present, being a little touched in the breath. Mother is
now staying at home helping him. Have two brothers and two sisters working with me below on
father's account. Has another brother, Francis, who is on his own account. His wife, Jane Law, had
a child two weeks since, and has just returned to her work.
[A well-informed, intelligent girl. Several of the elder colliers in this mine were well-read men; James Smith quoted
Addison with great precision.]

No.156 - James Smith, coal-hewer:I have been many years on work at the Blindwells and witnessed with great pain the sore
oppression of the women and young children. There is no keeping them out of this pit just now, as
many females are old and fit for no other service. I have had to struggle for a large family and
have taught them all to read and write, as well as some of my neighbours' children, which is no
little trouble, as work is irregular in these parts. The Legislature would get the blessing of all the
women if they were excluded from such oppression..
____________________
TRENENT COLLIERY, parish of Tranent - (Messrs. WILLIAM and H. F. CADELL).
No.157 - James Wood, 12 years old, coal-hewer:I have worked below ground three years, except when I was laid idle by a pick striking a piece
of metal, which cast fire and caused me the loss of my eye. Was off idle near 12 months. I go
down at five in the morning and come away about seven at night; except when bad air is in pit,
when we are compelled to stop away sometimes for three and four days together. A little tea,
which is made overnight and pieces of bread, is all that we get to eat till we when we have broth or
some such. The part of the pit I work in is very wet and am obliged to sit on a bit of coal to keep
the water off. Sometimes I change myself after work; do so when home early; never on full long
days
[Reads well and writes tolerably.]

No.158 - James Neil aged 10 years, coal-hewer:Been below 18 months; the work is gai sore. Place of work is not very dry. Never got hurt but
the work has given me the piles, which pain me when I sit. I work from four and five in the
morning till six and seven at night and it fatigues me much. Sometimes I change my clothes; not
frequent, as it is so late.
[Can read and write a little; knows a little Scripture history.]

No.159 - William Martin, 10 years old, coal-putter:Have wrought 18 months below on my father's work at putting; sometimes I pick the coal.
Works on night and day shifts. When on night, go down at six and seven in the evening and come
up at ten and eleven next morning. Work the same number of hours when on day shift. I fall
asleep sometimes when we canna get the coals away but the shaft of my father's pick me up. Don't
get other licks. My place of work is wet the now; the water covers my shoe-tops and am obliged to
sit in it to work. No one takes anything but cake or bread below and we seldom change our
clothes, as it is so late before we are at home. Could read and do the writing but not been at it for
18 months.
[Reads a little, and can sign his name; very much behind in the Catechism and Testament.]

No.160 - William Kerr, 11 years old, coal-bearer:Wrought below five years. Goes down at five in morning, returns six and seven at night. Gets
my bread as other laddies do. Carries coal on my back. Can fill a basket of 5cwt. in six journeys.
It is 150 fathoms from father’s room to pit bottom. I am o'er sair gone at times, as the hours are so
long and the work gal sair. Never have the opportunity to get some sleep.
[Went to school once; reads very badly; has no scriptural knowledge whatever.]
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No.161 - Barney Walker, 10 years old:Sometimes pushes the carts and at others carry big bits of coal; done so for two years and a guid
time. Works on Johnnie Scott's account and gets my licks. Johnnie's work is very wet; the water
gets into my shoes. I go down at six in morning and go home at seven, when mother sends me to
bed, as am so fatigued. Do not change myself. When I get 3s. or 4s. a-week, mother gives me 3d.,
which I spend in sugar-alleys and sweeties. Never been to school. Has some brothers and sisters;
don't know how many.
[Very ignorant, filthy, and most sickly appearance.]

No.162 - George Wright, 12 years old, coal-putter:Works 12 to 14 hours with father. The place 1 draw in is wet; the water comes up to my knees.
Am much fatigued by the work, which is distressing, being 300 fathom from coal to pit bottom and
makes me very sick. Never been able to get the knowledge of the letters, as am so sore wrought.
Never change my clothes; very few do who live just bye.
[Poor, ignorant, miserable object. Has four brothers and sisters. The eldest lass would not go below and got to service
in the town of Tranent.]

No.163 - John Martin, 11 years old, coal-hewer:pBeen 18 months at the coal wall. Cannot say I like it muckle, as the hours are so long and the
work so sair and wet. Have not been to school since wrought below. Could write some and now
can put down my name. Since living in Tranent have had typhus twice and so has mother. I
change my clothes sometimes, not often.
[Reads very well; signed his name like most of the children in this place; been neglected.]

No.164 - Catherine Meiklejohn, aged 12, coal-bearer:I start to work at five in the morning and lay by at six at night. Porridge is sent down eight or
nine and have bread after. I bring coal from the wall-face to pit bottom, large pieces on my back,
small in a creel. The pit is dry where I work and the distance of my journey about 200 fathoms. It
takes three burthens to fill one tub of 5.25cwt. My back is very sore at times but I never lie idle.
Would like not to work so long, only father bids me. Mother is a coal-bearer but is at home with a
young one and three other children were too young to work.
[A most intelligent, healthy girl. Can scarcely read. Few men could do one-third labour this lassie is compelled to
perform.]

No.165 - Catherine Landels, 12 years old, coal-bearer:Has wrought in the bowels of the earth five years. Works 12 hours and 14 hours daily. When at
night work, goes down at midnight and comes up at three next afternoon. Am much overworked.
Have no wages, as work with brother on father's account. Gets no regular meals; and change my
clothes when no fatigued. Reads a little; just learning to make the strokes in the copy-book.
Knows a few of the questions in the Shorter Catechism.
No.166 - David Neil 9 years old, coal-putter:I work for a master on mother's account; have done so three years, at 4d. a-day for short turns
and 6d. for long ones I leave home at six in the morning and work till four in afternoon; sometimes
later, whiles earlier. Mother is very poor. Am a natural child of David Neil, who has deserted his
work. Am very sick sometimes, as the work is hard and get nothing but bits of bread. Cannot
read. Does not know whether he lives in Tranent or not but thinks he lives in Allen’s Bounds.
[Weakly, miserable boy.]

No.167 - John Howie, 8 years old, coal-putter:Wrought below 12 months. Gangs with father and helps uncle Archy to put. Is sometimes dark
when father gangs, whiles light. Don't know how long I work; is a guid bit and very sore. I return
with sister, who works in Old Gate Pit. Likes being up best. Goes to Mr. Shield's school to learn
the letters when not needed below.
[Scarcely able to tell one letter from another.]

No.168 - Mary Watson, 13 years old, coal-bearer:Works 12 to 14 hours daily. Sister, who is 16 years old and I, bear brother's coal. We all work
on father's account and have done 50 18 months, as father is off work with bad breath. I and sister
fill six tubs daily of 5.25cwt. each. Mother has had eight children: six in life; four below, two at
home. I never was at school, as father canna work none and is very poor. We all live in one room
in Jock's Bounds.
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No.169 - Alexander Lawrie, 11 years old, coal-putter:Works from two in the morning till four and six at night. Employed to put the coal from wallface to the horse-road. Does not like the work, though been at five months. Could read before left
Peebles for Tranent. Five months gone trying to write. Has little time.
[Intelligent; weak; small in stature.]

No.170 - Andrew Lawrie, 16 years old, coal-hewer:We work here 12 to 14 hours daily. Not very regular on Mondays. Ten days a fortnight must
be made or the men lose their fire-coal. I wrought four years at Preston Grange, till the works were
drowned. Father was a farm-servant and I worked three years on the farm with him; but he heard
great wages was to be got, so he took three of us down and we have continued below ever since. I
prefer labour above and find that as much could be earned in the fields, as the idle days we have by
roofs falling and bad air, mending picks, oil and cotton, is more than equivalent to extra wages.
Fears no one would engage me now, as farmers, unless acquainted with us, will not have those who
are wrought below ground.
[Very intelligent; reads and writes.]

No.171 - Thomas Reid, age 17, coal-hewer:Has wrought on father's account on Mr. Cadell's work six years. Does not dislike the work, only
we have so much of it. We leave at two and come up at five; or we leave at eight and come up at
eight and ten. We must make five days a-week. The pits are better now the ventilation has been
improved and the work is more regular. I earn 8s. and 9s. a-week. Could read and write before
going below, or should never have got the length now.
No.172 - John Baird, 14 years old, putter:Father is banksman at Oldgate Pit and sent me to work below six years a go. I get bits of bread
and there is plenty of water below. I go down at five in the morning and come up at six at night; it
is gai sair work to shove the waggons up the brae to the horse-road; parts of the road is very wet
and slushy. Have two sisters, who father took from farm service, 17 and 19 years of age, to do
pumping in the Deep Pit; they are very sore worked and can only work six h ours at a time and then
rest 12. I can read some but not been to school since taken below.
[Much neglected and possessing little useful knowledge.]

No.173 - David M'Neil. 9 years old, putter:I work wi’ Johnnie Scott; done so for three years. Father first carried me down. Father dead.
Mother takes my weekly wages, 3s. I get my licks when I no like work. Mother gives me porridge
and sour milk when am no well to work; am no very strong.
[Cannot read; very sickly.]

No.174 - John Logan, ridesman, aged 59:I have wrought below upwards of 49 years; it was 1791 or 2 that first I was carried down; nearly
the whole time in Messrs. Cadell's mines. I married early, as the hiring of women to bear my coals
took away all my profit. Wife and I could take away 23s. to 24s. a-week. Men married more to get
good bearers than discreet wives and it is too much so at this day where women are taken below
ground. The markets now are much dearer than when I first wrought; our 23. would get us double
that 30s. will now. Bacon was 3d. to 3.5d. per lb.; mutton by the uncorved [not weighed] quarter
of 9lbs. to 10lbs. could be bought for 2s. and 1s. 10d. - it is now 6.5d.; the 7lb. meal was corved in
heavy weight of l7.5ozs. to the lb. at 10d. - now it is 11d. the light weight of 14ozs. The practice is
now discontinued of giving bounties to heads of families and binding them to one year’s service.
We cannot now claim a turn for the sma' aines when we carry them on our backs below; must
confess it is a bad practice, for when the bairns are once below they rarely get back again but
follow the father and lose all taste for school. Although children are forced down early, they rarely
rank as one-basket boys until 10 years of age.
No.175 - Walter Kerr, collier, aged 62:I have wrought in Messrs. Cadell's mines on and off near 54 years; my health has been long on
the decline; my trouble is bad breath; few last so long as I have, especially those who are wrought
on stone. Women do not suffer from the collier's asthma owing to their different occupation but
those women who bear coals soon feel the oppressions and are old women at 30; when they are
trained to the work below they are not fit for men above. Females work till last hour of pregnancy;
own daughter went home a few weeks since to bear a bairn. When on Sir George Clerk's work at
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Loantre, recollects a woman delivered in the pit and saw her carried to pit bottom and drawn up in
the basket. The child lived. Parents take their children down to get the fruits of their labour as
long as they can, for lads work as full men at 17, and soon marry', we then lose their labour. Many
women work below as it ensures them husbands earlier than above and not from the liking of the
work. A bad practise exists in this part amongst loose colliers, that of lending their children out
when they do not feel inclined to work themselves. Women in order to get home early carry too
heavy weights. I know many who have filled tubs of 5.25cwt. in two burthens and brought them
200 fathoms.
No.176 - Mr. John Thompson, mining oversman, Tranent Colliery:I have been 24 years mining oversman to Messrs. Cadells, prior to which I wrought as a collier
15 years and am well acquainted with the habits and practices of the collier people of this locality.
I consider one of the worst practices here, as in other parts of the Lothians, to be that of taking very
young children below ground, especially female children, many of whom are carried down into the
mines at six and seven years of age, before they know their letters. I am also of opinion that the
employment of females below much contributes to demoralise and degrade the collier people; the
want of the comforts of home causes men to drink hard poverty and disease soon follow. Messrs.
Cadells have, to my knowledge, often objected to the bad practices and there little hope of remedy
until the proprietors of mines adopt some new and wholesome regulations to exclude women and
young children, as the old-fashioned customs of colliers prevent or neutralise any regulations made
by individual proprietors. Coal-work at best is of an o'er sair kind and few lads can acquire the
knowledge of hewing or have good strength to put till 14 years of age and even then it depends on
their physical strength. The custom of colliers to work below at their own pleasure, as to hours,
causes them to be irregular; they frequently exhaust themselves and children; if regular they would
not need the assistance of such quantities of infant labour.
No.177 - Rev. John Henderson, minister of Tranent:In the parish of Tranent, including the Quoad Sacra parish of Cockenzie, I find 107 colliers
families, 108 families of day-labourers, 77 families of fishermen, 139 widows and single women
each having a separate room or dwelling. If we are not improving we ought to be, as I find, at the
five schools in this parish, including Steil's Hospital, there are 680 children at education, which is
nearly a fifth part of the population and yet there are many children among the colliers who are not
sent to school. If any of the colliers are destitute it is from their own improvident habits, of which
their are many instances; their wages are much higher than our hynds [ploughmen], who are very
comfortable. When sickness or old age overtakes miners they have the same weekly allowance
given them as any other paupers in this parish. We have now 139 on the poor-roll, 18 of whom are
miners or branches of their families. The names on the poor-roll do not represent single persons,
many are widows with families; may average 9d. to 1s. 7d. per week.
No.178 - Rev. William Parlane, M.A., minister of United Associate Church, Tranent:I have known children often removed from school to coal-mines as early as seven years of age;
afterwards they sometimes return a few months in the evenings. Children of amiable temper and
conduct at seven years of age often return next season from the collieries greatly corrupted and as
an old teacher says, with most HELLISH DISPOSITIONS. Children ought not to be taken from
school under 12 or 14 years of age. Numbers of men and women, even heads of families, cannot
read general ignorance exists of the first principles of religion; few of the colliers enter a place of
worship. The coal masters, who combine for their own interest, do not co-operate for the
improvement of the colliers. There is a hospital in this parish for the board and education of
children. Many whose parents are able to pay the expenses of their children's education are taught
gratuitously in the hospital, while others that are destitute are allowed by the directors of the
hospital to up in ignorance. Those who go to mines acquire habits of tippling; it is not uncommon
to see children of the age of 12 drunk; lying, swearing and cruelty abound amongst uneducated
miners.
No.179 - H. F. Cadell, Esq., Cockenzie:I think the want of unity of purpose amongst coal proprietors contributes to perpetuate the bad
customs of the colliers, who, I regret to say, make but very slow progress, if any, in the way of
improvement. I think women ought not to be allowed to labour below, it is not fit employment,
causes them to leave and neglect their families. In my capacity of magistrate I have had no public
complaints of the conduct of colliers, although they are of very drunken habits and are much given
to flit from one place to another. Few roving colliers ever acquire good plenishing for their houses
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and what is of far more importance, few of them in this district remain sufficiently long in one
place to become known to the clergyman and do not send their children to school. In the Act 39
Geo. III., cap. 56, which freed colliers from servitude, there is a clause regarding lent money to
colliers, which is unfortunately too little known and acted upon by the men, many of whom are
ruined and their families kept in misery by the improper conduct of coal masters in bribing the
inconsiderate people by loans of money to remove from work to work.
No.180 - Mr. Alexander Nimmo, innkeeper, Tranent:Been some years resident in Tranent and had frequent opportunities of witnessing the conduct of
the collier people. They are very clannish and hold very little intercourse with other tradesmen.
They are quite as singular in their marriages as they are in their friend-ships - so entirely exclusive.
They may well be so, for no working man would marry a collier’s daughter, so little do they know
of domestic duty. Colliers drink very hard and rarely anything but whiskey, which they subscribe
for amongst themselves and purchase by the bottle or gallon. The bad custom of taking wives
below causes them to neglect homes and carry down their children almost before they can walk
and they get little or no education; most of the children are very ignorant. Sometime since Mr.
Cadell had a school-house built; he engaged a teacher; the fees were fixed very low so as to induce
colliers to send their offspring; few attended regularly and the school was closed after a few
months; it was a voluntary school. The collier people in this town are dirty to extreme; their
houses are not such as I should like to feed pigs in. Most keep fowls and ducks and many pigs are
kept in the houses. In consequence of the filthy state of the wynds and closes where the colliers
stop, a neighbouring farmer lately went to a considerable expense in erecting a public privy with
separate partitions and apparatus to keep it well cleansed but they took umbrage at being so
provided for and, thinking it an innovation upon their rights they pulled the privy down and burnt
the wood of which it was composed. In this town there some few colliers who are natives and keep
attached to the place but majority are changeable; they are apt to run in debt and then flit.
____________________
PRESTON LINKS COLLIERY, two miles north of Tranent, Haddingtonshire. - (JOHN
GREIVE, Esq., Proprietor.)
No.181 - The evidence of Mr. William Walker, the Manager, together with that of:- Jane
Cumming, 14 years old, who wrought in mines, 8 years, Isabel Cumming, 10 years old, who
wrought in mines, 3 years, Mary Hood, 10 years old, who wrought in mines, 1 year, Jane Peacock,
10 years old, who wrought in mines, near 5 months, Janet Gibb, 8 years old, who wrought in
mines, 7 years, Marrion Lamb, 11 years old, who wrought in mines, 1 year, Nicol Hood, 12 years
old, who wrought in mines, below 5 years, John Gibb, 10 years old, who wrought in mines, near 3
years, have been lost. The notes made by me describe the children in a gross state of negligence
not one of whom was able to make a letter and all read very badly. Jane Cumming, a most
interesting girl, laboured under a nervous complaint and though, from sickness, compelled to
remain out of the mines for weeks together, yet as convalescence returned was forced to the pits.
The whole district of Preston Links and Pans, though containing two large potteries, a distillery and
breweries, well attended parochial and infant schools, appeared to contain a very ignorant and
destitute population.
No.182 - John Greive, Esq.:I have known women walk home from the mines, be delivered of their offspring and in a few
days return to labour, as if the mines gave them health It is my opinion that it would be highly
advantageous to exclude very young children from the pits and also their mothers, so that the
young ones may be better educated and looked after.
No.183 - Mr. Thomas, parish schoolmaster, Prestonpans:Was, some short time since, teacher of a school established by the proprietor of a colliery in this
neighbourhood and regret to say the laudable scheme was obliged to be abandoned in consequence
of the bad attendance of the children. The school-fees were only one-half those of other schools 1.5d. to 2d. per week from each child. I am of opinion that schools should be accessible to collier
children without fees and even then children themselves would require protection, as the avarice of
their parents causes them to take them below ground at eight years and younger. I have known
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children of five years of age left at home in charge of the still younger members of the family, as
their mothers were employed in the pits.
No.184 - Rev. W. Bruce Cunningham, minister of Prestonpans:I consider the country will be inevitably ruined unless some steps be taken by the Legislature for
securing a full education to the children of the working classes; the landed proprietors should know
this. I consider 14 years of age the lowest children should be removed from school. Early removal
acts most prejudicially; the mind is checked, the body is enfeebled and immoral habits engendered.
Children engaged in labour are slow and dull in comparison with other children. The Church of
Scotland requires a clear visit of the whole parish to be made yearly and a report of the moral,
physical and temporal condition of the parishioners to be made. I feel assured that the more
sympathy that exists between the people and their pastors' the more will be improved their moral
and physical condition. It is a practice with the clergy to place under church censure those of bad
moral habits and even defer the baptism of their children until they are sufficiently contrite, and
admitted into the church. Persons incurring church censure are disregarded by their neighbours. A
child of a collier now in the infant-school will be baptised next Sabbath; its baptism has been
deferred in consequence of the conduct of its father, who has amended his ways, submitted to
examination and joined the church. I cannot say much for the colliers, as at Prestonpans schools
although the schools are near to the coal-works, only one collier boy attends regularly.
___________________
No.185 - BIRSLEY COLLIERY. - (Sir GEORGE GRANT SUTTIE, Bart.)
The evidence taken at this colliery, as well as that of Preston Links, has been lost. It appears from the
Returns made by the manager of the Birsley there are employed:- adults, 15 males, 11 females; 2 males, 5
females, under 13 years of age and 4 males and 1 female children. Amongst those examined I find in my
notes a William M'Neil, a boy 11 years of age, deaf and dumb, who had wrought below two years, a most
miserable object. He belonged to one of the roving collier families; he had never been taught the
language of the fingers, though very acute at signs; his sister told me that he had discovered that his father
was about to move from Birsley Coal-work and in making signs how he came to know, he imitated the
sawing down of the bedsteads and carrying to the carts. The other evidence from my notes appears of a
character similar to collieries in the East Lothian and exemplifies a most neglected condition. This
appears to be corroborated by Sir George Grant Suttie, Bart., himself who in a communication of March
8, 1841, states:-

No.186. Sir George Grant Suttie, Bart:“I have no control whatever over the colliers in my employment; the engagement on their part is
nominal; as, although a fortnight's notice is stipulated for previous to leaving their employment, it
is in point of fact of no avail; the colliers, men, women, and children go to their work at whatever
hour of the night or day they think proper and work just as long as they choose. There is, in all the
mines in this district, a greater or less number of women and children employed and I beg leave to
state to you my conviction that the employment of women in the mines of Scotland is one of the
reasons which tends to depreciate the character and habits of the collier population and that to
remedy this evil a legislative enactment is required, as any resolution on the part of one or two
mine proprietors, not to employ women or children, would be injurious to them, without tending at
all to remedy the evil.
It appears to me that, to ensure a clean and comfortable house, it is necessary that the wife of a
collier should remain at home and that when she is employed in the pit, the house can neither be
clean, nor can the food of the family be prepared and other domestic duties be performed.
The gains of a collier when at work, in Scotland, are very considerable and apply sufficient to
maintain his family in comfort; his gains are at least double those of an able-bodied labourer; yet
the houses and appearance of the labourers in this district indicate a superior degree of comfort to
that of the collier.
I am aware that a different opinion is entertained on this subject by parties connected with the
coal trade in this district, who fear that an enactment, preventing women from working in the
mines, would tend to raise the rate of wages, already too high but of this I entertain no
apprehension, if protection is afforded to the mine proprietors who may be dispose to employ
labourers in his mine. In the present state of the law, or, at all events, in the way in which it is
enforced, no mine proprietor can employ a labourer, nor can any labourer venture to work in a
mine. The result of this system is, that the fathers of families frequently remain idle the greatest
part of the week, supported by the labour of their families.’
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COLLIERIES IN WEST LOTHIAN.
HARD HILL COLLIERY, parish of Bathgate, Linlithgowshire.- (Messrs. WARK and
WYLLIE, Proprietors.).
No.187 - Mr. Alexander Wark:We employ about 50 persons at present below ground; the number varies with demand; the
collieries in this district are not very extensive, as the consumption is chiefly local and for limeworks; few factories or manufactories of any extent exist near to Bathgate. The colliers about this
district change their places of labour frequently, which has a bad effect upon their children, as it
entirely prevents any settled mode of instruction being given. If colliers would settle down in
Bathgate so as to become residents for three years, they would be entitled to the same privileges as
other inhabitants, viz. that of having their children gratuitously educated at Newland's academy.
Very few females work in the pits in this part of West Lothian. The men themselves seem to have
a strong objection to their labouring below ground, not so much from the soreness of the work as
from a notion they have that it cheapens their own labour. It equally applies to any young children
and rarely will children be found except there be sickness or destitution. Collier people have an
advantage over many others in respect to their families, as coal is in greater demand in winter than
summer; so in the former is their labour and in the latter for the labour above ground for children in
the fields.
No.188 - Margaret Harper, 13 years old, putter:I work in Hard-hill Mine with sister Agnes, who is 11 years of age; we work 10 to 12 hours a
day; we get porridge before we gang, or it is sent down by mother. We hurry the carts on the
railroads by pushing behind; I frequently draw with ropes and chains as the horses do; it is dirty
slavish work and the water quite covers our ankles. I have never been much hurt; I knock my head
against the roofs, as they are not so high as I am and they cause me to stoop, which makes my back
ache. Father gets 1s. a-day for our work, 6d. each; he would not have sent us down but is sore bad
in his breath.
[ The Father, who was in bed, stated that he was not yet 40 years of age and that the bad air in the mines had so injured
his breath that he contemplated seeking employment above ground, as he felt that he could not hold out 12 months
longer; necessity made him take his children down, having a large family. Was a member of the Total Abstinence
Society and found great advantage; had been a great drinker. The two children read a little and were able to answer the
first questions in the shorter Catechism.]

No.189 - Thomas Brown, 10 years old, putter;Wrought below four years; has not been long at Hard Hill; came from Bo'ness Mines with father
and two brothers; we all work below. I go down at three in the morning and come up at four and
sometimes six at night and work 9 or 10 days in the fortnight; work very hard, as father is no strong
the now and mother is dead. I hurry the hurlies [draw the carts] in harness; it is the practice here;
we used only to push them at Bo'ness; never been much hurt, but often overworked. I could read
before going down; have forgotten all.
[Had forgotten all; he could not tell one letter from another; and as to religious knowledge, he exemplified the awful
neglect of too many in the district he came from.]

___________________

HAUEAUCHLAW COLLIERY, parish of Bathgate, Linlithgow. - (Mrs. M. HERVIE,
Lessee.)
No.190 - Mrs. Margaret Hervie, innkeeper:keep the Armadale Inn adjoining the colliery, both of which I rent from Mr. Alexander
Dennistoun, of Glasgow; at the present moment I employ few colliers, as the trade is off. No
females work in the Baubauchlaw Pit, nor have they for many years; the colliers here are opposed
to women working below ground; do not know their reasons but suppose they arranged it amongst
themselves; husband has been dead seven years and females and very young lads had been
discontinued long before his decease. At present only five boys below; all read and write and live
just near at hand.
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No.191 - Peter Williamson, 12 years old, putter:I have worked below with father near two years; was born in the village; work about 12 and 14
hours and longer when needed; not much work just now. The seams are 40 inches high and the
main-roads no higher; the coals are drawn on rails at parts; the flooring is flat, no dip and rise; the
carts hold about 3cwt. of coal; the work is no guid; cannot get better. After work always goes to
Mr. Wilson's night-school at Armadale, with brother; most of the collier boys go. The pit is 16
fathoms deep; 16 fathoms are 32 yards=96 feet; twice 96-192.
[Reads and well; well informed.]
[Many of the boys were well educated. Living only two miles from the Bathgate, and being sons of
parishioners, they had been instructed at the academy, which is one of the best conducted schools in
Scotland.]

COLLINSHIELD COLLIERY, parish of Bathgate, Linlithgowshire. - (Messrs. MOORE and
DUNCAN, Leaseholders.)
No.192 - Mr. Henry Duncan:I am in partnership with Mr. Moore, a farmer, near by, in the Collinshield Coal-works and we
employ about 40 men, women and children at present; we consider the number employed few, as
the work is limited at this season. The roads are railed in our pits, and the ventilation produced by
the two shafts - the shaft up which the coals are drawn and that which the people descend by stairs.
The coal-seam is three feet high and the roads are the same height. The carts contain 2 to 3cwt. of
coal, which children and young persons draw on the railed roads. Females did not work in mines
at this part till lately, as some years since the men agreed amongst themselves to allow no females
to labour below but time and the want of assistance has caused many to neglect the regulations.
Masters in this part never advised or interfered with any moral regulations made by the colliers but
must admit that females and young children could be dispensed with: their exclusion now might
cause the coal to rise. I am quite aware that there is a very strong feeling hereabouts against
employing females and children but as they work below at the pleasure of parents how is it to be
prevented?
[The mines in this part are all badly managed, ill-ventilated and the consequence is that colliers rove much and are
speedily afflicted with bad breath.]

No.193 - Ann Harris, 15 years old, putter:Works 10 to 12 hours daily; has done so about four months; never was at coal-work before and
heartily hates it; could get no other profitable work or would not have gone down. ‘It is no
woman's work, nor is it good for anybody; am obliged to do the work, as father houks [hews] the
coal below.’
[Reads pretty well; very ill informed; the cottage was most filthy and the few seats and household necessaries were of
the most wretched description. The houses are in a complete morass and it was with difficulty that I could jump from
one to the other.]

No.194 - John Harris, collier (hews coal):I am about 40 years of age and have, within the last 3, taken to hew coals, as I hope that it would
be more profitable than my old trade, which was that of a candle-maker. The work is very hard,
and from bad air and limitation of output, rendered uncertain. I can hew two tons per day, the
quantity usually sent up by experienced workmen who hew in the narrow seams in these parts; was
first down at Dykehead, near Airdrie. I am rather disappointed, as I thought the work would have
been more profitable; it is with difficulty that I can get average wage of 2s. 6d. a-day, after paying
oil and tools.
No.195 - John Baxter, age 15 years, coal-hewer:I work from two in the morning till six at night; done so for five years. My adopted mother puts
my coal and we earn about 2s. a-day together. The work is gai sore for both of us but the woman
has been a real kind friend to me, as I lost my mother soon after my birth and my father was
murdered seven or eight years ago; he was thrown into the canal and the murderer was never
sought after, as there was no talk about the death and therefore no inquiry. I was reading - [reads a
little] - and was going to the writing but the night-school was dropped.
[A very steady lad; weakly, arising no doubt from over labour. Spoke with great feeling of the kindness he had
experienced from his foster mother.]
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CROFTHEAD IRON-STONE PITS, parish of Whitburn, Linlithgowshire, on tack to Messrs.
HOULDSWORTH and Co.
No.196 - Mr. John Reid, contractor:I have been contractor for raising the iron-stone from the Bockercroft and Eastfield Pits upwards
of two years and employ men and women in considerable numbers; at times many more than at
present are employed. The work being of a heavy kind, weak or very young persons are useless
and only create confusion. We cannot prevent men taking down children though we do not
sanction or approve of it. I am of opinion that no children should be employed under 14 years of
age and it would be of great advantage to them, as they would be better attended to at home, and
miners would more regularly attend their work. Men who are wrought upon iron-stone make their
own roads, which rarely exceed 54 inches high and from the softness of the roof, soon settles down
to 40 inches. The whole of the iron-stone is wrought out and the walls, or support, made up of the
waste on the long-wall system. The hurrier receives 6d. per ton for all iron-stone raised in its
uncalcined state.
No.197 - Mary Brown, 13 years old, putter:Wrought in Crofthead iron-stone Mines six months; goes down at seven in the morning, returns
at five and six in the evening, if our work be up. We have no meals below; sometimes we take
pieces of oat-cake. The work is very heavy and sore fatiguing, as I have to shove 15 to 20 hutchies
[carts] every day and the distance is far away from the shaft. The weight of iron-stone varies in
hutches sometimes 5.5cwt., at others 8cwt.; the roads are all well railed; would prefer day-light
work better. Has worked near five years in mines; was last at Sir George Suttie's, at Preston
Grange, as a bearer of coals in that part where machinery was not employed, it being too steep for
putting. Have two sisters working below, one 12 years of age, the other 19; the eldest married two
years since upon her full cousin, Thomas Brown. After the first child was born he deserted her. I
live with father and step-mother. There are many children work below; none of them like it, nor
would they go down but their fathers or elder brothers force them; whenever they come up to
daylight they run home and often get their licks for so doing.
[Does not read, nor recollects going to school; sisters do not read; has no knowledge whatever of the Testament or the
questions in the Catechism.]

No.198 - Richard Brown, 14 years old, iron-stone miner:Works from three in the morning till four, at Green Burn Pit. Houks the iron-stone ends; can
raise four to five hutches a-day, which tells, after waste is deducted, for l.5ton. I started to ironstone work two years gone and was upon coal at Edgehead three years and a half prior, with little
sister, who is not the length of 12 years. She shoves my work and that of father; the hold hutches
hold 8cwt. of iron-stone and refuse; it is gai sair work for her; yet no so sore as coals at Edgehead,
as our floors are more flat and roads higher but the roofs are gai low and drippie [wet]. I and sister
rend in the Testament but not yet at writing, no school being nearer than Fauldhouse, two miles
away.
[Reads. Much neglected; very large family, seven, all young.]

_____________________

COMPANY, GREEN BURN PITS, Iron and Coal. - CROFTHEAD, parish of Whitburn,
Linlithgowshire.
No.199 - Mr. Thomas Stevenson, overseer of the mines worked by the SHOTTS COMPANY
at Green Burn, and the underground workings at Shotts, in the county of Lanark:It is not the practice in Lanarkshire to take females or very young children below but the four
years I have superintended these mines I find that parents will take their young ones below and do
so at the early age of eight years. There appears a desire amongst the men to females out and many
who keep their wives at home object to the conduct of others who continue the bad practice. The
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employment is very fatiguing and unfit for women, still many married ones continue to labour
while pregnant and do so as long as they dare venture to keep from home. It would be of great
advantage to the people themselves and no injury to masters, to keep boys out of mines till they
had good strength for the work and had got well educated; the work is heavy and requires both
strength and skill. I would not permit my own sons to work until they were of full age and
strength.
No.200 - Archibald, 14 years of age, putter:Works from seven morning till four in afternoon; gets porridge before going to work and dinner
when home again. Hours of work depend upon the length of time the iron-stone is being drawn up,
as we have to wait our turns. The distance I have to shove the hutchies is very far; cannot say how
many fathoms or yards; it is a great bit and sore fatiguing. I have two sisters beside self working
below; the eldest, not yet 17 years of age, is just married to, Robert Murray and going into the west
country; she expects husband's bide with them and then she will not be needed below, as she has no
liking for the work. Father suffers much from bad breath; mother is no able to do much, as she has
had 13 children, 8 of whom are alive. We can all read, none write.
[Reads pretty well; has no recollection of the questions in the Shorter Catechism.]

No.201 - Mayday Lumsden, 13 years old, putter:Been working in mines six years; used to carry coals on my back; did so until lately, at Sir
George Clerk's colliery at Branston Muir; work with sister on father's account; she is 17 years of
age and has wrought 10 years below. Sister cannot read, nor can I; never been to school.
_______________________
POLKEMMET COLLIERY, parish of Whitburn, Linlithgowshire. - (Proprietor, Sir
WILLIAM BAILLIE, of Polkemmet, Bart.) In an open moor five miles Sout- west of
Whitburn.
No.202 - Mr. Thomas Bishop, mining overseer and manager of Sir William Baillie's mines at
Polkemmet:Has been connected with Sir William's works upwards of 30 years, and been manager 18
months The colliers who work in these mines are what we call home-born and very seldom change
their employers; we ascribe the regularity of their habits to self-dependence, as females are entirely
prohibited from working below ground, or do anything connected above that has to do with mining
operations. Boys never descend till 10 years of age and that is much too early, as they are not
strong enough for the labour. Coal working being sore heavy labour, lads of 14 years of age, if
strong, are more fitted and are enabled to form themselves well, as also to become better workers.
We have no restrictions as to boys reading and writing before down, all the lads read, as there is a
school just a full mile away in parish of Shotts in Lanarkshire and a good teach resides there. Few
accidents have occurred; lately two boys were injured by a stone falling from the roof - one had his
leg shattered and suffered its loss, the other the leg broken, from which he is fast recovering. We
have no kind of record of accidents, nor is it customary to keep such, not even of accidental or
sudden deaths: it is the only serious accident I recollect occurring 30 years.
No.203 - William Baillie, Esq., of Polkemmet:I think a limitation of the age children should be employed in mines is very desirable. None ought
to work before 13 years of age, that they may have some years for their education and at that age
they would be of more assistance to their parents in the work.
No.204 - Peter Andrew, 11 years old, coal-putter:Works about 12 hours daily, three or four morning till three or four afternoon. Gets porridge or
tea sent, as live just convenient to the engine; work sometimes all night when the men break
through the mine to get to the main road; night work is longer than day but rarely occurs. Father
and three brothers work below; two of my brothers write very well; I am not the length of writing
yet; do not go to school at present, shall do as summer advances; the moor is not good to cross and
the teacher lives far away.
[Reads and repeats his Catechism; is not very far advanced in Scripture knowledge.]

No.205 - Robert Beveridge, 15 years old, coal-hewer:FINAL
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Been below near five years; work 11 and 12 hours, sometimes longer. I hew coal till the gig
yokes, [draws] and then I push the hurlies. Roads are very dry now and have not much to stoop, as
the coal is not less than four to five feet thick; if I worked for myself could get 2s. 6d. to 3s. a-day
without slaving; the work is guid sair and requires strength as well as to be used to it. Mother was
a farmer's daughter, and she had nine of us; she never wrought below, nor have any women here;
the lassies go into the fields or to service.
[Reads and writes well; very well informed.]

No.206 - Rev. Graham Mitchell, minister of Whitburn, Linlithgowshire:I know of no school in the mining district, except at Falla, in this parish; the teacher is a Mr.
Williamson and about 30 children of the working mining population attend his evening class. The
teachers are all miserably paid and the Government would confer an important boon by
appropriating £20 to £30 a-year to each teacher; where necessary this plan adopted where a well
qualified class of teachers would be at all times secured for the benefit of the community whether
parochial or otherwise.
____________________
BALLENERIEF COLLIERY, parish of Bathgate, Linlithgowshire. - (JOHN Johnson Esq.,
Proprietor,) Bathgate.
No.207 - Alexander Turner, overseer of the Ballenerieff Colliery:We employ few colliers at this season [April], as the demand decreases and our hill is full. Lime
coal and coal for land consumption are chiefly our trade, consequently we lessen our hands at
seasons. Our colliers employ whom they please, males or females; and as our mine is entered by a
bout gate [a private way generally along the level of the water to the hill side] the people work as
they please.
No.208 - Margaret Baxter, 50 years old, coal-hewer:I hew the coal, have done so since my husband failed in his breath; he has been off work 12
years. I have son, daughter and niece working with me below and we have sore work to get
maintenance; have had nine children, seven are in life, the youngest is 10 and has wrought below
two years and more. I go down early to hew the coal for my girls to draw; my son hews also; the
work is not fit for women and men could prevent it were they to labour more regular; indeed, men
about place don't wish wives to work in mines, but the master's seem to encourage it, at any rate,
the master's never interfere to prevent it. With my children I can make 2s. 6d. a-day and heavy
family requires me at home; I often have to work night as well as day; been obliged to work when
in family way till last hour.
No.209. Thomas M' Culloch, 17 years old, coal-hewer:Wrought six years below; work 12 and 14 daily; never been to school since in the bowels of the
earth; not had time; has now lost all taste for reading, though could read in the Testament before
below ground. Father works below; mother never did; she is an Irishwoman; and don’t like the
pits. I hew 20cwt. and run 20 hutchies in a day. Strong lads can do this but not boys or girls are
sent down over early.
No.210 - Mary Boxter, 10 years old, putter:Wrought below full two years; can read in the Testament; don't know the names of the writers;
God wrote the book; goes down with mother at four in the morning; mother leaves them at mid-day
to do work at home, as father is bedridden. I cannot sew any as I am left-handed; sister Helen can
sew her pit clothes and make letter on the paper. I was born two years after father ceased to work
in the mines; a good many colliers have the same affliction about here.
_____________________
KIPPS COLLIERY, parish of Torphichen, Linlithgowshire. - (Messrs. HEMING &
WITHERSPOON, Leaseholders.)
No.211 - Mr. Magnus Aitkin, manager of Kipps Colliery:FINAL
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I was is formerly partner in the colliery which I now am manager to - the works requiring an
increase of capital they have passed into new hands. New seams have been discovered and
machinery and preparations are nearly complete for very extensive coal and iron-stone operations.
Heads of families take down whom they please into the mines, wives, daughters, or strangers; very
young children are taken below and are often left to do the work of idle parents. The coal-work
can be much better done by men and stout lads than any forced assistance of wives and infants and
it is a folly to suppose that colliers cannot do without such auxiliary labourer when they who work
moderately can carry away 4s. and 5s. a-day.
No.212 - Margaret Chirce, 12 years old, putter:I shute the carts with sister, who is much older than me, in the Kipps Pit. I do not know my
sister’s age, am sure she is much older, as she is a big bit bigger than me; after shuting [pulling and
drawing through the unrailed part of the seam] up the brae, I throw the coals over with a shovel
into the hurley, which is pushed to pit bottom. I do not like the work so well as what I did before
my father forced me down; my work was that of a herd-kye [cowherd] at Whiteside, where I was
much better fed and clothed. Father has the dropsy from sitting in wet work and frequent attacks of
bad breath; mother has a family dependant on our labour.
[Reads very badly; very ignorant.]

No.213 - Thomas Smith, coal-hewer:Can’t say what age I am, nor what place was born in - I may be 12 or 14. Father who I work
with first took me down at Airdrie, four years ago. I work 12 to 14 hours daily at houking the coal
[cutting or picking] with father; sometimes I draw or push the carts; the carts hold four hutchies,
which is equal to 14cwt. - this is the usual weight drawn and pushed by girls and boys. Mother
used to work below; will not do so now as the roads are too low for her and the work o’er sore;
never slept over the work, as have not time; cannot read at all, does not know the letters; has been
to kirk, does not know what he went for; was told he might gang to it.
___________________
PREISTINCH COLLIERY, parish of Aberdow, Linlithgowshire. - (Mr. FINLY THOMSON,
Leaseholder.)
Preistinch Colliery is situate one mile north-west of Winchburgh, and its operations are impeded by the
diggings and levellings to form the Glasgow and Edinburgh Railway, so that few colliers are at present
employed. The seams are near the surface and produce iron-stone, smithy coal and house coal. The
colliers appear to be supported upon the truck system.

No.214 - Alexander Bell, 22 years old, coal-hewer:Worked below as long as I can recollect; it must be 14 or 15 years. In these parts many persons
are boarded and lodged merely for their work. I live with the Williamson's family, who take in
lone children [bastards], who work below; they get their meals, and if they work hard have 2s. 6d.
a-fortnight kept for them. I think the children are fed well; some of them take away the halfcrowns to give to their mothers. They work very hard. Iron-stone working is very sore and not fit
for young ones. Our food is brought from Mr. Thomson’s store; it is kept by his brother.
No.215 - William Johnson, 14 years old, coal-hewer:I belong to Carriden and first wrought, five years gone, at Mr. Cadell’s pit at Bo’ness. Am a
natural child and works a little for mother, who can only earn 1s. 6d. a-week by tam-labour or
hand-sewing. I board and lodge with the Williamsons and work for my meals and 2s. 6d. cash in
the fortnight, which I give always to master. Could earn more if ono own account. I can fill two
hutchies and two of smithy coal, which, if paid for, would yield me 20d. a-day. I never see money
pass. Most boys board. Am going to leave as soon as I can.
[Very ignorant; scarcely reads at all. No knowledge of Bible history, or the short Catechism.]

___________________
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BO’NESS COLLIERY, parishes of Bo'‘ess and Carnden, Linlithgowshire. - (JOHN JAMES
CADELL, Esq., Lessee.)
No.216 - John James Cadell, Esq.:There are at present employed below ground in our coal-pits about 200 men, women and
children; full one-third are females. No regulation exists here for the prevention of children
working below. I think the parents are the best judges when to take their children below for
assistance and that it is of consequence for colliers to be trained in early youth to their work.
Parents take their children down from 8 years to 10 years of age, males and females. The colliers
are perfectly unbound at this colliery; they have large families and extremely healthy ones. I
believe most of the children can read. There are two schools, at which children can be taught
common reading for 2d. per week. There exist no compulsory regulation to enforce colliers paying
for their children's education, or sending them to school. Every precaution is taken to avoid
accidents; several have occurred and always occasionally happen from parts of the roof and coal
coming down on the men; one lad was killed a short time since. The work is carried on about 12
hours per day and the people come and go as they please.
No.217 - Archbald Ferguson, 11 years old, putter:Worked below four years; pushes father's coal with sister, who is 17 years of age from wall-face to
horse-road. Pit is very dry, and roofs lofty. Sometimes works 12 and often 16 hours, as we have to
wait our turns for the horses and engine to draw. Never get hurt. Get oat-cake and water and
potato and herrings when home. The river which passes through Bo'ness is called the Water.
Fishes live in the water; has often seen them carted from boats; never caught any. When I walk
about I pick up stones or gang in the parks [fields] after the birds.
[Very ignorant; cannot read.]

No.218 - Janet Borrowman, 17 years old, putter;I put the small coal on master's [Mr. Cadell’s] account; am paid 2.5d. each course and run six
courses a-day: the carts I run contain 5.5cwt. to .5 cwt. of coal. Father and mother are dead. Have
three brothers and five sisters below; two elder brothers, two sisters and self live at Grange Pans.
We have one room in which we all live and sleep. There has been much sickness of late years at
the Grange; few have escaped the fever. A short time before the death of my parents we were all
down. Father and all, with low fever for a long time; mother only escaped, who nursed us. Fever
is always in the place. The village of Grange Pans has been much visited with scarlet fever and
scarletina; the place is nearly level with the Forth and the houses are very old, ill ventilated and the
foul water and filth lying about is sufficient to create a pestilence.
[Reads very indifferently.]

No.219 - Mary Sneddon, aged 15, putter:I have only wrought at Bo'ness Pit three months. Should not have ganged but brother Robert
was killed on the 21st January last. A piece of the roof fell upon his head and he died instantly: he
was brought home, coffined and buried in Bo'ness kirk-yard. No one came to inquire about how he
was killed; they never do in this place. Mother has had 13 children, five only are alive; she does
not work below just now, as no need; four, including father, work below. Reads in the Bible;
knows very little of its contents.
No.220 - Mr. Charles Robertson, overseer of the Bo’ness Coal-works:Since the building of the New Town the colliers have been more settled as to their place of work
but they still continue to take very young children down, which impedes instruction. Most children
can be instructed if the parents please and fairly so and there are two schools; the one in the New
Town has a well-trained teacher from Bathgate academy and one is shortly expected at Grange
Pans. Men would do well to let their children remain up till 13 years old, as they would be of more
use to them hereafter. No married women now go below; the elder females who are down are
single or widows. There are many lone children [bastards] in the pits that do not get any education.
A man with two strong lads can get his 6s. 6d. a-day, fair average wages, as there is no imitation of
work.
No.221 - Rev. Kenneth M'Kenzie, minister of Borrowstownness, Linlithgowshire:When children once go to work in the collieries they continue at it; and they go as early as eight
years of age but the age is quite uncertain, depending entirely on the convenience, cupidity, or
caprice of parents. The tendency to remove children too early from school operates to the injury of
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many in after-life; it proves an obstacle to future advancement and renders the mind much more
liable the influence of prejudice. With regard to the people employed at the colliery, education is
at present in a very unsatisfactory state and will continue so if the matter be allowed to rest with the
colliers. A good plan is adopted in some collieries. Every man employed is obliged to pay a small
weekly sum for education: a sufficient sum is thus easily raised and a properly qualified teacher is
appointed by the proprietor or master. Individuals are thus constrained to send their children to
school, who otherwise might be apt to neglect their education. The day and evening school in
Bo'ness New Town is especially for the colliery population but is not attended: at present the
teacher only receives 7s. a-week in voluntary fees. The teacher has not been trained but teaches
reading, writing, and arithmetic, as well as adventurers do. The parochial school is one of the best
in Linlithgowshire but the colliers seldom send their children to it.
____________________

REDDING COLLIERIES, STIRLINGSHIRE. - (The Duke of HAMILTON.)
No.222 - Mr. John Johnson, overseer of his Grace the Duke of Hamilton's coal mines at
Redding, in the county of Stirling.
We employ at present between 400 and 500 miners, 127 of whom are females; our numbers
vary with demand for coal; seldom less than the returned number. Sixty of the persons returned are
not 13 years of age; few go below before they are 9 or 10 years, as they are of little use, except for
opening trap-doors, or some such employment. We do not interfere or exercise any control over
our colliers as to the ages of taking children in; they regulate the same amongst themselves. I am
of opinion that unless children begin to work when they are 11 or 12 years of age it would be of
disadvantage to them afterwards. Females of 18 years and upwards assisted, when they choose, by
their children, draw and push the corves [carts], which contain 8cwt. of coal, from the workings to
the bottom of the shaft. Very few accidents of a serious nature has occurred; one miner was killed
near two years since, by the roof dropping; every precaution is used to prevent them; the colliers do
not descend the shaft but always by trap [step] stairs and air-courses are carried to the extremities
of the workings. In order to encourage education, a school-house has been built and a properly
appointed teacher resides there; many send their children; we make the payment of school-fees
compulsory and all male adults, married or single, contribute 4d. a-fortnight and colliers are then
free to send all their children.
No.223 - Mr. Alexander Morton:I am teacher of the Redding Colliery School; the fees for education are discharged by fortnightly
payments at the count-table of the office and my payment is according to the number who attend.
Every collier's child is admitted without further payment but they are negligent in sending their
offspring; some weeks since 100 children, male and females, attended, they then fell off to 79 and
now only upwards of 60. The night-school frequently has 40 to 50 but the exhausted state the
children are in prevents due application and where parents are allowed to take their children into
mines so early they lose all taste for instruction. Many do not feel the value of education till very
late; and it is not uncommon for lads of 18 or 20 years of age to come here to get their writing prior
to their getting married. I have a collier at school who married a few weeks since and has just
commenced learning to read and write. There are very few instances of illegitimate children in this
part, though the females are very numerous but it frequently occurs that women are delivered of
children very shortly after marriage. The colliers have gradually improved in their conduct since a
missionary, provided to take charge of the locality, has preached amongst them; he is away at
present but is expected shortly to return.
[The school was very thinly attended at the period of my visit, and many were not the children of colliers;
scarcely one exceeded the age of 11 years; they were badly provided with books and were not in a great
state of progression.]

No.224 - James Watson, 9 years old, coal-filler:Worked below five months; throws over father's coal; never goes down the shaft in a basket,
always by the trap-stair with the women; the pit is ‘an awful frightsome place’;and ‘is gai dark’;
works from eight in the morning till six at night; when I do not play I gang to the night-school;
knows a few short sentences in the penny-book.
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No.225 - David Guy, 7 years old, trapper:I gang at half five [half-past four] in the morning and come up at half six at night I open an airdoor below; it is no very hard work but unco long and I canna hardly get up the stair-pit when work
is done. Sister and brother work below and we all work for mother, as father was killed a wee
while since [nine months ago] by a stone from the roof.
[Cannot read; has not been to school since down, near nine months.]

No.226 - Catherine Thomson, 11 years old, putter:Wrought below one year; works with sister, who is 13 years of age starts work at six in morning
and return six at night. We both work on father's account and draw his coal; the hutchies hold
8cwt., which we have first to fill before we draw; the distance we draw is said to be full 1000
yards. I suffer much from pains in my knee, which was crushed some time ago by a hutchie [cart]
below; when injured, was off idle many weeks - [the knee appeared much inflamed, and slightly
contracted] - I can scarcely stand after I have been running and pushing all day. Dr. Graham, of
Polmont, attended me and opened the knee; much standing always causes me to suffer great pain.
When work is full we draw six and seven hutchies daily. Am rather deaf, as had my ear injured
five years ago, by a caning across the head when school and father does not choose to send us in
consequence.
[Has very little knowledge of reading; is very delicate; scarcely any scriptural information.]

No.227 - John Thomson, coal-hewer:I am the father of Catherine Thomson and Hannah Dawson Thomson; they work with me below
ground at present and they much complain of the labour but have need for them just now. My
reason for keeping the lassies so long from school arose from the master sorely thrashing my
daughter Catherine over the head in a violent manner [five years ago], and her hearing has been
defective ever since. She was laid idle for 12 months and was attended by Dr. Graham, of
Polmont. Although I pay towards the school I send my son to Mrs. Phillips's, who has taught him
to read in three months, after he had been at the colliery school 12 months and had not got the
length of the letters.
[I saw Dr. Graham the same day I took this evidence, at Stoney Rig Colliery and read my notes to him; he
promised his best attentions and after the lapse of some days I wrote him at Polmont on the subject and
have not yet received a reply.]

No.228 - Thomas Walker, 13 years old, coal-hewer:We usually work 12 to 13 hours, starting at two in the morning, and returning three, four and
five at night, when no bad air is in the pits. I have been below three years and am wrought on the
2O-inch seam; after hewing my coal have to push four hutchies, of 8.5cwt., to pit-bottom; it
requires some strength to do work. There are many accidents here; my father has just had his
collar-bone broken; and the son of William Guy, who was killed nine months gone, got his leg
broken by roof failing.
[Well informed; reads and writes.]

No.229 - George Murdoch, 11 years old, coal-hewer:Hews coal on father's account; I go to work at two in the morning, sometimes three, and return
at five next afternoon; we live at the Divities, Wallacestone, about half a mile from the pits. Father
pays to the Redding Colliery School but sends me to Mr. Webster, who is an old collier and
teaches boys after he has done work; I have not been to the Redding School for some time, as
father thinks more attention is paid other people's children than those of colliers.
[Reads and writes; not very well informed.]
[The Divities, in which Peter Murdoch, the lather, lived, are a set of cottages built by squatting colliers.
The walls, if they may be so called, are constructed of divit [turf] and the roofs are thatched with reeds and
heather. They have a very singular appearance; and the one apartment is generally partitioned into as
many as may be deemed necessary for the family and its appendages, viz. pigs, fowls, cuddies [donkies],
and storegarden-stuff, grown during the summer in the ground adjoining the huts. They have no drainage,
as the earth is of so boggy and turfy a nature as to absorb everything thrown upon it.]

No.230 - Mary Sneddon, 39 years old, putter:Works for support of family, with three sons, ages 8, 10, and 12, as husband was killed in a coal
mine three years gone Two eldest boys hew coal; youngest opens an air-door and I draw the five
hutchies my boys hew; they canna do more in three days, as they get no flesh to eat to make them
stout. I draw soft coal on master's account - 10cwt. is a load; 8.5cwt. of splint-coal the load for
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great coal. The boys and my little daughter are learning to read at night-school; my eldest boy is
sore in the back from an injury some years since by fire but he is obliged to work.
[None read; very poor neglected children; little straw mattress; no bed; scarcely a chair to sit down upon.]

___________________
STONEY RIG COLLIERY, parish of Polmont, Stirlingshire. - (JOHN JOHNSON, of Blair
Lodge, Esq., Proprietor.)
No.231 - Mr. Alexander Borrowman, manager of Stoney Rig Colliery:We employ at present males and females, which is the practice in this part of Stirlingshire about 56 males and 30 females; one half may be under 18 years of age and the youngest 8 to 10
years old. The females draw the coal and the men hew; the work is severe but the women do not
seem to object to it after they have been at it some time. It certainly renders them not very fit for
other employment and they seem to feel that much. Colliers are very negligent of their children's
education; for, though we have no school attached to the works, yet our engineer is very fit to
instruct the younger persons and he takes pupils at very low fees; but few send their children,
probably not more than 20 to 25. The working seams are 28 to 36 inches in thickness, the mainroads 40 to 48 inches; the longest road at present does not exceed 400 yards.
No.232 - Mary Hunter, 10 years old, putter:I assist sister Ellison to draw the hutchies; she is 14 years old; we gang at six in morning, and
come at five and six at night with brother John, who hews the coal with father; brother is 12 years
old and been five years and a half below. We drag the coal in bagies, which have no wheels, to
main-road, and fill the hutchies; three bagies fill one hutchie; can't say how many bagies would fill
three hutchies; it would require guid lot. We go to Mr. Robert Anderson's school at night, when
done early, to get the length of the reading; we no go to kirk, as have no claes [clothes.]
No.233 - Margaret Hipps, 17 years old, putter:On short shifts I work from eight in the morning till six at night; on long ones until 10 at night;
occasionally we work all night. When at night-work, from six at night till eight and ten in the
morning. Only bread is taken below and the only rests we have are those we have to wait upon the
men for while picking the coal. My employment, after reaching the wall-face, is to fill a bagie, or
slype, with 2.5 to 3cwt. coal. I then hook it on to my chain and drag it through the seam, which is
26 to 28 inches high, till I get to the main-road, a good distance, probably 200 to 400 yards. The
pavement I drag over is wet and I am obliged at all times to crawl on hands and feet with my bagie
hung to the chain and ropes. I turn the contents of the bagies into the carts till they are filled; and
then run them upon the ironrails to the shaft a distance of 400 to 500 yards. It is sad sweating and
sore fatiguing work and frequently maims the women. My left hand is short of a finger, which laid
me idle four months.
[Reads and writes. Very ill-informed. Is a fine personable woman, above the middle Stature and rather stout. It is
almost incredible to believe that human beings can submit to such employment, crawling on hands and knees,
harnessed like horses, over soft slushy floors more difficult than dragging the same weights through our lowest
common-sewers and more difficult in consequence of the inclination, which is frequently one in three to one in six.]

___________________
GLEN-END and SOMERHOUSE COLLIERIES, parishes of Polmont and Muiravonside,
County of Stirling. WILLIAM THOMPSON, of Meadowbank, Esq., proprietor.)
No.234 - William Thomson, Esq., Glen-End Collieries:I employ at this moment in the Glen-End Mine 29 males, heads of families, 9 or 10. females and
some few girls: only seven men drawing coal at Somerside; but as soon as the works are finished in
Somerside Mine females and children will be employed in numbers. We have no control over the
miners; they regulate their own affairs. Most of the people employed live at the village of
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Woodfoot, one mile and a half away. No school at present near the works, nor any benefit society
that I am aware of.
No.235 - John Gordon, age 12, coal-hewer:I work 12 and 14 hours every day and never work less than 9 and 10 days in the fortnight.
Mother and sister work below. Sister is 10 years of age. Their work is very, very sore as the braes
[hills] they draw up are heavy.
[Neither John nor his sister Elizabeth can read: very ignorant destitute family.]

No.236 - Helen Thompson, 14 years old, putter:Began to work below ground two years gone. Brother George is only 12 years old and has been
five years in the mines: he and I push father's work. It is sair work and filthy for lassies. I don't
like it, but forced to it. I go down at seven morning and take father and brother's breakfast as they
leave early.
[Reads very badly.]

No.237 - Agnes Marshall, 10 years old, putter:Draws with ropes and chains the bagies through the 27-inch seams; and sister, who is eight
years and a few months old, assists: she pulls and shovels the small coal and lifts the big pieces at
top of the hutchies. Brother, who is seven the 24th of next May, assists us to push. We do not like
the pit, nor the work, it is so sore crushing; but father says we shall like it when we are used to it, I
was in the big-spell when at school: not been since below, which is six months. Mother has not
worked the last two months, as she nurses the baby: she had it soon after she left the pit.
___________________
CARRON COMPANY'S COAL and IRON-STONE MINES, parishes of Falkirk, La and
Bothkenner, Stirlingshire. - (JOSEPH DAWSON, Esq., Manager.)
No.238 - Joseph Dawson, Esq.:In the Carron Collieries and iron-stone pits the miners and many of their wives and children
have wrought all their lives and very few changes take place. Every reasonable thing that can
conduce to their comfort and accommodation is granted and no dispute of any importance has
taken place amongst our colliers and miners for some years. Three schools connected with the
collieries, supported partly by the company and partly by small fees stopped at the count-table
every fortnight from each adult. The children attend well, as few parents like to pay for what they
have no return. A friendly society, from which members receive a weekly allowance when sick or
superannuated, or certain allowances to friends after death, has existed nearly 80 years, undergoing
at periods certain alterations. This society is supported by nearly all those who work in the
collieries or the foundry and a large surplus fund exists. The numbers employed in the collieries of
the company do not exceed at this period 327 persons. Most of our iron-stone pits are worked by
contractors, who engage whom they please. Many of these pits being far away we find it more
convenient so to do. The foundry is quite distinct in its operations to the mines: in the former the
youth, after they have reached their 12th or 14th year, are bound to the company for 12 years and
are turned over to their fathers or friends [relations] who hold them for five years. The seven afteryears is nominal service, for they receive the pay of men after they have served the first five years
and if they choose, which is rarely the case, may depart. All work in the foundry is done by the
piece, and wages vary according to the quality of the work. There are upwards of 1030 men and
boys, 84 of whom are under l3 years of age; they are sons of the workmen. The usual number of
hours are 12, out of which they have one hour allowed for dinner, and half an hour for breakfast:
their labour is of the ordinary kind. No part of the work requires the aid of very young children
and I believe few are employed in our collieries under 12 years of age: this in collieries is left to
the discretion of the parents. Few accidents have occurred in our mines. Within the last two years
a man was killed by the fall of the roof and a serious one took place in the foundry. The men
usually charge of the blast-furnaces on the Sunday had their attention taken off by some friends
visiting and they omitted to feed the stove, which caused the interior to fall in and force out the
melted metal: six men and one boy were killed on the spot.
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No.239 - Ann Waugh, 16 years old, putter:Wrought below eight years. Works on the long days 15 and 16 hours: two in the morning till
five and six at night. On the lay days [short days] only eight hours as the gin only works three days
a-week. I draw in harness and sister hangs on and pushes behind. The work is gai sair and we
often get knocked down as the cart descends the brae. The cart holds 5cwt. of coal. I can only read
as father took me down o'er early.
[Reads very little.]
No.240 - James Waugh, aged 60, coal-hewer:Wrought all my life on this work. Have been married more than 40 years and have had 12
children: seven are alive and work in the mines. I took my children down early to keep them out of
mischief. My daughter has only been at work five years, the other three she did little below ground
but play: it was for her safety I took her down. When I first wrought as a full man I could earn 3s.
a-day, no one can do much more now, and then my 3s. would get me flesh at half the price and oatmeal at two-thirds its present price and the meal was bought by heavy-weight (Dutch). We now
buy flesh and by the light weight and whiskey by the large measure.
[The old colliers all called out for a return of the big weights with as much zeal as Hogarth's called for a return of the
eleven days.]

No.241 - Elizabeth Paterson, 70 years of age:Worked in Redding and Carron mines till I was blind. I remember brawly my earning 4d. a day
as a girl but when I got the length of a woman could get 1s. a-day, which is as women get the now;
and though coal-carrying was harder than putting, we never worked longer than the consumpt of
one candle, which was much shorter labour and food was na si dear: canna remember prices but
know the markets were cheaper and money bought more.
No.242 - Janet Murdoch, 12 years old, pumper:Have wrought in the mines four months; when at coal-work descended at five in the morning,
came up at five, six, and seven at night but alternate mornings went down at two and returned at
ten in the morning. My present employment is to bucket the water and lift [carry] to level face.
The work is constant and most wearying, as the place is low I lift in, not being four feet high. My
earnings are 10d. a-day and it costs me 7d. to l0d. weekly for my oil and cotton. Father and mother
are dead; six children were left, the youngest is seven years of age; we all live together, as four
brothers work in the foundry. My father was the colliery teacher for many years.
[Reads and writes remarkably well and very well-informed girl; rather delicate.]
No.243 - Robert Mackey, 14 years old, coal-hewer:Works 15 and 16 hours daily 3 days in the week and 7 to 8 hours other 3 days. The short days
are those we prepare the work in, on which days the females, who puts our work, are paid 18d. per
day; after paying the women, our oil, pick-sharpening and cotton, we can earn 27s. a-week and do
so, except when prevented by bad air or other causes. We take bread and cheese below, as no one
can bring us food, the distance below ground two miles away; it takes us 40 minutes to walk after
we get down.
[Reads and writes well, as do all the family; the father has wrought at Carron all his life.]

__
_______________

CARRON FOUNDRY.
No.244 - John Sutherland, 14 years old, moulder:Father brought me to the foundry when I was eight years of age; was first at the dressing
[cleaning the sand off fancy cast pieces of metal], am now at the moulding and bound to the
company for 12 years; am turned over to father for 5 years. I do not dislike the work; we have
enough of it, both brother and I. start together at 5, and sometimes 6, in the morning and lay by at
5 and 6 at night, whiles later. Get porridge brought in the morning at 8 o'clock; am not long eating
it, as work will not admit; dines at 1, on tatoes and herring, or kail; does not rest long, perhaps 20
minutes or so.
[Reads badly and very deficient; says he goes to night-school at times.]
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No.245 - William Sutherland, 9 years old, moulder:I work in same shop as brother John and father; I work at the wee boxes [small moulds], and
have done so nine months; can't say I dislike it, though I often get burned. Don’t know that I ever
staid awa with sores. I go sometimes to the night-school to get some reading it; when I go I wash
and shift mysel.
[Reads badly]

No.246 -Michael Hurley, 12 years old, dresser:Works for father as dresser Dressing cleaning the casts from the loam, and knocking off the
overcastings fit for the magazine [warehouse]; the work is not hard or difficult to learn. I work 12
hours; have two rests, half an hour for breakfast, when first bell rings, and one hour for dinner, the
second bell. When work is over I go to Robert Smith's night-school, held in Carron club-room.
[Reads well, and writes indifferently.]

No.247 - George Oswald, age 16 years, moulder:Wrought five years at Carron foundry; was the first three years in the magazine [warehouse] to
put away the work and run about. Am bound to Carron Company, have been so two months; have
to serve John Godfrey for five years more, at moulding. I was turned over to John by the company
and after five years expect to get full wages. Although bound to serve seven years after to the
company, may go away if I like; very few apprentices do, as there are no better masters. Mother
gets my earnings, 5s. a-week, as father is dead and she has six of us to support; have two brothers,
aged 12 and 18 years, at these works, who assist to support family. Youngest brother earns 3s., and
eldest takes away 10s. and whiles l2s. Not been to school for five years; could read and write and
do a little at counting before I came; have nearly all but the reading. I do not. gang to kirk, as my
clothes do not suit on Sabbath; I stay in house or gang about. My meals are always sent to
foundry; porridge for first meal and tatoes and broth for second, and work as soon as eaten.
[Reads pretty well, spells badly and writes indifferently; much neglected.]

No.248 - Robert Gorden, 15 years old, moulder:Wrought five years; not bound or under any restriction; takes away 5s. and 5s. 6d. a-week to
mother. Father was killed when the fatal accident occurred near two years since, by the bursting of
one of the blast-furnaces. Do not dislike the work.
[Pretty well informed; reads and writes well.]

No.249 - Alexander Hurley, 14 years old, dresser:I have wrought four years at Carron; could read and write before I came; am apprenticed and
turned over to my father's cousin; he pays my wages to father. When out of apprenticeship may go
if I choose.
[Reads well, writes badly, nor very well informed.]

No.250 - John Hoskin, 13 years old, smith:Works in the smithy, has done four years and a half; has wrought 12 hours, sometimes longer.
Has two rests for meals: breakfast half an hour, dinner one hour; we do not go out as live far away,
a full mile, at Grahamston. I fit and file the grates on father's account can't say what he gets for
me, as he works by the piece; do not know whether he contracts for his work.
[Reads a little, and can just shape the letters.]

No.251 - Peter Brown, about 14 years old, smith:Have always wrought at smith's work; did so in father's life, with two brothers, who work with
me at Carron. Work 12 hours, as most boys do; can get 5s. a-week; has been able earn as much
since. Father lost his life by explosion of the blast-furnace, in November, 1839.
[Reads and writes very well. Most of the boys whose fathers lost their lives by the above accident have been well
placed.]

__________________
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FALKIRK IRON COMPANY, Grahamston, parish of Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
No.252 - Graham Hardie, Esq., managing partner of the Falkirk Iron Company:
We employ about the works near 400 men and boys, sometimes we exceed the number; their
occupations are those common to foundries, as moulding, casting, dressing, &c., has been a
practice to pay by the piece for casting and it is ours to do so by contract with our men, who pay
the boys employed by them set wages while they are learning to mould. The boys are taken very
young to the work, many not reaching the age of seven and eight years and many do neither read
nor write, nor are they likely, after beginning to work, ever to learn to read or write. Our workmen
need nothing so much as education, they are becoming more and more ignorant; those above 25
years of age who read and write are the best workmen; in fact, the best educated are the best
workmen, and most easily managed.
A limitation of age would be desirable for boys working; if education were given and if not
allowed to work till 12 to 14 years old, a superior class of workmen would be formed. We have no
school in connection with the foundry but there are schools, libraries and societies in the immediate
neighbourhood. Until last year a sick society existed and was managed by the workmen; it is now
broken up by dissensions.
No.253 - William Adams, 10 years old, dresser:Works for John Hanger; done so 12 months; two other laddies assist; works from half six [halfpast five] till six and seven at night; gets 2s. 6d. a-week. Porridge and dinner, sometimes sent, at
others run home to; gets enough to eat at times; is allowed 20 minutes to each meal. Could read a
little before at the foundry work. Father is dead and mother has to find food for seven of us.
[Reads very badly; cannot spell own name.]

No.254 - James Thompson, 11 years old, dresser:I have been 3 years at work, 18 months in this foundry; am 12 and 14 hours at work; I get 3s.
6d. a-week when my work is approved. Work for Richard Kidster. Dressing is no hard work but
we get enough of it; should like less work if could gang to school but mother cannot afford to pay,
as father is dead and she has 13 children; 3 work here, 1 is at service. Was at reading 3 years ago;
forgot all. Does not go kirk for want of clothes.
[Can scarcely make out the letters. Lives in Grahamston; 1 small room contains 2 beds; 5 boys sleep in one bed;
mother, witness, and 3 sisters sleep in second bed.]

No.255 - Andrew Laing, about 12 years old, moulder:Wrought 4 years at pot-moulding; works every day 12 to 14 hours; rests 20 minutes to each
meal; runs home, as mother lives in Grahamston; master gives me 3s. 6d. a-week. I canna read, as
never at any school. Father was a moulder but has been discharged for hard drinking; mother gets
my wages; have 3 sisters, 2 are at service.
[Very ignorant and destitute.]

No.256 - Donald Elder, 9 years old, moulder:Wrought 3 months at pot-moulding; does so on James Anderson’s account; he pays me 2s. aweek; will give me more when I can work more; cannot do muckle just now, as had been down
with the fever just before commenced working here. Mother is dead; live with father; he sent me
to school and go to night-school at times.
[Reads well and writes; can repeat Scripture lessons and Catechism.]

No.257 - Robert Fotherington, 12 years old, moulder:Began to work 3 years ago; does not mind it now, did when first at as the metal sore burned me
and threw me idle. I get 3s. 6d. a-week from my master, Richard Glen, to whom I was bound a
year since by father. We work very long hours, whiles 14 and 15. I go to night-school when home
and change myself on those nights, not otherwise. I go twice a-week, rarely more.
[Reads very badly; obliged to spell each word.]

No.258 - William Morrison, 11 years old, dresser:Only been 4 months at work; works from 5 in morning till 6 and 7 at night; do not like such long
hours, as have only two rests of 20 minutes each during day. Can earn 2s. 6d. a-week. Do not
dislike the work. William Grainger is my master; he has four other lad-in his employ, some men
have seven. We get our licks occasionally. Cannot write, was never taught; used to go to school.
[Can read a little; cannot answer the questions in Child's Catechism.]
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BANTASKINE and CALLENDER COLLIERY, parish of Falkirk, Stirlingshire. - (JOHN
WILSON, Esq., Bantaskine.)
No.259 - John Wilson, Esq.:I much approve of the present inquiry and think it has long been wanted in this part of Scotland,
as the masters have found it impossible to restrain their colliers from taking very young children
and females below ground. I consider some legislative enactment necessary, as I and others have
attempted many times to exclude children under a certain age, as also females, without success; in
fact, were we now to attempt so to do we should lose our best working colliers. I have advanced so
far as to allow females to work in one mine only, that which has a bout-gate and where the coal
runs to the daylight. A restriction of age at which children should work in mines is most essential;
they are put to work too soon and it tends much to corrupt their minds, it is injurious to their
growing strength and I seldom find them desirous nor urged by their parents to receive further
education and consequently have not that knowledge requisite for after-life; 12 or 13 years of age
is the least that children should descend mines and that depending on strength and education. I
have a school of my own in the work and use all my influence to get all the children attend. There
are two evening-schools for those who are wrought in the mines but they do not attend to my
satisfaction. I have also a library but I find many very backward to read especially those who are
unlearned and ignorant. My best servants are those who have been best taught in their youth; they
take an interest in the schools and many have become teachers of the younger branches.
No.260 - Rebecca Simpson, 11 years old, putter:Am wrought with sister Agnes, who is 12 past [12 years and 6 months old]; we go together at
six in the morning and return at six at night. Sister draws the carts with rope and chains and I push
behind; when it is difficult to draw, brother George, who is 14 years old, helps us up the brae; the
carts hold 7cwt. and we run them about 200 yards; we run 14 rakes every day we work. We are
wrought 9 and 10 days in the 12. Mother is dead; she had 12 children and are alive. Married sister
keeps house.
[Reads the Bible very well and repeats the replies to the questions in the Catechism; does not well understand their
meaning.]

No.261 - Alexander Simpson, 17 years old, coal-hewer:Began to wok at 10 years of age; I work 16 hours per day five and six days in the l2 and 12
hours the other five. Our place of work is fairly ventilated. The brae in the mine is rather steep;
three years ago was mastered by a hutchie while backing down the brae, which crushed me nearly
to death; was of work five weeks. Father takes our wages; he is no very strong, as suffers from bad
breath. Reads and writes.
[Reads very well, and well informed.]

No.262 - Jane Simson, 22 years of age, pumper and putter:I sometimes work 12 hours at pumping in the mine and after a short returned to push the coal for
father; have done so very often and even worked the three courses, taking rests only of half an hour
or so between each; by so doing we get more time to look about us when out of the mine. I like
daylight best but have never done other work.
[Reads well.]
No.263 - Ann Hamilton, 17 years old, putter:Has wrought below three years; was at farm service and worked in fields before but father took
me down at Bo'ness and have worked below ever since; been at Bantaskine nine months; is
wrought with brother on uncle's work and has two sisters who push and fill father's coal. I work
from seven in the morning till seven at night; I fill and draw 14 to 16 hutches of coal, each hutchie
hold 5.5 to 7cwt. of coal; the severest part of the labour is drawing the bagies from the wall-face to
main-road; there is no horse-road on our side of the pit consequently have to draw near threequarters of a mile. Lads are no fit to stand the work like women. I have repeatedly wrought the 24
hours and after two hours rest and my peas [soup] have returned to the pit and worked another 12
hours. It is quite our own will but make more money by it.
[Reads and writes very well and well informed. The Hamiltons were living at Woodfoot, near one mile
and a quarter away from Bantaskine in a lodging-house of small size; in two small apartments were placed
three beds; three sons slept with uncle in kitchen; three daughters, 17, 16, and 14, in a small bed adjoining;
father and mother and three children in a moderate-sized bed in next room; and the other apartments were
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equally crowded; the front of the house was one huge mass of dung and filth. I was told by a neighbour
that much fever had existed in the place, in fact it hardly ever was free from some malady or other.]

No.264 - James Sneddon, 9 years old, putter:I assist brother Charles to push the carts: he is no forward of eight years. Sister draws, she is 15
years gone. Eldest brother, who is 13, draws sometimes, but he is no very strong as he has been
crushed by stones dropping on him when father worked at Bo'ness some months ago. We work
from six in morning till four and five at night; get porridge before we gang and take pieces of oatcake with us. Was never wrought at the reading; was in the big spell at Bo'ness; not been to school
since.
[Very ignorant, and apparently much neglected.]

No.265 - Mrs. Scott Dobie:I have lived in the village of Woodfoot and kept house upwards of 50 years and have been well
acquainted with the working people, colliers and others. I do not think colliers are so well off as
they were 40 years or 30 years ago. I feel certain they do not drink so hard as they did, nor do they
appear to feed so well; their children are much neglected, and are very ill clothed; has heard many
complain that their money does not go so far in the markets as it formerly did and that it prevents
them keeping their wives up or sending children to school. Believes there is a great deal of truth in
what they say, for of late years flesh has doubled in price and oatmeal 40 or 50 years since was 8d.
the peck and the weight was 17 to 20 ounces to the pound. The poor have much increased and are
much worse provided for in this part of the country.
____________________
BANKNOCK COLLIERY, HAGGS, parish of Denny, Stirlingshire. - (WILLIAM WILSON,
Esq., Proprietor.)
No.266 - William Wilson, Esq., Banknock:Since this colliery has been at work no females have been wrought, nor is it my wish that very
young boys should be taken to work; I think from 12 to 14 years far more suitable to the kind of
labour: the parents alone in this part are to blame. There is not at present any power existing in the
masters to prevent children being carried down. The men are ignorant and strongly prejudiced. I
feel convinced that such early forcing into mines is not less injurious to the health and vigour of
body than the moral training. Those who attempt the improvement of miners need much patience;
long-rooted neglect has rendered them excessively clannish and they unite in secret to discomfit
any proposed or new arrangements. They hold secret conclaves in the mines and make rules and
regulations which are injurious and absurd. No open strike has taken place for some years, nor are
we aware of any extensive unions but we sadly feel the effect of private combination. Our men
make high wages, yet do not apply them advantageously to their own interest. In order to
ameliorate the condition of my colliers I have lately built large well-finished cottages with walled
gardens; a large school; appointed a well-trained teacher and guaranteed the fees of 60 pupils,
giving a free house and free coals. Yet many neglect this advantage and children go below
untaught.
No.267 - Andrew Stirling, overseer of the Banknock Colliery:We employ about 135 persons below ground: only 10 are under 13 years of age and 27 under 17
years. Mr. Wilson, the proprietor, some time since tried to exclude boys under 12 years of age but
the men rebelled and the order was obliged to be cancelled. Our numbers vary, sometimes we have
60 to 70 lads and boys employed. Females are not allowed to work below: they are altogether
excluded from the mines in the neighbourhood. Weave had two accidents only of a serious nature
within last two years: one collier [H. Wilson] killed by coal falling over; and a lad [Robert Hogan]
had his leg broke. Men certainly prefer going down the pit shaft, as it saves them time, the mine
mouth being near three-fourths of a mile away. The dip and rise being one in six none but strong
lads can do the work properly. Men earn upon average 3s. 9d. and 4. a-day.
No.268 - Hugh Campbell, age 10, coal-filler:I have helped to fill father's hutchies 12 months; sometimes I shove them with brother; if I do
not do my bidding I get my licks, sometimes the belt and whiles the pick-shaft. I go down at five
and six in the morning and return at five at night.
[Reads very badly.]
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No.269 - Robert Hogan, age 15, coal-hewer:Wrought below five years; 12 to 13 hours daily: usually 9 and 10 days in the 12 lawful days. I
can read [reads well] and am learning to write at night-school. Was recently laid idle with a broken
limb which was caused by coal dropping while hewing; expense was paid out of medical fund
subscribed by the men. Can earn 2s. 6d. a-day.
____________________
COLLIERY, HAGGS, in the parish of Denny, Stirlingshire. - (Mr. MATTHEW HAY,
Tacksraan.)
No.270 - Mr. Matthew Hay:Employs about 50 men and boys. No women are wrought, nor have they been since the
working commenced. Coal work is not fit for them and I think it very improper to let boys go
down until they have instruction and particularly strength, as the dip and rise in the coal-pits about
here are so great that it requires strong lads to work the windlasses which draw the coal to the
main-roads. The colliers are not so well off as they were formerly: they now take away 3s. 9d.,
before 5s. Having been a practical collier myself for 25 years before I took the lease of the Still
Colliery, I feel much assured that the neglect of education and the destitution arises from the state
of the markets; many who used to clothe their children well have not clothes for them even to go to
kirk in. Other tradesmen have not to contend with the difficulties colliers have. Bad air,
machinery out of order, want of demand at certain seasons and many other causes, render the
demand collected for labour uncertain.
No.271 - James Miller, 12 years old, coal-hewer:Worked at picking and riddling coal upwards of two years; does so as often as the state of the pit
will allow. Occasionally much wet in the pit, sometimes little bad air. Has fallen asleep often; has
na muckle time to do so now, as am over-sore worked. Before I went down could read the Bible;
am out of it now: am trying it again on as idle days.
No.272 - Alexander Marshall, 16 years old, coal-hewer:I have wrought five years in Still Mine, and work occasionally on day and night shift. My usual
hours are 12 to 13 daily, for which I get 2s. 6d. on the average of working days, which are eight or
nine in the fortnight. The youngest boys working in our pit is nine year of age; many are older but
very few read: those who read a little do not write any.
[Reads and writes well.]

___________________
BANTON IRONSTONE MINES. - (CARRON COMPANY.)
No.273 - Mr. Walter Jarvie, manager to Mr. Cadell, of Banton and contractor for raising
ironstone for the Carron Company:I have the management of sixteen mines, each worked by three, four, and six men and lads; the
mines varying from 8 to 24 fathoms in depth and the strata 14 in quantity from 2 and l0 inches in
the mines. There is a vast deal of carbonic acid gas in the mines, arising from the metals, which
causes the men to drop off early, as it creates a kind of asthma. In the small village of Banton there
are nearly 40 widows and as the children work always on parents' behalf, it prevents then having
recourse to the kirk session for relief. The iron-miners hereabout have of late years much
improved. Are equal in education and in many cases superior in domestic duties to other
tradesmen. Nearly all belong to the total abstinence society and those who have not joined are of
very temperate habits. Much is owing to the excellent school here established and the well-trained
teachers.
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TOWNHEAD and IRONBRAE COLLIERIES, parish of Kilsyth, Stirlingshire.J. MARSHALL, Tacksman.)
No.274. Mr. James Marshall, jun.:We employ at Townhead Colliery 13 adults and 14 or 15 boys. The number is much less than
our usual complement but the works are partially stopped at Ironbrae. The present numbers do not
exceed 35 men and boys together. Few lads are taken down earlier than 12 unless the parent be
destitute, or the mother is a widow; then any amount which a boy, a mere infant, can earn is more
than double or treble what she would get by applying to a kirk session.
No.275 - Robert Hardie, 15 years old, coal-hewer:Wrought four years below: works 10 and 12 hours. Makes 10s. a-week: work na la certain here,
or could carry away 15s. Fire-damp is in this [Townhead] mine; was sorely burned with it two
years since and obliged to lie idle eight weeks. Doctor was paid out of medical money stopped at
the count-table. Works for support of mother, as father died of bad breath some time gone. Could
read and write before down: has quite forgot the writing knows the Catechism and a few verses in
Psalms.
[Cannot read writing.]

No.276 - William Marshall, about 10 or 11 years old, putter:I draw father's coals: have done so 12 months. Wrought three years before with father at handloom weaving but it was no good, as father said the loom would na get us oatmeal. Coal work is
more sore but no so confining. I pull in harness and little brother pushes. Cannot read and never
goes to church, as have no clothes and mother has nine of us.
No.277 - Duncan M'Kinley, aged 60, collier:I was wrought many years at Townhead, and my sons work below now, and have done since
childhood. Wife and I are supported by them. Poor bodies like us after the work is out might as
well die, for the kirk session care nought about us. There are many old couples hereabout who
have no bairns near them that after great begging only get 2s. 6d. a-month out of the poor's money
and my sons would sooner we should hang upon them than be starved by the parish. I have had
short breath for 10 years and not been able to go below; there is a vast of the disease hereabout.
Colliers, though they drink a deal less than formerly, are by no means so well off At this part they
used to keep cows, now they can't keep themselves. Markets are all changed. What is the use of
getting fine clothing thing cheap if our baggies [bellies] be empty.
____________________
HIRSE or NETHERWOOD COLLIERY, parish of Cumbernauld, Dumbartonshire. - (Mr.
JOHN WATSON, Kirkintulloch, Tacksman.)
No.278 - John Marshall, oversman, Netherwood:Been upwards of 20 years superintending the Hirse Colliery and at present employs 40 colliers
and 20 boys; the latter under the control of parents, with whom we never interfere. We have no
school, nor any society for sickness or old age belonging to the works. I believe most colliers
subscribe to some such kind. Accidents take place here as they do in other mines. Six weeks back
a boy [Robert Russel] 13 years of age met his death by a hutchie passing over his body and
crushing him; he never spoke after and another [William Blair] of 12 years of age was crushed to
death by a falling stone from the roof. Two men were killed within last two years [Wm. Gillus and
J. Johnson] by roofs falling. It is not the custom to notice those accidents: we neither give notice,
nor do the friends of the parties. The practice is to bury them a day or two after decease. Our
colliers live two and three miles away from the mines and the road from the mine mouth to face of
coal-wall is near a mile, so that very young boys cannot bear the fatigue; the youngest is eight
years old and employed at the air-doors. Our ventilation is good, conducted by perpendicular
shafts over the mine-mouth. No accidents nave occurred for a long time by foul air or fire.
No.279 - Robert Rennie, collier:Young boys are used in the narrow seams to draw coal in bogies [small carts] from the wall to
the waggon-road. It is very hard work: the distance now is 70 to 80 yards. The seams vary from
13 to 24 inches in thickness. They crawl on their hands and knees. The harness they wear is
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similar to horses and they draw the bogies up and down the braes. My younger brother, Allen
Rennie, was killed a short time since in this mine by the roof falling while he was slyping in a
narrow seam: he died momentarily. Another died from similar mischance very lately [John
Forsyth] but these matters are taken no notice of in Scotland, even among the most respectable
classes.
No.280 - Crawford Freeman, 8 years old, trapper:Father makes me gang with him in the morning at half five [half past four] and I return at half
six. We live at Banton, two miles away. I don't mind the daylight but is awful dark and a long
road after we get in the mine-mouth. Am glad to get home, as have only oatcake and water in the
place I work. Been three weeks at work: was wrought at the school the big-spell and twopenny
book.
[Cannot read: very delicate little fellow.]

____________________
STRONNE COLLIERY, south bank of Glasgow Canal, near Kilsyth, parish of
Kirkintullock, Dumbartonshire. - (Mr. ALEXANDER WALLACE, Tacksman.)
No.281 - Robert Jameson, oversman:I have been banksman and oversman to Stronne Colliery seven years. Males are employed and
those only who have good strength, as the dip and rise are one in three. We have two shafts and
one inclined plane 150 yards in length. The work is so very steep that men only can use the
windlass to draw the coal from wall-face. Our system here is divide the gains of work. Two men
hew and two draw and then they divide the gains. We have much fire in the pits at times. Two
men were killed [Stirling and King] a short since by explosion. Stirling had a Davy in his pocket
but descended with his oil lamp lighted, when explosion momentary took place. A short time since
four men were drowned by accidentally pricking into an old working. No notice of accidental
deaths: they are sent home to their friends [relations] and afterwards buried. . We have no society
for sickness or accidents. Men are induced to work by high wages: they get here 2s. a ton and hew
generally two full tons daily. Many strangers try and we have had some few Irishmen, who never
like to go down unless they have countrymen there: we never encourage them.
___________________
PLEAN COLLIERY, parish of St. Ninians, Stirlingshire (ROBERT LOWES, Esq., of Plean,
Proprietor), and AUCHINBOWIE COLLIERY, parish of St. Ninians, Stirlingshie (Messrs.
MUNRO and LOWES, Coal-masters.)
No. 282 - Mr. John Robertson, manager of the Plean and Auchibowie Collieries:I have had the management of these collieries some years and, from my situation, have had the
opportunity of observing the characters and condition of the collier population of ours and
neighbouring works. Within the last seven years men have been more steady to their work, as well
as less changeable in their places of work. We employ in the two collieries 149 below ground; 45
are single females and 28 are boys and young lads and the regulations we enjoin go to prevent
females working below after marriage and boys and girls being taken below before they are
educated; indeed, I do not allow children to go below under 12 years of age, even if they are
forward, unless it be necessary for the sustenance of some widowed mother or very large family.
Colliers' habits have improved commensurate with the increase of comforts and since wives have
kept their homes the children have had much better protection, are better schooled, clothed, and fed
The heads of families do not drink so hard as formerly; they attend to their garden, a great
cultivators of flowers and in order to encourage a taste for horticulture, we give prizes twice during
the year - 26 prizes of small articles for household uses and 32 prizes in September of books and
chairs, &c. The colliers pay 2d. per week each after 17 years of age towards the village schools. In
consequence of the teacher leaving the school at Auchinbowie Coal Town, the men memorialised
the proprietors to be allowed to select their own teacher and stated in their memorial that they had
no objection to double the school payments to procure a resident good teacher for their children,
which has been acted on and it appears to have the approbation of all concerned. In addition to the
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school, the men have a fairly selected library of books, which is constantly increasing subscriptions
and contributions.
No.283 - Margaret Brown, 13 years old, putter:Wrought at Plean Colliery four months; draws the hutchies in ropes and chains [harness] works
from six in the morning till three and four at night. The small hutchies contain 2.5cwt., the large
5cwt. The length of road I draw on is 200 yards at present, chiefly rails. The seam is 22 inches
and the second cut through to near five feet, therefore have not to stoop much in the roads;
certainly a little crawling in the narrow seam. I get my porridge before going down and dinner on
return home with father.
[Reads very well and writes; very intelligent, religious girl.]

No.284 - Robert Wilson, age 12, coal-hewer:Wrought below three years. Starts at one in the morning, returns at one in the day. Gets porridge
sent down for breakfast. Father dead; mother no able to work below, as she broke her thigh-bone
in the pit some time since and is laid aside. Brother and I work for her and Jane Duncan draws our
work, whom we pay. I have never been much hurt; got my back a wee bit ruffled awhile since,
which kept me idle a week.
[Reads and writes very well.]

_____________________
BANNOCKBURN and GREENYARDS COLLIERIES, parish of St. Ninian's, Stirlingshire. (BANNOCKBURN and GREENYARDS COAL COMPANY.)
No.285. Henry Geddes, Esq., managing partner:We employ at present in the Bannockburn Mines near 300 persons; 74 are under 18 of age and
20 children under 13 years of age; out of the gross number some 78 are females few are widows
and those females who are above 16 years are single, it being a practice in our colliery not to
employ women after marriage and it rarely occurs that they ever go below after; some few may but
not to continue long. The greatest distance of our present roads from the wall-face to the horseway is about 400 yards and the weight of our corves 8cwt.; these are hurried by females and
children sometimes one and at others two, on the railed roads to the horse-road and carried to pit
bottom. I am not acquainted with any machinery that could render the employment of children of
the age commonly employed in our mines unnecessary; nor do I think any such practicable.
Nothing but human labour will answer the purpose, as far as I can judge. Unless ill very rare
instances no children are employed to work coal under 10 age; nor are females, except to open and
shut doors, placed in the air-courses. Children and young persons work usually the same number
of hours as the adults. I think a limitation of age at which children should be employed in
collieries desirable; if proper means were devised for education, the minimum, I think, should not
be less than 10, not more than 12. It would not be productive of any great inconvenience to the
working of mines were the latter age fixed. But unless the means and existing system of education
be improved and especial provision be made for keeping the children at school, as also furnishing
books, I fear the limitation of age will be of no real advantage to them. The introduction of an
improved and efficient system of education for the young, not merely elementary branches but
such other departments of knowledge as may be suitable to their condition combined with sound
religious and moral training. The evils and inefficiency of the present system are chiefly owing to
these two causes;1st. The inadequate remuneration of the teachers and consequent difficulty of finding
individuals properly qualified for the office.
2nd. The indifference and negligence of parents, leading to the irregular attendance of their
children, their not being adequately supplied with school-books and their being taken away
from school altogether at too early an age; as also the means of religious instructional
provided for the adult population being inadequate.
As far as the health and safety of our mines are concerned, every known improvement possible
to be applied to our mines we have had recourse to. Means are employed to secure constant
operation of currents of air along the wall-faces and properly constructed aircourses and furnaces
for rarefying the air, are resorted to. Hydrogen gas exists in our mines, two explosions have taken
place within last two years, but not of a fatal nature. Davy-lamps are used where and when
necessary, and are always in oversman in charge ready use.
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No. 286 - Jane Allen, 13 years old:Wrought as putter two years below.
[Reads well and writes.]

No.287 - Elizabeth Stevenson, 15 years old, coal-putter:Wrought below four years; works 12 and 13 hours. Got once injury on the head by a fall of
coal; laid by only two weeks. Works on father's account. Can only read. Has a knowledge of
some of the questions in short Catechism and repeats by rote a few verses of Scripture taught at the
Sabbath-school.
No.288 - Alexander Robinson, 13 years old, horse-driver:Wrought three years below ground. Works 12 to 14 hours daily. Takes oat-cake or bread and
cheese below and gets flesh twice a-week. Thinks the horse-road in the mine is a full quarter of a
mile long; has to drive 80 or 90 journeys daily; rides on the carts. Gets 10d. for his labour, which
is long but no very hard. Gives wages to father, who is banksman.
[Reads and writes very badly.]

No.289 - James Anderson, 17 years old, coal-hewer:Wrought six years below; can earn 3s. 6d. a-day, provided I work 13 and 14 hours, which I
usually do, as in the 22-inch seam I can hew 25cwt. and can get 10.5d. each for four baskets of
5cwt. each and 4d. for one basket of small coal. Could read and write before wrought, and does so
now. After work assists in the garden or field. Has occasionally attended school and the kirk but
no very regular, as hours of work will not admit.
No.290 - John Allen, 12 years old, hewer:Wrought full two years; has no dislike for the work now. Works 12 to 13 hours daily; is very
much fatigued at times, as most are after hard work. Works in the Plean Pit, which is full of water;
the water having risen above the dip. Works with father and on his account.
[Reads and writes very well indeed, and otherwise well informed.]

__________________

COLLIERIES IN CLACKMANNANSHIRE.
ALLOA COLLIERY. - (ALLOA COAL COMPANY, Proprietors.)
No.291 - John Craich, Esq., managing partner:There is employed in the Alloa mines at present upwards of 350 males and females and the
whole of the mining population of the Alloa coal towns may be estimated at about 1000 to 1100
men, women and children. Married women have ceased to work below for some years and very
young children are not allowed to be wrought; some few exceptions exist, as children of widows,
or where the families are very large, then the young ones are placed at trap-doors, or some very
light employment is allotted to them. The late Earl of Mar took great interest in the condition of
his colliers and by giving education to the rising generation, improving the cottages, introducing
rewards for gardening, restraining the wives from working below ground, he raised their character
and habits to an extraordinary degree. He likewise introduced a system of self- government, and
bailies were appointed, sanctioned by the lord-lieutenant, from amongst the colliers, to settle
disputes as well as disputed payments, which has been of great advantage and though the
disputants have the power of appeal to the higher courts, there has scarcely been any for years, - in
truth, more than two or three since the appointment of bailies, which is upwards of 25 years. As
the colliers have increased in knowledge they have also in wealth. The Provident Society of the
Alloa Colliery at present has upwards of £1200 in the bank.
No.292 - Mr James Hunter, mining overseer:The females in the Alloa mines work by themselves - they do the putting or wheeling; very few
lads or boys ever work with them; when girls are very young, a brother sometimes assists where
the dip and rise is great, - not otherwise. Women never ascend the shafts but go down bout gates
by steps which are driven in all the pits. Accidents occasionally occur but few have happened in
Alloa Colliery; within the last three years four fatal only, three by overwinding at shafts and one by
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falling of roof. Men are subject to the asthma who work on stone in the coal-mines but many could
avoid the disease if they were more regular at work. There are penalties inflicted for ascending the
shaft without permission and the men have the fines deducted at the count-table when wages are
paid. The permission to ascend the shafts by the machinery is only granted to old men who are
infirm. When accidents of a fatal nature have taken place the sheriff sometimes comes down. He
did in the last case, after the death of John Patterson, which was occasioned by being over wound
at pit-head; after looking at the ropes and examining their strength, he walked away and no further
notice was taken; this is the common practice.
No.293 - Jane Fyfe, 14 years old, putter:I have been six years below, and work from six in the morning till five and Six at night; do so
every day with brother and sisters, as mother has need of our work and father cannot work every
day, being badly ruptured. I got injured a short time since, as the cart came with such vengeance
down the brae that it crushed my foot and broke my toes, so was laid idle some weeks; they
brought me up in a tub and carried me home. I could read in the Testament; am trying again at the
night-school; so is sister Mary, Who is 10 years old and been down three years; James is 17 and
been nine years below. Mother has 11 children, and she is obliged to work above the pit at the
corving [weighing] when father stops at home.
[All read; eldest lad can write; does so very badly.]

No.294 - Jane Snaddon, 17 years old, putter:Began to work at 11 years of age and does so from five in the morning till five and six night;
wheeling the hurlies [carts] is dirty slaving work and it has frequently overset me; was off work
seven months from drinking some water below when the work had sweated me; a violent bowel
complaint followed and nearly caused my death; would not work at the coals but am the last out of
12 at home and father and mother are very old and the kirk session will give them no assistance;
nor have they had any since the old Earl's death till within a few months; the New Colliery
Company have allowed them 2s. 6d. a-week.
[Reads and writes very well informed; extremely delicate.]

No.295 - Jane Patterson, 13 years old, putter:Wrought four years in Alloa Coal-mines; employed to wheel the tubs of coal from men’s rooms
to pit bottom; distance is 150 fathoms; 150 fathoms is 150 times 6 feet; can’t say its amount in feet;
knows that 150 fathoms is 300 yards; I can read - [cannot write] - and do stockings [knit]; the coalwork is much too wearying one; I am no very strong and obliged to get brothers to help me; have
three of them below; two are younger than myself; never was hurt so as to be idle; can work 11 out
of 12 days and my earnings are 9d. a-day but have to find own oil and cotton, which costs 10d. aweek, as the hours are from four in the morning, till six and seven at night - so canna gang to nightschool; lives in New Sanchie, near the works.
[Reads very well; very delicate.]

No.296 - Mary Izett, 16 years old, putter:I have been below three years; do not work the long hours, as the work is very sore and obliged
to have sister to assist, as the dip and rise is very great - oversman says 1 in 3; the pit is very dry
where we work; the roads are very long, near 400 yards; my sister is 17 years of age and went
down four years since; we go at six in the morning and return at four and five in the evening; meals
are sent down to us.
[Both girls read and write very well and knit stockings, which is the common employment here.]

No.297 - Margaret Archibald, 9 years old, putter:Began work two months since; goes down with father at five in the morning and corms up at
five at night; gets porridge and pieces sent down; the work is o'er sore for me, as I have a boiling
foot [very sore foot, which discharges much matter]; was off work eight days out all of last
fortnight - could not gang; my employment is to wheel the tubs [carts], which hold 8cwt. of coal;
brother John has been three years below and is 12 years of age; assists to wheel, as the distance is
great from dyke to the pit-bottom and the dip and rise 1 in 6.
[Reads badly. The mother states that she was compelled, from circumstances, to send this child; although she was
bound to acknowledge that the work had quite broken the child’s spirits, as well as spoiled the form of her feet.]
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CLACKMANNAN COLLIERY, parish of Clackmannan, Clackmannanshire.
-(CLACKMANNAN COLLIERY COMPANY).
No.298 - James R. Wilson, Esq., managing partner:At present we employ 226 males and females below ground; about one-third are females and
one-ninth are children, male and female, under 13 years of age; few are taken under 10 years old
but that depends on the discretion of parents. Children are employed to hurry the corves [carts,] on
the rails; the weight of coal or ironstone therein varies from 4cwt. to 7cwt.; few accidents have
taken place with children; a boy, a few weeks since, had two of his fingers crushed off and a man
was killed by falling down the shaft of a pit. We have a sick-fund connected with the colliery, and
also a school; the fees to the same stopped every pay-day at the count-table. The limitation of age
at which children should be employed in mines I think is not desirable. Children work always the
same length of time as their fathers or masters, which is generally 10 to 12 hours.
No.299 - Joseph Patterson, aged 11, putter:Been two years below; helps to wheel the corves; work is very sore, as there are bits of braes
[risings] to wheel up; works from five in morning to five and six at night; gets porridge and broth
sent down; was five years at school; learned to read and write - [reads well, writes badly] - cannot
gang to night-school now, as am over-fatigued; I go to the Episcopal Chapel at Alloa always with
father on the Sabbath; sometimes to Sabbath-school to learn verses of Psalms and Catechism which
he repeats very well.
No.300 - Janet Mitchell, aged 14, putter:Wheels coal below ground - has done for three years; it is good sair work; have two sisters and
one brother below; sister Christy is 20 years of age; has been eight years in the mines; she cannot
read; I could read but have lost it all - [knows the letters, cannot spell] -I never did anything at the
sewing, or the stockings [knitting]; there are six days in the week and a Sabbath; cannot gang to
kirk, as have hardly any clothes; father, I, two sisters and brother, can earn £4. to £5 in the 10 days,
if we work; mother drinks when father's away and he does so when he comes up.
[The girls were 20 and 22 years of age, strong tall women; they had been some hours out of the mine when I saw them
and had not washed or changed their pit-clothes; extremely ignorant and the cottage was in a filthy condition; two
beds, two chairs and short stools, with scanty covering to bed, in which young and old slept together.]

No.301 - James Wilson, aged 10, putter:I work in the ironstone-pit, have done so for two years and a half and my employment is wheeling
the carts, which contain 7cwt. to 8cwt.; the distance I run them is about 200 yards, from the
ironstone ends to the foot of the incline, when they are drawn up. I gang at six in morning; get
porridge before my broth is sent down, as the hard work makes me want food. Was off idle three
months with smashed hand; lost two of my fingers.
[Reads very badly.]

No.302 - Francis Wilson, mining oversman:Have been connected with this colliery since 1832 and have not perceived any very great change in
colliers' habits, although the proprietors have done much to encourage them by improving their
houses and enlarging their gardens; some few of our men have joined the Teetotal Society and
seem to be more rational and have certainly improved their condition; many colliers send their
children to school but it is of little use to them, as they are taken below so young that they forget it
all and few go after to night-school; very little work can be got out of such infants and the
proprietors have tried to discourage the practice without effect.
___________________
ABERDONA COLLIERY, parish of Clackmannan, Clackmannanshire. - (Messrs.
ANDREW CHRISTIE and Co.)
No.303 - John Beveridge, mining oversman:We employ 36 adult males, 30 females and about the same number of young persons and
children; probably out of the latter 30 are females; we have no discretion or power over parents ;
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they take children down as they think they need and too much so for their strength and instruction
at school ceases the moment they go below. Our workings are new and near the surface; the shaft
is not more than 16 fathoms deep and longest working little more than 100 yards from pit-bottom
but our dip and rise 1 in 4 and 1 in 6. we have no school connected with our works and the nearest
parish-school is one full mile away, at Forest-mill; accidents of a serious nature only one within
two years and a half - a man killed by a coal from pit-roof; some children have been roughed
[crushed], not fatally.
No.304 - Janet Brown, age 12, putter:Worked below four years; works 10 and 12 hours; wheels 4cwt. of coal in hutchies; pit-roads
are very wet and as I have an o'erstiff ankle canna work without great pain; sister Margaret, who is
10 years old, has wrought two years and her feet are so sair that she can na wear shoes and the rails
cut her feet so as to make her lie idle often; eldest sister, 17, with deformed ankles, cannot wear
shoes.
[Cannot read.]
No.305 - James Beveridge, 13 years old, hewer:Is wrought 12 and 14 hours; been below four years and a half; picks, and helps to draw; father
died 12 months ago of bad breath; he was 45 years of age; had been many years afflicted; had my
head caught between the roof and cart some time since, which caused my lips to be cut open and
head crushed; was off three months: can read and write a little; was taught when father was on
Lord Elgin's work.
[Reads and writes, very intelligent.]

____________________

DEVON COLLIERIES and IRONSTONE PITS, Clackmannanshire and
Perthshire.
No.306 - Leslie Meldrum, Esq., managing partner of the Devon Iron Company:The number at present employed in our coal and ironstone mines exceed 540 worker: below
ground; nearly one-sixth are females; 50 males and females under 13 years of age and 98 between
13 and 18 years of age; all can, I believe, read, and many write their own names but they appear to
have an aversion to writing. No girls or women are employed in the iron-mines, it requiring good
strength. Parents take their offspring below as soon as they think they can get any relief of labour
and frequently much too early. I think a limitation of the age at which children should be wrought
below is very desirable, as they are of very little use before they are 12 or years of age and were the
parents restricted from taking them down before that age they would have the advantage of school.
A good school-house has been built at the company's expense and is now well attended there is a
library, sick-fund and burial society but the two latter are managed exclusively by the workers.
Our ventilation is kept up by air-pits and air-courses and from our roads being high and railed we
are subject to few accidents. Within the last two years our engine-keepers when descending the
engine-pit was killed and a collier, who was supposed to be tipsy; fell down an old pit one Sunday
evening. The usual number of hours depend upon the quantity of coals worked by the pickmen:
when the quantity is considerable the females and children are below 12 hours, as party has to wait
their turn for their coals being drawn; the active employment is seldom more than eight or nine
hours. The greatest number of hours young lads and men labour in the foundry is 10; and a
limitation there is desirable, for boys are of little use there under 14 or 16 years of age and have
had little enough time for their schooling. An increase of wages would probably be demanded by
the parents were the income arising from the labour of young persons abridged. At many
descriptions of work greater proficiency is acquired when the learner commences early but it is not
necessary here, nor in our colliery; there are low colliers who have not commenced at a very early
age but we have many excellent miners who were not taught till of mature age. In our foundry at
present we employ 256 males; seven only are under 13 years of age and work with parents, who
are in very necessitous circumstances.
No.307 - Joseph Sharp, 12 years old, hewer:Wrought three years in the mines; usual hours three in morning till two and three in the day;
works with one brother and sister; all work on father's account; he is a reddsman [road-maker];
brother Adam is 16 years old and wrought eight years below; sister Agnes is 18 past and been more
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than eight years in the pit; we take 30s. in the 11 days for our own work; can all read and father
gives us a lesson at the writing when we home early.
[Reads well and can shape a few letters; scarcely write his own name.]

No.308 - Robert Hunter, 17 years old, hewer:Been five years below; works 12 hours daily, sometimes less; is wrought on father's account;
has done nothing at school since down; can read.
[Reads, cannot write; dull.]

No.309 - Mary Patterson Blackwood, 17 years old, putter:I have wrought eight years and a half below; the work is very great sore, as there is a great deal
of water in the pit; few girls like the work but when taken down early are fit for no other; we cease
to gang below so soon as we get married; I can read - [reads well]; never did any at the writing but
do the stockings [knits] and do them below while I am waiting my turn for the coals to be drawn;
many lassies do so but very few sew any.
[Intelligent girl and good knowledge of Scripture.]

No.310 - Ann P. Francis, 14 years old, putter:Began to work when eight and a half years of age; not been to school much since; can only read.
as have never been wrought at the writing; I wheel the carts, which hold 7cwt. to 8cwt. coal it is
very ill sort of work, as we have to put four pins in the wheels, to lessen the rapidity of the
movement, as the brae is very steep and the carts often peel my legs [take the skin off]; never very
long laid idle.
[Reads very well; knows the English Catechism well; attends the Episcopal Church, Alloa, regularly.]

No.311 - Mary Hunter, 12 years old, putter:Worked four years in the coal-mine; works 10 hours, six morning till four and five at night;
knits and can read; makes stockings for brothers and granny; does not go a any school but granny
teaches me when home.
No.3l2 - James Thomson, 13 years old, smith:I am learning in the smithy with my father and have to work from six in the morning till six at
night but get two rests, half hour for breakfast and one hour for dinner; do not dislike the work; am
to be bound for five years if I suit; my wages will be 10d. a-day for first two years, - rise
afterwards.
[Reads and writes.]

No.313 - David Chalmers, 17 years old, smith:Wrought seven years at smith's work; never was bound but considers he must serve the five
years from 14 years of age as justly as if indentured; has 21d. per day.
[Reads and writes well.]

No.314 - Thomes Dugald, 12 years old, dresser:Wrought one year; works with father, who keeps me at it, as most undertakers do; work is heavy
but no very sore.
[Reads and writes.]
[The evidence taken from other lads was of the same kind; the work requiring considerable physical
strength as well as good judgement, none could be useful without the possession of both faculties.]

___________________
IRONSTONE PITS, VICARS BRIDGE, parish of Fossaway, Perthshire.
No.315 - John Mucklejohn, mining overseer:The works being under repair we employ only 34 male adults and 15 lads - none under 15 years
of age; the numbers are returned by Mr. Leslie at Devon. Our work being heavy and very
fatiguing, the hours are shorter than in coal mining, and the wages greater in proportion. The lads
employed are generally well educated, being free of the Dollar Institution, as most parents live in
that parish.
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No.316 - James Hine, 15 years old, ironstone hewer:I work [pick] the ends of ironstone clay and wheel the carts; the work is heavy, as the carts carry
8 to 9cwt.; have tried the coal but prefer my present work, as the hours are shorter and pay better.
[Reads and writes well.]

No.317 - Charles Ramage, age 15 years, picks ironstone:Been at ironstone work six months; never tried any other; work eight and nine hours. It is heavy
sore work for the time I continue at it. I can get 2s. to 2s. 4d. a ton for houking the ironstone balls;
frequently able to earn 2s. 4d. to 3s. 6d., and make my nine days in the fortnight; works on father's
account; was six years at Mr. Dow's school at Blairengone.
[Reads and writes well.]

___________________
WOODLANDS and DEVONSIDE COLLIERIES, parish of Tillicoutry, county of
WOODLANDS, &C Clackmannan.-(ROBERT BALD, Esq., Proprietor.)
No.318. Mr. Robert Maxton, manager:
The number of males and females employed do not exceed at this moment 58; six females and
seven males are employed above ground; four boys below under 13 years old. and six girls under
17 years. We give no encouragement to parents to work children young in mines and I think no
children should be employed under 12 years old and then have an educational qualification. Few
accidents have taken place here for some years; last April an old collier had both his legs broken by
a fall of the roof through his own carelessness and died two days after. Our mines are well
ventilated by air-pits and the air conducted through the working parts by shutting out all useless
openings. We have no school but contribute to the support of the village academy and most of our
workers send their children.
No.319 - Jane Patterson, 17 years old, putter:Wrought below four years; works with brother; brother picks - I wheel his work. We have no
father or mother alive; mother died of consumption and father was brought home dead a few years
since; be was supposed to have been murdered but no one ever sought after those who killed him.
We live with aunt, who keeps the house; two younger brothers and one sister all are supported by
the labour of myself and two brothers. We all do a little at the reading and I was going to try
writing but the night-school closed, as so few attend in summer. [Reads well.] Never met with any
accident of a serious kind. Helen Patterson, a lass who works in same pit, had her ankle smashed
out of joint a short time since and was away some weeks.
____________________
SHEARDALE COLLIERY, parish of Dollar, county of Clackmannan. - (Messrs,
STEVENSON and Co.)
No.320 - Mr. Joseph Lyell, manager:We employ below ground upwards of 40 persons as hewers and wheelers of coal; 12 are under
18 years of age and as children and women are under the control and charge of parents or relatives
we never interfere. There is no necessity for children being employed and I would recommend
their being kept out until 12 years of age; most of the children are well instructed; the parents, if
parishioners of three years' standing, can claim a free education for all their children at the Dollar
academy.
No.321 - John Hynd, 12 years old, hews coal:I have wrought on coal two years with mother and father; my usual time of working is 11 and 12
hours; have no objection to the work.
[Reads and writes very well; was instructed at M'Nab's institution at Dollar.]

No.322 - Mrs. Hynd, mother of John Hynd, putter:I wheel the coals wrought by my husband and son, sometimes my son only, as his father is
afflicted with bad breath and keeps away; can't say the work is fit for women but having a large
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family am obliged to assist; have five children in life, which my youngest boy minds whilst I am at
work. Husband being a parishioner has claimed education for children. We take away in wages
30s. to 40s. in the fortnight and work upon average eight to nine days.
No.323 - John Fyfe, mining oversman:Wrought on Sheardale works 20 years; no accident has taken place within memory. The colliers
here are fixed in their habits, owing to advantages which the parish affords. for educating their
children and the employment of females below is principally the want of other kind of work.
No.324 - Rev. Dr. A. Mylne, minister of Dollar:The collieries and manufactories about Dollar cause parents to take their children away from
school too early [at very early ages] merely for the paltry wages they can get. It operates much to
the children's injury in after-life, for they seldom complete their education: indeed they have no
opportunity afterwards, except by attending a week-evening-school for a few months in winter. In
this parish we have an endowed school, where children of parishioners are taught gratis not only
elementary but the higher branches; connected with which there are female teachers who give
instruction in all sorts of needlework, knitting but very attend after going to labour; even the
Sabbath-school is not attended by children employed in labour.
___________________
MIDDLETOWN COLLIERY, parish of Muehart, county of Perth.
No.325 - Robert Maxton, Esq., tacksman:The Middletown Colliery is conducted upon the same plan, and the same description of people
employed, as at Woodlands and Devonside Collieries, which are under my management. In my
colliery there are employed 31 males and 13 females. As females and children - of the latter there
are only three, - are under charge of parents, there is no discretion exercised as to the age they are
allowed to labour, or the number of hours; our usual hours of working do not exceed 10 or 12. I
have no school, as most of the children are entitled to free education at Dollar academy.
___________________
BLAIRENGONE COLLIERY, parish of Fossaway, county of Perth.
No.326 - Mr. James A. Naysmith, tacksman:
I employ only 23 persons at present, - l1 are females; employment of numbers depends on
demand, which is not very great at this part of the county. The seam of coal being six to seven feet
thick upon which I am now working, no very young children need be employed, nor are they at any
time necessary. When children are too soon employed it has a tendency to disfigure their bodies,
especially where the roads are low. I should say 14 years of age soon enough for children to work
in mines, as the work requires strength and in this colliery none have ever been employed below 13
years of age. We have had two accidents within the last two years, - a broken thigh by fall of a
stone from roof and a broken leg occasioned by a coal falling; both parties soon got well. There is
a subscription school, kept by the Rev. A. Noble and a library; all who attend the school or the
Sabbath-school have a right to take books from the library gratis, others pay 6d. a-quarter.
___________________
CASTLE BIGG COLLIERY, parish of Fosaway, county of Perth. - ( Mr. ROBERT
FYFE,Tacksman.)
No.327 - William Fyfe, overseer:We employ only 18 colliers at present; five are females, and three boys above 10 years of age.
Two women drive the coals on hurlies below ground and three women carry the coals on their
backs to the surface; the roads in which they carry are the same height as the I which varies from
three to four feet; they then ascend the stair-pit to the day, which is 13 fathoms [78 feet] high and
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lay their coals on the hill. We have no school, nor do we subscribe to any, as the children are
under the charge of their parents, who attend to their education and morals.
___________________
BRUCEFIELD COLLIERY, parish of Tulhallan, county of Perth. - (Mr. ROBERT
JAMIESON.)
No.328 - William Simpson, agent:We employ only 11 males and two adult females at present, as the coal-working is now nearly
given up, owing to the Kilbagie distillery being driven out of the London market by an unjust and
unequal law.
No.329 - Rachel Sneddon, aged 17, coal-putter:Works at Middleton Colliery; has done so six years; hours eight in morning till six at night; men
go down earlier to prepare the work; never been seriously hurt: a short time since Ann Ranger
broke the bones of her ankles and Jane Fyfe had the bone of her arm crushed by a cart coming too
quick down the brae. Some of the women carry the coal on their backs where the braes [hills] are
steep; they manage 1cwt. to 1.5cwt. Works nine days in the fortnight, if there be no bad air below;
earns 1s. a-day.
[Reads and writes well.]

___________________

COLLIERIES IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF FIFE.
TORRY or INZIEVAR COLLIERY, parish of Saline, county of Fife. - (HENRY CADELL,
Esq., Lessee.)
No.330 - Henry Cadell, Esq.:I employ 55 males and 20 females; most of the latter are adults, and four children only under 13
years of age and I think they, the latter, would be more beneficially occupied in receiving education
than in working. An attempt has been made to establish a school but from the smallness of the
work and its being scattered, it has not been very successful. Drinking whiskey and discontent, are
the two evils which prey upon the comfort and happiness of our colliers: if these were removed and
they educated, they might be as happy princes.
No.331 - Mary M'Lean, 12 years old, putter:Began work when eight years old; has only wrought three years below, as was off work with
crushed legs 12 months; the injury was occasioned by the drag breaking, as the cart, which held
6cwt. of coal, was coming down a steep brae below ground and passed the legs. Works 10 to 12
hours; no very regular, as the work is not always so.
[Reads badly; very ignorant.]

No.332 - Mary Hynd, 13 years old, putter:Wrought two years in Torry mine, with three sisters, on father's account. Works 10 or 12 hours
- not regularly; only worked five days last fortnight. Many women lie idle at this season, as the
demand is no so create as winter. I dinna gang to the school, as we have no good teacher. James
White, an old collier, is teacher, and wants 5d. the fort night which father will no pay.
[Reads very badly; appears much neglected.]

No.333 - William Allan, 13 years old, hewer:First wrought at Lord Elgin’s at Balderidge. Was taught to read and write at the Elgin school.
Father left for Clackmannan Colliery and afterwards came here. Mother works below and I go
down when able; have done so for years.
[Reads well, writes badly. Sickly, distressed object; very scrofulous; head, hands and legs covered with
he scrofulous eruptions.]
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No.334 - William M’Lean, 12 years old, hewer and putter:Been 18 months below. Works 10 and 12 hours; gets porridge before ganging; not been to any
school for three years; was learning to write but forgotten the marks.
[Reads very badly.]

No.335 - Alexander Muir, mining overseer:At this season [spring] of the year our demand for coal being limited, causes a number of the
colliers to lie idle and creates, to a certain degree, irregular habits; and as many of them are not
colliers by birth, they continue in the locality. Three years since a strike took place and many of
the old colliers left, consequently we put on a number of weavers and those who were young got
their hands in as well as the old workers. The working of coal is more difficult in the Torry Mine
than any in Fife, as we find the coal hard to get away and all is done by blasting. Our seams are
four feet thick, with stone between a 24-inch parrot and 24-inch rough coal. When at full work the
men carry away 3s. 3d a-day and make 9 and 10 days in the fortnight. Very few accidents of a
serious nature; one James Watson killed some short time since by fall of stone from the roof. The
children are badly off at school; there is no appointed teacher - an old well-informed collier gives
lessons to young ones.
____________________
BLAIR COLLIERY. - (GEORGE MILL, of Blair, Esq.)
No.336 - Andrew Wilson, coal-greive:Been four years coal-greive and manager to the Blair colliery. The work is now limited as the
consumpt is chiefly inland. Not more than 18 work below; 10 adults, four children, two lads and
two girls above 13 years of age. Young people and children work 11 and 12 hours with their
friends and it is much to be regretted that such young ones forced to labour in mines about this part
of Fife, as few are fitted so to do before 14 or 15 years of age. There being no school within a mile
or a mile and a half from here causes the children to be greatly neglected. Notwithstanding the
precautions we take, accidents take place. A boy got his arm broken by apiece of coal falling out
of the bucket and a girl had her head cut open by the roof falling. Both have recovered. We have
had explosions from carburetted hydrogen gas, which exists in our mines, but no one ever was
seriously injured. Means are used to prevent its accumulation by ventilators and the men have
Davy-lamps supplied to them.
No.337 - Janet Allen, 8 years old, putter:Works in the pit with sisters Christy and Agnes; done so nine months. Helps to push the tubs; it
is sair, sair work; would like to be playing about better. Did a little at reading when at St. Ninian's;
canna do any now. Sisters do know how to read in Testament.
No.338 - Catherine Kerr, aged 35, putter:Works below ground with husband; has four children; youngest is seven months old; went
below after its birth; obliged to work, as husband is short in breath. Came a short time since from
Aberdona.
___________________
ELGIN COLLIERY, parish of Dunfermlime, county of Fife. - (Right Hon. the Earl of
ELGIN and KINCARDINE.)
No.339 - James Grier, manager of the mines belonging to the Earl of Elgin, &c.
The number employed at mining and wheeling below ground in the Elgin Pit is 420 of which
243 are male adults, 55 males under 18 years of age and 20 under 13 years of age; 60 adult
females, 36 under 18 years of age and nine female children; the youngest female child is nine years
and four months old and the youngest boy nine years and eight months: they have wrought only
four and six months below. The usual number of hours of work, each day, are 16 and are wrought
by two relays of hands, the first commencing at four o’clock in the morning and continues till
between 12 and 2. The second from 12 to 2 in the day and continues till 8 or 10 in the evening
which depends upon any detention which may occur in the work. There is a rest of half an hour at
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nine in the morning, at which the first shift get their porridge and another for the second shift at
four o'clock in the afternoon. Children are put to trapping, or opening and shutting the air-doors
and assisting to push and draw the loaded corves, which generally contain 4 to 5cwt. of coal: the
distance which they pull is 100 to 150 yards at present. The employment does not necessarily
require the employment of very young children but they are less expense to the employer and
sooner become a benefit to their parents. A limitation of time at which children should be
employed in mines is to be desired, solely that they may be better educated before they begin to
work. I consider none ought to be employed younger than 12 years of age. The roads in our mines
are all railed and the roofs cut from four and a half to five feet high but the workings are the same
height as the seams of coal, which are three feet eight, four and five feet. Two accidents have
taken place within the last two years: one man killed by a stone falling on from side of the shaft,
which caused him to lose his hold and a boy had his leg broken since the first accident. The mode
of taking people up and down has been changed and they now ascend and descend in cages, which
slide up and down. Men work by the piece and steady workers will take away 42s. in the 11 days;
the females, as putters, earn 12s. to l2s. 10d. in the same time; each have to find their own oil and
tools but we find them free house and fire coal. There is in connection with the works a school
with two well-appointed teachers, who have free dwelling-houses, fire coal, &c found for them; by
a regulation in the management of this work, every person who receives full men's wages is
compelled to contribute 1d. per week to the school-fund and 1.5d. per week for every child's
instruction between five and ten years of age 3 any young person who may chose to attend the
evening-school is free to do so on the payment of 1d. per week and from these funds alone, without
any additional fees, the teachers are paid. Education has wrought in this colliery the most
beneficial changes: 25 years since the conduct of the collier people here was of that nature that few
persons thought themselves safe near the spot after dark; now a more sober set of workmen are not
to be found in Scotland. Many of our young colliers are musical and subscribe 21s. per week for
instruction, which is paid to a regular trainer. A medical fund is contributed to by the male heads
of families of 2d. per week and all the members of the families have attendance without respect to
age or disease, as the Earl pays the doctor's charges, independent of the contributions. A sick-fund
was established and existed a number of years; the colliers refused to contribute unless they had the
entire management of the funds and liberty to apply them to the purposes of their union, which was
denied them but the tradesmen, labourers and others still adhere to the original system, which,
upon the payment of 2d. per week, entitles them to 5s. a-week during sickness.
The Elgin School village of Balderidge.
The Elgin school-register of attendance shows that 230 children on the average attend the day and 50 the
night-school. Girls as well as boys are instructed; few females attend in the evening, as they employ
themselves in tambouring and parents have an objection the over-instruction of girls (as they term it). At
the last public examination of the Elgin school many of the lads took prizes for demonstrations in
mathematics. It is the best-conducted Colliery School in the East of Scotland and the teachers the best
trained. In addition to free residence, gardens, coals, &c the first teacher is paid £l04. per annum.

No.340 - James Stevenson, 13 years old, coal-filler:Has wrought below four months; employed to fill the corves that are drawn from the workings
to the main-roads. Was at school till taken down. Sister Agnes puts the coal and has done so for
five years last Handsel Monday; has no dislike for the work, as the hours are not overlong. Works
from four in the morning until one and two at noon.
[Reads and writes well; very healthy; lives at Balderidge, near the pit; the cottage very commodious, clean and well
furnished, with a small well-furnished flower-garden.]

No.341 - William Morris, 14 years old, hewer:Began to work three and a half years since; could read and write before going down. Picks the
coal at wall-face and draws to main-road and fills; brother assists to fill he is same age as self, we
are twins but he is no so stout as I am. Works sometimes on the morning shift, others the late shift.
[Reads and writes well.]

No.342 - Helen Weir, 16 years old, putter:Began to work when nine years old; wrought three years at a factory and four years in the Elgin
mines. I left the factory work, as the stour [dust in a state of motion] made me hoarse and my legs
swelled by the long standing; sister who works with me below tried the factory after me and left for
same reason. We have taken to the pit, as the hours are not so long nor confining; work eight and
nine hours daily and get 14d. a-day, though have to purchase own oil and cotton, which costs full
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2d. per day. At the coals have 10 and 11 days' work, but the factory masters made us work the
whole 12 and paid us 11d. a-day.
[Reads and writes well; very intelligent; can knit and hand-sew (tambour).]

No.343 - Archibald Campbell, 17 years old, hewer:Been four years below; works eight and nine hours generally 11 days in the fortnight. Never
met with any accident; recollects only one for some time; James Thompson fractured his leg by
stone falling from ceiling.
[Reads and writes well; was six years at the Elgin school; is a good flute-player and plays from notes; his brother,
about two years younger, plays the trumpet; both belong to the Elgin band. Earns 22s. to 23s. when 11 days at work;
the cottage was very well furnished, extremely clean and the little gardens were laid out with great neatness and order].

No.344 - Thomas Morris, 10 years old, hewer:Learning to hew coal with father; been below two months; works from three in the morning till
one and two in the day; has no dislike for the work. Was at Elgin day-school four years, where he
was taught the reading, writing and counting [all of which he does pretty well for his age]; now
goes to the night-school regularly.
No.345 - Isabella Burt, 16 years old, putter:Only been down four months; two months at Aberdona and two here [Lord Elgin's]. The work
is sore for females but not so much so here as at others, the hours being much and we have more
time for sewing.
[Reads and writes a little; intelligent and very clean in person.]

No.346 - John Weir, 48 years old, coal-hewer:Have wrought my time in Lord Elgin's mines but last eight years have been off with black spit,
which 10 out of 20 have before they reach 30 and it carries them off at 38 to 40 years of age; the
men suppose it to arise from bad air and the reek [soot] from the lamps. Men may not he so bad
here as formerly, as the mines are better ventilated; it is well they should be better, as the parish
will not allow them aliment to sustain them. Two years ago I applied to the poor-board and was
allowed 4s. a-month for 12 months, which the committee stopped as soon as they found that some
of the little ones worked below. I have had 11 children, 8 are alive and the wives never work
below here; so that quite enough to do to pay for mere food, education and doctors' money when
we are fully employed without my children's assistance I and the younger bairns would starve. The
men about this colliery are getting better educated and are more quiet than formerly and since the
new machinery has been working few accidents have taken place, only one within 7 last two or
three years. William Phelp was killed coming up the shaft, by a stone or coal falling on him, which
caused him to lose his hold. Women cease to go down as soon as married and this induces them to
work below. Most of the lasses are not so well instructed in reading and writing as the lads, as
parents think they no need it; many earn money by hand-sewing [tambouring] after they leave the
coal-work, as it affords them money to buy new dresses. Girls are very fond of showy clothing
here.
No.347. - Margaret Drylie, 16 years old, putter:Wrought upwards of four years wheeling coals below ground; generally works from five in the
morning till four at night sometimes six at night till four in the morning; has often worked on both
shifts. The work is sore straining; was laid by for three months short time since with pains in the
limbs, caused by overwork. Works with two sisters, 22 and 29 years of age; has two brothers, 14
and 19 years old; all live together.
[The girls read and the lads can make a few marks on paper like some of the letters. The cottage was in a most filthy
condition, no ceiling, two dirty beds with little bed-clothing and the furniture consisted of a table, short stools and three
or four broken chairs.]

No.348 - James Simpson, 15 years old, hewer:Been houking the coal five years; do so every day that I go below: never get rests only at
browsing time; when home early I gang to the night-school to learn the writing; am not the length
of counting. There are six feet in a fathom, three feet in one yard.
[Cannot do the common tables; very ignorant; reads badly. Has a sister, Isabel Simpson, 13 years old, equally
neglected and who scarcely reads at all.]
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No.349 - Catherine Wilson, 16 years old, bottomer:I hang the tubs on the draw-chains at pit-bottom; my wages are 3s. 6d. a week; have wrought six
years in the mine; sometimes I draw the carts with somes [ropes]. have to work hard, as mother
has had 10 children, 8 are alive.
[Very much neglected; reads a little in the Testament; very little knowledge of what she reads.]

No.350 - Elizabeth Brown, 14 years old, putter:Drives the carriages of coal to the horse-road; it is middling sore work. Work 11 and 12 hours
a-day; can earn a-week 5s.; never was at school till down; since working have paid 2d. per week
and been taught to read.
[Reads in the Testament, apparently those chapters she has mastered before; had some difficulty in reading part of my
instructions, though much larger print.]

No.351 - Henry Hynd, 9 years old, trapper:Began to work four months ago; opens the air-doors for the putters to pass: ordered to shut them
directly; does so always ; they are harder to push sometimes than others. Don’t much mind the
place, has got settled to it. Has brother John below, 10 years old; we both go to night-school to
learn the reading; John is trying his hand at writing the ups and downs.
____________________
WELLWOOD COLLIERY, parish of Dunfermline, county of Fife. - (JAMES SPOWORT,
Esq., lessee.)
No.352 - James Spowort, Esq. jun.:We employ at Wellwood 204 males chiefly at hewing coal and 66 females at drawing the coal
below ground, on railed roads from the workings to the horse-road. Twelve horses are below
employed in drawing the heavy corves. The main-roads are 6 and 6.5 feet high and those to the
workings the height of the coal, which are not less than 4 feet. The age which children are taken
down depends on the circumstances of their parents; if they be destitute, then they are taken early,
otherwise they are kept at school till 10 or 12 years old. It is my opinion children ought not to go
to the mines until 12 years and not even then if no night-school exists. We have a school
connected with the works; the teacher is supported entirely by the workmen; at present we have no
sick fund or benefit society, nor is there any library. Few accidents have taken place, several have
been slightly burned by carburetted hydrogen which slightly exists; we endeavour to draw it out by
ventilation and Davy-lamps are always used when necessary. A man was killed about a month
since by a stone dropping from the roof and a few others of importance have occurred within the
last two years.
No.353 - Mr. William Craig, teacher of the Wellwood Colliery School:The Wellwood school is supported by a subscription of 2s. per quarter from each full collier
[collier above 18 years old] and the heads of families pay 6d. per quarter for each child’s
education, except the number be above three, when the others are admitted without charge. The
children are very ignorant, which arises from being taken below very early and causes them to be
very irregular in their attendance; very. few advance so far as writing. The average attendance
during the day, of children of all ages and both sexes, does exceed 80 to 85 and at the night-school
25 to 30. The Presbytery examine the children twice a-year and a missionary is sent to preach here
once a-fortnight; many of the colliers attend. There is no hope of children being better instructed
until some stoppage is put to the practice of working infants in mines.
___________________
TOWNHILL and APPIN COLLIERY, parish of Dunfermline, county of Fife. (DUNFERMLINE COAL COMPANY).
No.354 - Mr. A. F. Hopper, manager:The quantity of hands employed by the Dunfermline Coal Company at this present time do not
exceed 84 under my control and these are wrought in the day. A level, which goes night and day,
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is let to a party; the hours allowed are from six at night till six in the morning but no young persons
work, it being generally let to and worked by, adults. Thirty-three individuals out of the 84 come
under the denomination of children and young persons and their hours of labour are from three and
four in the morning till three and four in the day; 21 are females, who are generally employed at
wheeling the tubs or carts of coal from the workings to pit-shaft bottom; the youngest females keep
the trap-doors below; their ages do not exceed 9 or 10 years. Doors can be hung so as to shut
without the aid of a trapper but in mines where much caution is necessary, I do not think children
can be done without. I think if colliers were restricted from taking boys to work in mines until 13
years of age it would answer a good end and then only to put coal for a certain period and this
would be the means of laying the women off working, which would be one of the first steps
towards improving the moral condition of the colliers in Scotland. There has been no lives lost
during the last two years, nor permanent injury done; one young woman had her head severely cut
by a coal falling off the sub-ascending shaft. We have a school connected with the colliery; the
teacher is paid by fees drawn fortnightly from the men; it is open day and evening for elementary
instruction only.
No.355 - Helen Spowort, 17 years old, putter:Began to work in mines when nine years old and has done ever since. It is very coarse, heavy,
cloughty work and I get enough of it, as am never able to do muckle after hours from the fatigue.
[Reads very badly; very deficient of religious knowledge. Has a sister 20 years of age, who had her head cut open
some months ago; was laid idle 10 weeks; she is on the eve of marriage and can scarcely read a verse in the Testament;
both knit very well, which is common in this part of Fife.]

No.355a - Andrew Erskine, 14 years old, hewer:Hews coal; has done so four years; works for father. Has four brothers and one sister below.
Three out of the five read and can sign their names. I can read some; not write.
[Very ignorant.]
[The cottage was in filthy condition and the furniture with the two bedsteads on which the whole family
slept in dirty broken condition, yet I ascertained that the father was very industrious and from the paybooks it appeared he had received the last two fortnightly payments £6. 1s. 4d. and £6. 5s. 10d. for the
labour of self and children. The coal-grieve stated that the condition of the colliers was owing to their
changeable character and that flitters (roving colliers) never cared for furniture, looking upon it as an
incumbrance.]

No.355b - Mr. John Adamson, teacher of Townhill School:I have been at Townhill five months and have at present only 35 pupils; the number is expected
to increase as the works progress. The colliers are very irregular in sending their children and I
find them constantly taking them below at very early ages, so that my collection of faces varies
every week. The children are very ill-supplied with books; many have none whatever and the
small fees that are assessed and drawn at the count-table do not render it possible for me to
increase the stock.
___________________
HALLBEATH COLLIERY, parishes of Dunfermline and Beath, county of Fife. - (Messrs.
BROWN, GORDON, and Co.)
The numbers employed at Hallbeath Colliery, as stated by Mr. Gordon, are as follows;Males, 60 adults, 12 under l8 years, 6 boys under 13 years. Females, 20 adults, 30 under 18
years, 6 under 13 years.
No.356 - Mr. Gordon:We exercise no control over parents in the labour of their children; they have been accustomed to
take them down when they needed them and they do so now. Our practice differs from many
collieries, inasmuch as we engage our own female putters and they are paid distinctly from the
hewers. A school-house and residence is found for a teacher and the colliers can have their
children instructed upon payment of small fees.
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No.357 - Janet Campbell, 17 years old, putter:Wrought seven years below. Works 12 hours when work is regular; no very so here. The
women here work day about [every other day], as there are more than can get employment. Makes
stockings on idle days and goes to the night-school to learn the reading.
[Reads a little in the Testament; very ignorant of the meaning of the words.]

No.358 - Helen Spowort, 16 years old, putter:Been nine years below. Works for step-mother with brothers, as father died of bad breath some
short time since; he was 42 years of age and own mother has been dead nine years. Step-mother
used to work in pit; is now too old and has been kind to us since father's death. The work is sore
oppressing; would much like other work but canna gang as step-mother would be put of house.
Works for masters and makes 14 rakes a-day each - 500 and 600 yards, near a quarter of a mile, to
and fro with heavy loads of coal in carts.
[Can scarcely read; seldom moves to kirk.]

No.359 - Mary Morgan, 16 years old, putter:Been three years below; works with two sisters on mother's account. When employed by
masters, which is rarely more than five or six days in the 12, we have to make 50 to 60 rakes
[journeys] daily and as the road is long and the brae awfu' steep, the sweat drops off like streams of
water. The roads are 600 yards and many 900 yards long and we have to stoop very much. Never
got much hurt; been idle sometimes with pains in limbs for day or two. When fell work can get 1s.
3d. a-day.
[Reads.]

No.360 - Mr. Adam Syme:The attendance at school of the collier children is very irregular; many are taken away much too
young and having been only six months at this school, am not able to speak as to the advance made
and regret that very little desire exists for instruction. Children of the district sometimes attend to
the number of 90, at others under 70. The night-school is very seldom attended by more than 12.
___________________
FORDEL COLLIERY, parishes of Dalgety and Aberdour. - (Admiral Sir P. DURHAM,
Bart., of Fordel, Proprietor: Mr. FRANCIS GRIER, Manager.)
Employed below ground;- Males, 211; females, 59.
No.361 - Mr. Francis Grier:We have 82 young persons and children working below ground; the eldest of the males are
employed to hew coal; the females and many of the children draw the corves of coal below ground;
they are assisted by the adult females, of which 36 are above 18 years of age. The weight of the
coal and corves are upwards of 8cwt. and the length of the road about 100 fathoms [600 feet],
along which the carriage is drawn. The females begin to assist to draw by the chain from six years
of age and many from six to twelve years of age are employed in pumping and carrying water
between six at night and six in the morning. I think that a limitation of the age at which children
should work below desirable and that they should not work until 10 years of age, so as to allow
attendance at school from 5 till 10 years old; in order to assist, a large school has lately been
erected, which now attended by 280 scholars. The school is supported by small fees stopped at the
count-table, as also 6d. per month for the sick-fund, which entitles men to a receipt of 16s. per
month when disabled from work. We have had two fatal accidents only within the last two years,
occurring at distant periods but both in the pit-shaft.
No.362 - Elizabeth Gibb, 12 years old, putter:Draws the corves with chains; not harnessed; holds the chain in both hands and draws forward,
like the horses; has done so four years. Makes 60 to 70 races [journeys] every day. The work is
very hard. Once split my finger and was idle one month and afterward broke my leg by the
overload of a waggon and was idle three months. Sometimes goes to the sewing school and am
taught a lesson of reading also.
[Reads very badly; also a sister, who is 19 years age; much neglected.]
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No.363 - Euphemia Jupp, 12 years old, putter:Been at the coals since eight years old; always on day-work. Runs 80 races with corves, which
hold 5cwt. of coal; draws a guid distance; thinks it may be 150 to 200 fathoms. Works with sister
Ann, who went down same time, though two years older. Used to go to school; is too far gone
[tired] to gang now. Sits at home after work or looks about. Goes to kirk when it suits.
[Reads very badly; most of the children in this district seem to have been allowed to run wild after work.]

No.364 - Walter Cowan, 14 years old, hewer:Has been at coal-hewing four years and a half. Works 12 and 13 hours. Was at school before
working below; was learning to write.
[Reads in the Bible very well and scarcely write his name; knows a few of the Catechism answers.]
No.365 - Grace Cook, 16 years old, putter:Began work when seven years old. Am sure I have wrought nine years below, as time was
reckoned last hansel Monday. Have five sisters who work with me; one is off at present from
distress of sore work. I draw with chains which are hung on the tubs.
[Reads not very distinctly; complained much of the labour; appeared very intelligent but cautious.]
No.366 - William Russell, 10 years old, hewer:Works with four brothers below; all live together, as mother died in childbed and father of bad
breath some time since; he was only 40 years of age and much afflicted before death. Can earn
10d. a-day and works nine and ten days in the fortnight; has done so 12 months.
[Reads a little.]

No.367 - George Kinloch, 17 years old, horse-driver:Has been below 10 years. The work is no very sore but long at it.
[Cannot read; very ignorant.]

No.368 - Andrew Greenhill, 16 years old, pumper:Has been at the pumps and carrying water four years. Thinks the work very hard, as the hours
are long.
[Cannot read; very dull.]

No.369 - Alexander Kinloch, 11 years o]d, pumper:Has wrought at the pumping now two years; cannot say he much likes it, as it is so sore. Works
all night, as do many boys at the pumps.
[Cannot read.]

No.370 - Mr. Archibald Thomson, teacher of Fordel School:The school has been open only eight months and is now getting well attended by the collier
children; we average 170 day-scholars and 110 evening: many others attend as well as colliers
from the parish. The colliers, who were very negligent about this quarter, are now beginning to
appreciate the advantage of instruction and many adults are attending the reading and writing
classes.
___________________
CROSSGATES COLLIERY, parish of Dunfirmline, county of Fife. - (Mr. JOHN RAMSEY,
Lessee.)
Males employed, 26; females, 6.
No.371 - Mr. John Canzie, agent for Mr. Ramsey, lessee of Crossgates Colliery:We employ few children at present as the work is new and these are chiefly placed at the pumps;
they work eight hours at a time and then change. Nine years of age is the youngest we have
employed and frequently colliers work young males earlier, as they appear to render good
assistance. If the time of working children below were limited to 12 years of age, they would be
taught to read and write and be more able to bear the labour allotted to them. Until compulsory
measures are applied, the inattention of parents to their children's education will prevail.
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HILL OF BEATH COLLIERY, township of Inverkeithing, county of Fife. - (ROBERT
WILSON, Esq.)
Males employed, 26; females, 9.
No.372 - Robert Wilson, Esq.:Colliers in this part work their children at eight and nine years of age and it would be a prudent
step not to allow male nor female to enter a pit until the age of 12 years, that by keeping them at
school they may have a little more knowledge of the right and wrong. As miners find use for
young persons of nine, or even younger than nine years of age, it will be a difficult task to induce
them to educate their children; nothing but compulsory steps will effect it.
____________________
DONIBRISTLE and DUNDONALD COLLIERIES, parishes of Abedone and
Auchterderran, county of Fife. - (Messrs. GREIVE and NAYSMYTH, Lessees.)
Employed below ground:-. .
Donibristle Males, 77, 23.
Dundonald Males, 47, Females, 12
No.373 - David Naysmyth, agent for lessees of the Donibristle Colliery:The children and young persons employed at labour in this mine do not exceed 30 in number, as
we never encourage very young people; and as our system is to pay each person distinctly for their
labour, we are enabled to select those who are best able to work. Few work under 10 years of age;
if they do it is only for four or six hours at wheeling for which they are paid 8d. per day and
employed 10 or 11 days. The females above 15 years old, if strong, earn in the same period 9s. and
the hewers 28s. A restriction certainly is desirable as to the age children may be employed. If the
shifts be short then none should enter mines until 10 years old; if longer shifts be the practice, 12
years of age. We have a school in connection with this colliery; the school-house was built entirely
for the colliery people but they are not compelled to subscribe; many do so and others are very
careless. Bad breath exists here as at other mines; the men suffer much from it, and should say
that, as far as my observation enable me to evidence, the average of the life of adults does not
exceed 36 to 40 years of age. A sick-fund is connected with the works, to which most subscribe
and accidents occurring below ground, the medical attendance is paid for by the proprietors. One
fatal accident occurred three days since. Helen Bowman, a putter, was caught by the pit-clothes, at
the shaft-bottom, by the basket-hooks, was dragged to within five fathom of shaft-head and fell;
she lingered two days; and a man, F. Campbell, was killed by a stone from the roof some months
since.
No.374 - Mr. Andrew Adamson, manager of the Dundonald Colliery for Messrs. Greive and
Naysmyth:Children and young persons are not directly employed by the proprietors, as a contract is taken
by the men to do their own putting and they generally employ those who can do it quickest. Part of
work is done by winding coals from the working by incline-wheels the winding generally
performed by strong females. As boys are of little use before 12 years of age, none ought to be
allowed to descend until arrived at it. We have no school or sick-fund belonging to this work.
No.375 - James Mitchell, coal-greive, Dundonald:We have few colliers here who get the length of 50 years; more die off near 40. From bad breath
those who go earliest in life get touched with it soonest. We have had no accidents at this pit but
some people suffer from rheumatism, as much water is below at times and they get it from damp
work. Very young children are of little use but the contractors take down who they like.
No.376 - Robert Bowman, 10 years old, hewer:Am learning to hew the coals with lather at Donibristle; am taken down for four hours every day
after work; am wrought at the school in the Collections.
[Reads very badly.]
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No.377 - George Hunter, 12 years old, hewer:Began to hew coals; employed some time and goes to same school as Robert Bowman; have not
got the length he has of the reading, as am only in sixpenny spell.
[Cannot read.]

No.378 - Catherine Walter, 16 years old, putter:Began to work in mines when 10 years old; frequently works 18 hours on two shifts - the day 12
hours, night six hours; obliged to do so, as mother has five children and is poor. Father is dead; his
trouble was dropsy, from wet work and bad air. Gets 14d. day-work, 7d. for night. Work on
master's account; receives 14d. a-day for putting, and 7d. when on night-shift. Day shift is 12
hours and night six; works on both with sister Janet, as mother has five of us in life and father died
some time gone of dropsy, from sitting in damp work and bad air. Never been seriously hurt, sister
was off a little ago with strain; used to work with Helen Bowman, who is lying dead in the next
cottage; she fell from near top of pit-shaft, as the hook caught clothes; she was picked up by her
brother and the young man to whom she was to be married next week; she was being dragged up as
they were descending: she lingered near two days and was attended by Dr. Forsyth, of Inverkeithy.
I cannot write any; was never taught; reads very indifferently; attends Sabbath-school to learns
Scripture lesson ; sister does not.
[Can scarcely read. Very little religious knowledge.]

No.379 - Thomas Campbell 10 years old, hewer:Am learning to hew coal at Dundonald, with father; went down first with him; goes down now
with brother, who is 18 and been 10 years below and two sisters. Father is 46 years of age; he has
long been gone in the breath; he has been idle three months with it and no able to work at all.
Brothers and sisters all read a little, and so do I;am taught at the reading by John Ewan, at Shaw's
Mill, about a mile away.
[Reads very badly.]

No.380 - Mary M'Kinley, 12 years old, putter:Works for Andrew Nichols, who contracts for our work. I make a shilling a-day and works 11
days in the fortnight. We are sorely worked by contractors but obliged to do so as work is
uncertain hereabouts: has a rest of half an hour at porridge time.
[Reads and writes badly.]

No.381 - Janet Duncan, 17 years old, putter:Began to work at Hallbeath when eight years old and been working in mines ever since. Left
Hallbeath, as the work was no certain. Father stops there now with my brothers; they maintain
him, as he has been off seven years with bad breath: he is now 50 years old. I lodge with my uncle
and cousins. My earnings are 15d. per day now and I pay 10s. fortnightly for my food and lodging.
Work 11 days average. Not been to any school since first taken down.
[Can scarcely read.]

___________________

COLLIERIES IN KIRKALDY DISTRICT OF THE COUNTY OF FIFE.
CLUNIE COLLIERY, parish of Auchterderran, county of Fife. - (CLUNIE COAL
COMPANY, Lessees. - Mr. ALEXANDER GOODALL, Manager.)
No.382 - Mr. Alexander Goodall:I have been 19 years connected with the management of this colliery, during which period no
fatal accident. nor has any of a serious kind taken place. In this part very little disease exists
amongst the men, as their habits and mode of living differ from most colliers. In the first place
very young boys have never been allowed to go below ground and no females whatever work in
our pits. I consider the keeping females out of the mines one of the most important points towards
the improvement of the collier population, as it forces them to self dependence and as they are
obliged to send their daughters into the fields, or to service, so they are compelled to seek wives
from other trades than their own and it is a singular fact that scarcely any one of our colliers have
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married upon colliers daughters, as also a large number of the daughters of colliers are married to
millers, ploughmen and other people. There is a school attached to the colliery, at which the
majority of male and female children attend: they enter as early as five and six years and continue
till 12, when the boys go down, as they are of no use before that age, although our seams are very
narrow, not exceeding 28 inches high and our roads 42 inches. The number of men employed are
40 heads of families; 22 under 18 years of age and four above 12 years of age. Few men marry
about this quarter till 22 to 24 years of age.
No.383 - David Blair, 16 years old, putter:Wrought between three and four years below; employed to put and fill; have not yet been
putting at the coal-wall. Does not care about the work, though it is guid sair work. Works 10
hours daily, sometimes more and makes 11 days out of 12. Earns at present 15d. per day.
[Reads and writes well; well informed; very musical; plays exceedingly well on the violin.]

No.384 - Mrs. Blair, mother of David Blair:Has been married 34 years, and has no recollection of any females or young children being
employed to labour below ground. The guid wives have an objection to their children being
wrought until they have strength and when they are working they require good wholesome food
sent down. I have five sons working with my man [husband], and they have the porridge and meat
sent down and get it as regular as when at home. My father was a miller and my daughter is
married to one. Ten children alive; all read and write.
No.385 - William Herd, 12 years old, gin driver:I drive the horse round the gin-have done so 12 months. Could read and write before was sent
to work. Father is a collier; have seven brothers and sisters; was five years at school. Father is an
Episcopalian and we go to Episcopalian chapel. Knows the Church Catechism.
No.386 - David Patterson, 15 years old, putter:Works 10 hours at wheeling the tubs-has. done so three years and a half, works on mother's
account. Father died some years since at Perth.
[Reads very well; writes badly; not very forward in Scripture knowledge.]

No.387. Isabel Henderson, wife of J. Henderson, collier:Lived at Clunie all my life. Have several daughters, who work in the fields, they get 4s. 6d. aweek. Are very healthy and can get work full 7 out of 12 months.
No.388 - Mr. Peter Herd, Teacher, Clunie:I have been teacher in this district some years and have a fair proportion of the children of farmservants and colliers attending my school that can be spared from labour; about two-thirds of my
scholars are children of colliers. The instruction is elementary only, reading, writing and
arithmetic; the latter very little progress is made in, from the manner in which children are
employed. In this part of the country boys are generally removed, during the summer, to labour
about the fields and they are taken away at the ages of 9 and 10 years, they return in the winter
months and continue in this manner at school until they are 12 years old when they are withdrawn.
Young persons working in mines and other hard labour make very little progress; they are as dull
in spirits as they are fatigued in body and under such circumstances whatever is done is looked
upon as a task imposed. rather than lessons for their benefit. The progress of young persons wholly
unemployed is decidedly greater than those employed at irregular occupations, even though you
throw in the advantage of superior age. The want of proper attendance and that for a period
sufficient to allow children to obtain a sound elementary education, often prevents them from
filling situations where only a moderate degree of knowledge is required. No Sunday-school
instruction is sufficient to make up for loss of that of the Day-school and although the morals of the
colliers of this place be far in advance of most in Fife, yet the children have not sufficient
instruction for the common purposes of life.
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CAPLEDRAE COLLIERY, parish of Auchterderran, county of Fife. - (J. and R. AYTON,
Esqs.)
No.389 - Mr. Thomas Goodall, manager:This work has been in operation for the last five years and people to the number of 60 frequently
employed but no females. At present the youngest is 14 and the oldest 18, that hurry the tubs of
coals from wall-face to shaft. The principal employment of very young children in our mines has
been the opening and shutting trap-doors. I have not the slightest doubt but the employment of
some very simple machines might entirely supersede the necessity of employing them, although I
have not turned my attention sufficiently to be able to give any definite plan. I think a limitation of
age at which children should be employed most desirable, in the present ignorant, degraded
condition of the colliers. If the colliers were in the condition they might and ought to be,
considering the wages they make, the discretion of age might be left to themselves; I think,
therefore, that 12 years of age is the very youngest at which a child should be allowed to go below
ground, as below this it must of necessity stunt their growth and destroy their constitutions by
being confined in damp air. I suggest one thing which I consider would be a most efficient means
of carrying out this commission and that is the moral and intellectual improvement of the colliers;
they are in many places a most barbarous and degraded class and the employment of females in
mines, which is still common in many places around this neighbourhood, has done more destroy
the colliers physically, morally and intellectually, than any other thing that I know of.
No.390 - Rev. Dr. Andrew Muurray, minister of Auchterarder parish:There are two schools in my parish for the ordinary branches of education and one in which
female children are taught to sew. These schools are in Lochgelly and are not attended by children
or young persons employed in labour The teachers of the schools are well qualified to teach the
elementary branches of education. There is one Sabbath-school at Lochgelly in connection with
the United Secession congregation and the teacher complains that he can make little of those who
do come. At Lochgelly, boys leave the day-school as early as 10 years old and girls generally
below that age; at the parochial, boys leave about 12 years of age and girls 10. Their education is
very imperfect and continuous labour deprives them of the opportunity of improving themselves
afterwards. Children ought to remain at school up to 13 or 14 years of age. Young persons
employed in agriculture are in better condition than those employed in coal-mines; the former
being more cared for by their parents and the farmers in so service they are.
___________________
LOCHGELLIE, CATTLE-HILL and DEAN-PIT COLLIERIES, parishes of Beath and
Auchterderran, county of Fife. - (JOHN HENDERSON, Esq., Lessee.)
No.391 - Henry Chisholm, manager of Lochgelly:We have employed at present 94 males and 25 females, who are wrought below ground; 26 are
under 18 years of age and 10 under the age of 13. Our seams of coal being thick, five to eight feet,
very young children are not needed - indeed they are never required and children ought to be
employed under 12 years of age in any mines, as they lose both education and strength by being
under ground so early. At some coal-workings, children commence as early as six years of age and
remain below as the adults. The time in the Lochgelly Colliery is limited to nine hours and no one
is allowed to work at night except the engine-man. No accidents here have ever taken place of a
fatal nature. Carbonic acid gas exists but we drive it out by superior ventilation. In rainy weather
we suffer by water in the pit. Men are employed in our mines at the hewing only and the females
as putters; each are ranked distinct and no married women now work in our mines. The mines at
Deanpit and Cattle-hill are at present stopped from working.
No.392 - Agnes Cook, 15 years old, putter:Has wrought at Lochgelly 12 months; worked in the fields prior to coal-work. Has four brothers
at coal-work; father is a collier; mother was a farm-servant. Can read; never was at writing; makes
own clothes and stockings.
[Reads well; intelligent.]
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No.293 - Eliza Dixon, 17 years old, putter:Began to work below five years since; works nine hours every day; never been off work; was in
the fields before at the coals; left there, as more money is to be had than fieldlabour; could never
earn more than 8d. a-day above, now gets 15d. when working in the wet roads. Never got hurt;
was below when a young man [Joseph Harrower] was crushed to death by fall of roof three years
ago and remembers one Andrew Beveridge being killed in same manner two years since. Reads;
was a wee while at the writing but not since down.
[Reads badly; ignorant but has a knowledge of the verses of many Psalms, which she learned at Sabbath-school.]

No.394 - Alexander Gillespie, 12 years old, hewer:Began to work at eight years old; was born at Polmont, in Stirlingshire. Father dead eight years,
died from dropsy, brought on by sitting in damp work; he was 28 years old. Can read a little and
am learning to write at night-school.
[Dejected and ill informed.]

__________________
LUMPHINNIN'S COLLIERY, parish of Ballingray, county of Fife. - (Mr. ADAM BEGG,
Lessee.)
No.395 - Mr. Adam Begg:In the Lumphennin Mine I endeavour to economise labour as much as possible and by adopting
self-acting inclines from the rise to dip, much labour is saved, as well as greater safety in working.
The number of hands employed by me at present do not exceed 73, 22 are females; I do not employ
any male or female in my colliery under 14 years of age. I consider that children being wrought in
mines at early ages is most hurtful to them in their morals and likewise prejudicial to their health;
they are taken from school before receiving common education and seldom go back to school again
and they go to the pit before they have sufficient strength in their system to throw off coal-dust,
lamp-reek and other noxious vapours that are common to coal-mines and they frequently get
command of money, which they make a very improper use of. Under these circumstances I think it
would be proper to restrict the taking of children into pits till the age of 14 years. I have no school
directly attached to the works; there is one in the adjoining village where the colliers reside and
also a library; the entry-money is only 2s. per quarter but only three colliers subscribe. A benefit
society, conducted on the principles recommended by the Highland Society, exists and the greater
part of the colliers are members.
No.396 - William Beveridge, 14 years old, hewer:Works 12 hours with Job Win, who has taken care of me, as father died of the black-spit and
mother soon followed; never does the putting, as that is done by the women; wrought two and a
half years. Can read and write.
[Reads very well; writes badly; is very well informed in Scripture history but dull at the tables.]

No.397 - Janet Neilson, 16 years of age, putter:Was at service but left her place as father persuaded her to go below; much prefers service, only
suppose father needs my earnings. The work is very, very sair; has a sister at service and brother a
shepherd; mother was at service. Work 10 hours daily, earns 1s. per day. Reads; not write.
[Father very lazy, dissolute fellow.]

____________________
TOUGH COLLIERY, parish of Kirkaldy, county of Fife. - (Mr. JAMES BEVERIDGE
Lessee.)
No.398 - Mr. John Goodall:I have been three years manager of the Taugh Colliery, and at present employ 29 persons; the
work being new, the colliers are not yet acquainted with the character and customs of the place,
therefore have been changeable. Females work below as well as males but not after marriage.
Many young children are taken into the mines as soon as they can lift coal, which practice ought to
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be discontinued, as it injures in body and mind. I feel convinced that life would be much
lengthened in collier-men, provided they in the first instance kept above ground until 14 years of
age, as they would have strength to bear the fatigue and judgement to avoid many evils which they
fall into through the ignorance. The children and young people about the mines are deplorably
ignorant, and as long as females continue to work below as they do in many mines about this part
of Scotland, will remain so.
No.399 - James Ewins, 15 years old, putter:Began to work when eight years of age; can't say exactly, might be 10 years old; know it was a
good bit since. Works 10 hours, sometimes more; never troubles the school; used to read a bit;
could do so now if I were to go a little to the school.
[Very ignorant.]

No.400 - Andrew Smith, l2 years old, gin-driver:Been some time on Taugh Coal-hill, driving the horse in the round; gets 2s. 6d. a-week. Did
read and write; has forgotten the writing; can do a little in the Testament.
No.401 - Duncan Rankin, 13 years old, hewer:Wrought four years below; not been to school since; was taught in parish school; did a little at
the reading, writing and counting. Six times 4 - 24- can't say how many pence is a pound; 12 in a
shilling. Lives in Scotland, which is in the world; don't know what kingdom it is, or who is king or
queen. God made heaven and earth and Jesus is God.
[Does not know the first questions in the Catechism.]

No.402 - James Rowley, 14 years old, hewer:Began to work at coals four years ago; was at school before, never at any settled one, as father
moves about; has been at four different coal-pits since I wrought. Have no dislike to my work;
there is a heavy dyke and the roads are not railed, which makes the work sore when I draw, which I
do after hewing. Can get 2s. a-day when I work; could do every day but have no will at times.
[Reads very badly; says the Catechism was forced upon him as a punishment when at school, so had no inclination to
try it since.]

___________________
DONNIKIER COLLIERY, parish of Kirkaldy, county of Fife. - (Mr. ALEXANDER PARK
KNIGHT, Lessee.)
No.403 - Mr. A. P. Knight:I Only employ at present 56 colliers, males and females; the young people are under their
natural guardians and we never interfere with them; it would be desirable not to allow children to
go below before 10 years of age but after that may be useful to parents. There is a school near the
works and is well attended and every means are used to induce parents to send their children. Most
of the children read and write and nearly all the boys signed the paper returned to the
Commissioners some days since. We have no sickfund, as when sickness occurs the men as well
as myself contribute. Have only had two serious accidents within two years; a boy, 16 years old,
crushed to death by a mass of the falling; and a man, 21 years old, killed by falling out of the
basket while ascending shaft.
No.404 - John Bowman, 16 years old, hewer:Six years at the coals; hews on father's account. Was off work with a split elbow; lost use of
hand for long time; been many accidents in Donnikier's works; two killed and many injured.
Henry Hind had his leg broke by a stone from roof. I signed the big paper which was sent away
[the tabular form] and brother also.
[Reads and writes.]

No.405 - Thomas Simpson, 15 years old, hewer:Been five years at coal-hewing; works 12 and 13 hours day about [alternate day] and 10 hours
when on night-work. Was at school before working and at writing, now cannot sign own name;
did not sign the big paper [the tabular form], but a man at the pit-mouth wrote it for me. I work on
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step-father's account with sister, who is 17 years of age; she is a little and goes to Sabbath-school to
learn the Scripture. I live near Kirkaldy, which is in Fife; can't say what country it is in, unless it
be in Edinburgh.
[Can answer many of the questions in the short Catechism; reads very badly.]

No.406 - Janet Brown, 17 years old, putter:Worked in mines three or four years, can't recollect exactly the time; drags the carts of coal of
3cwt. on wheels. Father dead; not been to school for many years: 3 and 4=7; can't say how many
months there are in the year.
[Cannot spell a word of three letters and is quite destitute of religious knowledge.]

No.407 - Janet Paton, 16 years old, putter:Been four years below employed in putting; works 10 and 12 hours; has never tried other work;
would prefer above-ground labour. Knows that Edinburgh is a big town; thinks it is in Fife. Does
not know what the water [the Forth] is called which divides Donnikier from Edinburgh. Never go
to kirk, as am no able to read muckle; can't say what is the minister's name who preaches at the old
kirk just by.
No.408 - Isabel Hood, about 12 years old, putter:Wrought 12 months below; works 12 hours; not been to school these four years; was in the
reading but forgot all; cannot spell my own name; will gang to school next winter night.
[Utterly destitute of religious knowledge, neither can she sew or knit.]

No.409 - Elizabeth Duncan, 11 years old, putter:Began to work in the pit two months since; does not like the work, but father takes the lassies
wi' him. Have one sister at the spinning-mill, where I worked for one month but they discharged
me as being o'er young for the work. Like the mill-work best, as do most lassies.
[Reads very badly; very ignorant.]

No.410 - Alexander Simpson, 11 years old, hewer:Has worked on the coal-wall 12 months; don't dislike the work now. Never got hurt below.
Been below when bad air was in the pit and the lamps were put out by it. Was taught reading,
writing and counting; 6 times 12=72; 12 times 6=84; 3 times 28=60; 12 hours in the day; 6 days in
a week; 12 months in a year. Don’t know that there is any larger town in Scotland than Kirkaldy,
not what county or shire Kirkaldy is in. Know my carritches [Catechism] that I was taught at
school.
[Can repeat the short replies to the easy questions for children but very little knowledge of the Testament, in which he
reads.]

No.411 - Peter Hind, 13 years old, hewer:Hews coal; done so three years; likes it well enough. Writes own name; signed the big paper.
Reads; was taught when living in Queensferry. Can’t say whether Queensferry is near Edinburgh;
is the other side of the water. Can’t say what county I live in, thinks it is called Scotland and the
adjoining place Kirkaldy. Cannot count, as was not the length.
[Forgot the Catechism; never goes to kirk, as have no clothes.]
No.412 - Mr. David Forrester, teacher, Kirkaldy:I have been a teacher of youth in this parish for 33 years; the population of Kirkaldy and its
adjunct is upwards of 8000, chiefly commercial and manufacturing, characterised by orderly and
peaceable conduct and I believe the amount of crime is much under the average of the kingdom,
from education being widely diffused. There are 21 day-schools established in this district, many
of which are open to evening classes in the winter session; the usual rate of fees is 2s. 6d. per
quarter English, 4s. per quarter writing, 5s. per quarter arithmetic; some have fees under these and
there are two institutions which educate and clothe 100 poor children each. I cannot give any
estimate of the numbers attending other schools. The fact that there are scarcely any who cannot
read some and comparatively few who cannot write a little, may be taken as a general criterion of
the attention paid to education. The present system of education, although much improved of late
years, is in my opinion greatly deficient in the want of sufficient attention being paid to the moral
development of the pupils. I do not by this wish to be understood the learning as a task to repeat
by memory so many moral sayings but that all their actions, in the little social community, should
be carefully scrutinised and every deviation from strict morality from kindness, charity and love,
he exposed and checked; at the same time explaining in such language as seems best suited to their
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capacities, the reason for the rules laid down for their conduct, showing the evils that would result
from the infraction of them and the advantages arising from a strict adherence to them. I have been
from long experience convinced that the moral principles of men depend almost entirely on the
manner in which their actions in childhood were regulated;it is true that some children have a much
higher sense of justice than others. Still it is my firm opinion, that were sufficient care taken in
early childhood thus to train and educate the social principles (as they may be styled) and to
restrain by proper coercion every deviation from the paths of rectitude, there would be very few
indeed, if any, who would not form respectable members of society. I am no admirer of infantschools as at present conducted; while infant assemblages containing children from that period at
which they are able to walk and speak, up to five or six years of age, trained to the habitual
exercise of the social virtues in their amusements, which are the only lessons they should learn at
this age, except viva voce instructions from the teachers, abounding in anecdotal illustration
adapted to their intellect - such seminaries would be an important advance in education. Without
children have a sound elementary basis, Sabbath-schools are useless, as the teaching of abstract
points of doctrinal divinity to children, I consider as impracticable except by rote. I advocate the
training of all in the great points of charity, love and the moral duties, so seduously explained by
Jesus Christ and his disciples in the New Testament. The establishment of schools of design and
those in which the elements of mechanics and moral philosophy are taught would unquestionably
be the best means of advancement of young persons; the greater the knowledge you give of a
practical kind, the more you elevate and enable them to apply their capabilities to the greatest
advantage: while by giving legitimate objects upon which to exercise their faculties, you remove
one cause - the want of mental excitement - of the disorderly courses too often followed by young
men. I look upon this as very important indeed.
One important fact, deserving, in my opinion, of mature consideration, viz., that the girls and
young women working in factories, mines, &c or even those who work at the weaving trade in
smaller assemblages than are usually so denominated, form, as it were, a separate and lower caste
in the eyes of public opinion, and their morals are generally of a lower grade. When these become
mothers of families, the result, from the utter want of all domestic training, may be easily
anticipated. As a further illustration, I may mention, that any young woman so brought up, who
desires to leave such an employment and enter a family as a domestic servant, finds a great
difficulty in obtaining a place, the prejudice against them from their usual incapacity for managing
household affairs and the general habits, being strong. These evils seem inseparable from the
employment of females in numbers at regular daily work, more especially when thus associated
with males of about their own age. When it is remembered by the present constitution of society
the training of children depends almost solely on the mother, it will be seen over how extensive a
field the resultant evils extend their ramifications.
____________________
WEMYSS COLLIERY, parishes of Wemyss and Largo, county of Fife. - (Captain JAMES
ENSKINE WEYMSS, R.N., &&c.)
No.413 - Thomas Bywater, Esq., East Wemyss, agent:There are employed above and below at the Wemyss Colliery about 370 persons at present
[April 27, 1841] 269 work below ground, out of which number 20 are adult males and five under
the age of 18; 45 males under 18 and 25 below 13 years of age; remainder 101 males are employed
above ground as smiths, carpenters, masons and labourers. Our hours of employment are
nominally 12 but two hours being allowed for breakfast and dinner, 10 hours are the time the men
and others actually work. Children remain below as long as the adults but as respects young
colliers they work at according to their ability. By the practice of the colliery each adult collier is
entitled to send to bank a specified quantity as his day's work and whatever a man's strength might
be, his fellow workmen would object to his increasing it. But then, as a man is allowed to add a
quarter to his quantity from the first day he takes a boy down to learn him his trade as a collier, he
does, in fact, work this additional quantity himself often for months, the boy being incapable for a
considerable time. A boy under 13 years of age ranks as "quarter man;" on reaching the age of 13
he reckoned as "half man;" at 15 rises to a “three-quarter man;" and at 17 takes his place as a "full
man." These regulations were formed by the colliers themselves and acquiesced by the proprietor.
By a rule of this colliery, no boy should be taken below until he is 10 years old; on occasions this
rule is relaxed, by the men themselves, to meet the wishes of men with large families, or to assist
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the widow of a collier. No necessity can be said to exist for the employment of very young
children and were not that men with large families are in a great degree necessitated to avail
themselves their children's labour at the earliest period practicable, I would say no child under 12
years of age ought to go below in any capacity, because when set to work earlier, it rarely happens
that their education is not totally neglected, or nearly so and because experience has satisfied me
that such individuals have generally proved the worst of their class, morally speaking. The colliers'
present wages average from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per day; they have fallen 25 per cent. within the last 12
months, owing to reductions in the sale prices of coals, arising from a diminished demand. In
addition to money-wages, a collier [if married] gets a free house and garden. He is further
permitted to work 5cwt. of coal weekly for his family use which is sent to the bank without charge
but he loses this advantage if he has less than 10 days' work in the fortnight, unless he prove by a
certificate from the surgeon of works that sickness or injury sustained at the work occasioned his
absence. Unmarried colliers receive money in lieu of coals. The present rate of wages for smiths
are 2s. 8d.; masons, 2s. 6d.; carpenters, 2s. 8d.; labourers, 1s. 8d. to 2s. per day. The practice here
is for colliers to give or receive six weeks' warning before leaving or discharged. Artificers and
labourers two weeks' warning, &c. We have two schools, one in each of the principal coal towns,
managed by a committee of the men, still, to a certain degree, under my control; one reading-room,
two sick-funds, one for the colliers and one for the workmen and labourers, both managed by
themselves; man contributes 1.5d. per week and the proprietor adds £20. per year. Accidents of a
serious nature are rare; none within last two years and constant vigilance is exercised to keep the
workings below perfectly open, nothing being required beyond due attention to the ventilation.
The coals are putted by females and the practice here is to contract with a certain number of
responsible hands for periods of three and six months, leaving these contractors to engage their
assistants.
No.414 - Robert Welch, 11 years old, hewer:Works with father; has done so one month; learning to hew coal; has no dislike to the work,
only finds it very inconvenient to get porridge down; has been five years at school and learned to
read and write. Two brothers work below with me - Alexander, 13, has been two years down and
George, 15, has been four years down; both read and write well.
[Reads and writes very well.]

No.415 - Janet Welch, about 20 years old, putter:Wrought below nine years; did bear the coal on back; ceased to do so six months ago. Women
who worked in the high seam carried coal till masters forbid it two years since; small hutchies
could have been used but it was cheaper to carry. Work on the master's account and receive 1s. aday; do not like contract work, as the work is made o'ersair.
[Reads; ill-informed.]

No.416 - Isabel Hugh, 19 years old, putter:Began to work when 13 years old, below ground; has wrought in the fields; likes the work well
enough; it is guid sair sweating work. Janet Adamson and I contract for putting on our own
account; the road is 100 fathoms in length and we run the races singly; we frequently run 50 races
between us; we get 14d. per score, and 1s. per week each extra for clearing pit-bottom and working
the pump; seldom work less than 12 to 14 hours.
[Reads and writes.]

No.417 - Elizabeth Litster, 15 years old, putter:Has wrought three years below; works from six in the morning till six at night; works for
contractors; has to make 14 races before porridge-time; the distance is 300 fathoms from incline to
pit-bottom and 14 and 15 races between porridge and the time we take our pieces of bread; 14, 15,
and 16 races afterwards; we get 15d. a-day but only employed nine sometimes ten days in the
fortnight. When I wrought on day's wages for master, was not so hard worked; the work is more
sair, as the men drive us more, for they do the work cheap. Many girls have left, not liking to be
driven and gone into the fields.
[Reads and writes very well; clever and ready in replies.]

No.418 - Mr. Andrew Hutton, teacher, East Wemyss Coal-town:The average attendance of collier children is 70 in the day and 30 at night-school, which I think
is a full proportion of children able to attend in this village. The fees are paid by the colliers
themselves; 3d. is the weekly charge for reading, 3.5d. reading and writing, 4d. reading, writing
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and arithmetic; but very few go the length of the arithmetic and many not more than reading; they
find their own books; the children are not very regular in attendance and frequently taken down
very early and rarely return after.
____________________
DYSART COLLIERY, parish of Dysart, county of Fife. - (Messrs. BEVERIDGE and
SMITH, Lessees.)
No.419 - David Butt, overseer:Employ 30 male adults, 15 young men, and three boys; the latter are used as horse-drivers. No
females have been wrought in our mines for 12 years. The work is very heavy, as our coal is 22
feet thick and we quarry the same from top to bottom; and horses draw from wall-face to the pitbottom on main-roads trammed with iron; the lowest horseway is six feet high. Several accidents
have occurred; only two lately. Andrew Adamson broke two ribs six weeks since and David
Archibald was killed by the chain coming off the pillar-wheel the middle of last February. We
have no other method of ventilating our pits than by leaving open unemployed shafts, which are six
in number and two employed, leave eight openings. We have a school near the colliery, to which
the children of colliers are sent on moderate fees; girls as well as boys attend. The girls after they
are educated are employed in the fields, bleachfields, &c and many are sent out to respectable
service.
___________________
THORNTON COLLIERY, parish of Markinch, county of Fife. - (JAMES BALFOUR Esq.,
of Balgonie, Proprietor.)
BALBIRNIE COLLIERY, parish of Markinch, county of Fife. - (JOHN BALFOUR Esq., of
Balbirnie, Proprietor.)
No.420 - Mr. William Ballingall, agent to the proprietors of Balgonie an Balbirnie Collieries:It has not been the practice of the proprietors of these collieries to employ very young persons at
the coal for many years. At Balgonie or Thornton Colliery only six boys employed, not one under
11 years of age; their employment is driving the horses; an five young men are employed at coalhewing, with 33 adults. At Balbirnie men only employed, the nature of the work requiring full
strength. The hours of labour at Balgonie are nine, including one hour for breakfast; at Balbirnie
eight hours. No relays of hands necessary. Very few accidents have occurred; two within last two
years, caused by the coal splitting; a man and boy injured. Boys legs were broken, since recovered.
___________________
LARGO WARD COLLIERY, of Kilconquhar, county of Fife. - (THOMAS CALDERWOOD
esq., Proprietor.)
No.421 - Mr. John Paton, manager:Thirty-one males are employed in the Largo Mine, only five of whom are under 18 years of age;
each man hews his own coal and puts it to the pit-bottom; they work nearly every day, as we pay
weekly and they are better satisfied with that mode. The average sum men earn is 15s. to 16s.
weekly; they have free coal but not free houses; the rent generally paid by them is 25s. to 30s.
yearly. Colliers here are stationary and we never have had any strike amongst them Bad breath is
the prevalent complaint; we have many widows and there are few colliers exceed 45 to 50 years.
The choke-damp gathers below in soft weather and the small coal below has often taken fire
spontaneously and acted injouriously on the men but they have always recovered on exposure to
the air. One serious accident, 22 months. Archibald Driver was killed by fall of roof.
No. 422. John Scott, 17 years old, putter and hewer:FINAL
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Wrought below near 10 years; works in the black hole on cherry coal; does so 10 hours daily. A
vast of bad air in the pits; could earn 12s. weekly if were not prevented by it; only get 9s. average.
Father a farm-servant; give my wages to mother.
[Reads and writes.]

No.423 - John Paton, 17 years old, hewer and putter:Been four years below; could read and write well before going down; works 10 to 12 hours; no
women or girls work below; it is very sore work, as the roads are not railed. I draw my own coal
from black hole to pit-bottom with rope and chain; the carts hold 2.25cwt.; the seam is 36 inches
high. Son of the manager, who keeps a store.
[Reads and writes very well.]

____________________
TEASES COLLIERY, parish of Largo, county of Fife. - (Messrs. PATON and GRAHAM,
Lessees.)
No.424 - Mr. David Graham, lessee:We employ 65 colliers; four are under 13 years of age and five under 18 years. Colliers begin to
work at very early ages in this part, as the working seams are narrow. No females are wrought in
this part; boys are employed to draw the coals in small carts; they draw with small straps over the
shoulders and to which is fastened a chain; the carts hold 1.5 to 2cwt. of coal only, as the deep pit
in which they work is not railed; they work eight to nine hours daily and principally on their
parents' account. Good working colliers earn 30s. to 40s. in the fortnight, when they work 12 days.
Men are very short lived, very few reach 50 and they are often seized in the breath at 30 and 35
years of age. I have not been more than 12 months connected with this mine, during which period
three fatal accidents have taken place, - 1st. A man was killed by falling down the pit; 2nd, by a
stone from roof and the 3rd was killed on the coal-hill by the gig working suddenly.
No.425 - William Graham, overseer:I think a limitation of the age which children should work in mines would be injurious, as they
ought to begin young. Boys get injured at times through carelessness; one was killed a short time
since by bad air.
No.426 - William Galloway, 16 years old, putter:Began work at seven years of age; employed to draw the bogies with a gordie [rope and chain];
there are no rails in the pit and the work is o'er sair; works from five in the morning till three and
four in the day. Takes a bit of bread down and gets dinner on return; works ever day that the air
below will let him; has a brother who works on father’s account. Father touched in the breath but
still works when air is good and we take away 20s. to 30s. in the fortnight. Brother got his legs
crushed a while since-was off eight weeks; two sisters at service; mother was a ploughman's
daughter.
[Reads and writes pretty well; deficient in useful knowledge.]

____________________
DRUMCARRA COLLIERY, parish of Cameron, county of Fife. - (Messrs. WILLIAMSON
and Co., Lessees.)
No.427 - Mr. Alexander Felfer, overseer:We employ about 50 persons in the mine; 15 are under 18 years of age, and nine boys 10, 12,
and 14 years of age; very young people are of no use here, as much caution is required from the
nature of our coal, which frequently is on fire and we find it trouble-some and expensive to keep it
at bay. The works were stopped for some years from the wasting fire. We have no carburetted
hydrogen in the mine but much choke-damp in warm weather which we drive pout by ventilation.
Our pit is descended by one shaft 65 fathoms deep and it is divided by a partition. The air is
coursed along the workings in the usual way. No accidents have taken place from the stifle which
the burning produces. One man was crushed by the fall of a stone in the mine within the last two
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years. The usual number of hours which our colliers are wrought do not exceed eight or nine and
when they work by double shifts they rarely work more than six and seven hours. As children are
little use in the mines before 12 or 13 years of age, I would recommend 13 years as the most
suitable time for their being first employed. No females have ever wrought in this part of Fife and
many of our present colliers were labourers in the fields; they are generally good workmen,
although they are called grass-colliers.
No.428 - Alexander Smith, 14 years old, hewer:Works with two brothers below on father's account, as he cannot work, often being touched in
the breath. Brother and I can put out two men's work in a day, which is l5 tubs of mixed coal,
equal to three tons; we get 2s. 3.5d. per ton for splint coal, 2s. 1d. for soft coal and 15d. per ton for
panwood or lime coal. We could do very well if the work were regular but the warm weather
causes the black-damp to rise; it did so on Saturday, when we left. The pit is much troubled with
fire-stifle, which sends the men to sleep; it also causes them to spew much; when the men are
overcome with the stifle we take them into the fresh air, which brings back their senses. I have
been below three years; was at Donbrae school before; was taught to read and write. Have two
sisters; one is married to a gardener and the other at service at Mr. Mitchell's at Mother was a
weaver's daughter.
[Writes very badly, and deficient in religious knowledge.]

No.429 - Andrew Ferres, 17 years old, hewer:Began first to work on coal three years ago; left farm service, as the coal work was likely to pay
better; can earn 2s. 6d. to 3s. a-day when work is regular; the average through the year I think is
eight days in the fortnight. Service is preferable to coal-work but my wages were only 4s. 1d. ayear and I had to clothe myself; would not have left, only father wished me and little brother is
now below opening the traps; he is 12 years old and been down nine months.
[The father is afflicted with bad breath and the mother has been dead four years; the daughters, - two out at service, one
(18 years old) keeps house.]

COLLIERIES in the EASTERN DISTRICT of the COUNTY of FIFE.
St. Andrews
Kilconquhar. Grange Colliery. Proprietor, Peter Keddie, Esq.
Kilconquhar. Rires Colliery. Proprietor, Mr. Dalgleish.
Carabee. Kellie Castle Colliery.Proprietor, Mr. Hastier.
Kennoway. Kimnox Colliery. Proprietor, Mr. Fernie.
Cameron. Greigston Colliery, Proprietor, Messrs. Williamson and Co.
Cameron. Winthank Colliery. Proprietor, Whyte Melville, Esq.
Cupar.
Cults. Burn Turc Colliery. Proprietor, Mr. D. Thompson.
Leslie. Coule Colliery. Proprietor, Mr. Mitchell.
Kirkaldy.
Sceonie. Ducie Colliery. Proprietor, Messrs. Langdale and Co.
Wemyss. Pilmuir Colliery. Proprietor, Captain Wemyss.
Wemyss.Methel Colliery. Proprietor, Captain Wemyss.
The collieries in the district of St. Andrews and Cupar are worked to very limited extent, and no females
or very young children are wrought below. The only novelty that attracts attention is the peculiar
character of the coal at Drumcarra, Largo Ward and Teases, which spontaneously fires. At Drumcarra a
portion of the coal-wall is on fire and the smoke causes not unfrequently a complete cessation of labour
from the "stifle" arising therefrom. It is presumed that so much mineral is disseminated through this
particular section of the coal-field that the coal may be generally termed pyritiferous. If therefore, a
quantity of pyritous matter be suffered to accumulate, spontaneous combustion naturally takes place an
accident of not unfrequent occurrence in similar formations in English mines as also those of the Brora
Coalfield in the north of Scotland, the working of which for some years has been abandoned.

_______________________
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